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In September of 1967; the author became the director of the
Health Services,MObility StUdy, a project funded by the Offite of Eco
nomic Opportunity. The-grant.carried the dNitto that the project in-

ivestigate the impediments tg upliard occupational mobility in New York
City Municipal Hospitals and that it suggest means ooveccoming ob-
stacles tb such mobility. 'It was a one-year grant. - -...

,

PREFACE

.

.

Ten yeaTs later,..the Health Services Mobility,Stsdy,(HSMS) is
ending 4s research and develsopmnt activities. During that time, HSMS
examined` the occupational stricture of New York.. City Municipal Tospitals
and investigated the problems of skill shortages and credentialitig.1 It

then undertook to design'a method to propote occupational mobility by
tying job' requirements to curriculum design in 4 single's tem.

:01

HSMS has developed, field tested and applied a Method to
analyze work (task analysis) and design job ladders. It moved onto
develop a method-for curriculum design tising task dataand.fOr the de-
sign of educational ladders to 0Srallel job ladders: It eventually
expanded Abe, method to.sshow how to make job structures and curricula
responsive to quality standards and the needs of consumers, and to show
how occupational mobpity can ,be economically attractive to employers.
It then completed the system by showing how task -data'and, curriculum
objectives produced by the method can be used as inputs to the devel-
opment of performance evaluation instruments and forithe selection of
c9ntent ,for, and validation of, occupational prof4Fiency tests.

HSMS has made,,theoretical'conibutions to the fields of job
analysis, curriculum development, and occupational testing. It has

helped to promote the concepts of uPwird occupationarand educational
mobility, and, has developed a design for a safe practice, quality assur-
ance program in diagnostic radioloO. A

P

1/4

The HSMS method was pilot-tested in an'mbulatory care tom-
,

munity health center. It was given a full-scale applicati,opin diag-
nostic radiology.' An abbreviated, version of the_method was, applied to
the technologist, tectinician.and aide functions in tadiation therapy
and diagnostic ultrasound. A curriculum has been developed including
the aide, technician, and%tdiEhndlogist levels in diagnostic radiology.

or-

Although these applications have been in health services
(olccbpations,all of the components of the method are generic and can
be applied lo any, work activity in any industry.

1 ' 41

ElImmtbeGilpatrick and Papl Corliss, The Occupational Structure of New

York City Municipal Hospitals,'Negx York: Health Services Mobility.

464-Study and/or Praeget Publishe'rs (Research ,deport No. 2), 1910. ry

t



Now the time has come to share the method so that it can be

7-31,sed by others. This research 'report offers all the componentsof the

1119MS method of task analysii, job ladder design, and currieulum,deVel-
opment for use as 0 system or in part. It is offered to any institu-

tion
. 1 .

tion that wishes oheipend time and resources.ta rationally structure,
work, utilize its labor fOrce, evaluate its work perfortance,d'eVelop

. ,

4.

-Research THE HEALTH SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY METUCV,

Rpt. No. 11 OF TAS4,ANALYSIS AND CURRICULUM DESIGN.
1

Vol,, 1 Basic Tools.: The Concepts,'Task.Identification,
Z-z-.....,

- . .Skill Scales and Knowledge Systems

.Vol.2 Writing Task Descriptions and Scaling
Tasks for Skills and Knowledge: A Manual.

..

. .. ,

k (Also contains ,an abbreviated version of the task
.

descritstion method.) -. , 4

V, . . ,
- *

.

_.;

`,,Vol. -IP.- Using the.C9pputer 6 Develop Job Ladders..

(Includes technical material, computer progr,/and
scholarly review.)

. .

Vol: '4 Developing Curriculum Objectives frowillsk
Data: k Manual.

#1 \

The/reader is directed to -other documents for additional,
inforMatian not contained'in Research Report No. 11 as follovs:

Tfthnical HEALTH SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY: FINAL REPORT

Rpt. No. 11 FOR THE PERIOD OCTOBER 1967 THROUGH MARCH 1972.

(Contains a review of the literature In task analysis .

and the derivatiO of the HRIS task Analysis method.)

14c:irking THE DESIGN OF CURRICULUM GUIDELINES FOR EDUCATIONAL LADDERS

Paper No 11 USING TASK DATA.

, (Earlier
a review
sign and

16.

version of HSMi curriculum design method. COntains

of the literature ip occupational curriculum :de-.
behaviorafobjectives, and other related material.)',

iv
. ,
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Research -TASK DESCRIPTIONS IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY.
144.4k0. 7
Vol. / Medical, Tasks;. What the RadiPlogist Does.

Vol. 2 ,Radiolcsic Technologist.Tasks Dealing With Patient

Proceduies.
,

.

Vol. 3 Machine-Related, Patient Care and AdministrativeTasks:
What Radiologists, Technologists, Nurses, and Physicists
Do To Run Things apd LoOk After Patients and Equipment.

Vol. 4 Index Of Taske.by Code Number and Eitended Name. ,

Research THE TECHNOLOGIST FUNCTION IN FIELDS RELATED TO RADIOLOGY:
Rpt.No. 9 'TASKS IN' RADIATION THERAPY AND DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUft.

(Research-Reports Nos.:,7 and 9 contain HSMS task destfip-
tions and task gpmmaries which can be used as models for
writing task descriptions of used directly when there
are task overlaps.)

Research USING TASK 'DATA IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY.
Rpt. No. 8
Vol. 1 Job Ladders: Assigning Tasks to Jobs.

Vol. 2 Curriculum Objectives.for-Radiologic Technology.

(Volumel contains a mini-manual for developing perfor-
mance evaluation instruments and carrying out an anaty-
sis of an institution's occupational structure.)

(VolUme 2,centaiditHSMS curriculum objectives. These can
be'use4to train .job analysts in using the HSMS skill
Scales,'! the Knowledge ClassificationSystei, and the HSMS'

klbwledge scale. They can Also be used as models for

writing curriculumobjectivell.)
a.

'

,Working USING TASK DATA FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION. AND.

,Paper No. 12 PROFICIENCY TESTING.(tentative titli)

(Theory of criterion-feferenced and norm -r 'raced

testing; use of task data as inputs to testing. The
HSMS diedretical document on occupational proficiency
tests and issues of validity:)
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. INTRODUCTION 4

!CHAPTER

l'ASK ANALYSIS: GETTING READY

I.

A

This volume is a manual for the use of the Health Services

.

Mobility Study (HSMS) method of task analysis. It'isaddressedo'the

rea\d'ev. Who is interested in using the.HSMS methocrof task analysis in

part or as a whole.
.

The' reader is assumed/IF represent a' hospital ormother em-
s.

.ployer organization interested in structuring or restrucfuring jobs,
. . ,

designing a career mobilliy, program, evaluating work performance, or

evaluating the allocation of tasks to titles; Ah educational institu-

tion interested in developing or modifyidg aheccupational Prograt or

designing.an educational ladder; a professional association or govein-
,

mental agency concerned with the qdality and content of occupational
f.

.

. .
performance; or a test development 'agency interested in the use of task

Y.

analysis for the selection of.comtent for occupational proficiency
(

tests.

6 I

4e four volumes of this report present the entire HSMStask

analysissand.curriculum design

skill and knowledge scales and

r
system. Volume 1 Contains the HSMS

the ESMS'Knowledge Classification Sys-

, tein 'Skis the companion document to his 4.100.ume, which describes, the

. l

ts

, `work carried out by the director of a task analysis project and.by its
d .

, .

. ,job f it covers task identification, task description, skill

. . ,

scaling, And, knowledge identification and scaling. Volume 3'presents

1 -1'r

A11
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. , ' ; i 1)
phe statistical, anglA ists,used tqdesign job

4 '.- .,-..- 're'
,

A.
%

I 44'. k '
' SO . a , . ,

--sets.04 HSWescriduicii design method.

Mr

.

ilk , ,f;
.

oltzme 2
. .

.

ladders, and

,

yolum e 4.p.re-.

I

' This chapter setve'S as an_introdUction,i6 the ,work in task-

.
" t...

.
4

analysis. It .covers the
.

crepavatory stages of task analysis, such as

selectiOn of "hat will be, studied, preparation of analysts,,

'search, and scheduling. It
.

it

also includes a brief HSMS glossary.

4

'

Chapter 2 presents the RSMS definition of task:ind related

411.

concepts and rules tprliplibation Of the method in the field.' Chapter.

SP
3 is , dressed toijdb analysts, and covers procedureslor task idehti-

fication and description. Chapter 4 is addiessedto_the directer,of
4 O."

theProject and the,job analysts.. It describes the pr
r

ess of-writing

HSMS task descriptions-and task summaries, and alSo covers review pr o:7

cedures.
1

r--

/

Zhapter paents the rules for application of.the HSMS

ling of, tasks, Chapter 6 is the Companion

manual for analysts, and, also covers review procedures.,
Chapter 7 presents the rules for application Of,the' RSMS

skill scales in skill-

Knowledp Classification' stem

4

tification and scaling of tasks.

analysts ,'and sib() covers r6iew

.0.

Chapter 9 is a manual

. .

and knowledge scale in, knowledge Wen-,
.

Chapter Elis the related Manual for
,

ptocedured.

4P

for general field techniques, It 'is

addressed to the job analydts; and.s used: to train job analysts..

t

11111

'

,

,
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This manual is written for the user whO'is inter t d in

"normative" task descriptions which.descr ibe how Work'should be done;' ,

ti

it assume' that nationwide practice is to be

not' necessarily 'd/One, at the given ocation.

.
-the user is only concerned with

reflected; incl4ding wqrk

Less work is'involved if

'The user woad 'simply omit .tho etep
'

/ -iv

at a given locition.".

a -twith.firactices be-

outside expirt,reviewiond those at the-given location, and couldomit

and inclusion of options And contingencies not relevantto.the local- /
,_- If .the user-is concerned only with represantative'wOrk for

ion, a sample Suryey or some.other,thod
,

rse of work can be used after ta8k-identifi-

a giyen occupation or func

, of selecting:from the unv
.410,

cationhas provided 4-"task inventory.

This manual offers
1

$

.

the full-Scale,HSMS method for writing

-task descriptions. A baiefer veTir is els.° presented' foxy the reader

. j who does not require full-scaledwatPiptions for all-the4Asks.
. k

,TEAkS RELATED TO_HSMS DATA COLLECTION /

'The H_SMS method Of task analysis A 1LERSci to the broad
° *

field of*Job analysis. Terns common to the field or used in a special

-.

way in the HSMS method are listed belay:

Job Analysis:, Any process 6f identifying an4 evaluating the
work activities associated wfth given Job\ title(s):
Methods vary according to purpose.w The ,indust 1

1
1-3

1 4

14



engineer'is concerned with work sequences and time;
the wage and salary administrator attempts to rate
activities in term4 of what they should be.paid,

. -

T#sk Analisis: 1% form of job analysis in whicfi the work activities.

of a fob,are separately identified and studied. The

unit of work activity is called the "task.," Any

given job is the sum of the work activities or tasks

assigned to an'individual or'job title. Task analy-

7s*

sis may'include identifying. and rating the skills

and knowledges needed fon each task, i.e., "skill

and knowledge scaling."

The HSMS method of job analysis is a task analysis

method. It is a way of looking at work activities
ill order to arrive at data which will result in'job

--r ladders or latt).es and the design of parallel cur -'

ricula and evaluation instruments. The chief focus /

of the method-is on learnable skill and knowledge

- requirements and.functional units .of work activity.

The HSM4,method is not designed for use by the in-
-dustrial engineer,' who is concerned with the effi-,

ciency of 4ork flows and methods or, time a94 motions

analysis. It is also not designed to be used di-
"rectly forwage and salary :administration, as. are

job evaluation meth6ds..

Task
Ident

Study of all'of a performer's work activities, and

cation: division-of these into giscrete units called tasks:
In the HSMS method thiS'is done by interviewing the
performer (employee) about the works by observing
the performer at work, hy,reviewing.relevant lit-
erature, *ad by applying the HSMS definitions and

rules to the in 'formation collected.

Performer's Jobj. The sbm of all the work activities (tasks) which

are carried out by the given employee being studied.

Job Title: -The name used -by/the institutio for one or more

N performers' jobs; it is the sum6f all the tasks

of all the performers with the given title desig-

nation.

Occupation: The me of the' performer's/job as defined by a prd

fEssi3hal association or an educational program. ,

,
The occupation may cover a wider set of activities

than the job title.

11.

r

4,

Job,Structurink
or Restructuring:' The assignment of tasks to job titles.

1-4

14



Job Ladder. The arrangement of, jobs into a promotional sequence

Construction: from one level II ahother. The ladder concept re-
.

-fers to the relationship ofjobs rather than indi-

viduals. {ten i.job ladder leads from entry levels

to skilled or professional levels, it may be desig-

nated as a career ladder.

TERMS FOR,PARTICTIIIANTS IN THE HSMANETHOD

a

In order to avoid confusion and to provide for a common

frame of reference, HSMS uses a set of terms whith refer to the func-

tional roles of individuals who ere involved.in-task analysis. These

are presented,a1pAabef1cally as follows:

Director:- The person in charge of the work 1.61taik-.4nalysis and

curriculum de440-sthisindividual (*signs and organ-.

izes the work, participates in task 4scription wri-

_ting'and editi supervises the job anaj.ysts, con-

ducts_the'statMical analyses, ihterpretssthetre-
,./ sults, and prepares or edits curriculum guidelines.

Employee The trade uniqn steiard or someone employed on the

liepresentative: staff of,an.e0Oloyeeorganization who is designated

to represent a given performer's interests during the

analysis of his joh, if,the employee sq chdoses. The

term covers a97 retogniied representati've of a pro-

fessional or an employee organization representing f-

the performer's job title vis-a-vis the employer.

Institutional" The p rson at the hospital or institution where the

Representative: task analysis is to'take place who, at the start of

scheduling for the data collection, arranges for-in-

. 4
trOductions between the job analysts and the appro-. -

priate supervisors or department heads,

I

4

Job Analysts: The ersons-who act as interviewers, observers and

data gatherers in job analysis. They are trained in

the HSMS me ;hod and interview and obsepte job "per?'

formeri" involved in work activities; they identify.
and describe tasks, and scale tasks for skill and

knowledge requitemepts; they participate in writing

curriculum objectives. Job anaWsts also act as
"sched.ilers" and set up appointiments in the field.

!

v.
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°Performer: The worker (empioyee,,incumbent) whose.job tasks are$

, being analyzed) a person functioning regularly in the
.1 -job title, and not a trainee. The ,term, performer, /

,ia.used regardless of job title to avoid anyAUdgment
ol the appropriateness of the assignment.of tasks to

. -

titles.

Resburce Person:' An inf ormed_person at the hospital or institutionwho
provides the, job analysts with an orientation to' thea.

language and-work in occupational specialties, and/or
who reviews task descriptions for errora,-incorredr,
langvage, or omissions. *

.1:source An expert in a given occupatlonal area, such as a
' _Respondent: leading practitioner educator, orember of a pro-

lessional organizat is or government agency, who re-
views task descriptions for errors, incorrect len-
gunge, or omissions, who indicates national practices

4'
%and options, and who provides information on desir4
able practices.

, Spokesmannt. The job analyst leading the questioning*of the per-

tie

1, former.Ic

Supervisor The person; regardless of job-title, who haathe '

closest supervisory Mork relationship with wgiven
1_

.

performer. 'Titles such as head, chief; director,
1. si 6manager.foreman, etc,, are all covered -by this term.

,. , 4''

-

PREL}IINARY TASK ANALYSIS DECISIONS,

Selection of Titles'Acid kerformers

.

1
Any undertaking of task :!Wlysis work involves initial de-

(

. -

cisions about-Oithjobtitles and which inoumbents,Cuperformers"rio,/
. 1 ,

,

study. If the leader will be applying,this, manual asa step towardsa

job structuring or restructuringor for the,deve lOpment .t4biT6b ;ad-

j

gor).

ders, task .analysis data must include all theob*titles,and vpr15.,sc

tivities-relared to the focus of the study.
.

/C:-

.

If all the jobs, and tasks in an institutioncouldke studded;
/

skill and knowledge relationships among tasks that were not immedi ly

1-6
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obvious 'could be uncovered. These mfght prove to be very valuable,
.

. .

tend could suggest innovations in job ladder construction, providing''

linkages and options for movement across departments.

hemethOdcan also beapPlied to a more restricted part of,
.

the organization, such as a department or some other functional unit..

The analysid-could begin with a_narrow area at first, and then broaden

out over time to provide later linkage of ladders into lattices. What-
-

ever the focus, it Is important to cover the area selecled exhaustively,

fncluding low-level and"high-level-job titles.v If there are prior ex-

rating ideas on'possibla job sequences, these job titles should be in-

cluded; in addition, all the related titles which overlap in function ".

or impinge on aspects of the service involved ;should be.idcluded!

Once all the job titles to be studied have been selected,

it is important to be sure that every work activity associated with

each title is represented. Assignments often vaty among thepesons
..-

.who share a common job title; they vary by department andshift, and

often'within a department and shift. The-HSMS'method usually covers

at least one example of every task assigned topetry title berng.stud:
r

ied, including out -of '-title activities. The Minimum number of per-.

forme to be studied is the minimum number needed to covet-all 'the

tasks assigned to all the titles to be studied.

Is*

If the purpose of the analy sis involves nationwide.or occu-_

pation-widestendards or coverage, lore the institution may be

required for study, even if each activity is to be covered only once.

This is-because specialties-develop within. any occupational, area; ser-

al-7 r
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victsvary by_type of initution; practices differ by region or type

of institution. It thereare may be necessary to carry out the work
/

/
. - ',.....

.

in more, than one institution to provide ekhanstive and nationally rele-
,

. -4

. want coverage. -
a .

0 #

The Senior Staff for Task_ Analysis
,

The director q,f HSMS is a doctoral:-level labor economist

with a strong background in sociology and social psychology. The tal-
-

ents brought to bear were'largely analytic and taxonomic, with a
/X

aste

for details. These attributes, were obviously relevant for the devel- .

of the HSMS method. For purposes of applying the HSMS meths:id,
*if

I.

tt need not be 'assumed thdt-any,particufar academic background or 0e-

A ,

gree of ethicationi, is pecessay. The requirements would still include,

1,
, . 9

analy'ti6 and taxonomic skills arVc1 a willingness to, pay attention to de-
t 4

. .

tails, but in applying the methods administrafive And general intellec-.

.=i,,
tual skills are more important t around ti yen disci-'

- . ,

4 u'
* . ._.

plink.

?
'JItt 4i.r

-
14,

The director superyise ,,:must le "intimately inyolvdd

in the task analysis work, must be able to den4:with computer-based

analltis,and_be able to identify with the neeai and interests of em-
'.

ployers, employees, educators,. test developers, and the consumer., The

* , .

daTectoible also
,

xesponsible for curriculum 4 eloOment and policy im-

,It in a good ides for the direcoz to share senior-level re-.

q

sponsibilitles with someone able to work with the.compyter and direct

F
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' i

I

I

.
the'llow of work and/or be involved in review of skill and

scaling and curriculum development. -Another possible combination could
. a

includd 4 director ,esenior staff member who can train the anafysts:
,

,

. The director and the seniormembee.clan-work in tandem until the"work
,

t ,

I

'diverges for traj.ning or cdtputer:Work:
;0 , ,

p- .
' ! r ,

. 4' f . . ' .
,

Job,Analists

.°.
e * 1

. r
, 4

e f

,..
The

.

method. is deigned to beutable by persons yh o,need

'`".- .
f... '

Twie,themset,:red be'linellMbent,s inwthe,occupations to belstudied. This

w , .1,.... ,.' - \ ,' , .`,, -,' .

makes: 11 possibie,for ,tie jop analysta"to dttrdi any type' job: Ana-
. "4

.

, airsts must be ;trained, in the HSMS;sethoc6nc ing its definitions,
, .

. ,-. .

i

procedures; and,Anterviewrtedbni4ies.
:

.. ",- '..

,- .,

.

; e . %

A-mihmum oft two analysts 'is
4
needed*Ildr a team. At HSMS

t , ,-

' 10,.... . ' 4 ' ' / e '

, .

.. . 4.
it'was found-thae more dieln-ttireeteams-suppfp data faster than can be -

1 . ,

.
. ' . ., . .

,

)

i

,;handied, by.. the '4irector -

., , .

, y -
V 0

,

-., .: . ,,,,
._,

. r' . ' e,

..,,,, .." A toeam must consist of 'me ,or' more analysts to ensure rel1='N
..

. ,

.. . '` I

Ore and act4ratte',
.

data. jhe_..ah414ses on 'a team are expected'eo agree"
- ,,,

on the, data' 'they stbriiit:f;Use of.boly one,inalyit for data collection
*

.

. : I % . i

.

leads to unrelieblrreMIAsb )
ec4use tHerei.,s.the danger that the ana-

. . . , , . .

..
, , . -

. , . ' .
0

lyse Will miss br.diatortidata. A lone analyst is Open to errors df
,

4 $
,

N'S 'oversight, fatigde pressure,
.
or bias, During interviews,o tbersecond

ty,. ,

analyst can add greatly-to,the'quali of the

0

questioning .and the re-7,
. , .

,

4..

notessulting.datal One analyst is able to make otes while the,other ques-
. ,.. Iii y,

tions Oe'yerformer. The team iable to share and compAe information

.. , 'i
and opinions:

1-9
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a

The best HSMS analysts hid at'least twoyears.o

had.sn interest in ,persOnnel, human resources development, o, educatiog
4 .7

th'Oy were interested in people and were not- ego-involv ed. _iach was
.

- able to listen, take initiati've, and was willing.to put the quality Qf

theswork before any other consideration.,,Theyweie at ease with pro-
. , .

-feepionAlls and entry-level staffs and enjoyed the4ield work. They.
. .

generally preferred working irra not-for-profit environment. We found

it essential that at least one.thember of the team be abbe to handle ,

0,

conceptual and. abstract-tbinking. The entire staff was. expected to be
. -

JO
committed to paying attention to details'.

.
).

! : '

'It is important'to avoid having as analysts persOns whd 'ean- .

111 1'

*
-,

.

1

.,,,. y ,

not'follow the definitions and pioceaure% 'preAribed, or persons who . .

.
_

)
.

I

would be likely to cover, up theirowterrors rather than .s1.1 them to

r/ . . . : ,

the attention Hof those relying on the data4, . ,

HMIS suggests a method of training job analypte that com-
.

,

:"banes reading manuals, in -house training, and supervised field work.

4
A .,This combination results in.the most rapid exposure-to the actual work,"a-

and alto guarantees that accurate data are collec ted even while the

analysts are.still in training.

was

Th4 job analysts are trained in three stageq. First,'there

is didactic classroom activity using this manual and classroom discus.=

1
Sae Chapter 9 for further training comments.

1-10
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sion. Inclilded'are practice sessions Using task material already, col-

Iected, such as in_tbeHSMS reports liestribed or presented elsewhere in

- this document,. Next, there isin-house to develop the
. I

field skills involved. Finally., the new analysta\go into thd',field as

a singe team under the leadership of the instructor, whomay be the

di6ctoreor a senior staff member. They engage in regular data collec-

tion, with each new analyst preparing his_or'her data ,inplependent10::

The data submitted are edited and approved by the instructor. .Thus,

data, collection and training can occur simultaneously. As the analysts

demonstrate,te ability to achieve reliable andaccurate results, they '

, .

are asdigned'to teams of two, and from then on they. work independenyky
. ,

in teams. 'ESIentually anew analyst on the staff call gain practiCe.by
411

working With-andtbeing supervi ed by aft experienced team.

Review

, If the task, analysis is to be used for curriculum develop-
,

medt, evaluation, or development of standards, it is essential to have ,

r
the task descriptions reviewed by

I.

.ity performance, huban resources"

"expertsN who re 4copmitted4to qual- -

development, and the other objectives

with which the HSMS method is identified.

'.Early 1.n 4irt plannivg stage for.taskanalysis, it is import-
'

ant l director to make the work known to experts such as leaders;fors

, ,

,

.of the relevant profess-lanai associations, staff in related government

agencies, and/or eduCators. These should be peop14 who have had' "hands-,

t

on" work experience and who also have an overview of how he work is

done nationally. These people are caIled,on to review the tLk.de-

1.41 ,
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scriptiods% HSMS calls these reviewers "resource respondents." The

initial reviewer is usually someone at the institution where the ma-'

terial is being collected, other than the performer whose-work is being

\described. This is the "resource person," who is also often requested

.
.to providethe project's-stiff_with,anintroduction_to the department

or occupation' being studied.

'Ighen possible, the director meets with the resource person

and the resource respondents to present an overview of the project and

to:describe What will be needed. The director indicates that this is
A

an opioituoi to develop task descriptions for how the work should be

': :

carriedlout ideally, as well as task descriptions that rend-cc current

work p\Ictices or standards. Experts are often enthusiastic-partici-

. ,

pants, especially if they are'interested in utilizing the curriculum
9 e

-401101gelines which may 'e developed fromithe task date.

PREPARATION FOR TASK ANALYSIS:' LITERATURE

Although the HSMS method is designed fof use by laymen with-

out special training inrhejobs they will be studying, the director

and analysts must learn as much as possible aboutthe content of the
e

work they ate to anplyze.

During the initial res phase the director and staff do

,a preliminary literature search to scorer what is available in print

related to the-aria to be studied. They determine what exists in the

way of work descriptions, descriptions of equipment, manpower pol(cy

1-12
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'issues, issues regarding output quality, safety, consumer interests,

curriculum requirements, and the educational disciplines involved.

'Under the guidatice of the'director, lhe staff Contacts edu-

___cational institutions, protessional associations, federal and state)

agencies, and employee organizations;(they describe the task analysis

. objectives and ask for bibliographies and/or current materials, The

staff examines the textbRoks, available for the occupations. They de-

termine. which professional journals represent the various occupations,

and learn what the 'journals report-and how their-articles'are indexed.

The staff determines from lists of U.S. publications which government .

agencies are involved with regulation, education; or policy concerning

the various occupations. They determine whether any armedlorces occu-

ystional series covers any of the occupations to be studied.

Staff examine govirtnment indexes lis.ting'resealich On man-

power aniteducation issued by the U.S. Department of Labor; the Depart-

ment of Health, Nucation and Welfare, and other relevant<agencies.

Primary sources are:the National Technical Information Service (NTIS),

'the*Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) Clearinghouse on

Vocational and Technical Education; the ERIC Clearinghouse in Career

Education, and the Human Resources Research Orsa0zation (HUMMRO).

--r

The staff also refers to such standard occupational guides

1iP

as'the Dictionaryof Occupational Titles and The Occupational Outlook',

Handbook for brief descriptions of jobs and some sense of the job
,. .

titlfs in use.

23
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I
Literature Review .

, --
, .

r.' The. literature is initially examined todetermine whichdoc-

, uments should be obtained for use by the staff. The criteria for,ac-,
'v. II,

quisitions are as follows:

. Most recent descriptions of-how the work is carried
out. Priority goes to explicit descriptions of the
work. Best sources: training manuals, professional
journal articles, professional textbooks directed to.
students of occupational programs or to practitioners
of9a,occupation.

4

2. Conference proceedings oft controversial issues such
\ as safety pa/Or quality in which papers are presented

describing how work should be done to achieve desired,
objectives. Best source: U.S. government-sponsored
working conferences.

3. Descriptions of hOw the equipment is 4.sed, and equip-

ment optiOns-.-. Best sources: operators' manuals and
professional -level textbooks:.

4. .Federal or state legislation that prescribe safe prac- .

lice and other occupational requirements.

5. Policy statements Healing' with desirable idectices.2
411P.

The choice of texts; reports, and journal articles are nar-

rowed down to those that provide the'most recent and the broadest cov-
.

erage, describe the most options, and are the most detailed.

In many iftstances, there is little, in the way of direct-and,.

detailed descriptions of,occuPatipnal work, Much description has to

9

be pieced together. bften the work of the technologist must be- 'culled

2
behibitA, at the end of this chapter, is an example of a policy state-
ment that can be used to develop tasks and task descriptions. It As

"A Patient'* Bill .of Rights,"advocated by the American, Hospital Associ-
ation.

1-14
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.

from descriptions.of the work of the,professional. gotSetiias the,de-
.

I' A

scriptions of approved practices are buried,tn pages of fheigric re-

porting conferenc.e'proceedings or alluded to in case Studies.

e
It is always necessary to obtain background texts sych as-

-
,scientific.encyezlopedias,and specialized directories and glossaries./

Once the staff learns which equipment is in use in the

field-the director contacts the manufacturers and obtains Operators'
*

manuals-.

/ . 4

Initial Use of Literature qt

Once the basic literature has beenlibtained or purchased,

copies are-made that caA be matked and cut up. The director and /o;

senior staff start with a perusal of the literature to obtain 'a broad
N.. k

idea bf the scope of the functions and occupations involved, a sense'

4- .

of the technology in.use and emerging, the current issues, the .profes-

isionsl
and technical terminology, and the job titles in common usage ,

'by professional organizations and accrediting agencies.

71e staff-attempts to obtain an initial sense of th%'kinds of
,

work activities they are to cover, the basic divisions according to equip-

jnent, TurpoSe, function, and/or foclik,the probable job levels involved,

and the likelihood of covering all the work at a given institution,

,

The material*is t4en-divided,into three major parts, One is

-

preliminary anCintroductory descriptions, the next is detailed descrip-

tions, and the third is basic educational.background materials, such as

%.. 1-15
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. . it

.

glossaries, dittionaries, and icademit-texte. If at all possi
_

.- .

director and analysts'should read the iM1Froduabry material before
-

scheduling begins. '

/

fie, the

Institutional Material

.

1)

The staff should collect institutional material for use in

familidrizing the analysts withte6;bsand the cOntexin wilith,they

are done:"

1 fl

-

: .

1. The institution is asked to provide descriptive
literature about its objectives and operations. .

, .

2. Ifxjobdescriptions exist, they are
,,--,

3. Department heads SliVor supegisors
plain how the performer's work fits
tioning of the department and.thei_

collected.\

are asked to ex-
into the flint"

nstitution%

4. -The supervisor is, asked to list the,- perforlifer4s work

assignments and to provide examples of any special
institutional forms or docUments used in the per-

former's job.

Literature about the institution provides .the analysts with

.

a context in which to understand the particular lob title and the'per-

former'S job. For example, a health center/specielizi4 in faiily care

s..

or h6listiC medicine can be expected to focus on different SttivUies

than an out-patie4Alinic in a general hOspital. Important specal-
,,.

ties, advanced equipment, and experimental services will often be high-

lighted in' the in literature.

Job descriptions represent the institution's efforts to
...

. . .

.../
, codify its work assignments according to job title. The larger or MOVe .

f

0 ......

tructured the institution, the more likely it is that job descriptions

1-16
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s

wild, exist; there-mnerally are descriptions .for Axil service-jobs.

Jab descriptions contain an
.

oVetall summary of the work assignemants
:

attached to the title; they may include a detailed list of duties, and
4-

often inCluae the emplavment requirements for the title, promotional'.

lines if any, salary-1;4061f applicable, and any sucial conditions.
s e

. .

.. L_ .

These provide a good initialidea of job content. :,

.0
The job desCription should never automatically be considered

410 0 46

&list of assigned duties, arid certainly not a list of tasks. Job de-

- scriptions are often out 'of date and remain ufirevised for years; they

411
rarely reflect the inclusion of other, new duties and equipment, or the

obsolescence of the old duties listed. They do not reflect outl-of-

title assignments.

The department heads Or supervisors will be able to explain

the relatiOnship between the performer's activities and institutional

functions apd goals. ,This kind of framework will help staff see the

performer's job-as it arraculates with.those of other emplOYees. This,

is useful for visualizing task boundaries.

A 'Supervisor's List ofPerformqr''s Aasigned-Duties is col,:
dt.

lected during scheduling. This list approximates the actual acyivifies

thesperfortaer, :ak may be overly general or contain distortions and

inaccuracies: Howev , the list may'include technical terms with which
.111

the analysts should become. familiir. *.

to,

.., . '.
. p

The supervisor i also askecrto PirdNide special data forms

1 a _1

.or documeits used by the pelgormer.. Thebse-previde'some ideavbf whe,Eher
.,

1-17 4
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' specialized knowjecise is involved, and some indication of the differ-

ence between institqtional names for forms and generic names,

The kesource Person

During-sq0eduling the institution - should be asked todesig-
,

nate a resource person(s) wtib can brief the analysts about highly ape-
.

4

V

`cillized work and will review the task data for correct contea.undUse

of terminology.

A good Oay to find out about a job and the technical terms

used in it.is to ask someone working in the field to explain things.

If a number- of analysts are going to deal with !jobs in a general tech-

nical area, they would beitefit greatly from thehelp of a prd:fessiOnal

in this(Oeld1 . The resource person Who le to review the task descrip;
,

- .

.

.

ibe willing to.make a presentation or condudt a question and

answer'iession in which the director and the job analystscdn obtain _

background ormstion. Staff can prepare for such d session by de-
_

finingthe areas t =t need clarification: "41.
J

'It is advisable have the resource person -orsomeone else,

at the institution take the analy on a guided tour of the premises.

This'helps.to familiar e them with the osphere, the procedures in

practice, and with the kinds of materials and eq

use at the institution.
Ala

SCHEDULING

.\

a

ment currently in

The initialscheduking perjod is critics). to the success of

. , ' / ,111,

the teak analysis, pidcedUre because,it is_theqtkat the metheliis first

a
4 I

.1-18 .
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illtroduced to people 'in the institution,on a personal level. T)e im-

pressions nAde by the analysts who do the initial scheduling will be `
. , .

'lasting ones. Everyone olved will be watchihg to See tf proper

channels of dOmmunt ation are being followed, if the analysts seem to

know whet they ate doing, whether there 00 anything to beiguarded

against or feared, whether work will be disrupted, and what the ans.'

lysts' attitudes are toward the people in the institution.

The initial scheduling period is also important because the
-

scheduling prbcedures provide an ovOttunity for the Analysts to col-__

lect needed background information about the job titles they will be

studying. ti

Schedulinprovides for an order& introduction of the ana-
.

lysts to the personnel who'will be involved in therjob analysis and

helps them anticipate the personal'interactiat that wi4l occur. Job
_ _

ti

analysts should be as familiar with the scheduling procedures as with

the,taskldentification scaling procedures.

Preliminary Steps

At the inception( the direttor meets with the institution's
°

administrative heads to present 'the plans for task-analysis. This

portant step must be taken with the highest-level staff at. the insti-

tution. After this, the early scheduling is.best done
.

hy'! pair a

analysts, including at least oneperson who will be involved in all

the,subsequettt interviews and observations with a given performer.

k
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-Once the task analysis gets underwayb.the Lama are each responsible for,.

ALlirown scheduling.

,,_ a'
ss. ,

A meetimg,incTuding the director; ,the job analysts,'' and th0

middle and Itpper level staff who-will be involved shOuid take placeas

soon as feasible. Such a meeting is to prOxide a'coherent'overview of
41f

the job analysia.approach, its purposes, expected results, and the time
.

commitments likely to be involved. Staff questions should be ansmered,

practical problems of scheduling should be raised,and solutions worked

t.out. Where empldee organizations are involved, it mightbe appropri-

-ate for mapres&tatives to be included at such a 'meeting.
..

Three-kindsof docuMente have prolled tp be helpful

,plaining the task analysis work:

. lated; s

1. --4.brief document/descri- hing the job analysis methpd.

2. A letter of indlituction, briefly conveying the pur
.

rses of the method, the events'to take place, and
the support of the institution.

3. If there are emplurslusnizations, it is imperative
to have letter-0i> endorsing the job analysis and
asking for the Cooperation of, members.

In scheduling, rules of the_ institution should not be -vio-

isory relationships and chains of command must not be ig-

nored. One should not rely on one level of command to explain the job
.

analysis -work to other employees; it is boo easy for inadvertent
I S.

representatioUs and misun derstandings to develop.
ti

Each scheduler should prepare a checklist ofischeduling ac-

foeach person to beseen.so Chat, small but essential details

1-20
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are not overlooked. Failure topresent an overview of the entire

fp method; or trusting -to chance that the departient head will arrange to
-;!

infarct the Supervisor that his or her cooperation is 'needed canShave

serious consequence".
.,""

Adequate Tile With the Performer

The major problem in scheduling appaintments,is to get adv-
.

ciliate and,:minterruptedblocks of-time.
,

If.there'are funds for the
. I

, - purpose snethe performer and the institution are willing, intervAewn - .

4 ..0"
with the performer can be done over lunch, after the performer's work-,

ing hours, or on the per,former's dly off, with the performer reimbursed.

4,4.0

*ss

jri most cases the scheduler; in cboperatiorr with the,super-
..

. ,

visor and pd'performer, must arrange to interview during regular work .

4 ...

.

periods. The special arrangements listed below should be considered:

tor

t 1 A"
o

Relief time should be arranged whereeasi,ble; how=
ever, the performer is usually interviewed during
slack periods in the regular work day.

2. Observation of task performance does not take the ,
performer away from his job, but it Mist be accept-.

able tothose involyad: /t can become a problem
if patients or co:Orkera refuse to be observed:or
iLthe nature of the work makes it' itpractical:

4,

3. In, cases where observation is desired tvt not foss-
.

ible, the use of video tapes which reprtsent'a r.e.r.

i

forme !s'tasks (such as in surgery) could be used- .

\\\ , In su h cases the performer Should be present at
the viewing twprovide a running Ammenfary.

It is impossible to-cletermine at the outset how much total
,

. . -

time is needed for int, erviews with performers.. This is a funcilim of

et I -21
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the'type and rangleof'work done by tie performer, the, analysts' skills°,
*i

,

i

l'and thn,eitent to which the perebrmer's:vork is 'alrea dy covered by any
.

. ',-
existingtask descriptions. However,

,

analysts should. always indiCate
;

,

that a large number of interviews-ate normally needed over a period-of

,.----1/ , ._ ----c t

, ' time. ,'

!a
... , A

Analysts should attempt to schedule interviews far periods
.

. :
,of 'one to -twa hodrs'. Less time is wasteful because of the warm-up time

.. -

.
needed;mpre.tina is usually, too tiring for the performer and the atla-

.

lysts.. Observdtions are scheduled only for activities that are diffi-
.

cult to, descxibe:even after the performer has been seen in an initial

'series of tnterviewq

Scheduling Steps

1

The following scheduling steps xefer primarily tothe ini-

"gti81 work fn'a given ocoupett$1 or functional area; later scheduling
, .

: .
.

is carried out by the team as long Ss there is a need to meet with the

performer.
4

1.L Arrangements are made for an institutional represen-
tat(ze to assipt the schedulers in sekting up ap-
poin ments with theappropriat department heads or

supervisors who, in'turn, will select performers
, and alternates within the designated Job title and

arrange for introductions.

2. 'Analysts assemble Ehe materials needed fOr scheduling;

a. A list of the titles to be covered and the number
of performers who will be needed far.each, if this
information, has been obtained in-prior meetings.

b. Letters of Introduction, to be left-with super-

, visors, enipl2yee representatives, performers,

and aleernatls. - ,

1-22
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b

fr

.

) c. 'Literature abplthe method (or reports related
to the method), to shpw or leave behind (for
staff who request more information abut the

P,jab analysis).

Scheduling Sheets to be filled out in the field.

Note paper.

f. Appointment cards to be left with the performer

and alternate. They should contain-the,time,
-date, location; and duration of Appointments;
and whom to contact.in case of problems or cart-

if,

.
F. A ,check'list covering scheduling steps that

is drawn up by -the scheduler and used as a ref -

erence

..

co make stile all necessary steps are
, .covered.

3. Schedulers, meet. with the institutional representative:

a. The schedulers diAcUas the task analysis work with
the institutional representatiim. The letters, of

introduction are shown, and the.various job titles
to be studied are reviewed. The appropriate de-

..

partment-bsede and/or supervisors are then identi-
fied, contacted, and informed of the request for
interview time.

b. Unless already,doni; the schedulers inquire whether
any Of the job titles chosen are represented in
collective batgaining or by other employee organi-

zations.: If so, the name of the organization and
the relevant "latal'is obtained.

c. The schedulers arrange to obtain a set of job 4e-
,

scriOtions, if these have not alre4dy been obtained,
and any material descriptive of the operations of
the institution and /or the relevant department.

d. Theinstitutional representative is askdd to recom-
mend resource.persons who can be c4lled on to brief

the analysts if necessary. (Resource persom(s)-to
review the task descriptions may already have been
selected inearlier meetings.)

e. If the analysts, d6 not already haveia work area,
the schedulers arrange fer an area which. the ana-
lysts can Use,for their-belongings, for editing
data, and/Or for interviewing. It is desirable
to have an'area that is quietl private, and com-

,
.fortable enough-to be the scae of prolonged in-
terview sessions.

l-2j3 .4
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4. Meetings with'employee representatives,and department

heads if appropriate::
A .

a. The'scheddleri explain the. job analysis work.
A.

b. The department heads (or supervisors') are asked to
discuss their department's function and descEibe
goals,.objectives, and how the performer's work fits
into ffie institution's functioning. The schedulers
take,notesion these discUssions and transmit the
information to other analysts. (Either the de-

.
partient hkads or the supervisors are asked to de- .

signate performets whowill be available for inter-
views and observation.. See below.)

c. The employee representatives are asked to cooperate
and tp encourage performers to participate.

5. At the inter-view yith the supervisor the task analysis
work is introduced and descriptive literature is,pro-
vided. The purpose and design of'the task analysis
work is then explained in,detail:

a. A performer and an alternate are selected-from the
same fob title once the +supervisor understands sll

the conditions involied. They are selected based

on the-following criteria:

ii The performer's and alternate's work and as-
signments are considere*the supervisor to

. be repirepentadve of the title, and both em-
ployees ire considered to be adequate in their
jobs and are not trainees. ,

ii) ,They must do the aame work and have the sam
hours of work s6thdt the alternate can fu
tion as a subdtitute forAhe performer in
Vases of absente,

iii) Work time will be made available for all anti-
cipated interviews and for some observation. .

.12

iv) The performer and alternate are expected to
ftnctior) in the same job circumstances through-
out the full job analysis petiod.

v) The performer and alternate are currently avail--

able for introdiactions. (They must be willing
to cooilerite and must concur.in any special ai-
rangerleuts to be made fdr interviewing.)

34
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The schedulers indicate that a considerable num-
ber of interviews will probably be needed 'for

. task identification,and that 'later interviews

should be anticipated for skill scaling, k4owl-
-edge Identification, and knowledge scaling.

4) The Various alternstiveTi for providinOlocks
of interview ime with the,performer should
be discussed. The schedulers also explain
that there may be a request to observt the
performer for a period of time during regulsr
working hours.,

-ii) The schedulers sho51d_make clear that the blocks

of time are to be no more than two hours, that
the aim is for flexibility, and that the thetfibd

requires privacy for the performer. The,sche-,

duffers explain that interviews are solely for
the performer'and the analystsowith the ex-
ception that, the -employee representative may
be present if the perforter so requests; during

4
obs,ervation, only those persons who would nor-.

mally be present are allowed.

c. jJnless there is a willingness on the part of the
supervisor to conpereteduring all of the stages
that will Ve involved, scheddltng cannot be coll-
sidered adequate. The schedulers check, on this.

d. Once there is general agreement on'the individuals
to be involved and the conditions to be expected,
the names, of the performer and alternate, their
vorking hodrsoind days, and the dikes therate
available are recorded. --Ak Check shoula be Made to

4
ehsure that these are the Same for the perfotmer
.and-the alternate.

e. The supervisor is asked to.provide a description
of the department's function and the performer's
role (if the department head has not doneo). If

.there are special institutional data forms related
'to the performer's work, the schedulers ask to be
provided with copies of thege.

f. The supervisor is asked to provide a list of the
duties which are assigned to.the performer. This

becomes preparatory study material for the 4na-
lysts; it gives the schedulers some idea of the
amount of time it will take to do full task iden-
tification, including the likelihood of the need ,

for observation. The list should include:

1-25
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i) Any,a0signed duty currently done by the per-

T----former in the current department or shift.

ii) Any assigned duty not yet chine by the performer
but assigned to' him end expected to be per-
formed by hii in the current department,or
shift.

iii) Any out-of-title work currently being done by

,41 the pexformer:,

The schedulers ask the suPervisor for an introduc-
tion to the performer and alternate-go that they
can.be told about the task analysis work. They

should be seen in private at that time or shortly
thereafter.% The,employee'representative may be ,

present at.this meeting.
-

.4" /

Veliminary Meeting with the Petformer and the Alternate:

The schedUlers explain why they are there and de-
scribe tht overall design of the work in terms and
language tilatwill be undeistood by the performer

and the alternate.

b. The schedulers make it clear that only the performer
will:actually be interviewed aid observed by the
team of analysts, and that the second person; the
alternate, will be involved only in case-of the

other's dbsence. ,

,

c. The performer should be-made aware of the fact that
the analysts will be taking,notes during the inter-

. views and the observation period and that this tP
iso they can clarify certain points and describe the
work in detailid_task descriptions.

g-

a..

d. During this preliminary interview the schedpleis
must reasture the performer that the purpose of
the interviews and any_observation is to learn
about the kinds of work the performer'does. The -

performer -is assured that to evaluation is being
made of his or her pertoriance, thatit is the
work, 130t who is doing the'work that is being

studied. The performer is told that he or site

may request the presencieVLin employee represen-
tative during any interview or observation.

e. It is essential that the performer realize that

there will be rseries of interviews, and Chet
they will be spread out over tine% ilhe performer

0.,
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can beCome irritated wilih the large number of in-

. terviews and should understand at the outset' that,

once he otiihe agrees to cooperate; the analysts
will be dependent on the`performer'e presence for
each meeting.

I

f. During the interview the perfoimer can be asked tb
,recommend relevant literature covering the work ,

and/or equipment.
A

-

4,

g. When agreement is reached, the date, time, dura-
tion and location of the first appointment with
the performer are recorded. An appointment card-
containing the agreed-on appointment time and
place is left with both the performer and the al-

,
ternate. Any remaining'doubts or questions should
be, dealt with at this Gime. Everyone must be

clear about what is involved and, the exact time
and place of the interview.

h.__ When the performer and alternate have no furttmr
questions, the schedulers depart, thanking them
for their'cooperatioh.

The schedulers review arid/or,confirm with thie su-
pervisor the date and time of the first appoint-
ment With-the:performer and thank'him or her for
the cooperation given.

7. Scheduling is carried out by the team as appropriate
throughoUt the period of task analysis. The following

should be taken into account:

a. It is advisable to allocatesin terview time so th4t

full days are spent at the institution with sev-
eral performers being seen fgrabout two hours

-e4644--Otter full days.shouldwbe set aside for
writing, editing, and confere4ces at the ana-
lystg0 home base..

.

b. It le unwise to.schedule appointments far ahead;.
Cancellations areocommon., The team should be
able to handle rescheduling durihg'actual field
work and be prepared to interchange planned events.

8. The fIllowing procedures must be scheduled during the'
work in task identification and description:

a. Intervie4a with the performer for task identifi-
cation. The amount of time assigned to the fir'st-

,_

'interviewshould be sufficient to permit bToad-
-

4
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questioning about all of the duties carried out by
the performer.' Additional interviews can be re-
quired if there are a large, number. of different

. duties. Further interviews are needed to obtain
detailed information for task descriptions.

b. Editing time. Editing time is needed after. each
interview ar observation so that the analysts
can record data-and prepare,questionsfor the_
next interview.

c.. Observation of the performer. The analysts should
be able to chBose-the activities they feel they
need to observe after the first or second inter-
view. There should be an interview scheduled af-
ter the observation period during which= questions
can be raised to clarify what was peen.

. Task identification conferences for job analysts.
Analysts meet to discuis and agree on the data
collected.

e. Preliminary scaling of tasks for skills and knowledge.

fp Intervians with the performer on skill scaling,
knowledge identification, and knowledge scaling.
Afterreview of the descriptions and pre-

, scaling, further interviews are needed to deter,
mine the skills and icnowledges needed in tasks. ----:-

g. scaling Conferences for job analysfli Analysfa
meet to discuss and agree on their skill and
knowledge scaling and on their annotations of
task descriptions.

h. Periodic meetings with the dilector and/or senior
staff todischss'che work, share rhformation,/de,
vlipp benchmarks for scaling, and resolve' differences.

1-28
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EXHIBIT A

oteNno , *
AMERICAN A PATIENT'S BILL OF BIGHTS'
HOSPITAL

ASSOCIATION

at

The Anteitan Hospital Association Board of Trustees' Comtlittee on- .Health Care for the
Disadvantaged. which has beton a consistent advocate. on behalf of consumers of health
can 'services. developed the Statement on Patient's Biller Rights, which was approved by the
A HA House of Delegates February 6.1973. The statement was published in several forms. one of which
was the 574 leaflet in the Association's S series., The 574 leaflet is now superseded by this reprinting
of the statement. r _

The American Hospital Association presehrs a Patient's Bill of
Rights with the expectation that observant of these rights will
contribute to more effective pajient care and greater satisfac-
tion for the patient, his physician, and thchospital organiza-
tion. Further, the Association presents these rights in the ex- ,
pectalion that they will be supported by the hospital on behalf
(Ow patients, as an integral part of the healing process. It is
recognized that a personal relationship betvAten the physician
and the patient is essential for the provision of proper medical

, care. The traditional physician-patient relationship takes On a
new dimension *hen care is rendered within an organizational
structure. legal precedent has established that the institution
itself also has a responsibility to the patient. It is in recognition
of these factors that thtse rights are affirmed.

I. The patient has the right to considerate and respectful care.

2. The patient hai the right to obtain from his physician com-
plete current' information concerning his diagnosis. treatment.
and prognolb in terms the patient can be 'reasonably expected
to understand. When-it is not medically advisable to give such
'information to the patient. the information should be. made
available to an appropriate person in his behalf. He has-the
jight to how. by name,' the physician responsible for coor-,
dinateng his care. . 4

3. The patient has the right to receive from his-physician infor-
mation necessary to give informed consent pricy° the stall of
any procedure and/or treatritent. Except T emerkenCies, such
information for informed consent should include but not
necessanly be limited to the specific procedure and/or treat-
ment. the Medically, significant risks involved.' and the
probable duration of incapacitation. Where medically signiffr
cant alternatives for care or treatment exist. or when4he
patientfiquests information concerning medical alternativei.
the patient has the right to such informatidn. The patient also
has the right to know the name of the person respOnsible fort
the procedures and /or treatment.

4. The patient has the right to refuge treatment to the extent
permitted by law and to be informed of the medical conse-
quences of his action.

;5. The patient has the right to every consideration of his
privacy concerning his own medical care pr-Ogram. Case dis-
cussiorr, consultation. examination, and treatment are con-
fidennarandahould be conducted" discreetly. Thqse not dime.
ly involvettabantare must have the permission of the patient
to bipresent.

Reprinted tenth the permission of Ile American Hospithl

rfr":
6. The patient has the right to expect that all communications
and records pertaining to his carishOuld be treated as con-
fidential.

7. The patient has the right to expect that within its capacity a
hospital must, make reasonable response to the request of a
patient foieervices. The fioipital must provide evaluation, SCf

, vice, apd /Qr referrAl .as indicatedgaNhe urgency of the case.
When medically permissible, a patient may be transferred to
another facility Only affer he has received complete iriforma-
tion and explanation concerning thi heeds for and alternatives
to such a transfer. The institution to which the patient is to be
transferred 'must first have accepted the patient foc transfer.

8. The patient has the right to obtain information as to any
relationship of his hospital to other, health care and
educational institutions insofar as his carp is concerned. The
patient has the right to obtain information as to the existenck,
of any professional- relationships among individuals, by name,
who are treating him. ,

a

V'
9. The Patient has the fright to be advised if the hospital
proposes to engage in or perform human experimentation -
affecting his care or treatment The patient has the right to
refuse to participate in such research projects

IP. The patient' has the right to expect reasonable continuity
of care. He as tip right toolintw in advance what appoint-
ment times and physicians are available arid whey
patient,Sac the right to expfct that the hospital
mechanism whereby he is informed by his ph
delegate of the, physician of the patience's continuing health
care requirements following discharge.

rovide-a
sician or a

I I. The patient has the right* ep ermine and receive
planation of his bill man** of source of payment.

= ;'
12 The patient has the right to know what hokpital rules and
regulations apply to his condqct as a patient.

f\
No catalog of rights can guarantee forthe patient the kind of
treatment he has a right to expect. A illttspital has many fu nc- .
tions to perform, including the prevention and treatment,of
disease. the education of both health. profesmorrals and
them, and the conduct of clinical research. All thest "c-

tivities'must be conducted with an overriding concern for the
patient, and, above all, -the recognition of his dignity as a
human being. Success in achieving this recolnition assure?
success in the defense of t6 rights the patTent.

Association..

an ex-

OD 1975 by the Arminian Hospnal Association. 040 North Wm hint D,$vs. Chicago. Illinois 60611
Printed in the U.S.A. AM rights nniervod Catalog no 5009 45M3/75-4333
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.0, AP CHAPTER 2

TOKIDENTIFICATION DEFINITIONS, CONCEPTS AND RULES

1,-

This chapter Presents the definitions, concdflts, and ruled

for task identification. These must be learned aid applied by the 'Sob

analysta.who collect the field data. They must also be learned by .the

. , t
director, who reviews the task identifications and descriptions submit=

ted by the Analysts, incorporates the desiderata and the literature in

the field, and may broaden the task identifications to encompass ocig7,

patiOn-wide or nationwide practices.

TftHSMS DEFINITION OF A TASK

,

. .0
In the HSWmethqd a task is defined so:that it' can identiflps.

a'unit Of work which can be moved f t.= one JO to another without dis- *.

...,, .

.
, ,

rupting other work acilvities. The task is conceptually sMaffer than ,

.
, 1 _

. .. ,. ,
.

a.job as a whole, and-generally smaller then the work nee)pd to prodUce
,

. .

an ,entire product, such as.a health eetvice,or a manufdctdred item. 1,

The, task is part of a ser s of ark activities whilipkarliteps-lerit-
,

:

Ing to' or assisting inthe oductia$Aof final products. The task is

, '4
defined in terms of a 'per ertS outputs rather than an institution's

'..u,.. ..

proddcts; thOltatter aX, the uAl4 114 are sbld. The HSMS definition
. ,

411,
.

of a task is as follows: '

..

A task is aseries,of work activities (elementA) which
are nuded to produce an identifiablwoutput.that can
be independently consumed or used, or.that can be used
as an input in a further stage of production by an indi-'
vidual who pay or may not be the performer of the Adak.-

%
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The4first rule for applying the HSKS'deti

as follows:

on of/tas

1 -
. ...

.

1. in principle, someone other than the performer of

.4 fhe task must be-abt6 TO-1;e of consume the output

. .

. ,,,,---,

,

of the task. IS

., .

-. .,

The' erson who uses the output may be the person who is 1 '

'.' 14_ '

ng the task, but the output must be,,PoiAially ueable.by-some-
.

one else, either.a consumer or another performer:
4,

c * , .v

defdnition-refers

,
to an.output 1.eing ',:consumed".or "us d v.,

y

.

as as-input In a further' stage' of prdlOgion." Consumpt on of an out-
'

-

put means ihait is used up, sOmerues at the point of production.

WO-m.441e, serued.food", an administered IMIwation, or counseling are
G

. 411 examples ofoutpufs which are,consumed rather than,fur6er actel4
(

-' thiOn. An output is ugea as an input in a.further stage of.productien
.

) - *

. if it is a ehingeeConditioa_or something which will be further4acted
-,

2' i 1

'oh by other,performer(t) in -a series of activitioS 4that'result.in .a
. .

,,

.
. . , .

final product. For examplevga.prepaudlprocedure tray. is' the output of-'

4'1.,(---1;as . It is tO6n u sed in another task, a,speciarprocmdure. After

a subtessembIf is fitted toget
.

, At is Used in the producttOn of
,

,televisfon.set.; An output usable by' someone else appears,aftera.kage
. P

6f prodbdtion is completed; anottlei performer is the able to carryon
.

,

with,thef next stage of production. /-

,The oompcnexkt steps oi a task are its elements. They in-

.dludes,the-steps needed' 12144tiate the tasty carry it out, and termi-

---

nate it. welemeuts are "'individual small tinits.of work, whether

2-2
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r

physical and /or mental, which produce theeoutpgt. ,Elements do, notlave

-i\dentifiable outputs which can be consumed or used independently; or
-,

-which can'-serve as 115:113 ill a further stage 'cl.prodnotion by-anyone

other than the person carrying them ouiii--

An element has an outputnsable only by its'perormer. This-
. .

,.,

neept is especia lly'usefill in' dist inguishing between a task and, an
.

.

*

.dement. When a surgeon'sErubs before surgery,-, the wattled hands are

an put nor' usableiby anyone except the washer of the hands, the sut-

gedn. ,Washindhends is therefore in=-Olemerit.. Rdading'a thermometer--

T

t
is an eltment task wiz

the petson reading tht the

fputle'a reCdrded temperature." Only

- %. 4

ter had .tie information to trtsmit or

record the:reading. -In contrast, a prepared surgical tray is,the

#1,-,..putPf atsk,'since the-person prepare e tray need riot#be the one'
4

'

moo, use the tray.
-

r,

Tik:BOUNDARIES

/
.

l

co
.0

t ii?,'.I
A, lbe HSMS definition of tas an abstract concept. In the,,,abstract

-

..

f

acti'
4*

ual work settirig, a performer can o y be observed
. . . * is

givep instance pf a task; not all the potential steps
. .

- -
. : 4

.

elementd of a task are carried out in any liven-inaitnce: The'HSMS

carrying out A
4'

or contingency 40

- , *-1.1

lepOtlon; hotleVex,,01.ntende.4 to cover the task whenever it is

40
9

--
, .

4.
'

The defiiition iriciudes,s11 the contingencies or optioni, that may
--

. 4 carried out by the performer to 0r

geperalrule4? defining th bonridar

sr'

,

s\S.

dute,thenutplut of
t

eb o`f a tail( is, as

2-

4 2 -

r

#

done.

ever . s/

thetaelc. The

follows:



a.

5)

A task includes all the Elements whigkmust be per-
formed or chosen among by one and the "same performer
td produce an identified output, and only those ele-
ments which must be carried out by the performer to
produce the output. .

, AW

.4"

fo 'This gineial rule has been expanded, as a guide foeidenti-
.

.

?}Ting the element's that enter into a given task's'boundaries. Each of

these is presented and elaborated-below as Rules 2,through 8:

2. Theoretically, it shim d be possible for there to
be an elapse of time tWeen tasks.-

, . .

e

If there can be, no elapse of time in a sequence of activi-

ties, it.is likely that the same perss i must do the next sequence, and

the att. should Afude the sequenc4 as elements. For example, a pa-
_

tieht may have a series of x-ray expo res (radiogAlhs) made after an

injection of a contrast medium. All of the exposures ordered are out- -

puts of the samtask. Since it is not .appropriate to,40it between ex-
.

Posures,,the game perion must carry out all the steps in sequence.

.
.

An alr_contast study of the stomach is often done after a

radiographic examination of the/gastrointestinal trac(With barium con-
.

itrast. HSMS ident fied`these as two tasks, because the alt. contrast
,.. . .

.

-study, can be re44siLioneda1 carried out independently; it need not

-..-

Lmmediatqy follow the barium study; and itcan be carried out by a

different performer. Even, if the same, performer sometimes carries

,"''the asks in sequence, 'two tasks are involved; because there is the po-

tential for atime 'cieray,and foi a different performer.

.4
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3.. A task includes all the possible conditions or ci7r-
cU6stances with which..a single performer is expected
to deal in cpnnection with the production stage or
the output involved'. .

The task identificationthould bt'broad enough to
.

cover in

one task all instances'leading to a given type of output. The elements

,
.

should reflect any likely situations or emergencies thA will jave to

be anticipated or covered. This rue akes it possible to identify

broad tasks in which the fine, details of the work as they are carried
%

out. from one instilice to another are largely non-repetilve,

Alb

For example, when patients entelaan emergendy ro9m, kone

, Z 4- -

must decide hOwilrgently they need attention. The performdf, and

therefore the task's eleniemtsi.must deal with all the possible.condi- ...

tioni and patients who arrive to evaluated, beZause,it is impossible
f.

to predict in adva tOe'cases.that mill arrive_
,--

-.
AI

,-

°

...

:.
,.- .

,..; If, is the.cdusee of a task, the performet-Aley have to de-'

io,
.

. .

, ..

--1-

10 cide ill...next steps blieed on theNIONIts-of the task eitua ion, all he
4,-1

contingencies pd possible art parts lithe task. For example,
. ,

in Condetiig a 'fluoroscopic examination, the performer may have; to de-.

ofcide whidh the orgads'in the general area of interest should be ex-
, .

,
amined,(what'type of contrast material to use),, whether

'

to order radio-
.

graphs; add wheth6to tarry out emetgency care. All the imssii3le
.- r--o

steps areindlud;

1:: yk .
infileage Of k Therefore, the task covers all the organs' that

.. .

AY

could b

4'

amined, all the typesof contrast 'that could be used; decid,
, A.

. ..'
ing on an ordering the radistaphalkeeded, and Altponding fo emergen-

,
.

n the atk, even'if theyare not needed ip.svery,

s
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cies. The-decisions are elements of the task as well.. Tasks should,

.

neveg be broken apart in such a waythat ehe skills and knowledges
0

needed for decision making and evaluation would be lOst as a result of

the manner in whicti the boundaries, are assigned.

4. 'A task includes all the elements that require con-
tinuous judgment or assessment by the same performer

in order to assure the quality of the output..

This is an especially important point in health care, be-

cause pyer-fragmitted work assignments might endanger the patient.

Many healthc,kre'Procedtites Oeedlthe judgment or assessment of a per-

son who has seen or been in contact with the patient over a series of

"production'''steps. On this basis, setting. up a pkiientfor radiation

. therapy and admidistering the radiation dosage for a given ailYof the

body.was identified as a single,task, because there is danger to the

,=

patient in hiving the two functions carried out by different individu-

'els. For the same reason, some neuroradiology examinations include

toMography is an element in the task rather than as.a separate task,

fe*,

because the' radiologist carrying out the original examination, is cumu-

latively assessing the patient's condition-and should be the one'to

direct the tomography.

A task may include elementsA.n whith the performer can de,

cide whether to have someone else carry out specific steps; however,

the task includes all such delegable steps if the same performer may

'be requireddin some instances to personally carry out the steps based

n Rule 4. If Rule 4 does not apply; separate tasks are, generated that
1

-
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,

0 ,

are not'part of. the original task, whether or not the same performer
4-

decides to.earry-them out personally., Thus, 'delegable steptiHcan gen-

. erste seiarate tasks, and can still remain elements in original

. ,
. .

task,or _cap- be exluded from the original task, depending on Rule 4:0.,

When a task involves diagnosis and /or decision making, the

outputs are generally orders or requisitio* for tests, treatments,

methods of care, counseling, etc. Such decisions aretputs of the

,

. .

first task in'a series, They delegate work to others, and in a full-

scale,task analysis, can be used as a guide tother tasks that must

be ibcOunted for in task identification.

5. task includes all of the elements needed. to pgo-
duce an output which can be independently used or /

actedupon without special explanations to the next-
performer in the ne* stage of production.
'

6. A.task includes all the elements/needed to complete
an output to a point -at which anosheri.-erformer (ehr,

would continue with the next production sequence)
would not have to redo major elements or perform ex-
tra steps in order to continue:

A task is not completed if the next steps in a sequence can-
.-

.not be done by a differ person without 'a major repetition of prior-
.

.-
l steps. For example, setting the technical factors for an x-ray exams-

. :,
.'

4
technologist

j

nation is nota separate task because a radiolbgie should ,

never expose-a patieepeto radiation.without having,personally selected

and set the technical faCtors. /Thlrefore, setting the factors is an

.element within technologist talks which cover entire radiog;aphic..ex:-

a
aminations.,Similar/Y, if a person making ascertain kind of repair

must be the one to assess the problem a'd chdose the appropriate means

46
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of making the repair, simply making. the fepaih would inadequately de-

fine the task. The assessment and decision on what to -do are -also vile-

nts, since repetition would belhecessary,were someone else

le
the repaii.

to make

Certain procedure tasks are the result of prior consultation

or diagnosis tasks which have resulted in requisitions'! The proceddre,
. .

tasks themmorres often require a review. of the appropriateneas,of tho

decision to carry out4'the procedure baited on the pattenthftvurrent con-

dition. Such review is not to be construed.as a violation of Rules 5

and 6 because- the review IA based on new information

7: The task must include enough alternative minor ele-
ments to cover a var ty of institutionalarrange-
ments so that another performer can continue with'
the next stage in a production, sequence within.cur-

, -rent institutional arrangements:

A

In one institution the performer may record the results of

a task on an institutional form; in-another, the performer may have to

report personally to another staff member:: In one institution doaments-

May be placed for filing; in another ese may be giVen to a clerical

worker. Such elements are minor institutional arrangements; and dif-

ferences from onerlOcation to another should not be used to difieren-
.

_-
tiate tasks as long as they dc14 not.imply different skills or knowledges

or different scale values-for skills or knowledges.4PInstead, ;asks

should include the range of such possible practices as contingencies.

4 8. A taft,ust be sufficiently broad-4n statement that
it catilia rated on its frequency of occurrence.
410

2-8, .
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Some jobs involve activities whith may appear to take place

only once. ,P6r.Ttaltple, a partiqularreseacch undertaking, -the design

of a special piece of equipment, or the design of,a program all seem to

Slkone-time events. But, if,they are one-time events, they` cannot be
-

antapated,.trained for, or repeated. in fact, these are instances of

1

broad tasks for which the performer is prepared.and hired. The tasks

-would be carryirig out research in a given field;.deiigning equipment

as needed for a particular range of functions, making recommendations

on a range of equipment, and designing, directing, evaluating, and re-

.

ylsing a givett program, such as in radipgraphic quality assurance.

Such task ide %ifications are broad enough to cover an array,of parti-
.

cular instances; such tasks have elements, contingencies; and a fre-

I

.quency of occurrence. If a task cannot be ratiad for frequency, it-has

not been properly identified.
')

TASK BOUNDARIES AND DIFFERENTIATION OF TASKS

Tasks are differentiated from one another and identified in
.

.terms of (1) the outputs produced, (2) th,.hings used and)the Ways in

which the outputs are produced, and (3,) the other individuals who are

immo4ved. These three feature!' of a task's identity determine the

skills and knowledges required to produce the outputs of tasks. Tasks

that require different skills and knowledges'gie different tasks.

Ince the task which is identified is an abstract, entity, - ti

4eclding how many different tasks s-Nformer carries out and how

many tasks are covered by an occupation is a conceptual problem. In

actual practice, most work is repetitive. Yet, *ale activities are

1111

4
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done again and again, no instance of an activity A exactly like any

other. It is ppssible.to call each work activity done each a dif- ,

#

(erentiask. Still, it is the fact that activities can generalized

and repeated that makes training and education possible._Namingwhat

an individual must be trained,to do creates the link between task iden-

tification, job structuring, and curficulum design. This section pro-

vides further' guidelines fOr identifying tasks. It shows how task Out-

4
puts, whtt'is used, and who is involved in the tasks are used to group

activities into tasks.

Task Outputs

.....- ...
.

are'tngaged_.in production. An output is the result of the task activ-

ity

.

__
The concept of " output" reflects the idea that performers

ity of one or more workers who; use. physical and/or mental energy, equip-

ment, and other resources. It is the result of a production stagein

anl'overall Rroduction process as work is organized in an institution:

An output is an altered physical state of a thing or person,

a changed mental state of .a person, or a ilew'item. It can be storable,

ok jn be consumed as it is produced. It;can be physrcal (tangible) or

non-physiCal-(intangible). Outputs can be used.by consumers, such as

patients, or can be used by other +rformers in the-perfdrmafice of

their tasks.

A task 4s identified partly in ter' of its having an "iden-

tifiable,output that can be independently consumed or used, or that can

be used at an input in,a further stage of production by an individual

2-10
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who may or may not be the performer of the task." Theoutput is.the

res lt-of the elements grouped within the task's boundaries. ,Con -

ely, the decision about which elements are aSsigned to a given task

re lects theidentification of the output, of the given task.,

ce tualGrOu n of Out uts

At one end'of the conceptual continuum for task boundaries

are cases Where thelVormer ftpctions in a mechanized production con-'

text such as on an assembly line. The work is broken up into minute

stages; each performer has only a few steps to carry out, and each in-

stance'of the work is exactly like every other instance. If the work

is organized so thlt 'the outputs go on to the next performer, it is

clear what the task outputs are at the end of each production stage.

r
Names for task outputs might be: "a wired front panel on a television

chassis," or a " tightened left front bolt on a car door-/assembly

"stacked clean sheets."

Although production lidos vary in models and styles, still

More minute output differentiations would not be made. Tasks are not

identified as "wired front panel of a 1b -inch television chassis," or

. ,

"tightened left front'bolt on a station-wagon door assembly,:' or

"stacked clean sheets for a 'single bed." One assumes tham.different
.

skills are not needed when the size of the television set or the size

of the bed changes. Thus, similar outputs have been grouped for the

identification of a single task.

5
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At the other end of the continuum for conceptual tisk bound-

arits are certain task activities so btoad that it can be difficult to

:--intgine that given situations are really instances of the same task.'

Fni example, an individual is shot and is taken to an emergency room of

a hospital. A staff member determines that emergency, life support must

be administered: A young woman gets something in her eye and also goes

to the emergency room. The same staff member assigns her to a room and

places her name on a list so that she can have someone remove the for-
...

eigp object, perhaps after the gunshot victim has been attended to.

The outputs are not "life suppor

foreign object in_eye ordered.

gunshot victim," or "removal of

I
Sdeh statements of output imply that what results from the

.

'task activity=can-be-dritrelpated; but the conditions -in which patients _

arrive at. an emergency room cannot bespecifically anticipated. Rather, .

the staff member's output mayl,be "assessment of patient's condition,

determination of priorities for attention, and notification of staff

in emergdhcies.1.--- .1 Such a7 output statement implies that the task can

be reptited,-even thod instances of the task vary. It implies that

the skills 'and knowledges needed by the peiformer must cover all the

alities, because that is the nature of .the activity. It is im-
.,

e to assign a performer to triage duty, unless he or she cant,

evaluate all patients who arrive. By way of contrast,'"it is possible

to assign different patient care activities to_dIfferent individuals s

after_triage-bY virtue of the classification of the gatients' conditions.
'

2:42
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At an intermediary point in the continuum for-conceptual-

task Boundaries one finds sets of activities that have much in common

with-one another, yet vary in. certain- details. For example, there are

many types of radiographic exadinations, surgical operations, radio-

therapy treatments, medications, psychological tests, etc Here, the

oblem in task identification, is to discriminate amoni The activities

K----------aand deci e how many tasks are involved. --"
.

.

Consider that, in daily pradtice, performers do not really..
,

"give patients injections;" they administer specified doses of particu-

lar me4cations-tO-partioulet_individuals. .However, we identify tasks

with names e*b al-"Administering subcutaneous or intramuscular injec-

tion to any patient according to MD's orders;" and, "Administering med-

ication orally to any patient according to HD's orders."- The implica-

tions are that administering medication orally, subcutaneously-intra-
,

4muscularly, intravenously, or locally are different tasks; that follow-

ing the MD's orders is common to instances of the tasks; that there are

no major distinctions'among patient recipients which call for further

differentiation among tasks; and that the various.ways in which medica-
AM.

tions are prepared'for a given type of administration should all he

known by the perforMer who administers the medication.

The two tasks named above reflect a grouping of activities

that are similar in theii steps and skill and knowledge requirements
4 '6

and/Qv:An the options that must be chosenlioni. Any other differences

are treated as instances'of the same task. 11* Such a deciaiqn is .he re-
.

c

sOOnsibiYrtyof the-job analyst who determines the salient points of

similarities and differences for grouping activities into tasks.

2.13
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The HSMS rule is46at taskn are grouped to reflect what a

single performer can be re4uired to carry out with regard to a given

type Of output. .This usually reflects the way the knowledge in the

AmIL-

fieffbresks,down'and the way work is assigned. For example, in diag-

nostic radiology, it was clear that, for the radiologist, the examine-__

tion tasks break down.by system of' the body and procedure type. We

'could easily distinguish that conducting a lower gastrointestinal Ali.aCt

barium enema examination was one task, and conducting bronchography was

another task, Different radiologistn eould be asked to perform each;

and doing one task does -riot involve or requtredoing the other, does

not depend on the performer having done the Other, nor are they alter-
,

,

0,

ves during performance. On 'the other hand, since, in the course of
'14 ,

the low er GI examination any component organs could-be involved, no fax-

ther breakdown was made by organi of the-gastrointestinal tract.

In the case of radioloAc technologists, the examination

tasks were broken down by area of the body to cover all the parts likely

to be listed on a single requisition sheet. When welound standard-'

ized orders for routine examinations, this wag; used as a basis for the

1

..1611116

grouping for a task; when we .found requisitions that varied in how the

areas of interest werenincluded,je used broader grouping 'for'a task s

For example, radiographic examinations Of adults were more routinized

and could be broken down into more categories than those for infants.
6 . 116. ^ .

An example from radiation therapy reflects a task grouping

.

that takes Rdle 4 into account, a breakdwon that assures the quality-of

thg bu3put. Some radiation therapy technolo4 is are assigned to

2-1
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administer radiation. tieatments on the basis of thi.equipment used.

.
404

There are technologists who administer trevment only on a linear accel-
.

erator'or only on a cobalt-60:teletherapy machine. Insother instances,

,'technologists are expected to'administer treatment to a given pitient

and,to be prepared for the possibilitythat a treatment plan may com-,"
1

bine treatment using cobalt 76ftwith-electron beam radiation' or some

other modality. We could have differentiated the tdblis either by ref-
..

.ereace to the equipment or by.reference to the area o' the

Volved., We chOsa breakdown based on the area of the body because we
ta.

learned that the patient receives continuity A attention if the tech

nologist is prepared to deal with the given patient regardless of the

.

''machine. The performer has a wider reference base and can monitor the

7:-

patient's behavior and reactions to treatment over time; the patient

benefits from a supportive buman environment' when there is_continulty

of attentiqn. Thus, task Identification hass'pciiry aspect.

,

AnOthe example of HSHA grouping is in relition'to the pre -
# f

paration of procedure trays. At first we identified a separate task of
.°

-.4

.
,

tray preparation for each procedure task we identified. It.seemsd that ,

. ,-

.4). there couldb iehundredof tray preparation tasks. We realized, how-

. 1

, .

: .
.

. .., - -
. .

.

ever, the contents, of,procedure
,

trays. are presciibed and standaid-
- z

' -

'lied,. and that the performer really need only:know how'to follow.. the or-
4

ders;,handle sterile equipment, arid,exaiine,materia4s Iile assembling
l. ill

the tray. Weeventually identified only tlwo,tasks: one involves trays

.
. , ,.._

.
.

thlkiaquire medications; the other ia'a more limitedtisk in whichL the

. . .

performer adds non -medicInal itemsto pat ly prepared trays. .

11:,

4
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441' ,

ides -for Identlki Of:outputs

. %

. Alt
... ' ,. 1. Decisions, judgments, and e'valuat'ions can be outputs

-

-Of separate tasks `outputs of ikementsowithin a

1.,4. -

, task, If they are left_in the head of the decider,
..1____,

. the jUdge,.or the evaluator, they are outplIvof
.--d--- .elements. If they are regularly ex?ressed in trips-.

mittable formr'such as spoken to someone or written
1 down, they are outputs of separate tasks..., Only then .

. 'bre the outputs usable by 'someone other' than the per -
rmer- ° . -'

-
,

en performers carily'out activities that cover a

varielych'ts

administering a ge of tests, exercises,
ty of instances of miler type, of activity,

i

ortreatmerepairing objets or equipment, or
doing othikwol-k activities whiAik are neither sets

,

of unexpected occurrences nor minute, regularffy.
. recurrini4:uncelens, task'grouping.is required..
e- -

2-

. ,.

. ,,Iitile performer Must-'choose among varieties of .,

tests , exetciges , 'etc . ,...and dogs net make klichOice
as pert off separate task (by recording it or

tratsmitting,14, and meat be prepared, for all in-
. stances,-ede,l)rsad teak exists which includes the
decision and all the alternatives in the, same task.

.4
t Both the -decision and the exeCutipn are outputs of.

''the same task.- - - , ..,

t

If the performer°hia'a variety of similar activities
To do, 'each of which:if prescribed, the acitivities
should be, grouped; thtre

llowing
are as-mariy task as group-

ings accordinkto the fo rules:,,
. . . ,

.

a.' If the varieties of the teats, exercises-, treat7t /
', ments, repairs, etc:,-cen all be covered by-the

-, sameeset Of' skills and kdovilledge, then'each is
an instance of the tame task, and the task.isi,
defined in terMs'of what the varieties of-out-
puts haVt 3n common.

.

, .

lb. ',If the varieties of the tests, exercises, treat-
ments, repairs, etc., :are covered by different
skills and koowledges, then the varieties of-
outputs should be grouped according to their
skill'and knowledge_requirgmaiwis, and each task
is defined in terms of. thvdistingu ing char-
acteristics of the output:.grOmpin

S-

. V
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-By-Product Outputs

.

Tasks' can have-more than one

or

i114111outpuisome are by-products

of the priAary activity-of theitask. For example, 'in
. . .

. , ,,

.given examination, the perfOrmbr-may reassure the'patient,

.
. .- A4.,

whetheeto proceed yith the examindtion, may carry, it out or record why
s

. -
.

-

it was cancelled, may record-the results, and may place the.records for

furdifet.use,'such as for filing. These outputs are linked to.the lain'
it. ,

.. a : -

one, a patient's keing,given the payticqlar examination. Prov.iding re-
,

aSsurance: deciding whether

carrying out as

may dedde-

op

all must he done by the same

---*

to prOceed, and recording the examination

peiformer in the proper execution of 41e

exAMation, and,°therefore, are elevents

tasks.

of the task andinot separate

e

. aR

If the analyst does not notkce that intangible ontpetts car'

be produced imaddition to the maim outpu1t of a task; tasks

:
.

.

duce the pule main output canlbe confusd w ers cith th Whih

have different by-product outputs.. An

whtch

ettludeor

exams ion task in which emer-
41. %

"gency symptoms are'reported to a senior staff member is different from'

a task covering thesame
4

examination in. which the.perfoi-fler decips what

to doto handle 'the emergency.,
V

Acquired Knowledge in Relation to Outputs

. .

Some tasks, require that the er acquire cettain kinds

of) knowledge in the "course ,of performing the task, As ale-performer'ac-
- ,

quiiei the knowledgethe or she uses it in,the task. The knowledge is

not usable by amyone.else_but the-performer in the execution of the

2-17 r
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.

tasic7,and thus' the acquired knowledge is the output of an element in

the tas k.' An example 4.10uad be re

purchased by a given department,

ployees.! The tasks requite that
-

.

commending what,equipment should be
411M

or designing training programs for stm7

informakon"be gathered, assessed, and

trinslated>into A recommendation-or a program. Such tasks shodld not

be differentiated on.the basis of the specific subjects covered in any

40
lnstan of iequiring knowledge6 but on the basis of thebrdad activity

.1
. td

andand gene =1 aOject area in O.
°

x, Ali- Is U task

t Some

is.uted"-1111 a t

pected, (beab

put; 'even if,p

outputs can'be produced in a variety'of ways. "What

sk includes ellr;be thing which the performer Is ex-

e to' use or choose' from to produce .an identified, out-

/

icular instances of thee task.utilizeonly some 'cof

these. 'A task
l'

identified partly in terms of wiiat

must be able to IsebAause this helps determine the

edges req red for the task. WhaCis used in a task

tools,Mines, data, and other materials. Thus, technology enters

5 I-

into the (identification of tasks.

the performer

skills and knowl-

m,can include a-

If the performer is expected tofchOose among the appropri-

ate methqds (things) to use-to produce a specffic output, the abili*

4

to use .all tie met4Ods is expected, and the .task requires ell the

skills and knowledges'poientially involved. Onthe other hand, if what

IS used is prescribed, and the performer does not have options, limpet-,

rate tasks exist for each method, even if the performer works at some
e

time with each
.

of the alternative pieced, of equipment. Once t4equtp-

. 2 -Y8
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. 'mut is presaribedeach individual task'requires a more limited Set df

skills and knowledgei than if the choice were made within the task. 4

, .

While the task can cover "a variety of,methods and things
s .

used, this does not map thal,the task iikludes all the methods avail
. ..

; %. able in society at'large..'The task c9verL'only those things which the,

ii._

performer can be expected use to produce the given output within the

context being studied. Howeveu* the context may go beyond any single.

institution. HSMS task Oentificatiens have grouped two dr more equip-
.

me4t options into the same task if the performer is expected to4Fork
1

with each, even if a given institutiondoes not Currently have all. the

.'*

piece's of equipment, provt4ed that the same knowledge ilvinvolved.

example; in"radiologic eechnoto6, equipment with or without automatic
o

.,Collimation, and with pr without' automatic density controls are covered

within the same task; equipment with roll film and with cassette spot

film devices are.coveied-by the same task. ,"Taking ogi"ms:lof any

patientu'is a task that covers both xeroradiograhy and conventior re-
.

diogriaphy equiimen* because positioning the patient, selecting the

technical factors, and the inter actions with the patient are the same.

or 411,

On the other hand, we separate tomography tasks from conven-

tional radiography tasks except when a radiographic examination starts

with conventional radiography and then the same perfotmer must proceed

to tomography. This is because there are differences in the specidl-
,-

ized equipment th4t differentiate thelekills and kliowledges involved.

I,
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Guides /or Identifying What Is Used

./
L

.

, .t.. ..

-1. The range of things used in the tadk must correspond
to the range of contingencies,and.options covered by

the' task 's output ..

2., Tasks are not differentiated,b minor differences in

what is used if these have no effect on,skil1 or*

knowledge requirements. Differences in brands, sizes,
colors, and similar details are. minor unless they re-

quire different skillp and knowledges.
*

3*., If the performer must choose'anong the things used

- to prodhce a.given output 'and does not make-the
choice as part 'of a,peparate task (by recording or

'`transmitting it), and;musf be prepared to use any
of the materials or equipment chosen among, one

I htoad task exists tiich includes the decision and

all the alternative methods. de
-1

,

.

the performer has a variety of materials and/or
equipment to work with to obtain a given output,
and each is preicribed, the things used should be
grouped; there many-tasks as groupings

.

accord-

ing to,thefollowing rotes:
. ,

pr . %.

a. If the varieties of things'used C'an all-be Coil-

ered by the same set of skills and knowledge,
then each is an instance of the same task, and
the task is defined in terns of the output and

, mtat the things have in common.

2

b. If the varieties-of things used require differ -
and_ knowledges,. the things used should

be groupedaccording to their skill od knowledge
requirements, and each task is defined in terms
of the output and the distinguishing character- .

istics the groupings of things used.

Kind of Task Recipient, Respondent or Co-Worker (if any)

The "re

V

ient, respondenipor co- worker; involved in a task

o

reflects the special characteristicS or.condition of the people with

whoa:the performer must be trained to deal. If the perfotmer of a task

.

gives or does things to a person, a.recipient isd.nvo/4d. If the per-

4

former must get information or talk.to another Verson, a respondent

2-20
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',.i.sinvolved. If a task must be done with the help of, or j1 c9fijtinc-
.

ist 7

tion with, another employeet_a cOlorker ls involved.
. .

f,

A task #s, identified partly In
1,!

terms of the.kind of recipi-

-* .

ent, respondent or co-woP. rker who may be involved. The word "kind" is
,

.

. ,

-meant to imply thecharacteristicb or the condition of the Rerson(s)

Involved in the task which requireaknowledge or skill on the part of.
A

.,...
, mr, .

. ,

the performer. Work assignments, and, therefore. tasks, are differenti7-

ated on the basis of such requirements erformers without appropriate
.1

special.kdowledge may be restricted to providing_a given type of out-,

put and using a given set of things only'in connection with .pefsons who-
.

i

()mot re4tife special considerations or behavior. For example,teach-

ing children, ietarded persbns, deaf children, or, foreign-born adults

. -
,

4ir to read imply different tasks based on differences in the recipients.
#

, . . .

,

'. Two activities may be the same in their'T
I

ain output and things

I

used, but be different tasks as a result ,of' the kind of recipient, re-

spondent or co-worker involved. (This generally also means that there

4

will be some differences in-by-prodvct outputs and some of the things

.1_ti -

used, as well.as in task elementsl.

In its work, HSMS has differentiated "pediatric" from "non-

pediatric" tasks, "infant" Um "non-infant" tasks,1 and "male patient!'---

fiom "female patient" tasks when a Oven procedure with a given output

1
HSMS assumes that "pediatric" varies in its age cut-off referehce as

appropriate to a given procedure. HSMS uses "non - infant' in cases

.
where the cut-off between tasks groups -children older than infants

with the rest of tee patient population.
.

-

. '2-21
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and things, d va led in its specitiic elements and skill and'knOwledie
8..

requirements ,as esult of the kind of patient invy.ved.

_400°

If a performer has'an assignment in which it is impossible

r

to anticipate the kind of, recipient, respondent or co-workei who will

be involved, such as patients inia triage task, then the range of ,pa-

fients
does not result in different taski,because the nature of the

task reqi.res the ability to deal with all such contingencies; "any pa-
' .

tient "would be involved. III

A-task can'have minor variations in who is involved which

bear little on the content of the tas k., For example, in a,,,pitient ex-

- amination taskrecords may be given to'a staff membel; at the end yf

A k

a task a cleridil Co-worker may be informed "of the completion. In .such

' -
cases a single task exists even if one

4,
instance includes'a co- worker

,
-

.

and another instance does not, as long as the co-worker is not aoi
A #

,

, (-_

trinsic part of the task,. ForrXaMple, if a task involves delivering
4

or picking of supplies or paterialsi,a co-worker may or may not be in-

*
volved-without the task being radically different. IF someone writes

a letter and gives it to
.

a secretary. white someOne-e140'writes and
. ,

. -
. .

,

leaves the letter on 'a desk to be picked up, the t ask wbuld not be

radically different, and, all other things being equal., thee are in-

stances'of the same iptask.-

If the performer deals with a specific "kineorreciplent,

respondent,or co- worker by virtue of the depariiientche or she works

in, and this does not differentiate Olt task from instances in another

department, the "kmd" is' actually more general than the name in the

42,22
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41.0
,.

departmental situaMaon, For example, preparing a patient for an exam

inaltoton or treatment may be activities Whose recipients need no further

1,
designation .that the term 'may ilatient," even if the performer comes

, 0

into contact only with ambulatory care or diagmostic radiology pa.ier'rts/

N,

Guides For Identifying Recipients, Resftdents or 1Co-Workers

-1.. If a task activity requires the performer to deal
with a range of recipientsrespondents,mor co-
workers as'an intrinsic aspect of the tasit activity,
a single task is 1,dentified that covers the range.

4

2. If a 'task proceduie relatingtd-a glyen output and '

things used is carried out differently depending on
-the age, sex, conditton, or Status of the recipient,

respondent, or co-workers' involved, and theidiffer-
encesreflect differences in.the skilla and/or knOwl-
edges required, there is more thah one task involved.

There are as many tasks as there arsignificant
variations. in the way the-procedure. is-done as 04-

termined by the kind of individuals involved, pro-
vided that tht differences is .the individualw-can
be anticipated before the tasks begin.

.

efinor variations in the tdtal number ana kinds of. ._
recipients, respondents; and,co.-TiOrkers that do not

4 result in different skill or-knowledge requirements
I. should--not be 4111d to differentiate;tasks. Such

minor variations should be treated as instances of,'

the tame task.
.?

.

lk

CASES OF TASK IDENTIFICATION

J

Thirsection brings toge1Ier sOme additional concepts anda.
rule to cover specific problems that can_be.encoUntered during task

entification.

Non-task Activities*

Task identification es Dot include activities which the

performer volunteers to do which are not required by the employer.
$-

2,23
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Non-task activities lncliode running personal errands for co-workers,

making personal.calls,-aking coffee breaks, attending classes on a.

yoluntary basis; helping others to do theit work as a favor to them,

and practicing other employees' work so as to qualify for a new job.

Overlap Tasks'

Two tasks are the same if their elements result in the same

output, -require the same things to be used (including the alternatives

to he-Chosen among), if the recipients, respondents or co-workersiin-

volved are the same (in terms of what the performer needs to knoW in

order to deal with them).4and require- the same skills_and knoWledges.

-.If they appear in the same performer's job they are instan-

4,

ces) of the same task and are counted in determining task,frequenCy. If

, they appear' in differenk performers' jobs, different job titles, differ-
.

.11.

ent occupations, or different institutions, they are overlap tasks.

.

Simultaneous Ta ks,

N -
Simultaneous tasks are two ovmore separately identifiable

taskg-which are performed at the same time because -one task-provides a
.

/

convenient vehicle for the perfbrmance of the.other task. 'Tasks such

as givingfa patient generil reassurance, or observing and reporting

symptoms and concerns of a patient to a phician, are carried out/.

while the performer is 'Carrying out other regular tasks. These activi-

..

ties have clearly identifiable dutputs that are separate from those of

the task with which they appear once one is aware of their purpose

'2-24
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-

These activities ve often can be
.

done only in conjunction

AO other tasks, such as serving 6odpr taking blood pressure. The

particular associatign of the tasks with'each other is really not het-.

essary for each of the activities to be done, as would be thalcaie with

.- .

elplorta'in a single task. The food an be brought and the blood pres-

A , . A.----

sure taken with'an appropriate level df friendliness,but without the
. ,

observation of other symptoms or the provision of reassurance; the let-

! Al
ter activities' take different levels of skill. Conversely, symptoms can

y
also be observed while tidyipg the patient)s bed or bathing the patient,

/.

- and reassurance can ,be given while cheticing'a patient.in or helping a'.

pa tient tO change clothes.

It should be noted, however,thatIsqme tasks, by their very

nature, require thatsymptoss be observed, or that the patient be reas-

-

sured. In; changing dressings or otArwise dealing with wounds, gymp
,

. I ./1 . n
tons are'ol4erved as part of the -task. examination or trOk=

meat prote urea reqpire that the patient be reassured a nd be encouraged

.

to Cooper te.' These are examples of tasks whose performadte require

*
a. 4

giving reassurance or noting andrreArting symptoms as'elements.

The ISMS method provides for separate identiiisations of ,

simultaneous tasks because they usually require different skills and

kpowledges. It would be a mistake'to assign skill and kno 104gpre-

quirements for two tasks to a single task- and, thereby ota ure the

.skills addAnowIedges actually required for each. The ru'es for deal-
s,

ing with similtaneoug tasks are as follows:

225
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1. Simultaneous'taiks appear with other tasks which

provide opportunities to gchieve.their outputs.

2.' Such tasks are distinguishable virtue of having
unrelated outputs; the'simultaaous task can be
(and probably is) linked with otherdifferenr_tasks
which also provide opportunities to achieve its
output. The frequencies of the simultaneous tasks
and the.ones it appears with will be different.

3. TweeActivities do mot involve simultanaol4s tasks
iaby vit;ue of the natureof the main activity,
pile provision of outputs such as' reassurance or
bbservation and reporting of symptoms, etc., are
a necessary parthof the main activity.

e
.

Conferences And DeliberA;ions With do-Workers

In cases whe performer ask other co- workers for, opinions,

or are asked by others o evaluate a problem-in a procedure! or when

pellormers attend"meet gs, some confusion can arise about which tasks,

outputs, and kinds of recipients or rOspondents are involved for each

.

of the performers.
. .

4 4 _ _-
.

,

In .the case of questioning other4'co-workers, the performer

has a primary activity such as a prpcedure to carry out. The performer.

6' may, as an element of the task,:ask others for.their opinions, but it

is presumed, that the performer is responsible for all the procedural

steps of the task. In e case o iving opinions to other co-workers,

the 'same skills and,knowlpdges itnvOlved as in the cage where the

performer must deal with or her own tasks. Thus,

,

in. "reading Sm4 interpre0 -" radiographs, the elements really cover

ial radiographs tski,personal y-by the perfOrmer and radiographs about

which co- workers seek opinions. In both cases.the questioning is not

66
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a primary aspect of the task that

an output Covers

is identified. Similarly, evaluating,
5 -;

evalibting one's own output -or the outputs of,oihers.

.

;When various' performers' tasks requfre'aftendance and par-,

ticipajion at a staff meeting or conference there are'as many tasks as.

4.

kinds of contributions to the particular kind of meeting involved..

tasks should be differentiated by'and sh*Ould reflect the skills and

knowledges required for the performers' specialized "contributions.

The

In

6
a conference to evaluate a phtient's Progress, for example, the'physi-

.

of knowledge- and the fadily hilalth,workercian may. draw on one kind

on another. Two separate tasks would be identified, one fthe phy-

sician and one fOr the family health Worker.

1 Similarly, when performers ,teach or instruct, the o utput and

the recipients ofthe task should reflect the areas,of competence'in-

Volved. An output would never be, ."an instructed,employee." It could

be, for example,, "physical theripy student, instructed in exercise tech-

11

.

niques, when the performer is =a specialist in-prsical therapy.

The division of.teaohing tasks into separate tasks shou

4: ii

reflect breakdowns and groupings of knowledge similar to those'dis

ussed under *task boundaries; outputs, what,is used, and recipient,

respondent, andCo--worker.

2 -27
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CHAPTER 3

,TASK IDENTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION:
_JOB ANALYSTS' PROCEDURES i

t

x .,

This chapter is a, procedure manual,for job analysts:' It'de-
, .

scribes the field worko,for task identification (task Iv), aneciessrip... ,

, ... , .

. .

tion. The steps enumerated in this chapter begin after the adalyats
I.

*

have beentrained in the, task identification method,, have become famil,--L

iar with the basid data
-

-

read the, bhckground inf

assume that scheduling,

PREPARATORY STEPS

about the occupation to-be covered,.and' hate
7,

ormation about the institution. the steps also .

described in Chapter 1; tas.beeOgire-J.ed Juts'"

chl;Each job. analyst prepares a data collection-ki

_-- ,

dudes scheduling informatio6 letters oaf introduction, note
I

propriate HSNS data forms, manual's, such As this one, for utigas al

.

guidg, and. laboratory coats or identification badges if tither are'_ -

. ,

' The inalYsts should establish a set of ruOufor comminrca-

one another and -the institution: .. ' /

pi
c _

.!

i

t,

1. On data-collection field work dare, the,analystsi
should have a clearty'defined place to meet beflre-
hand. 4, . ,

p p-

calledfor in the field situation.

ting with

2. If tbe, analysts are part of 'a deritfal.o ice or
consortium staff, they should have each other's
phone numbers and 8 place to "call,,,Or leave mes-
sageS during theday. ±

3. Each analyst abould notify a designated Orson before
- the morning of an appointment if he or she, s to be

deal)red or.cannoi be present. Iii a twoperson team .,

the ibserice of analyst makes rescheduling necessary.'.
.

3-1 , ,
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_4. The analysts should meet before joining the'perfd'rmer
and allow enough prior time to arrange materials and
go over plans for the day and the meeting. with the

e'pditformer. The-spokesroan of the day should be se-,
- sleeted. (tech analyst should have experience inbe-

ing spokesmattof thfday.)
k -

15. If the perfOsmer is not at the appointed meeting
one Analyst should-be involved in locating

the performerand.should try to keep frO% disrupt- N14

ing institutional acjii0Kies.

- . - ! .

If not already dope, the spokesian introduces all the anal- _

. -

'wp

t.. .

1 :)"
1

lyses to the performer. Ground rules are set up during ths.first ap-.,

pointment with -the performer and, if necessary, are reviewed at sub*

sequenf appointments:

4

1. The work shouLd'not.begin until the perforner:aUdi
- the analysts agree about what is t occur. The-

.

pokeRman should always clarify th- purpose of the
,v
,session and give a'roughidea of t e kinds 01 things
which will be asked, the length of time involved,
and any special arrangements' which may have been

41. made. If any of the arrangements eve been'misunder-
stood or are challenged,. these sh ld bcleared up:

2: Interviews are conducted privatel
of the teati of analysts and the p
should be listening (except the e
tive, if requested by thb perform

3. The pr sence of the supervisor i
obser tions if this ks a regula
which the work being observed is
may have the employee representa

1

4. During interviews, a spokesman
Thes,ther analyst} ask qqestion
arise. This contfgPes, until al
Satisfied wtth respect to thei
but the tasks.

In introductions, a simple,exohalige of names
lysts, unless otherwise requested, should add'
Mr., Mrs., Miss and .the surname,. Chapter 9 d
gaining the performer's cooperation.

r

3-2

.

in the presence'

rformer. No others
ployee representat--

r).. 4
014;

only allowed durin*
part of the way i

done. The perfo
ive presen.

ads the questiening.
on topics as they
of the analysts- are

formation they.need-
.

uld take place. The ana-
ess the performer as Dr.,
als with issues such as

7.4
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a

ff

- ,

ilk .

5... Before-.obbervatiok, the-perform50.1ould be re-

quested to introdutethe analyst o acy"zatienis
Or co-workers who will be involved in the work-and
in/arm them about the purpOses of-he Observation.

*The spokesman should be prepared tb telsdure anyone
.0,

'who is concerne0 abort beihg observed. -,

. 46o

a

.,r

.- 6. No person should be forced to undergo obiervation.,
If the.operformerlf a patient refuses to be ob ed

for part of tilt sequence plannpd,for observat

the. part of the work must be dealtwith.thro
.

a
- interview alone.

41

,

TASK IDENTIFICATION INTERVIEWS AND OBSERVATIONS ,C.I0

The First 04--Interviews

.

The primary ocus Of the first interview with ealb performer(
. ,---. . :

.)
. - -

is-to give the inalysts-a broad view ..of-lallilthe performer's current work'

0 ,

re

4w
44iyities: On0aIMilfs'is done; life'analIysts attempt to discover all the-

,,
4 . 11, . , .!

options, decisions, thinks. wared with; kiads be_people involved, and
i

_

the range' of dpnditioq0 which Zhe'performer is-expected to handler

part of 'his or her,disignmentd..-

'
.- ,

. . .. ,

1,-

t
)

.

The ipokelaan first attempts to hive the performer.. epumerate
.-- ,,:.--, r 6

a 4.4
,

alPthe work' he or she do , -and n ask:'
I

... .

,i, N
Would,you,list,for us all the things you do on pfkrjob?
We an to be Able to cover everything, from the thing3 -

you do _all the time, to the thiuEllequ do-only once in -A- -41';-

a while. ..,'

40',V
cY1''

f

.2The purpose here is tOsdevelop.an exhauetive,lise of ativi-%

ties which can betUsed.aa a check Hit, do that =the performer- can be

asked all the relevant questions about
w

divided into tasks. The performer, -of
,

.

' s

,
each, urmitting the fietto be

course, does,pot think in terms

1

Ito

oi

a



.r,

of the NM inition of "task," Therefpre, the list will contain4elli-
.

, ' -'

meats, tasks. activities cowering several tasks; dupN.cations of. tasks,
. , T

.-.

.
.

and extraneous, nen-task activities. These are the."raw materials4f,
.. = .

.

tasti identificftion.

.

One technique to'elfcit the. list s to have

verbalywarkthrough a normfil wor k day. the spokesman can ask the per-
.

.

.-
4 former to tell exactly what he or she does from the time of arrival lin:

a. .
til:the end of the day. -This, is supplemented by questions such as, "Do

. .

.

you 4o anything special weekly,'montlily, annuail0" "What might occur
.a -= '

.

which' would vary this routine?", This approach is particularly useful
s

'-----.
.;

.

With performers who-acme to have difficulty .in verbaliOng or describ-

I V* J
*

..,
1

. . /
ing their work and whose activities 'are fairly routine.

.

-
., .

i
, 4o, ' '

'The spokesqlan should not cut dff the performer's listing of
AI ..-

activities unless he.di she believes that all the duties done by the
.

'
.

- . t.

,

6
.performer

.

are covered. If the perfiormer,enda the listing before the

spokesman. 4 satisfiedIhat everything hayeen mentioned.'he or she
.k

should ask: .

the performer,

.

tt__ -Anything else T Ii, ,Airi
0

______, ,_____,,__--,'

r dk ,

,
. ...- c..

Ifthe answer to.this questiot4 is that everything has been

named, corrotuirating questions are asked:
.0.

,. .

. .

-

'. . --). / ow .
. .

Ra'e ybu left out inything that you may'do only once in
a great While, or only In special circumstances?' Are

there' kind's of emergency situations yOu dienot Men-

tion yd IL Are there tkinge`you do, /it alacer. point such

up. activiites? - 4.

7 0.
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a

he analysti take notes on the inforSSap provided by the

performer in order to have information for task identification.add for, 44'

.., ,r-------

?' later stages of thetaskilanalysis process. 'ftlly...0escriptive and legible
. 'NW, , °

notes are more Valuable than short-hand 'scribbles and vague phrases. If

the,
analyst knoWs all the questions to be answered for task dentifica- _.....

)
.

i

tion and understands the other stages of the method yet to come, he or

4

she ,can develop a style of note taking that will meet the needs of he,

method:.

: t.

As the performer talks about his or her work, a pattern will',

'411,4

emerge. There will be one or more kinds_of central-activities that re-
v

present. the liurpose.of the joS, smch as examinations, treatments, tests,.

giving care, or doing manual produkion activities. There may dlso be

1

a4series of administrative, housekeeping, end/or.clericalactivities.

It'll/ best do question thepetformer separately.aboyt,eact group to see
°4

how the work breaks down.

'We work of RnaLess i can iffer'diffic
s,

.

o
o ten highly technical, detpled, and non-xtutind. There can be end-

A

less contingencies for a:Jangle task. In order to make

kind of,situation, 'the analyst should consider the possibility of fur-
.

fher-gtoupings: Questions to disiover which activities are actually'

orderlput of this

varifttions-of a givitsssignment will help. Relating things in terms

Of what happens when things go r ight, and what hippehs when there are

prohlemS, can idedtify the variations or.contingencies of a.given
.$ ...:.--.

k

a

t.11.
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,r.1ow.

0 As the performer describes'tlle works the analysts Should'

-,

,e4

oompal:76he perforneep list elwith the Work in the fid al a whole, as,.

. , .
,

coxed in the eatlier literature reView. The spokesman ,or other team

.. .. -
. r

,,- .. , ,

. .

pbtbeis may use references to the literature in developing the list-of
. .1

c
..- .

:ti
, w- atipities'by,questionssch as

t-..
.- ),

, ,
) 1 *

.

.
./ im aviare tha4,your.o pation,sometimes.coVers ;

Do yciu'do thapfld your .j-ob?.. Does anyope this insti-
tution?. Who? (or) 'What is the readbn.thiAsn't done
here Do you u icnowhere it is. done?

.

- .1 4 t.
,4t s

. , . . _:
. .-.

- These questions will provide a check on/whether enough per--
''''.

formersbavg been identified to, cover all the work, Will uncovir the
- ,

willneed to go'to additional idsfitutions,or will add to the.list'of,ac-
,

-ti,Attes.
.-

.

may also uncover information on new eqtftiment and Aso-7

10:
,

----Al' 40
let nocedures and equipment.

.'". ...

The analysts follpw all the questions and. answers, iaking

:totes id listing_uestions. Each analyst_ is Oven the opportunity to

*

tv

3

4

_posituestrOns at Aparouiate points in theproceediags. Only thdse

-s

-questions which.have not already been'Italy covered shoh* be askOd.

questiOns to identify teak bouddariesoutputs, what is .

recipients,, 'respondents, or cq-workers _are'Yaised.once a pre-.
,

. .

1/minary list of activities has been developed. s may not.o4c

ti

. % .° . -

Al,Al, , ;hdl g.' the second interview. It is 'helpful. if the analysis edit; their
-

... «

',..
^

.

..noteatbeforehand. When the list 'hsas been develgqed, the tokedman. ques- II', 4 S
, , ., ,

,,,tlons the performer about the liaied activities in order 03 obtai '
. . k.

7- «.

p liminary idea about the A*boundaiies.arictOarelemeqts inv v
... , 4 ,.

- . .-

1 .4
.

: . .

.4 ',.. .
-.

A

7
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\

The anaf-yets4thou ld note that new work ite ms may, appear as *-

!'
.

thelperformer is questioned about the items 'already.on th e list.' These

-
should be Writtemsdown sod added to the list.

.
. '- /

buring this phase of the interviewing the analta should use
.--

A
,

pointed questions to assist them in applying the ITSMS definition of
,

''

% 4

I
% task and'the'rules for task ijewriPtion. The questions bele;w are sue-.

,
..

.

gested to hePP-the arlalya,4,,in this probingi I, .

N . 5 s r

tr

' 1... Questions For The Performer to Help Deterdine TINk ,

Boundaries: - .

. ,
44

.

e
' . '

4 ._ , .

1What steps dd you ra b.when you , r?
..

.

What other thing things 'like-that do you do? .

)

V'. V

V
4

. .

4 Does the same perSbnhaye to de) (1) 'and (2) 1111.

' Ak and (3) 1 dr couilliwapmeqne else do (2) when, :.
....

IF' (1) is done and then go on- with (3) ?.

' .

if someone 'else Jere' to do the next step,. would
. 'the first person have v) make any explanations? /

. 1
Would the work have, to be reorganized? Would

,.% ' :he have to redo anything? , .
,

- ,----440,--:-_,.. f. 4 ,
,

. ,' , .
'work were broken up in .- .(way), what',

- , effe would that hayon thd patient? ghat ,

.., effec on Ehe wSk? . .

.

':
4,

,
o k

, Can that be set aside 14fore the next step" is'
.

s.

15

.
,. .. When yelu "what da,youhave.to be prepared

. ",,for? What mightliappeolhat.uight arise?
. '. What would yoU do thed?' Would there be anyone).

else you Would Cali? %
,

,-O
--' 'IL 4 ' g 1.

4

.f I noticed platkyou4dhid you .(ty while you weYe
,'clOirif (2) % Do7ou have to dO (2) only at these

times, or is. (1.) an opportunity Ip&Tou dido 1

; / (2Y? Do you do 01111 at-other: times? When?

done?

iwhichof these'shimgs..qoff'arlTtention',of the
k'

# . A

-same,peraon to know what's going on, what to ,4 )

do)`',; (or be.aware of,complica'tIons)?

,

3 -7 *
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.11,4 questions For The Performer About Outputs:

What result areyou expected to code up with?
, Are you'expected to (reassure, decide what's

wrongiodeotde what to do,. decide how to do it)'

".You do a lot, of '(s). In your nihnd, do you
group thee.' Are some really almost Abe same
sorts of .? Which ones?' Why do you group

.

'them that way?
l

.

.

,:.--
4 Do fou decide-whether or' how to ? Do You

.write that down or tell some*? What_is your
assignment in regard.to thaf?1,,, .

Are you
v
expected to knOw about or can you

find out labout you go to other, co -works
Do you teach yoUiself?

When you -, are yOU making any judgmgnts or
decisions beyond just doing that? Are you choos-
ing? Are you-deciding what's wfoig? Are you .

deciding, what 1r to be dose?

What are you expected to contribute in such a.
situation? Whit are you exp4ct4d .to do?

P

3. Questions For The Performer Abopt What Is Used:

.

What do4 you use when ? Whit other things.
would you use to

.

0

Do you Othat any other way? Ari there other
ways, to ,common to tkis type of work? What
Ida used? How do you do this the otherways? Do
youlpeelde w_kich:way to do it?

Do you decideWfiat to use or itkit already decided?
.

tau use ri-ariety of to-do that. What Fakes
one More appropriate- than another! Are some inner=
changeable? Which? '

,
If you knot how to use one' , 'arel'iherf Otherss
you are likgly to know how to use? Which one's?

. What do they have in,;05Mmon? Which, ones
use here? WhichOoned.mustipo6 ate?

.

. !
........._

-k How do, you group the things you use ior th4O?
Why do you group them that way?

....

3-8:
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41/

4. .Questions"IP,or The'Performer About the Recipient, .

Respondenticit.Co-Worihr:

1.

.

Is there any special-kind of (person) you'

' do ,that to (with), or,do'you do that to (with).

anyone?

.-Wheh'you , ire you limited to any partici'-

lerype of oftient (recipient)?'

Wduld you do this the same way-for all'. 2

Is there any kin of (person) you art not

allowed to do that oo.(with)? sortare
. they? Is that Ilecause you gee more knowledge \
or a license fOr that other t e? Any other

reason? r

Must it be ot. that kind of
you do that w!th? Why?

co- worker)

fly Do you deal with anyonesuch e case? What

kind'of person?
I

5. Bear in mind the following guidelines%_

4

""

a. The
A
analysts shoUld be sure that-they are not

picking up Air the performer knows how to'do,

rather than whais done. Tilse performer may

know more than a task requirks or ihat,a job -.

requires. He or she could be as ed, "I knqw,

.that you know how to ' , but" 2es this actu-s

ally call for it?" Should it b 406qe tf achieve

quality results?
, .

to\
K.

Wheh there are optiorll activities which

former does because he or she knowshow,
become patt of the job, they shouldibe-in

the per
and these
chided.

41) .

c. When'there ere activitiea,which the institution

.

,

prefersito have the,performer do, and he or s)e

does them, they should be included. , ,,

k.
, *

d.
.

3
./When out,:of7Litle work ier done by the erformer be-

;muse of short staffing; this stioul e'included.

'"'

vities the perfelwer'does *

red end not aahed:fer, but
he peffotte wishes to do'sc,.

uld not be included.

e:111; 'Wheh there,are/act

,
whfch are not req

done be.caus

.
tili

r personal'reasonb theys

...
, 3-9
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411
A lift of questioning should be changedif there
is evidence that the performer 106. becoming defen-
sive. He or she may feel inadequately trained
to do an activity, or may believe personal judg-
ments are being made. If the analysts sense this,
the question- can be-shifted to, "When you were .

. given this assignment, what was asked for?'''

44-

In order for the analysts to properly question the performer'

they 'must be sure of their objectives. They should focus on informs-

tiOn needed to'group the performer's work activities into tasks, or de-

tails needed to, describe the tasks. Thus, the analysts should be aware

of the tec ical language in the occupational area and attempt precise
4

'usage during each step in task identification and descriptiononot lust

o
in the final'writing of task descriptions. The perforther should be

asked to explain unfamiliar terms.

Once All ithe analysts are satisfied that they havehad their.

questions answered and have cotplete enough notes far preliminary task

ID editing, each (should indicate this.to the spokesman, whq then to

minates the interview.. In some cases coMplatiOn of this phase of
rm

ana-" 4

W 41
lysis requires several interviews. Whkevei another interview is needed,

the pvillormer is Informed; an4d atentative,date is set,'subject to the

supeivisor's apptdval.

,

4

Once the spokesman has asceetained that there are no addl-
.

_ iOnal question:3'9; ebat%the time is upi, he or she thanks the,parformer-
i

.

4- ;.

for'the cooperation give an reconfirms the arrangemedts

appointMent.

S

3-10
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Editing

done in the

Editing follows each

I

interview and/Or observation. It is

analysts' assigned-area or

on theschedulirig arrangemenps. There

liminary editing after interviews;

observation editing: 1

at their home office,' depending

are,three purposes for the pre-
. I

the first two also apply to post-
;

1. To make detailed and accurate judgments on the iden-.
asiC tity of tasks, based on the information which Ias

been gathered.

2. To note what'ques-t4ens
order fo'come to final
identifications. Later

main 'in order to ilite

-to identify which work
for.thg sake of,Uarity

still remain to be asked in
conclusions about the task

, to note what questions re-
detailed task descriptions.

activities need to be observed

During'editing, an analyst reads through his or her notes

and comets language or rewrites illegible sections so that content

willnot`=be and someone else can red the notes if necessary. V

Then the'analat-attempts to identify tasks by applying the HSMS_ prin-

.,

ciples. The analyst must account for all the work activities
.

oewil, the

--' .
performer; all the work noted must be gssigned to tasks.'

.
e . A

.

judging when broadly stated task content is involved, when minutely

ci4cuiacribed task content is involved, etc. The analyst notes the,

The analyst' attempts,to decide the boundaries of 4 tasks,

are's: in which the performer's help will be needed in grouping outliuts,

things used, or kinds of persons involved. _

.

"3-11
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The form used by the anal sts throughout the period of pre-

liminary'task identification and description is Figure 1, the Task
,

,

.

I4entificatioriSumnary Sheet and its continuation page. filalaysts g6

fhrough,parious stages of.task description, constantly adding to and

refining the information on.th sheets. In order to keep track of

-the work, the analysts fill i the information at the top, including

the performer's name, job title, analysts' 'Games, the institution, de-

partment, and the number of the task i4n,the total identified for
I.

AID

the perforger's job. The date can be used to mark.the stages of the

task's. development. The director generally assigns the Task Code Num-

ber.'
1

0

For each task tentatively identified, the analysts-attemin
.

to establish the basic sense and scope of each task by answering ques-

%

- tions -1--1through 4 on Figure 1. The questions are also used by the ana-

lystskas a check and as a basis for formulating questions for additional

interviews with the performer:

' 1. "What is the output of this task? (Be sure this is
broad enough to be repeatable.)" .

What has the performer accomplished? What does
the consumer or the next person to use the out-
put have when the task is done?

,_

Is this output broad enough to be produced or
achieved again,? Is this a specific instapceof
an qutput,that results from a broad activity?

*If. se, what is the range or type of outputs

to be'included?

2. "What is used in performing this tisk? ote if

only certain items must be used. If t re is choice,

include everything or the kinds of things chosen ).

among.)" t .'

3-12
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Figure 1: HSMS FORM FOR PRELIMINARY"TAsk MATERIAL

TASK IDENTIFICATION SUMMARY MET \
Thid is task of for this, performer.

This is page 1, of ---7 foe this task.

Performer's Name
Job Title

1., at isLthe output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Analyst(s) Dept.

Institution - Date

41.

k

24 What is used in performing this tragic.? (Ndtt

' if only certain items must be used. If,there

ichoice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

r

List ElemNnts-Fully

3., s there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? )' No...,( )

4. It -Yes- to q. 1: Name the kind of reciptent,

respondent or, co-worker involved, with, de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

-own Nome the task so that the answers to quIs-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen=

tial words.

gr-

3-13 `,
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., , Figure 1. (colltinue4

TASK, IDENTIFICATION summAgy SHEET (conttnued)

This is task of

This is pallp of

-4*

!

for this prformir.
for this task.

Performer's
Job Title

H-. Analyst(s) 'Dept. .

Institution ' bate
.

4
.

List Elements Full . r List Elements Full

.

.

.

a
.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

,-

.

-

.

.

,

.

.

A

,
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,

.

.

.
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.

.

i
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.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

11

.

..

.

-

.

.

o

.

1

.

._

*

4
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t

.

.

.
.

.

.
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.

.

ft
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..

.
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Ilidloes the performer have a.chOice of what to use?

/f so, include the full' range of options: If

the perAilmertcan or mustchoosewhat is
t
used

after assessing the particular circumistahces,
0 all the thugs from which the choice is made

.should be noted:

3., "Is there.a recipient, respondent orco-worker irr-

'volved ip'the task?"

Check ."yes" or "no. ". 4 "yes," answer question 4.

te iName the kind of ,recipient, respondent or co-worker'
involved, with OesctiptiOns to indicate the relevant

_

conditiqn; include the kind with whom the person is
not.alrowed to deal if relevaht to knowledge require-

ments or legal restrictions." .

The "kind" named should sieicribe.the relevant na-

ture of the patient's condition in,p4tient care

-*tasks, the-releyani nature of the respondentLe
funttion in interview tasks, the relevant proles-

, sion.al or subject area.of'specialty in' co-worker
-'s taiks--if.these determirie the knowledge which

the perforther must possess to carry out the'tdsk.
.

.
Restrictions s hould be part,:of the name psedjor

"kind" theke reflect knowledge-relatedre-.

luirements telemant to the-task at legal redtric-
.

dons oewho can be involved.

NJ

- Each analyst-can.reat
fty
pt his or,het owp list of task identi-

fixations. /.The check, 'list hilaw is- suggested:4:r : .

.

1. Does the task identified tesult in something which

can be.h;ed as a balding block-for a job? DOes the ,

task cinttainiii the activities needed to, plete

the'odeput or r assignment to a diffgreht evtormw

or job' title'! . A

,

... 2._ goes the task take accodnt of the continuity needed,,
t6assitre the quality of the ultimate product? Ls,

the task to simplified 'to prodUCe the desired out-

' put? ' 4

3. DO the task identifications differentiate activities 4
whiCh require higher levels and/orseveral kinds of ,
knowledge from similar tasks which dopotj-equire
these levels-or varieties-of knom404et

3

3 -1S
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4,

..1401101.

. 4

4.

*'

c'.

Do the tasks account for such intangible activities

as giying reassurance, making decilionst_assessing

progress, contributing to a meetillf, designing, or

evaluating?

D6 the identificationi have as separate tasks the

narrow, repetitive activities which tccur?

Do the identifications group under broad task name's

_the kinds of activities - which, differ' markedly in .

their details from ohainstance of the task to another.?

After. preliminary editing and task-identification for a given

.performer, the analysts in the team-meet and discuss their preliminary

-breakdown of tasks. They determine which' areas remain to be clarified.

.
=

These meetings ar so used

servanilps.

Observations

. -

Cysts,

Nr

to plan'-for subsequent interviews and ob-
.

TI

.

,,..

The purpose of,obseritng the performer is to permit the ana-
.-

.

to deal i.iith-work whrich is more easily understood when seen, (

,.
-,

servations are used to salff time and,t6' clear up cOnfusioni. This tyPe
- .

of situatioais most likely when complicated equipment or con e4 pro-
.

. .

cedurea are involved pr if the performer has difficulty in describing,
.

the work.

. Some` time after the in

w
which' activities they need tosee

aid for deciding which activities

.
1.

s
If the activities i

equipment or'com'pli
iar, they ,should be

82

,

tial interviews the analysti decide

performed. The following .11st is,

hould be observed:

an

volved utilize,,Dighly specialized-

ted procedures which are unfamil-
seen. It .

4

e

fi

,.

.*

-,.

AP

41



-

2

.4

Wr

. If the' performer is-not articulate enough two express_

the nature of hieactivities, the ones most unclear

. -

should,,be seen;

,
3., If the performer appears to
-..of the work'(eitheecOnicl:

4 .

some of the words shbuld be

be distortipg.the nature
4nconeciously}

Ifthe'Performer appears to take Mudkofirhat'he
he does for graneed..and. the analysts cannot g de-
tails, It miy help to see some of the acttvittes.

. . ,

.
. . , A ,

, .

* ---.\ 5. If the performer has:/ittletime forAnterviews but
- - will belpscosi@trained while actually iforkina, or

e'
dfintr-performer ts clearly udlomtortable with the

."..,interview situation."a shift it focui # Observation,' .
.,,
may bevarranted. .

.

,
In some 'cases

,

- a

04

00

ti .

run;" ferjexamp/t,

, seeing the _performee carry outothe tas k' as a

withouta:paiient present may be Wsefyl. Such

situation cin be treated as an'observation'in the following discussion.,
4

.

. .
ThesoMalysts make nOtesand deaide on which:work'elvments need

. .

... .

.

.

,
,

to.be clisraied through,observattork. The, scheduler for the team he*, the

- vi .

i.t

If

responsility-of arranging-for -observation -appointments. The following
i

. ,

. , .

is 'necessary; , ,

. 4-
..

..- ,

t.

1.: There must be 'willingrtess on-the part of the per-

former and the supervi3Q to'allow(tfle qbservation:

IL'

2: .The observation period should-14'a iong,Itontinudus

s must be followeld

t 0 11, block of time, if pos fele.
.

,3. All The appropriate scheduling
for observation's.

,., ,.
:

f f
The analysts jotn the perfeerm4rat the<work'site

, .
. , .

- 1

through any.fntroductions nee4Althere. The performer's cooperationperformer's
. .

,

at\d go
_

I

--

is ,enlisted er sake
.

./.
former is asked to

'A
,

.
,

t e Observation as fruitful as possible:,
. A ' - "' A

1. ' )

vide a ,running' comment on what he or
3-17
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"
,

J doing-and using andto answer blief questions .° The performer should be'
.

,
,

assured that such help is not expectedif it waf-inferZe*re.il with ttie

!work .6r the patUnt) . The performet should be encouraged to tiii th
.

,.., .

.*.

.1 analysts when they are getting is the_way or preventing thettWork from
. .ft

. 0 '0

ibeing done properly.
. , i

.
i

.
- -

The analydte 'trl .t9 ma e thesktuation as.relaxed'as possi-
,,f'-

. !blec .
. They Should be close enough to see eve.u.044.ng that th rformer-

. .
.

111 '. 'It -'

.

i

.

doet. and tot so close as toloiriterfereiin:onyw* witelhe work.

°

. . -
There is little time to think critically during observations

about.wbat to include in taking nOtes;.theanalystS should Write about
, .

. . ftma a

everyching4seen. Questions should,be noted down as soon as they o

1f: they are asked' &during the observation,T;griod (they may ,g, if
.

. ., - .-

,they are brief, do not disrupt,-and require only hrief answers)., the
t N._ - ,

answers must alsa be'poted. The followAng should also,be borne in mind:
IA

L. What is seen aCany given time may be only one in-
-,-

.

stance of ptasi which'inv011es alternative things ..

to, be" Used, or a task fp,i,which a wide variety, of'. 4
-....._ 4. different but retated vents must titincludeda 'This.

. .

, 4 ,

could he true, for example, whenithe ,performer_ re- '
pairs aceWide tange.of ohjects,.or!4.4146121ex-gehcy room

.

.
, ,- tasks,4cir in operating room task el, Pl-thing ques-! , . C

. tionsfcan clarif4 these points. . 4 At,.

a

al' . ..,.. AnatkittaAtitgbi see tasks which are"interPupted The
task ruieend definitions should be kept in mind

,
-

to avo. i onfusion.
a

I

. 6 e .;

using
. V

2. 3.' it the perfOtme is upinga machine or inPtrUment4,.'

G - bormyflust be'tak n to dfferentUte tetweenYwhat -

tie 'Machine :does and what'Ac-peffermer does.
.

.11

aeforg-terminating,theobterva

performer'and confirms the time sp4 pldce.of the ne

ion the spbkesma n thanks the*.
:

rVielk

.41
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.4.

,
. .!'

.

.
,

.

. ' After an-olperNatiOn, theogepokesman sets aside, the first

'

'

, ,pard Of the'next nterview-session for, questions about the' observation

, --
.

1 . ., .

- ;When- is dope, .theq uestfoner,should introduce the'quelstions with

i. .-,
.

viipbrases such as, "When we saw you .

.

. . 0
W.

,

, I

( q '

Wfterta period bf questioning the spokesman asks, "Doee:Aby-
. , .

. ,

One'have any other questions about what we saw ?" If there a4questiOns; ,'

the process continues.
,

II ndt, the spokesman proceeds' to the-next sub

ject for questioningr

groupings For Task Identification

cc.

. .

*
,

.

.

r .
Analysts may difficulty i n grouping outputs, things

.
.

1.
r.

-
t

.

)used, or recipients, efpondenta or co- worker's. prob-lem can come
, .

.

.r opp at any of the task 4p interviews. The problem As dealt with by en-. .

,
.

,
1

.

AP .

4
0

listing the help of the peV.ormer:

lb

t,'^:

1.- There will be/situations when the job #nalySts.know
something about the-items or activitteawilich may'
arrant tieing grouped. For example, a performer may

admilnis ter -a variety of psychological tests. The'
analyses may believe that seVeral,Of the_ tests call.

on the, same kind of .knowledge Tortheir adgnisera-
, tion. The analysts sho,uld ask the performer if this- l''

is so; and ask,Tor a naMg to' -give. to the grouping.

TheanalYsts then ask theopnrformer to state the

' criteria for the grouplip'g:. . 4 ._
11, 10 .

, I 1 7 , .\

2. When the analysts do not-know-enough about the n-
.1>

v teat of a work ac6ivityto perceive similarities # ,

attiotg instances, they*!imust tely/on the performer.

... '' -- To .aid in th.i.lr, the analysts Shouldgive:'examples

& .

of the type of groupng to be done:

Some things,like.koods,can be classified into'

. broad categories Such as solids and liquids, or
categories suCh'is starches; proteins,'etc. In

edtourcase, you dual with . Can you put
these into grodps lin such a way that, to.

tie 1*

.8i a

;



9

1

.

. to (or With) them-you would be using almost the
> same kind ofknowlpdge?

.1.69

.-

The analysts' should be atre to qpiestion the'perfortet.
''about the criteria for the grouping.

.

.

_

- 0,
'NI tijir

. ,
.

'i ,'
3,

.

0The performer can be-asked to Make moreetWan onein't
of grouping, especially if the criteria for'a grouping

4
,

N-o___, seem inadequate: The ,naffs `should take notes on
.

11 or these sothat'they can peke a selection later,-,,,
r be prepared to discuss twalternatives at the Task
D.Conferences. - -

%
t,

-Le
I V N

t--.
a

,

ask _U) Conference

4

. .' , , The purpose of the Task rdentificatiOn Codference is to. _ .

reath ieam,decisions a ut task identiftcation:. The reliability of, the
.. ..

, .

. . . ..-

method is enhanced if' there is.identification based son team consensus-
,,

rather than lagments baged on any single analyst's opinions;

1 4 le,-
a

' -

. The conference begins by ,having one of 'the analysts indicate
l'. 1 _:#1' . . . -.. '''.'

.

.

/ his or her,division of the:perfiitmer's wdrk into tass, covering the
_. .

1 . O.
.sense and- scope of the taska. end

. .., .

he outputs, thinOused, and recipi-

ents, reapohdents, and co- workers_, nvoled, The-oater'analysts respond
...' :

. .

----
1- . -. qr:-- ',

.
. ,

.iR ter of whether they agree'abouf.the sense and scope of the item ,
. 0. , e ,

; and -the general - content of eachA task; i
.,% .

., ,..
_ . . .. .

. . .

If"there i$ no. geneeai agreement, the team attlemptsto de-
.,.,

"1..,
.

.

. ,

termloe the basis of disagreement ancrrefers,Co this manual 'for guide-
.. ,i

lines. The resolution may involye arroWing or broadentg terms, and?
,. A.

or develoitint) criteria for grOupin B. .

-. .

:4

.. '

Thd procedure contiTiues, until-all. the analysts' is halt

.. been,disoubsed. Any repining work actilties nest. accounted for ore
:-.

. -

.
, .. z,-

, ..

I

e
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a

"t

?:

S. w ' .
diacuAlpd'until each:andayse Is satisfied that all ,the performexos work

.4-

actiyiefea have been accounted for by th identified tasks.
.

.-..--'
./ Ilk ...,

.'N\

., : Once thei-e is s general agreeinent On the sense and scope of. ,

. ,
4 a

.

-the, tasks, *member to check the tasksOust identifieck

fp ,

aminsfallisting offtasks.which have aflrqady been identified in prior

es (HSMS ReSearch Reports Nos: 7 and 9, for example)-.-
,

1' -,
Overlap with Existing Task Data. Air

. ,

,. aa.:
r

,

I
4

4

11 S. ^

,The designated
.

analyst reNtews,a .listing Of all the tasks ,.,

already identified-and described, regardless of location'.
-

He or she .

`L ,

. , .

makes note of Any'suchttasks which.seem exactly the same or sithilar'tc

o

any that have
...

been newO identified, and4obtains the =task descriptions,
. ,

. .

i
. c .

, . .

The ana, st present t.hee-task descriptions to the per-

V

.

involved.

.former by summkr

to the interview
k

ern or allowing th.erformer to read them p

. I
ring the intaprview. ,

4, . !

If` thepetformer indigates that be or she ,carries
out, any of Awe tasks, the analysts have an instance
of an."overliP tAsk." .The code Number assigned to

the original .task La recotded at covere by the per-.

former. The task's7descrijitiodand.ski dn knowl-s

edge requirements are already known, and o more

f1.414 week is required for the. task:

2. If the peerfcTner indicates that any of'the task 'de-
sc-riPtions are similar to work carried. out by the

performer, but with some differences in specific'
elements (and/or skills, and knOwlidge),,, lite prior

descriptions are used.as ,odel0 ior.the new task'-
descriptions', but new eNumbers are assigned.
(The.'languAe that' applies, to thi-new tasks is pin-
pointed dfid used in the'new,taak deseriptioft.)

iim a

)01 4

r

4":1



' .

GrOuping_faskiBy Function,

,

I

,f

,'

N.

.

w
4.1 ,41.........., .

.

i . Once a.full list ,of tagk id4ent teationi-has been agr:ern,

.
,

, . ,

the analysts'group the tasks major:divisions-byfunct4on and simi-
, it.

, . )
laxity of steps. The analysts use the information from the literature

.1 I I

Nin.
., _

and from4their interviews with, the performer-for this purpo The oh--
4.

'jective to7tirSt develop-a 'detailed task clesc3ttion to e used as a
. 4

"Model. ,each. functional grouping of tasks. 4r41, facilitates, the'

4J5Ating 1.> task de44tiptions' for4all the other tasks ,in the group and/
.

,
4

. , .) t .

- i
or is a bias's for the: abbreyiated HSMSLtask description method.

/ .
.g

1
3,

.. 6 4 ,
/ . --

.t....) ';'he analySts first determine how the tasks can'be grouped by

fun tion, and What_tile_funationS'are. 'For each major function, thetana-
, i ,,, .

". ...
,,o.

4 '

4lysEs decide the flasts on which to dllf*.ferentile011e task from'Itiother-..
. 4.,,,, _,- 5 ,

r ; I
. .

. ., t 4

fn the abbreviated mefod, the analysts determine how many
f' . . ,I

. , . , o .

models mustilibe written fora group. of tasks if the remaining tasks',in
.

.

' the group ire to 1Wtummarizedin terms of,fhe models. /-
- .. . -

.

, 3,-

4",

, T_ASK DESCRIPTIONS'.
.''

41*

I

o*,

,

.

.

Theanalysts prepare for writing task description by

ino:the literature. tcfs a "iood.idea to deal with ane atupation ot

,

funtional -.area
"-2

at a time. The analysis read.' ethe literature co Bring' ^
i . .

4* ,.

.
. . " 4

's* e, ., ' --.- , .f 0- 1 .

the-detailed descriptto and review the glcissaries and backgrounAl.ima---',
., .

.oterial. relating to the work

.

/

tobe described. .

yhe_purpose of,khisprepara;ion ist
. ,

be mile Go understan
...

to ilvelop full desc-ri'p-

% ,

_b. .
what the pefoimeit Aescribas and tobe'abtie

.

.... Skk-
. ,

, \ , - .\ 34:22
, .

4 .
,.. , .., . ,

. 1 .
1... , 1.,,

op

.8c?

,to

S" -,.

5/

S-
*



'eV

1

A.

.

1'

,

t, .

.

I .

tIons of how the tasks are done, including Contigenciea, alternative
- 6.

. i

.,

Approaches, and emergencies that cold arisein the tasks:, As part of
4 .

..' . .4
14 0'.

this preparation, the 'analysts Meecwith Adrdirpctor.who has, by_-thete;
. , - 1, , 4

,

. -a
- ; _...-

become familiar 4th 'the .baSidOliesiderate'ordesirable pracrices,that

_
.

. . ..

4,
i

.
.

,.,. 614,1ate to the field. The analysts' add this information to their notes.-
. ,

o

Task 'Description Interviews
I

4

e.../ .
/,

,

. . The team of analysts interviews the performer about one ,

A ,

'4

'group
4

' p.

'group oftasks at a time. The objective is Idihave the performer de-.
40

e .

I

scribe in.detail and proper sequence every`step (element) taken; all

the options and co ingencieg, ihat mpy:arise or are to'be anticipated,
.

and alllthe alternatives Via& haye beeh,,included'as putt of the taskfs

4
identity. -

.

It
.

I . ,

.

.. ,

During theseinterviews the Analysts should be'attemgting to

Write a basic list of. task elementejstef,$)? and should bp covering the

o.

r

Al a

.,..

.
I. . All the things thA, pet r ,dp,does, usese and the4 Te r

speaficinfortation;and objects involyed.
4

2.

.
-

'Whether t performer.haa.variations'on how to'do'.-

this Mask deg' whai other oircumatanteg,.and in-
volving other.pergole;anydeciaiona.to be

:,
'-regarding6tbese; and whether they are separat y r
recorded or transmitted.

.* ,

'n. If there is a semies-Oratepg Which are perfi5kmed,
. . whetherAudgments

.
are made by the perfOrmer about

whether to do the1 reall'- ana in-4hataorder.,
. .

-1
-

..
,0

-'
.

4. AlPoircum5tances which will be.encowhtered br with
,

which the performer-p expeo(ed'to dwell.
" 4 (/' . 0 :

. * . A , , .., .

. 5. Mental activitra, spch:as.deciding what is wrong;.

what (o do, mak eValuations,'designingimpianning.
,t ., .

%3-23 , .
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es It

.!. Ilk- 1,.. .
,....

.

AI .

. *

th'intangilile results
confidence, ob4erving 2 -

etc.., including actiiities wi

ssuch-.As-resssuring , building

symp'tAms, etc.

. .
q.

Common practices done elsewhere riven if not done by

the performer. 4,

7. si able aractices even if not currently done by,

e perroiity. - _

. 1Heor advanced equipment not pregent'at the-institUtiong
4

9. Reagons for absence of1'certain known procedures or
equipment such as obsolescence or pi-ofes4ional ;deter -
minations that-.they are not useful ,Or are.dalpexous.

'40 0 . .
.

frhe team of analysts writes a preliminary model task deseripr

tiOnt It is typed, duplicated, and.a copygia.brOught tothe perfoimer.
.

e analysts retain copies for Oemselves. The analysts.read thy ta sk

1 A,

dtsciiption the_performer, wait_while the performericads,it; or

leave a copy_for the performer to ,review at a later time.,'The.performer,

e ,

is asked foradditions,.modificlations, or changes. The ana/ysts.c.onsider:1

I. 1

-777 4ie p oetformer's comments and their own'-copies in accortianceswfth
/

. . '

.
4 . ... III

' , their judgmenti and th;e'rules of the,HSMS.method.) The revised descrip-
. . ,

4.. , 00 . ..

tion is retyped and ,sed,as a preliminaFy model.

7

ea

A
bs

ice a model task shas been developed, the,analysts-use it 4.

a gu de to'ohtaining task' description informatron:about alr the other

tasks in the Aiven group of tasks: Thdkpreimlnary model provilides-a',

t

check list of steps:,
't

2
Writing task descriptidni f.idescrihed in Chapter:4;

.. ..._. k .',',
34%

1
%

41

.
.

*
' 1i

, .--

I,. .Wh ien'steps Are the same, the same, is used.

%
. ,

.. m .-

2., If there are dpferenx steps,' a detsted description
pf each is obtained. .

Or ..
. , .

. . .. C
. . .

90
se.

s.

-



3: Interviews about the later tasks may uncover steps
-- left put" of ih.e,modeltthat'ShoUld be included.. Ana!
lygtsshould,always question the performer about how
widely given steps apply to,other tasks, and neces-
sary-revisifts of earlier degctiptions must be made.

.

4. If any of the task descriptions generate-related sup-
pore tasks,iheie tasks must be identified and'de-

,

Scribed.

.The analyits,optinue until they have enough information to
.

,

write the preliminary` task descriptiOnl or summari forarl the tasks,
.. 4'

,

.. , . k
, 1

and prqfeed through preliminary review of--each* task by the performer.

'..'When the analysts have agreed that a task is ready to'be submitted to
.

T.

the Oirettor, they cheyk item .6.rin the lower Yigpt-hand column of .page 1 '
,. .

of Figure 1. ,,, a .

. 4 :/
. .

?

Preliminary Review '

...\
li

O
(

,

HSMS4 follows'a procedure in which the analysts are respon-
t . . .,

Bible foewriting preliminary 4.-ar4.-4oscr_iptions, having them typed on

Figure' 1 Task Identification. Summary7heets, and checking and revising
_

'them,based'on the perforier's response and any.additiona- l'research.

The'analysts subs t copies of the task descriptions to the
- . * , .

4'
. .'

'director, usuall for one functional area within 4poccupation or de-

.-
'

ri ,

.

s taskspartment At a time, such as. techoologist-e

by spedialty,all nursing.ta n adiokOgy, etc. This f emits' the
.., ,

director to ealuate the road roupings:decided onAto see'whatehas
" .

H. .

been covered', dnd to check on .ssions.

. During the director's review; the .analysts are called on to

. , 1

explain _decisions, made,.;to clarify points, and to provide additional.
.,.

-
r,

3-25
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t

b

italormation. The analySts are expected.to -obtain-any new 'information

needed from their notes, from the performer, or by. research and finding

_

additional literature. . -

p.

During this period the jbp analysts-brief the director on . --

.
.

1 !..
. , ..

ups and desirable activities ney have diecovered, informartion 7,
r

,pc/licy iss

on fpither work to be'clescribed, new technokomies, And practices now

considered Obsolete. 'T period also provides the analysts with major

feedback on the quality ofrh.eir'work. Misconceptions-or problems with

the diginitions be clarified and further errors avoided..

.

Afterthe task descriptions 'are. edited,by..the director, the

job analysts may be asked to bring the revised task descriptions to,
,

the resource person (in-house reviewer) who will provide the first

major critical review,. The ,resource person re-clives itetructIons fort

-
/

carrying out the r%lp. At this stage the copy of,Figure.1 that is

...

sent for revitw contains the task's Code Number. The lkelier's name.
-, , ,.

. + . .

add job'ti/tle are omitted ng retypin vide- the' performer w

. \ 0 . , .
privacy a preveht:Any repe r ussions from tt;e . This also re- ''

stilts in a neutral. review. frees g the.raulewer'from any association -o,

,
3-26

-= .

.
.

the task decr.lption wi h 0 given J or..,job oeiccuPational title.

el

eth.

.

. .
After re41.6..rby the'resource person and outside reviewers

. ,

-,-

-,.

, (resource respondents), the analystslay Intervisv reviewerssor provide .

.

. ,
. ,.

..,
'

/ -
_.-

.

any 'follow -up work.reqtared to. covet task areas thit were omitted, or
I

e
'-'

.

. .

fO'descrlitie the' dse.af pew eipipment. .T4s can

...

take the analysts, to ,
. .

. -
.

, 0

-
1.

, . e

.., performers and eVen 'additional tnatitutions; itOften means obtain-
.

- .

A ,

,:\
_, .

ing additional literature.
. ,

.

.11



.

'

rS

Once all the .tasksfor a given functional area or-occupa

R
f -

' '

tion are in their final form i.e.,.reaslyr'tot publication as "normattte
. ..71

.taskw" the analysts are"provfded with the "approved" final version of_

,
thetask deacriptiOns for use in skill and knowledge scaling.. The re-, r'
view stage is Indicated in the lower Fight-haAd:column of page 1 of .

AA

. _

Figure'l; "OK- RP;RR;RR," means that at least.: threw reviewesiisavk ap-

.

. . Of
"7 -:'

.

.

,proved the task description
S

.
,

The form as whici the apPreed full -scale task 'Fiescriptione

,appear is Figure 2. .When-a.task description is in itt final. form, er.4s

, ..-t

.

, . ,

. p, ,,,.

ter-revitaby experts and final editing, the top of Figure 1-is-cut

off sd that all the-identification informatiod Is removed. The rest

. .

_

.

, ,,

fr.

of the form is mounted on prepared sheets giving the WI( Code ?umber
P 4.

. -

and the page number. This transform Figure, to Figure.2, 00-Task

.

. , .
.

'4.
Descriptp5n Sheet and its .continuation page.

. e
-I

_

%

. Abbreviated Vtrsion of The Task ZescriptiOn**Ihod, .

.., . qt.
. . -

' =
,

performer on What iallte same andwhat:is *afferent for fre other tagkS

A-

Agn4e ,the ruler has aRprpved a model task description for

_i,
'a group 014asksi 100(1sts use'itt as li check 'fist and interview t

:....?

in the group.., '

.

...
. ,

. '0 '." t

. i , . 7
../ . Theanalysts.develoR the lanai lee ,th be, used in!a ltst of

(2-

general sik0s,which refer back to the model for details. They then fn-

f.

terview.the pefformer to provide defaqa,for those steps that are
4. %

,unque ta particular tasks.. All the4other step& of task iaentff oncati
. ,

%
. .. 1 -''

. . .

and description ate the same. Mdch time is' saved by not having to

-',

i 2
i
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I

4.

Figure 2. 'H§MS 'FORM FOR APPROVED. TASK DEilet7PTIONS'

TASK DE8tRIPTION SHEET'

S

PP
Task Code No.'

This, is page 1, of for ti-s task.

: What ii the output of this task? (Be sure

.-
,.

4

.

1
List Elements billy

this is broad enough, to be repeatable.)
. .

.
.

, .

9' .

s ,

. ,
,

0 ..../
, g "

.

,
i 4 41. _

.

. ' r

44

.
. .

.

1::' .

.

,
.

.

_

_ .

.

.

.

.

.

4%

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

._.

.

,

4'

.

.

.

.:

,

.

2. What is used injperfowing this task? (Note.

there

of

.

if EaLtertainiitems must Se used. If

is choice, include everything or the kinds
things chasen.among.) ...4

.

. -

.
.

,

.
.

.
, .

4111 ,., .

3. IS there a xecipient, respondent or co-worker
involve in the k? Yes::.( ).' No...( )

'es to gi. :_ Name the in. o.4ecipient
de_

is

respondent or to- worker involved, with

scriptions to indliate the relevant condition
include 'the kind with whom the. performer

' not allowed to deal if, relevant to knowledge

requirements or lesal.reitrictiti,ns.
I

.

'

. .4.

4, ,
..,

.

.

.

. .

. "
.

,

.

,

.
,

.

.

.

,

.
, ...

. f .

OK-RP;RR;RR.

.

_

.

45. Mame the task its Oat the answers to ques-,
Undeiliqe ess6-

,'.

.

'

.

tions 1.q.. are refleited.

tial words. ,

, ,

.

. .

.
.

.

..
.

.

.

, ,

, ,

._

6 Che.ek here if this

is a master sheet. . ( 54
.

.

3-28



Figure 2. (continu4d)

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued).

. Task CodeNo.
-. ')

.

This is page or 7- foethrs task.

0 .

List 4048 F 1 ft -Liat Elements Full

...,

, 1

ASt.':

b.

,

r

e

.

tr

:

.

,

.

.

.

I

f ,

.

I

s.

.

.

..,....::::-:..-

_._

.

4 ,

.

.

,

.

r

a

.14'

.

'1

7.0.

.

.

4iik
1

i

4

.

l''

,

.

e

...

.

,

.
1.

I
.

.

i' n--..

.

I

.

v

. .

v

.

1_._

i

i

.

,

t

.

.f..

.

.

1

.

.

,

%

..

.

.

.

.

e

,

4

i

a

/

t

.

,

-

.

-.

.,

..

.

V

t

e

r

_ .-

.

.

Of

.

46

,

..

0

.

.

.

..

.

.

1,

.
0

.

d

.

. ,

.

.

.

,

P

:

%

,

.

- "

'

s<

.

it

Or
11%

..

. ..

.

O.

,

I

V

.........._....,

%

.

.

. .

r

.

---`...

.

.

..

.

' 44

a.

1
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s

interview about, write, and-type thos steps that 'carry over acrosai, ir

large numbers of tasks.
>

The form on which? he appr ved task sums rtes. appear Tis Fig-

ure' 3. This is
40
created by a simple m of.F!iure 1. Tbi

Task Code No. is put at. the upper lel !."01K-11P;RIC;RR" appears at the'

lower right; ,and -all the' ide ntificati idfgrmatibn is reekOved from ,the

headings .except the task's pOiination The word "fully " is removed

from the torumns hedied Elements Fully"' on page 1 °and, the contin-

uatials'heet. Figure 3 is now a final "Task Identificadn AuT9Ary

Sheet ,* and' is used for dqublicalion an in skill and know ledge caling.

\

r 4,

V

*.

A

b.

t

,

,,,,
.. 4-

.... ..

.' .

., :

. x ...,-.

.. .
,

t:

. .
., larr . i

-. -40.0. %I
%

,C^

. . -'4 a o
, ` a

<
1 A

e

1*.

al)

. 3-30
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Code

.
FOure 3. HSMS FORM FOR APPROVED TASK SUMMARIES

TASK IDENT/TICATION SUWRICSHEET-
This is task of for this herfdrmer.

A.
Thisiclipage 1 of for this task.

.41111

Performer's Naas Analyst(s) Dept.

joblitls Institution ate

What is-the output of this task? (Be sure

this it broad enough 'to be eiheatable.)

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certaWitems must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)

3. Is.there-a recipient,* respondent or co-worker
'involved in the task? Yes...( ) )

4. If ,"Yem to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal rest4ictions. .

5. ieee the atilt so that the answer, to ques-

tions are reflected, Underlige essen-

tial Mar S.

I k .

14,

3.:3 1 9t

.00

r.

CC-RP;RR;RR .

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(30



9 2

Code

/Figure 3. (continued)

TASK IDENTIFICATION SUMMARY 1HEET (continued)

4

This is task of for this performer.

This is page of --,for this task.

t Performer's
Job Title

--..

Name Analyst(s)
Institution

i Dept:
Date/

.

1.........0,
List Elements . List Elements

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

(..N.

. .

.

.

,

-

e

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

. ,

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

._.....^...7.

.

.

_

.

.

.

,

.

.

r

.

.

4

....,,_.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

..

.

.

.
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CHAPTER -4'

WRITING TASK DESCRIPTIONS AND SUMMARIES'

This chapter is a guide forNtiting task descriptions and

.

summaries. It is addressed to the job analysts who first submit pre-

.liminary task- descriptions 'and to the director, who is revonsible'for-

editing, rewriting, andor.the final form in which ea task descrip-

_,
tion or summary Appears.

Certain sections of this chapter deal with the use of the

literature, eke inclusion of -desiderata,' and the assignment of Code

.

Numbeis. In the

1\

by the director.

analysts who are

,pity to practice.

HSMS experience, most of

However, the wo =k could

this type of work was done

probably be handled-by job

trained in these techniques and have had the opportu---

. .
..

a
..,---

.At the end of thIS,,thaptet-are'fouraxamples of approved
, ,

Task Descriptions (Figures 4 through 7) sand one example of a,Task Sum-
/".

.

mary (Figure 8). The tasks .cover work got the livelrof the physician

4114

1,
.

s ..

(Figure 4), the technologist (Figures 6 and 13), and the technipian
/

-.
.

-Am ,

(Figures-5 and 7). The various sections of thi's chapter make telerence
_ .

'to these aq examples of the style developed by IBMS. The reader is
. . ... 1 ,
.

'
.

"directed to-Research.Reports-Nos-7 and 9 for other examples covering
. ...

..---

most job levels.
1

.

1
Eleandi GilpatriPh, Task Descriptions in Diagnostic Radiology (rout

. voluMes), Research Report No. 7; and The Technologist Function in

Fields Related to Radiology: Tasks 14-Radiation Therapy and Diar .

nos -tic Ullrasound, Research Report No:/9, New York: Health Services

Mobility Study, 1977.

4-4
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USE OF THE LITERATURE DESIDERATA AND PRIOR DESCRIPTIONS

I

op

Thisisqci
ion is directed to the Jo analysts and/or the di-

. :rector, depending on wArToes the work and at hat stage .it is .done.

Job analysts may be asked to write task descriptions to reflect only

their interviews and observations with the perfAmer;.in this case the __.

director ould be responsible,ar"developing broad models and descrip-

tions which incorporate the literature and the desiderata. On the

Y-

,r otber hand, .job analysts can be asked-to include thesg from the outset;

. .

then the director would be'responsibIe for critical review and editing,

At an early stage #he tasks are grouped according to theTr

function and similatipies. The grouping of tasks makes it possible to

.

deal intelligently with the literature and to develop models for one

4IP

roup at a time without.keeping extraneous material in mind.
. .

t

'Figure 4 is an'gxample of a diagnostic radiologis't's "pro-"
cedure" task. The specialty is the gastrointestinal tract, and the re-

.cipient grouping i4 "any non-pediatric patieni-:-" in thistase the writ-

4

.14 of task-d'escriptions began after all 'the "rocedure" tasks for ra-

diologists had been identified area breakdown,(partly by specialty)

had been determined.

7

. Figure 5 is an example from a "patient care" grouping; Fig-.
.-.

ure.7 is an example p an ",equipment-related" task in diagnostic radi-
. ..--

.

6

ography.. Figure 61s an. example of a radiologic technologist Vproce-

A 0 ,,,

dure" tasks reflecting a breakdown 'by part of 'the body and the use or
. ,

nonuse of' a Contrast medi4m; it,is also a "non-infant patient" task.

lbu

4-2
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. t
o

.

.
. .

.
, .

. ,

_Figure Os a radiation therapy technologist "simulation" task; it is

. . .

differe sated from "treatment" tasks.' It is also an "any patient" Eask.

c,

2

The Literature To Develo Elements,

At HSMS, the director developed a technicrue of working with

the literature designated earlier as detailed'descriWons, and with.

. .

,

aids sUth as glossaries, dictionaries, and achdemic texts. The pfoce- ,

dure is to go 'through photocopies of all the relevant literature and

.

mark obit all passages that provide any of the following:
A

1. Lists or-descriptions of the steps talon in particu-

lar procedures or generalized across procedures.

The types Ofsteps become headings fqr pages on which

excerpts and descriptions are cut out and mowted.

The headings' provide an--outline for.ardering'the ele-
ments.of the tasks in a given grouping.

2- Detailed descriptions of pqrtiqular steps, references
to alternative ways of doing things, and desirable

practices.

These are, cut and mounted on the appropriately headed

pages for a given task. . When several versions are .

available, these are mounted side by side to differ-
entiate stepscommonly agreed on from those whose ap:-
propriateness may be eontroversial,and tey have ,to

be checked with' experts.

geferences ;o earlier steps in al/procedure that the

text dassum4 to have been already carried out.

The literature is rarely sequential in its presenter

tions. These references are cut out and mounted on
the relevant pages for.tadk(s) in their appropriate
places in the sequence of events.

2 It is possible to write task desariptions using prior model tasks and

the literature without interviewing a performer, provided that there

is aUffiblent subsequent review by experts-who have first-tend work

experience.
1

3I
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1 4. .Indications and continindicatiofis fot procedures.

This provides information for the'initiating ele-
ments of the task, may indicate, validate, or rule
put the "type -of.- patient" grodping for the task,

and suggests the types of contingencies that_the
performer must rule out.or bealert for.

-These "cat-and-glued" outlines provide a general context for

the refined task descriptions. T41 next steris to draw an, the addi-
-

tional.desiderata that have been pncovered in discussions with experts,

that were brought to the director's attention by job analysts based 1)

their.-discussions with the performer, any relevant existing legislation,

andother similar sources.

At this time the desiderata are turned into "task language." -

0-

That is, the writer must visualize what actual peiformers would have to

do tocarry'out each objective; and then writes the description of each ,

- p

activity. Each tentative-description is the cut_and mounted in the

proper place(s) in the cut-Ind,illbd outlines for the tgsks to which

they apply. '

J

Examples of sdth descriptions appear in Figures 4 and 6.

E]ement 2 in Task COde 3 ;l'and elements 1-.1%, 2, and 4-h in T Code-310:

express the safety desideratum that eleposure,of a known or ssfble fe-
.

tua must be ruled out be ore exposing a patient to ionizing radiation.
6

Figure 4 stows this in thqkcase of a radiologist's task, A04 FigUre 6
.

4 1

showsthitOtor a radiologic technologist's task. These eleients ap-
%

\6.pear in evefy task where they are, appropriate. 0 1

10
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Using Preliminary-and Related 'ask-D essriptionsii

....__ -,.. /

i

gescriptionw ubmitted by the Analysts, based on Weir interviews with

;--
-

.
.

.

the perfbrm r and their researth. These are .cut
,

and arranged in the

0- 0

appropria sequence develope* in th e cut -and -glued outline- aldtg with

.\.the moun ed excerpts from the liteiature.`tedthe desiderata. r,

4- 4

The next step is to make photocopies of the preliminary 'task

At this point it is helpful to read the7materiad developed

thus far. The reader is 'then in a position t)6.note whether any ofthe
/

.:11

wo k to.be describel/has already been written in approved form in simi-

ar
/

tasks collected at an earlier time. 'Fdr example, in dealing with

" pediatric patient" tasks, the reader -bay be aware that there are "non-

pediatric patient" tasks that have much in common withdthe tasks in

question. Sometimes only a single element has already been described,

but it saveslitime to locate the approVed language even for a single

-
element,especially if the element is. repeatedin all the tasks of the

grouping being prepared. These elements are cut out and placed in

their apprOpriate locations in the outline.

Review of Task Identifications _

During the procest just described the directot is able,to

review-the way, the tasks haveloten grouped and broken down into sepa-

rate tasks by the job analysts. Sometimes the director will override

a division and regroup the material, producing a.differeneset of tasks.

For example,, "pediatric" and "non-pediatric" tasks may be turned into

;41

"infant" and "non-infant" tasks,' to better reflect the bisia on which

4-5
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pAltIgural distinctions are made. A'taak covering upper and lower ex-

tremities may be divided into, one for the upper'extremiXies mid one for.

.40

the lower extremities,

likely to have to deal

based on the judgment that the performer is un-

with both for a given patient, ald that the
.

knowledge for one is different fromithe knowledge for the other.

a '

SuCh deCisfiTrii-are alwdya discussed with the analysts be-

wise their original reasons may be valid, if not immediately apparent.

4

1

. If ,the w4er of the descriptions is the direCtor, questions

may arise that only the job analysts can answer. For example, gaps may

suddenly appear in how one goes from one. point to another in a proce7

dire.' When task); include options, it may be clear what ;C -tip in one r

'710
,

case but not in anot er. This is the time that
I

the analysts are enlisted

il
bo provide or obtainurther information. During this process the ans.-

,lystsrecieve the kind of feedbadk that improves the quality of their

work.

Outlines For Taqk groupings

The asseml?led,materials may now suggfst a general outline

for each task grouping: The general °Aline frit- the task examples' at

the end of this Chapter camb discern-e-d-by following the logic of the'
..

, .
\

elements. 'For example, eim utlinejoi-Fisure 4, a radiographic con-
.

traskciy. ofthe upper G' tract of a non-pediatric patient, carried
...

,

out by a radiologist is ad follows:

Initiating element. How the task Comes to be done

by the performer.,

IC4



% .1 II; , )
'

i

I 9 I
4

I 4

i p I

t .. . I . -,..-/
. '.

,

, .

(
,l. Determining what is involved.

I
2. Greeting patient and deciding wiether to proceed.

.

. 4 N

3, , 5. Preparing to proceed and giving orders. '
. .

s.

6,, 7, 8, 9. Cducting examination.
\

,
..

10. DecidingIWbat to do next.
f JI *

4%
. f 1

/
11. Examining radiographs and deciding what to do'neA

,

.

.- . .

12. -Continuing- %

lb
..,

. 7
.

. a
A,

13. Emeriency contingency. ,

.
,

. 14. Termination, of &ask. Where everyone 'and everything/

,winds up.

The outline fot a radiographic examination .(Figure 6) car-

tied Out by a radiologic technologist isa as foliowli
t- -t

I

1.

2.

3.

4.

Initiating element. How the task comes to be done

by the performer. .

Determining what is involved; checking.

Reporting problems.

Preparing ahead.

Relating to and preAaring patient.

7'

5. Finding out about details.

7, 8.' Setting up.

9,

11,

10.

12.

Selecting and setting exposure factors.

PRsitidning patient.

,

13, 14.' Final set-up.

15% Emergenc contingency.

16, 17. Making aposures.

18, 10., Continuing.

J

J
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3

e

t

f

20-. Terminating with patient. Where patient windi
k

.

21. .Termination of task. Where data and thfngs wind $
1 -5

. , Thes4,general outlines are guides far all similar and related

. . .
.

tasks. Once a task descriptiocn has been written as a neadel for a task
.. ,

. e
lk. /

7-,
grouping it can be copied, cut ur: and arranged in the appropripte se- .

, / ,

-quince of an outline. It serves as an embodiment Of the outline. °The

material! collected f9r each specific task in. die. grolping determines

what new writing Must be done, what existing writing can be copied, with- .

,

out Change, and what variations sequenge are appropriate.

, (

WRITING" TASK DESCRIPTIONS

4 .

Thke section covers the steps of wilting task descriptions

whether in preliiiinary form or after submission to the director for re-r
li.

,

view. The writing proceeds for one task at a time, one tem at,e time,
. .

' following, the general, outline for the twits of the given roupiilg. At
/ .

.

every step in the writing.process the writermlecides on the beet-1517 ' .

guage to use and incorporates` all the necessary information from the

matAial mounted on the cut-and-glmelP,sheets.

The purposes which the HSMS task descriptions and summaries

are meant
6

:LCI:Terve ha fluenceer the writing style developed over the '

AP

years by H4M9. Since the task descriptions.are used as a basis for

scaling tasks on their required skills and kftyledges' and as inputs to

the preparitiOn of corriculum objectives, the HSMS method realekred that

the tasks _contain sufficient detail to permit the reader to see.hop the

skills and knowledges are applied in the tasks.

.106.
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.f
A

A-good many HSMS talk desCriptions state explicitly what are

actually lighthing-fast,thought processes on the part of the performer
4

-

" When he or she considers what to do, interprets, :draws conslusions, or

makes selections..' Some of theperforMers we interviewed and some of ,

our reviewers, found these explicit statements annoyingly drain out and'

self-conscious. Thiststyle is used because we rate the tasks for the

skills (sqme of them intellectual gr decision-making skills).1.equired,

to:carry out each. task. ,This explicitness of language is needed for

writing curriculum objEctives and can prove useful for instructional

purposes.

1,-/By way of contrast, much of the explicit knowledge applied

or drawn on in th( taus is not specified'. The use'of knowledge is el-
.

- ludedto by, such words 'as "considers," "evaTuat " "determines," "se=

lectWfollowed by the word "appropriate.' This reflects the fact .N

that the HSMS method incorporatesta Knowledge Classification System.

The tasks are eventually rated foethe knowledge categOries'requited to
. .

carry out each task, and the task language provides the "pegs" to which

the knowledge iregories are ettsthed and scaled.

z

Sin e the job analysts and curriculum analysts are usually
/ , -
..- .

.

not practitioners of the occupations being studied, the method requires
,

.
.

tha; eh task descriptions be comprehensible to the intelligent lay--

.

reader. thus, brief definitions are often included in parentheses next

A.,
to technical terms.

Since the task descriptions are.to be used 'as a basis'for

,job" structuring, curritulum design and asinstructional materials, the

44;2
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/ "1441

,

I t

4

s; ,

e)
dietho4 relufred 'chat appropriate technical language be 'psed, 4,nd used

' ° '4(4.
.> /

''''-noftipfirlr:,tfe.af.0.6 attempt to incorpOrate profeseiOnal rather- than lay
., ..*1.,_ .

, , e

, etilike,T.tn l'rega*11 to. 'acupationalf tines and terms'. . FOr, example.; the
`,-, '.- ` i. ,, .. t . .layman talke..about having "x-rays"lnade by "x-ray .techikicians." The',,

-

. -:, , . _ .. . a ' I,
fiealditself refers to ."radiographs" taken, kry""radiologic tectmologis.ts."

4

.
. Since }ISMS prbvides suggertions for job restriFturing and ,.

job laaers, the full-scale version of the method requires that each,
.

task description be self-contained, so that the 'user geed not. reade . 44 .
..

.

beyond they given task 'description to have a full 11,acing of >all the

steps of the tel.:lilts-options, and its contingencies. In the abbrevi-sc
... ..

, k. . . , .. .

N ,.
iated version ol, the nwthAf this ,is not the case,- and the rester is,...

..
i

>. "sent" to other tasks. k
4

,

.
I

.

Since the task descriptions are ,usele in the preparation of

curr iculUm objeCtives, the me hod requires that,. wherever 'tile same ac- - t
- 1011'

tivity appears, in whatever ,numb of tesks,,the.same ,languagf is
.

used .

as mueh as poesi le This -nykkes it much easier
.to later identify and

. . .-. - --,.

consolidate these ections within curriculum objectives (whereiti tasks'

are -grouped'tegether by factor and job level).

List of Elemegts' ,
41, . . . - -- .... . Figure 1 ie the first form used for task descriptions. Af-.

I.
. .

, . ..,
ter task identification is dpne, the task dedertptions are was4tten in

. .

the columns headed bythe words; "List Elements Fully." .These cOntinue-
. -. , 0*

,..,,

int as many pages as ate needed, on "continuation sheets," foihith are 'WM"
. .

: ...
bered. .t -

l Ode . -
I ,

2'1

0
1
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.

Th(*.a List oflements starts with an initiating element.which

.

introduces the task and indicates the range of circumstance's under which
. - awe

the.tasi arises. This can.varry from one instance or loeafion of the

_ ; task to another,

everlaps.

and does ,nor determine whZther or nat to tasks are

,

The initiating element indicates-the range of contingencies

to be expected in the task. igures 4 through 8,providelexamples of

ha,W.t,he initiating element initiating element*in-

cludes:all the material.upto ttp first numbered elemenit.)/In the case

theTinitiating'lements contain explanatory, and def-
t

of'Figuies 6 and,8

initionalmat4riaP
, .

fhat pinp6inta whatis being referred to and helps

the'reader compretiend what Will fall*.

are presented in appropriateAequence,
AP

options and contingencies; they include

The task. elements

covering the task's r of

.N411 desirable procedures (even if not eommonly practiced) which heap ensure
-, ., 4 "C.--

. .. . A

.
accurAcy,'sefetyconcern for the 'patient, and/or other desiderata.

At
- r -

6erichoice of metNbd or decision to delegate an aspect of

procedure,
4 - ABany assessment.. A, any evaluation'which must be:decided by

the performer is reflected in a task element. Any reference to deie-f

gated work, generates a task, and these should,be noted SQ that'a check ,

can
41

be made later to make sure that all such aaditional tasks are repre7
4 4' hoe

r

sentdd by task descriptiOns.

There is always a final element which indicates what happens

output(s) at the end, and/or which iridicates,any 'recording done

by the performer.

4711:
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The figures pteaented at the 'en& of this Chapter indicate'
.

the style, punctuation, and system of notation used bY'HSVS: As the

.

. ---. -..

work progressed, HSMS developed certain language conventions.' These

are briefly degfcribed as-follows:
t

4

1

'

"1. The person doing the task is -always referred to as
the "performer" regardless of his or her usual job

. title or rank. This provides a standard format and

delays until a later stage any controversy over who-
,

should do-what.

2: Any words.whichcan have a variety of interpreta-
tions even in the same task context are avoided.

4.1

S. Administrative and nursing tasks are often generic

and can,be fount in many departments. They, are in-

tentionally-written in broad terms so that they can
be piclftd.up and-recognized wherever they may ap-

J pear. (SevPigure 5, which was. identified in am-
bulatory care, diagnostic radiology, and radiation

therapy.) .
C

Each task in the full-scale method is written so that

it is.complete within itself. Therefore, When an ac-

tivitr 1s:carried out in more than one task, its 0-
scriptiqn-is repegted for each task.' an the short-

cut method, such repetition is minimized in "Summary

Tasks".") The same or similar actiyities are de-
scribed with the same or similar language to assist .'

analysts t locate elements that overlap from task

to Cask for curriculum develppment purposes.,

5! When the task iteself generates other tasks, certain

. phrases are used t signal this. Phrases such as

_"performer arra es...," "Performer haa...kioner

are examples.

6. When a task'may either be done by the performer or
delegated, a separate task is geEerated.. The signal

for such tasks are phreses-.such as, "...or decides

to d'hipersonally," "perforfrier plans to...," or "per

-former. may decide to...".

7. When a particular part of a task represents an ele-

ment that may or may not be done depending on insei-

tutional practice, personal preference, the state of

the.art, or the patient's condition, the phrase, "per-

110
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I

former may"-or "may" is used before.the description.
Where the performer must make a choice As part of the
task,'this is made explicit: "performer decides,"
"performer gpnsiders-whether...".

8. The specific content of some.steps in a task, such
the choiCe of materials,or equipment, or infor-/t

maion considered; may vary as the state of knowledge:
in the field changes pr as new technology develops.
Tbere may be variations which reflect the condition
Of the patient, the equipment used, institutional -*

fhoilities, or what was already done. where may also
be variations in choices or steps reflecting'current
controversy or personal preference. The method does
not attempt to present all Abe alternatives or to
resolve these problems. It simply acknowledges this '

situation-in such steps by the phrase "as appropriate." '

9. Some aspects of task activity are tot4lly afunction
of the chdicelade by the institution o adopt proce-..

chiral steps, equipment, or the way reco ds are made

, or kept,. The, performer does not make t the decision.

° This is reflected in the list of elements by thet
phrase,-"depending on institutional procedures, per-
former may...," or by the use of the phrase 'based
on institution#1 proctdures" after a l%t of ,o0tions
OreceA.ed by "Pei!former

Abbreviated List of Elements

Task summaries differ from task descriptions only in the

List of Elements. When.detailed task description models have been de-

veloped and are applicable to groups of similar tasks, the summary

fers the reader to the details in the models; it provides details only

in those areas that are unique to the particular task involved. After

a model task desCription has been approved, a general oftline is writ-
.

Iten which summarizes the model. This is used'in all the task summaries

or the group of tasks "elated to the model.

Figure 8 is an example of a task summary. The initiating

element is unique to each task. The 'summary of the model is present04

*AY
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a.

f

in elsagiiis'l and 3. The specific and' unique details of the tasik are

presented in.elemenb.2. The order of elements 2 and 3 can be reversed

AccOtdidg to taste.)

4.4

Outpute, What is Used, Persons. Involved, and Task Name

After the List of Elements has been written, the left-hand

A
I

.column of page r of Figure 1 is filled in. Unlike the task identifica-

tiod stage, the purpose here is lialeverything that may be included

as outputs, things used, and per ons involjed. Figures 4 through 8

tprOtige examples to help the' reader follow the rules established for
4 -1 V,

writng se parts of the-task description. Examplts of completed

items 1 thrOugh 5 can be,found'on page 1 of each task-description or

summary at t'h'e end of this chapter. The questions belOw are-the ques-

ons which-qppeir on the'-lorms.3

.

. 1. What is the output of this talk? (Be sure

-this is broad enough to be rep_ eatable.),
. ..-

-t

The ,Outputs ef the booMX include the main output, by-product
iliksr . .

outputs, any decisions add/or r ords made, any intangibles, and tht

0. . ..-,

results of Contingencies. The form used fdr oqtputs are noun or noun-
\

;forms that reqdire thepast fOrm of's ver):140 describe thetresult of,

, Thei4 "secret" to note here.^ Sometimes the space blotted to ,

0
items 1,hhrough 5 On Figuie 1 is riot sufficient for a given task.

example,' Figure 8 has a yerY,lonk list of things used and a very 10

extended task name. .The'soIutionused by HSMS is to cut and glue

forms xo expand the space where needed. 'Further space can be foun by

"elimidatilng some wording on the form: This Jatter option is refl ted

jin Figure 8, and is indicated in this:section where appfopriate.

: 4-14
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the work activity.

r

.
,

HSMS usually': treats this as a-single sentence, with
.

outputs separated by semi-coloni;-
P

c.

2. What is used in lerforming this task?' (Rote

if only certain, terns must be used. If there

is choice, incl e everything or. the- kinds of

things chosen ang. )'

or

2. What is used ii performing this task.?

What is used in the taek should cover all the things chosen

w among or possibly used. Such, a list is Vest obtained by goPcig down theAW

I
List of Elements and enumerating,all_the-things mentioned. Generic terms:

are used rather than brand names.,

3: Zs there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? ,Yes...( ) No...( )

4. If "Yes" to %. 3: Name the kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate therelevant condition::

include the kind with whom .the, performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Or
<

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

. involved in the task? Yes...( ) ,No...( )

4. If "ts"'to q. 3: Name the kind ofsrecipient
respondent or co-worker involved. 06

The listing here includes generic terms such.as 7cO-worker"

or "clerical worker" when it is clear the person'is involved due

to particular institutional procedures and is not,an essential park of

the task's identification,. The correct,;specific oeLpational.term for

or.

4-15
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.

V f

the co-worker; o the condition of the recipient Ns used when this has

/
been used to determine the task's identification.

4

p

S. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 arerefleoted. Underline essen-

, tial words.

HSMS evolved a style for writing the task name which prodvres
J

-1 \

a coherent"description and also incorporate* a still briefer name. This

I ___% ,. -

.is done by naming the chief output and recipient of_the task and adding'

Of . ,.

-the word "by," followed by the chief elements and things used. .

The "name of the task" summarizes the task th a paragaph-

%,
length sentence. This is the "extended task name." The underlined pcir-

.. vtion of this statement, which begins the'extended task nape, is a brief

'
'. 4.-..........., . . .

.--

identitidation of the task called the "abbreViated tas-name."
----,.,,

4:

The extended task nape lists the-Chfar- 4ta.sk.,

;-

id order, reflecting the range outputs, Wings;
(

volved that9entifythe task a make_ it umique4,
.

.
. ,

. .
e.em tS.are4tep-;',

_

,, It! , ,i4ril

arated by qemi7colons. It shnild be poStible' AiMpi("hx ,reading. e' -:

,

. ,. it,_ -
- 1

tended task name, to see if,two tasks are. the Salakor similar. '',t

,-40"- ,' i' . '
. ,

, ,1:'

A .. .71'. '

.The abbreviated task name presents the key activity verb
. .

. .

.

things.used, and persons) involved" It is writt with enough

-;.>aele"y'and fotua to differentiate tasks. Or example, "conducting" a
,

.

.
radiographic'examination (Figure 4)..can be'differentiated frbm "taking",

, radiographs (Figure 4). In the liSMS usage, physiciansconduct examine-

s. .

1

-tions.pmd
. '.technplogists take tadiograp .

I
..

, . .

. ,

/..
,

t

, .

,

'. - .
./.

.,.

.
4
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. Other Identification Information

\
'As' i icated earlier, the reader IR told, the' dumber of pages

. - . , .' ,

that'the'task r in the statement, "This is page _ of for this .
task, ". at the top right of Figure ,l. .Task descriptiOns are checked' at

the:lower riiht as mastet sheigts 'when they leave the analysts-and are

_ . submitted. for, review. ,'
-

es,

t
, 4 .

'lit an apporkiate .pOint .af.ter task identification is cm-
.,

;... r- ... pleted ..and before` review Nie.. tasks rI ec eive their Code Numbers.
. ..

1.., ,. -- *)
,

. , ;,. E , ,

, _. .. r ' p ,
.. .

REVIEW OF' T.kS111 DESCRIPTIONS -
' , .: '

. . i . ,- / 51,,
, .

A

.

. no
lk T '*

. . Afrer'x e analypts.4et t dinp Information for the tasks
. , ..,,, . . 4

,1 1 S. ,... .
,

.014: 'and the tasks are revised and approved 'by th4 dikec,tot, tasks are sub-
. , . I. ..,, % 4

I
r

'
. 6

/ . pli,X tgd -t-O ihe 'appeo,priate "tesodree-.P'ert'3on". at the thatitution. The
. it

, ."

4 7r'esource person", is Adkedito'seyAlupte; the task descriitions, for cor-
, -.- -.

.. :. 1 . , -
' tect utag, of tertnino/ogyyand Tr.. eclintation of k,ocedures, 4o'r the correct-,
' ..,.. . . ,- 7, . ,

ness'oot aequbnaes ,.' and; for 'Om iss.Uk'fi of activities. A final check wth,
...

,

i .

the per:fcra-thetismay Alike, ,be Involved, . '

.
.

Thal obtsiiie rewiewers (resqarce respondents) are asked .
:

whethet the, task' deicriptions incorporate all the work activities, in
, .

'the -specialty. area InVolsret; include acceptable alternaVve methods for
.

' '
. i . . '.44,fler .

; the work and eqdipient, and cover contknvntieg which can occur- They
- ._. .

, are also asked if all steps -of the, W4rk are left' out ,' whether sequences
1 .

. i
are ccirrect, _whether language, is apprqpriate,,whethy the; work is de-

, .

"
e

actibed -as it should be 'done, ,and whether/national practice .s re-
o

fleeted.'
.

-(Fig
k
re p, at the end of thiachapter, contains excerpts from

4-17. L
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I.

HSMS'inslrO5.tions te:the.reViewers)., If any'steperor procedules_are

I. ..1

.left out, the an4Ysta go back
,

to the field, fo agInstitution'in which
. .

414A-in-Awe, or obtain further desCriptive literitute. The reviewers'

. f--

suggested corrections and-changes are reviefeed by the direct or andlor
. ,

.

the analyst-writers and incorpofste into the final task descriptions..
. '

'Throughout the__writing,editing, aryl reviewpt cedure, the
". Jll

directok must be aware of ,errors caught in one task description that

melt also by corrected in every other task that uses the same or'simi-

lar language and iFformation. This overvItw or follow-up on corrections

'is, an essential part of the director's function.

1 '

i P *
I

-
Additional, tasks arerco1lecte#7and described whewneceida'ry, -,- ,,,"- -' '

. J

and any near or totally revised,tasks'are resubmitted

4
for review as de:

_ - . 0 1, '.:, .'
4.

scribed here. After a task description has been reviewed by atmipimum.: ''

..,
,. ,0

of three reviewers koutside of the performer and the director), and

. ,

when
;

all coqections
.

have'been mace`, the task is referred-toss a -"nor-

, 'Dative': or "N" task and is ready for scaling. The letters "(51C-RP;RA;RR",

ar4 entered on page-1 of Figure 1.
4

4

When a task description is in its "N" version, itiis-cpn-

:Verted to a Task Descrigtionform, such as Figures 2, 4, 5:6 and 7,

or to a Task Summary, such as Figures 3 and 8.ja
v . .̀.?

4 "
RP stands for resource person, lee., the in-house reviewet; RR stands
for resource respondent; i.e.-, outside reviewer. In actual practice,

more'thdh.three reviewers may be enlisted, but additional reviewers
are floc iecorded on the-sheet-. ,

116

:
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A

,

Copies of each taskio to a central.office file, to each

A

.analyst who will be involved `in skill' and knowledge scalfhg, and the

_"masters" are 'preserved for .eventual pub 'dation if appropriate. The

Task Code Numbers and abbreviatd task na s are recorded in a log

9.book_for use as a reference source.

C

S

!.

a

;ow

e

- t
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Figure 4. EXAMPLE OF RADIOLOGIST TASK DESCRIPTION

TASK DEicRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 3

This is page 1 of 4 fdr this task.

1. What is the outpdt of this taskf (Be sure List. Elements Fully
this is broad enough'to be repeatable:)

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in- '

formatloa for a patient sehed-
uled for a study of the upper
gastrointestinal tract (esopha-
gus, stomach, and small intes-
tine) using a barium sulfate
colloidal suspension as the.con-
trast medium.

.

1 Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
jar with the case if study
was.routinely ordered, or to
review materials seen earlier.

Notes any medically relevant
'- history, requests from refer-,

ring physician, recodmenda-
tions on technique. Notes
whether patient should have

- followed preparatory Proce-
dures for to the examine-

. tion, Rd whether patient has
an infectious

,

or communicable
condition, whether female pa-
tient may be pregnant.May cal]

toreferring physician dis-
cuss or to obtain needed in-
formation.

.

2, performer greets patient in
examination room. Attempts to
reassure patient and explains
what will be done. Answers

, patient's questions.. Perform-
er may question patient about
symptoms in relation to the
condition being studied. May
collect a ditional medical
history; asks female patient
if she t inks that she is
pregnant.

. .

.

OK-RP;RR;RR

Decision made on whethermio go ahead with barium
study of upper GI.tract; pt. reassured;barium mix-
ture 44ministered;upper GI tract observed with flu-
oroscopy;spot films,cine films taken with pt. erect,
prone,, supine, with pressure coneatt chment, and
with bafium pill if sp decided.; radio raphs ordered;
complete set of radiographs approved;--decision made
and recorded on delayed films and/or air contrast
study,of stomach; medical impressimis and follow-up
scare recorded; MD notified of emergency signs.

2.-What is uded-in performing this task? (Note '

if only certain items must be used. If there
1.8 choice, inclUde everything or the kinds of

'1

tXtings chosen' . - *.

X-ray requisition form,patient's chart;scout film;
view bo3es;prepared barium colloidal suipension;bar-,
ium pal;cup;straw;cone attachwent;cine camera;flu-
oroscope,

-,

TV monitor, spot film device with cassettes,
or roll film; pen; telephone;' cancellation forms;
pro ective lead garments; shielding

.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
_

involved'in the task? Yes. ..c() No..!.( )

1

711 -Yes- to q. 3:' Name the iticiof recipientl

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-
'

.. siriptions to indicate the relevant conditionl
include the kind with whom the performer is I

not all
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any4'non-pediatric patient...to have upper GI barium
rastudy radiography; diologic technologist;referring

MD; radiologist
, .

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 afe reflected. Underline essen-

tial words. ,

Conducting a radiographic barium stud of upper gas-
trointestinal tract of any non-pe c patient by

404deciding whether to go ahead based it. 's condition

and scout film;reassuring pt.;supervising oral admin-
istration of barium mixture;viewing on TV monitor;
taking spot films and cine with pt. in erect,prone,
supine positions, with pressure applied by,sane at-
tachment, with barium pill swallowed-if so decided;
ordering'radiographs;deciding when examination is
completed by viewing radipgraphs;deciding whether to
ordef delayed films and/or aix contrast study of
stomach;recording medical impressions;follow up care

and/or delayed, films and/or air comeifit study;noti-
.

fyin: MD of emer enc si.:4 s.

6. Cheok here if this
.

4211



Figure 4. TASK XSCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

'4,
Task Code Ho. 3

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

Performer questions patient about' the
preparatory regimen prescribed to. see

if it was followed (e.g."not having
breakfast).- If performer finds that
the regimen has not been followed and
will interfere with the study, perform-
er cancels examination, records reasons
and any recommendations on cahcellition
form or has appropriate do-worker :ie.
range-for cancellation; hat-patient re-
scheduled if appropriate.

al.

3. If performer decides to proceed, checks
for proper shielding and orders scout
film. Views when reedy or views scout
film already prepared by technolOgist:

a. Performer decides-whether the techni
cal quality of the radiograph ade-

. quately demonstrates the orlons to
be' studied for purposes, of interpre-

tatiou; if-not, performer indicates
the needed technical adjustmedes or
changei in position to technologist

-or record on requisition form.
b. Performer Tweets scout film to see

whether there is evidence of barium
, remaining frqm any earlier study,

thus interfering with current exami-
nation. If so, performer cancels;
orders rescheduling as described.

. If performer decides to proceed, dons
protective lead garments. Hakes vire
patient and anyone to remain in room is
properly shielded. If spot film attach-
lent uses cassettes, performer has cas-
sette inserted. Chooses full, half or
quarter format and sets at appropriate.
(If roll film attachment, checks that`
attachment is loaded with film or has

this done.) Has ,technical factors set
for fluoroscopy. If. aieilaple, checks
that 16sim. cineradiography equipment is
ready anti technical factors set

Performer has the patient positioned
-for the/portion of the examination done

- with the patient erect:

'a. If patient is unable to 4aintain an
eremposition, performer notes this
on requisition form and proceeds to;

the portion of the examination done

with the patient in prone position.

b. Performer places fluoroscope unit

in front of patient. Has patient or
technologist hold cup containing
barium sulfate mixture and await
orders from performer.

c. When ready for fldoroecopy, per-

former may have lights in room dii-

med; turns on fluoroscope,,,or has -

this done. Adjusts unit, for viewic

bn TV monitor.

6. For erect portion of examination, per-.
former indicates to technologist (or

.patient if patient is holding barium
mixture) when patient is to sip mix-

tumy hold in mouth, when toswallow,
what positions to assume, when to hold

steady, and when do hold" breath.

Performer may assist patient= table

or unit or may have technologist as-

sist.

a. If the patient is totally-unable to
swallow or is not tolerating the
procedure, performer may decide to

cancel. If so;-cancels as described
above, noting any relevant observa-

tions appropriate form.

patientb. If tbe patient it Mae to swallow,

performer observes the flow of the

barium through the patient's eso-

.phapc esophago-gastric junction,
stomach,and duodenum on the TV mon-

itor. Performer instructs patient
in frequency and size of'swallows.
Performer continues,observing the

structures and,movement with swal-

lows repeated until the performer

has sufficient information.
c. While observing on ini monitor,per-

former decides what to record as
spot films. and /or on cine film.

4-22
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Rgure 4. TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 3-
This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

.
List Elements Fuli

.

List Elements Full

0r
. ,

Performer activates spot film attach- for erect positions, performer may
molt and xrray button. If cassette assist patient to drink barium mix-
attachment, may have technologist re- ture or have technorogis; do this

''move-cassette as spots are snapped by supporting patient and providing
and insert additional cassettes, or a straw through which to sip the
performer does so personally. Acti- mixture.
votes cine camera when decided. i c. Performer observes the flow of the

. .

barium m*sture through the esopha-
.. 7. Performer ies for pressure spot ,

films of tti gastric mucosa and the
gus, esopbego-gastric junction,
stomach And duodenum. Takes spot

'-duodenal bulb-with the patient erect:
. . , 0

4 films and/or cine Mims; repeats
.

r.
otherprocedures as described above

a. Performer has pressure cone attach- with patient in prone-oblique posi-
. ment.moved into game. Performer po-

4_
,sitions cone so thgt there d pres-

tion.
411,

d. Performer repeats appropriate steps
- sure exerted tin the'area of nterest. as described above after position.
b.,Performer observes on the TV onitor:Sa

-His patient drink additional b r-
iue mixture as' required for visuali

ing patient in supine-oblique posi-
tion:

,

.._

.tation. 9. If patient has history of difficulties
c. Performer observes response to pres- with_swallowing or if patient is cur-

sure, pliability and rigidity of the
.

rently,complaining of pain or difficul

. . area. , , ,

d. Performer decides what -to record as
ty in,swallowing, performer may decide

to us barium pill for final portion
spot films, and activates spot.film of examination with patient erector
attachment when decidedas described on table tilted to erect position4

above. .0 .

e. Performer repeats procedure for a. Performir has technologist prepare

. area of the stomach ila decided and barium pill and explains to patient
for spot filmsOf duodenal bulb. what is to happen.

. . Performer has phtient drink addl.- b. When patient is properly-position--
tional barium mixture as needed. ed, performer indicates to,patient

f. Performer removes pressure cone when 4- or technologist when to'have pa-
all the required pressure spot, films tient swallow pill, using sip-of
are taken. barium, to wash it down.

,
6 c. Performer watches oil %V monitor

8. Performer has the patient positioned while patient sulillows the pill.

-for the .portion.of the examination done. Performer observes -the swallowing
with the patient lying on horizontal action, the ease with which this is

examination table.H accompliihed,aa the course of the
.

-
,

pill, noting any interference or

a. Performer has patient positioned in blockage.
prone=obliAue position. May assist d. Performer takes spot films when
and/or reassure patient. May adjust deemed appropriate and/or cine fi

`table or fluordscope unit. , as described above. e..
b. Performer has patient sip barium re.-Performit may compareithe known

mixture as appropriate.'If patient size 0i-the pill with any observed
has not'been able to sit or stand

.

.

i -_%
4-231 ti
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Figure 4. TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET Xcontinued)

List Elements Fully

'1 ...I

Task CodeNo. 3

This is page 4 of 4 for.this task. ;

obstrUctions tooeetimate size of
'Obstacles or growths. May make notes
on requisition sheet..

r .

0. Performer determines s4Whe h the fluoro=

scOpic portion of the examination is
over and turns off the fluoroscope.

A. Performer decides, based an observa-
tions during.fluoroscopy and requi-
sition sweet, whether to have radio-
logic technologist take only stan-
dard series of overhead radiographs
or whether to order additional ex-
posures and/or positions, with or
Without the patient swallowing addi-
tional barium. Explains what is
need to technologist and/or.enters
On requisition sheet.

b. Performer may record preliminary
ical impressions at once on re-

qui tion sheet or delay until the
radio raphs are proceesed.

11. Performer looks at theprocessed spot
'f4lms and radiographs on view boxes as
son as they are ready:

a24Determines whether the radiographs'
are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area and condition under
study and provide sufficient infor-
mation to make possible'a competent
medical interpretation. Performer
may ask opinion of clinician or
another radiologist.

b. Performer decides whether to order
additional views or a change in the
technical' factors and a repeat of

portions of the radiographic exami-
nation; and/or whether to order de-
layed iadiographs.

c. Performer notes whether the problem
area` could involve the top or the
distal stomach (areas blocked from
view by the rib cage). If so,.per-
former'decides to order air con-
trast study to dietend the stomech.

12

List Elements Fully_

1) Performer decides whether to
have air contrast of stomach:
'scheduled for a later time or

done immediately.
ii) Performer fills out requisition

sheet for air contrast study for
scheduling as appropriate, o5
arranges to proceed immediately
with air, contrast study.

d. In deciding to order Additional
views or studies performericonsid-
ers the information already avail-

.,able on the radlographs,te way in
the,patient responded to the

procedure, the patient's condition,
and his or her cumulative exposure.

. If the-performer decides to repeat any
of the radiography with'changes in the
technical factors, to.order additional
views or delayed radiographs,informs.
technologist what-is needed, including
use of additional barium soluti6n;may
record. Performer examines adOitiona
radiographs as described above (ex-
cept,for delayed films).

When performerhas determined that the
:current examination has been com- ,

pleted, informs technologist thethe
or she can termpate,the procedure

and have the patient-sent home, back
to room, or to next procedure. If ap-
propriate, orders decontamination and/

or sanitary Clean up procedures.

13. If performer judges that any emergen-
cy signs are in evidence, performer

notifies- patient's physicianAt'once.

14. Performer may record i'pressionkof
procedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.

b. How patient tolerated proCedUre.

c. Anyospecial-nursing follow-up ,rec-

amended, delayed films or air
contrast of stomach ordered.

4. May sign chart,requisition sheet.

121
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Figure 5., fEAILE OF PATIE1F CARE TASK DEsCraPficiir.
. . .

,
% 11 4

'TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET , .

'

Task Code No . 182

This' is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this tea?, (Bi surt List Elements Frilly -. .,

this is broad enough.to-be repeatable.) 6

Patient and suction machine readied for suctioning;
tracheal passageway cleared or machine turned'on-and

off as.ordered; patient-cleansed and/or machine
cleansed); matter removed shown to MD. .,

.. _

.

'..'

.

Performer uses auction, - machine.

.for 'purposes such as gastric

lavage (when MD,inserts cathe7
ter) or with patient whO.has.

.

had'a trache&stomy performed for

, 2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
the insertion of,a .tube..for

breathing. Performeruses suc-
tion machine-as reaoltof: .

--.

a. erbal or written request of-
.

physician.. .

.-

Own decisiot based on obser-
vation of patients need.

1.,Performer reads physician's,
orders on chart or check list,
listens to verbal orders,or
considers owirdecision;-

.

2. Obtains necessary. materials
from storage area. or checks
that these are:with machine..
If obtained separately, per-
former places on tahlinear
patientor machine.'

-a-

3. Performer Wheels suction Ma-
chine tear patient or-Wheels .

patient to machine if station7
ary wall unit. May check that
machine is clean; may decide
to clean or have cleaned). If
lot already done, plugs ma-
chine's cord into wall outlet.

Y
.1.

,

4. Perfnrmer may ,explain to pa-'"

tierit what will be done. May

drape patient .with aheer.

.
. ,

.5. Performer checks machine by
turning on suction and check-'
ing suction'outlet with fin-

ger to feel suctions: If ma-

chine is not functioning, den
cities to report;obtains anoth-
er(portabli)macnint or. wheels

patieneto another machine.

OK-RP RRagA

if on certain itemaijklt be used:- If there

.
is choice, include eVIMEing or the kinds -of

things chosen among.)
..

.

MD's Orderi; patient's chart or'check list;
suction machine; antiseptic soap,Water; .

- tubing and sterile catheter(s) for suction,

machine; trap and drainage bottles; cup;
gauze, saline solution; sheet; clock or

watch

,

I
-

.

.

_ . -

3. is there a recipient; respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes.. No...

'es to q. . Name t e n o recipient

'respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the perfotmqr is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requiremedta or legal restrictions.:

Any patient to.be treated with use of
suction machine; physician; co-worker

. ,

.
,

\
.-

, .

.

. Name' .t task so t at t e answers to ques-

-tiots 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen--

tial words. .

Setting Up and using suction machine to clear air-.

way or to assist with gastric lavage, by obtaining

materials and machine, preparing patient, checking,
machine, turning machine on and off as ordered for
ggetric lavage,or inserting Catheter into tracheal

opening and clearing airway; cleaning-up ifterWards;

}
.

-

.

../."-*\
.

6. Check here if this

is a
t

master ,sheet.. CX)

4-25
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Figure S. TASK ,DESCRIPTION SHEET (Continued)3
as

Task Code No. 182

. .

This 1.16.174 ge 2 of 2 for this task.

yr
- . listilameetti Fully . List Els nts Full

4

6. Attachesprepacaligeertubing and cath-
eter -set to machine by connecting tuib-

its to machine and catheter to tubing.
... . .. -a-

. .

. If gastric lavage, performer turns Ina-:
ehine an and off at pissicials orders
after he or she has i erted catheter.
Stands billuriii process.

S
p. If pitient.has had a tracheostomy and

. . needs passage cleared; performer in->
-iertathesuctioning catheter with ap-
-propriate force to enter the tracheal
opening. When inserted to. appropriate
level, performer turns on suction and

',attempts to clear mucus from the pas-
sageway. Turns off 'machine when done.

.

.
Performer may reassure or comfort pa=

,
tient during prOcesspdetermines .

whether passage has been cleaned.

If not, performer Uses fresh cath-
etet(s) and repeats auctioning until

,
wthe _airway is *Clear.

.
, ,.

9. Performer 'may clean .the aria surround-
lag the tracheal opening With gauze

,,and airline solution. ,

10. Ifter use, perfoimer discardathe tub-,
big glad catheter(s). May place some
the-latter removed from the patientin
a cuil pouring it fro the drainage,

:bottle or glass, and show to p4y-w
tiCian (if requested to o so).

1; . ,
,

. ,

11. Disaerds cup or matttr, n bottle; may
decide to wash machine and bottles or
have.-subordinate wash ,using' antisep-

\.lc'soip and water). Returns machine

...
has it -returaedlif portable).

. .

12., .Records what. was done' and tiu h pa-
bent's chart ' or check list,- in-
forms'physician that' task is'completea

. . .

,
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. *vire EXAMPLE OF RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST TASK DESCRIP/ION

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 363

Thin is page 1 of 13 for this task.,

le What is the output.of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enoughlo be repeatable.)
Retplisitgh reviewed;pt. resssured,positioned;parts
measuredailms identified;technica/ factors selected
and set; ekOdsidies-wsde; radiographs sent for pro-
cessing and evaluatioh; pr ?cedures repeated as ap-
propriAte.for full set of views; patient returned;
'examination recorded; radiographs placed 'for use.

4

List Elements
;.=

Fully

4

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if one certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,Ib card,Ibbracelet,
technical history;pen;x -ray machine control panel(s)
tube,buckitable,collimator,extension cones;iechni-
que chart;charti for conversion of technique,stand-
ard examination-views;dosage,tube capicity;loaded
tassettes;vertical film holder;leaded rubber shield-
ing;R-L and ID markers;immbbilization devices;stool;
calipers;tape;scissors;protractor;coiOression band;
stretcher or wheelchair'

3; Is there a recipient,

TY -Year: to-A. 3$ Nas:elt:se7:

or

involved in the task?
respondent

of
respondent or co-worker invo wed, with de-

coworker

)1( )
recipient

scriptions to.indicate the relevant condition
include the kind:with whom ate performer is
not Allowed .to:ireal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal xistrictions.

on- infant-patient to be radiographed; radiolasic
,technologist; radiologist; nurse

5. D1aae ,the task, so that the aasersts to quli=,

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
4

Taking plain film radiographs of abdrinal contents
of.non-infant patient by reviewing request;reporting
observed:aontraindiaations;reassuring pt.Imeasuring
part;selecting and setting technicil factors;identi-
fying film;positionfhg.pt. and equipmeq,t for erect

or recumbent. exposure; providing shtelding;collimat-

ing; making_exposure; having radiographs processed

and Keviewed; repeating for full set of views or as
ordered;.hdving ptru returned; placIng radiographs

for tie; recording examination: ,

, 4 -2T

124. .

Performer receives ,or obtains th

x-ray requisition fort,patlent's
identification card, and any ap-r-
propriete medical - technical his-

tory for a non-infant patient
scheduled 'for radiography of the

iabdomen, ncluding the liver,

spleen, kidneirs, bladder, dia-
pbragm, abdominal aorta and in-

,tra-abdaminal cavities:

a. After checking assignment on
scheEtritheet.

6. From co-worker.
c. After having arranged requi-

sitions fn,order.of priority.

The plain films of the abdomen
may be to determine. whether there
is evidefice of` -free gas and/or
fluid levels, intra - abdominal

tumor masses, calcificatiods,and
or foreign bodies. The plain
films may be part of an abdomi-
nal series or a RUB (kidneys,
ureters, bladder)" series. The
plain films. may serve as prelim-
minary "'pout" films for' contras
studies such.as of the urinary
system, abdominal fistulae or
sinuses, biliary system, inteeti
nal obstructions,' etc.

1. Performer reads the requisi:-
,tion sheet to determine the
examination called for,- pur-
pose, the patient involved,
special-considerations,- and

to check the completenese4f
the informatioR provided:

I

)

a! Performer checks'the ex
tuitions called for and th
purposi, noting whether ai
or fluid levels, foreign

OK-RMOCRR
6. Check here if sifts

is 'a master sheet..(



Figure 6.

00

IF
TASICDESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 363

This is page 2 of 13 for this task.

Lilt Elements Full List Elements Full

:

.

,

4

.

.

body,-tumor mass or calcifications drip, oxygen sppply, urinary cath-
'eter, colostomy, T-tube or similar
device in pate; notes whether pi-

tient will be accompanied by nurse
4.

or other staff person, whether

there are -orders for removal of
dressings from the abdominal area.

, g. If.performer is not already as-

- signed to examination room (and a

'- particular machine) notes the room
....

ex -'or machine involved. Goes to ex-
aminat-ien room or control room

for machine involved,

* h. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized,that

,.information on requisition sheet
is complete: Checks whether any
ppecial-orders on exposure factors
are in keeping with the usual Tad

exposure involved for the examine-

timid-

i. Depending on institutionar-proce-

'' dures, pWormer }may( review pa-
tientls radiation expisure his-'
tory, prior record of techniques
used, and'cumulative exposure. .

Notices, whethereximination has
been-done elsewhere in recent

,. past, whether,number of radio-
,graphic exposures ordered or done:
-'in pat should-be reported to ra-

diologist.
.

. j. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer notes whether
female patient is preghant,reviews
date of female patieneArlast ten-
strual period, or notes any othei
indioation'that there is no danger

of exposure of a known or possible
fetus. Noted,shielding needed.

k. If patient's record indicates or-
ders for,sedation or any other
prior medication, performer may

,
check timing to be sure a proper

elapse pf time-has occurred face
medication to take effects Mayes

arrange to delay examination if

,appropria .

1
''' =are' examined, whether routine-
*Wes, and/or particular organs
ate to be examined, such as kidneys,
liver, spleen. Notes the affected :

2 areas; the patient positions and
.projections called for, the number
of exposures, thi central htam angu-
latiop, the areirof interest and
parts to be included. Notes whether

use of a,grid or bucky will be ,

involved. Checks the name of the
referring physician. .

b. Performer reads liatient'sname,iden-
tification number, sex, age,

,
Wight. Notes whether patient is in-
patient, out-patient,,or emergency
patient. Notes any special-informa-
tion that will affect patient posi-
tioning, technique, or handling of ,

the patient, such as presence of
acute abdominal signs, known partly
plogies. s

.

c. With patients who are to undergo

subsequent studies, per-
former mad' note whether orders for
prior preparation such as evatua-
tion or emptying bladder (or keeping

" bladder full) have been given and
..,-
carried outl,if not already done,
may arrange to have orders carried
out or informs appropriate staff
membbt. .

.

d. Performer notes whether there are
special orders for use or nonuse -of

compression. devices.

e. If patient is acutely ill, perform-
r checks:whether use of erect po-
-sition is expressly ordered. Checks
with radiologist if unclear.; does
not plan for erect positioning wit

lout express.permisaion.'
f-. Pei-former decks whether patient is

suffering frdm atollateral condi--
tion requiring speCial handling,
iucti communicable,

or-infectioils condition, infirmity,
intohergette; whether patient has IV

. 4 -28



) Figure 6. TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continue0)

Task Code No. 363

This is page 3 of, 13 for this task.

List Elements Fully

1. If teferring physician has requested
that f4ms already on file be, sent
with current radioiraphs, and if ,not
already with patient's jacket0 ma-,
teriali, performer arranges to have
prior films delivered:

2 If the performer determines that, th e
,request is, not properly authorized, is
incomplete, or that sufficient informa-
tion. is lacking for performer to select
technique'or to 'properly position or

ca foripatient, or.if performer con-
sidirs that there ma contraindica-
tions to going,ahead Oith the proce-

, dd;e, performer notifies supervisor,
radiologrst, or other designated staff
perso94 depending on institutional.
procedures.,Explains the problamjf a
propriate, and proceeds after obtaining
needed information, signa)ure, or .

orders. r.

3.1then performer is cleat-grout what will
be invol4d in examination; he or she
prepares ahead so as not to -keep pa-
tient- in examination room longer than
-necessary:

a. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors Ito re-

eot accommodation for change in
hine output, or a policy deci-

).

b. Perfsdher washes hands as appropri-
ate; depending on'patient's condi-
tion, may' decide to arrange fot or
carry out isoration or decontamina-
tion techniques.

c. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel for x-ray generator

, .

and checks that indicator light
shows that machine is "warmed up,"
or turns on main switch as appro-

'mak
List Elements, Fully

priate to equipment and allows
time for machine to "wereup."-If
appropriate, Performe may set
radiography mode selector and set
collimator control for manual
operation.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilizatima deviceS much as
sandbags, wedge spdfiges, compres--
msidn band, are present and'that
there is a mattress, pads, pAk!
lows; and/or blankets for cc fort

of patient if patient will lit on
table. If appropriate, obtains
protractor, cardboard triangles,
device to support erect patient,
objects to !tend, on to compensate

for limbs 6f unequal length.
e..Checka that there is leaded rubber

shi41ding available-in room to be
used to'protect the patient, and/
or to place beneath the film 'hold-
er, asiappropriate.

f. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the film's using equipment
provided by institution: .

1.), May obtain lead numerals and
tape.and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate
patient identification informa-
tion :

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out -ID information on card
if not received with requisi-
tion.

ifi) Checks identification against'
requisition sheet,

viv) Performer makes sure that. -right

(R) and left (L) markers are
4 available for use.

4. Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared'for the

*

4-29
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Figure 6. ITASE.DESCIAIPT/ON SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 363

This, is page .4 of 13 for Ls task.

I

List Eismants Fully

. examination (if not alrea dy done), or

decides to do personally.-
.

a. Depiniing:nn institutional arrange-
meats, Performer'may decide to es-

cort out-Patient to or from dressing
room. May-decide to'assist in trans

porting patient from holding area or
have this done. N

b. Performer greets patient and any ac-
t companying staff person and intro-

duCee self. Checks patient's iden-
tity against the requisitions
With in-patient, checks hosp4tal
identification bracelet or other
identifier. If patient is eccom-
panted because of seriousness of
condition, performer checks with

accompanying taff member on any

special precautions necessary dur-

ing peocedAre..
q. Has patleft assume a conifOrtable

position seated on table or chair.

If patient is in wheelcaair, moves `

patient in chair into position next,
to table. If-patient is on special

,stretcher; places stretcher into
position so that radiolucent
stretcher can be lifted with pa-

, tient on it froi wheeled base to

x-ray table. May arrange to mope

patient to table. With acutely, tll

patienp uses upright film holder

with.4atient remaining on stre er.

d. Explains to patient what will be in-

volved in the procedure;indicates
positions patient will be asked to
assuMe,the cooperation that will be

asked Hof the patient.' May ask i3a-

ctsefrain from swallowing iftient
possibl

e. Performe answers patient's non-med-

ical questions honestly; tstempts.

- to...reassure patient and develop

16Onfidenoe. Treats patient with
dignity and toncern regardless of
patient's behavior; kemains aware
that patient may be frightened and/

or in pain. Performer explains whin

asked medical quedtionthat it is

if". 4-)6

Litt Elements Fully

not appropriate for technologist
toanswer these; encourages pa-
tiento speak to physician.

f'. If patient has an IV-drip in-place
performer checks that needle has
not become -dislodged and that the

fluid is dripping at an eventrate.
If there are -any probleths,perform-
et clamps tube and notifies aR-

propriate staff person at nnce:-

g. If patierh hag a wound,7coIostoMy,

il.'est&my,or with" dressing

'to be removed, perforber checks
whether ,zinc oriodoform'paste or
radiopaque- gauze is* being used.

If so, has`' Ppropriate staff mem-
-ber remove dressing or tube or
decides`to do personally (if ap-'

- propriate). Checks that radiopaque

.
paste or gauze ig completely re- -

moved.
h. If appropriate andnot already.' ,

done,performer questions Female

f patient of child bearing.agere-,

garding: possible,pregnancy.If

. there isany possibility that pa-.

tient is ptegnant and this has not
already been recoided, performer

informs-appropriate physlclin and

proceeds only with approval:.
i. Makes sure that all garment6 ex-

.

.cept gown are removed down to be-

lbw the area of Interest. Keeps'
.----body%covered'unfil ready for posi-

tioning and exposure. Reveals only
as much of body as necessary.
Treatapung,paetent with as much'
courtesy as adult.'

12:7

5. Performer questionepatient'and/or
.

RN

or.MD present on what movement is
possible to determine what positions
are'available for use.

a. TOT abdominal aeries,espeCia4y
'-firair or fluid levels, notes- '

.

whether routine use of erect .

position.is possible. May plan for

use of 'Supine position followed by

t -
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Pigure.6. tat DESCRIPTION SKEET (continued)

ilk Task Code No. 363

This'is 'page 5 of 13 for this task.

.4+

74

List.Elements Full

upright filling if possible) or, if

not possible, brpatient in lateral'

decubitui position. May plan to dm-

'. ploy semierect position for patient

who cannotassume either/ position
by taiga footrest and compression so
that . patient can -be brought.to_al-

acet uppight poiition on table.-
Performer notes the patient's body
tyfe,,whether the area of ,'interest
iateavilycovered4by muscle or soft
fat, whether the palpation points

' spill be easy to find. Notes ilhether
the lower extremities are of upequal
-length. Notes whether tall patient
will requite two exposurft.for.views
oidared, one centered to include the
diaphragm-and the secprd centerel to
include the pdlvic area. Noteslir
whether thin patient will need pad-

c.

P4ing under bony prominencaa.
erformer considers whether conven-

/tional positioning can be utilized
di what alternative x-ray tuba and
patient positions to use to ae-com

.plish the equivalent radiography:
'k with a minimum of movement by the
.patient.

d. Performer considers the number and
types of projections ordered.for th
camination and the patient's1Lon-
dition: Performer, may consider a

_change from standard projections to
better accomplish the purpose of t
examination, or deletion of a posi-

. tion,or a change in technical fac-
_tors'. Depending on institUtional ar
rangements, performer may obtain
permission from appropriate radio-
logist or decides personally to
alter the standard procbdure.

6. Depending.os whether a bucky or table
top-technique wilt be used And stan-
dard institutional practices, perform-
er selects speed and typoroffilm,
grid, emid cassette Combination.

List Elements Full

!ID

a. Selects' size(s) based on t e area
(s)ito be included, the pa ient's
dize,and whether two exposures
(and cassettes) will be needed to'
present a given view.

b..Performer makes'sure thal an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the types and sizes selected
are available*in the examination
room. Irnot, arranges to obtain

or decides to'obtain personally.

. Performer prepares for the examine-

tion:

a. Performer obtains the,appropriate.
size loaded cassette for the first

pt election:
b. Performer attaches identification
'information 0 the-icaseette or,
cable topt;

i) Places right or left marker on
Mai holder or table-top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection or

.
depresses appropri-

ate R or L button tor automatic

marking.
ii) If patient's identpication in-

fmation is in the form of
lead numerals, performer places
on aOropriatecorner of cas-
sette.

Jii) If patient identification in-'
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flash-
card aside for later use with
space created by piece of lead-
ed rubber-on appropriate edge
of cassette.

iv) Performer'may-place patient's
card into card tray for equip-'
Anent using automatic film mark-
ing device.

c. If cassette is tobe used with
-r-bucky (under tabletop or in up--

right holder) performer may man-

' wally pull-out bucky tray and open

4-31
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IP
'Figure'6. TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

1

Task Code No. 363

This it. page 6 of 13 for this task.

List Element* Fully

reti/Ning clamps.Inserts cassette
into bucky tray and pushes back.
Makek sure clamps are closed. Moves
cassette into appropriate "stored"
position, or inserts cassette tray
into bucky slot and centers.

d. If a bucky isliot being used, per-.
-former placei cassette in a posi-.
'tion that can be 'comfortably reach -:.
ed by the patient in final posi-
tioning. If appropriate. to make.pos-#
Bible, minimal. movement of patient,

performer may place cassette in up-,
right holder, at right angles to
table top Or in lager position
selected.

e. Performer provides patient and
everyone who will remain in6r061*
during exposure with pfotectiVe

# shielding. Ekplairis ik'gnicesaary

that this is not cause for alarm but
a general, precaution to miniedze un-
necessary radiation exposure.

4-

8. Perfokmer has patient assume a comfort-
able.recumbent or seated or standing
position depending on the positions.. to
be employed, so that the part(s),to be

. radiographed can be measured.

a. If,appropriate, places mattress,',
pillow, or elean linen on x-ray
thble.

b. Performer may decide to assist pa-
tient ftom wheelchair or stretcher
to tailie or has this done. May ob-
tain help. Makes sure that,no equip-
ment is in the way'and may be col
lided with by 'patient. Locks chair.

c. If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on table,
helps patient turn into position,.
step backwards on stool, mad then,
sit and/or lie on table.

d. Performer uses centimeter calipers
to measure the thickness of, the
,part(s) to be radiographed,in the
direction in which-the central ray
of ,the x-ray beam will pass through

,

F'List Elements Fully

the centered part from tube to
film. Records for, use in deter-

mining exposure factors.
e. If patienhas a'urinary catheter

in 'Oface, performer turns patient
toward the catheter and tubing'to
preyent separating it from drain-
ige-bottleand breaking sterile
8p:item and to avoid causing pain.

f. After measuring, has patient rest
'in as relaxed a Position as pos-'
sible. May place pad, blanket or
pillow underlbony Prominences to

'

provide comfort.' . ,

.
-

:: . If patient is to be examined
(next) in the lateral decaitts'

: . or erect position, performer has

- '.. - patient remain in that position 4

.;,#.4 for an appropriate .amount of time
before making the exposure(s).

9. PerfOrmer selects the exposure fac-
tors .for the first projection by son-
mating the-technique chart(s) posted
for the machine:

-
a. Locates the information needed for

the body part and projection in-
volved. according to the 'centimeter
thickness of the part as measured
and the collimated` field size tb
be 'used. Makes sure that techni-
que ;elated( to the combination of
film type and speed and use or
nonuse orother 'radiographic ac-
cessories (such as screens,
grids, bucky, etc.).'

b. Makes note of the kVp, mA,T(sec-
onds of exposure time), fodal
spot size, and.the focal film.dis-
tance ('rFD or FFD) called for.

'c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time
haveteen determinedi performer
notes ielether any conversions are
necessary to account for the path-
ologicat-,eondition being studied,
'change inTFD, extreme fat or
AmuscularitY,.preference of the
radiologist invoked, and any

4-32
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Figure 6. TASK DESCRIPTION'SREET(continued).

Task Code No.

.This is page

List Elsiests fully

other conversion needed,'Performer
looks up numerical conversion fac-
tors and calcu1ates, or cony
version charts to ascertain the ap-
propriate ngw,exposure factor W.Tp,
mA and/or Xime). Maltiplies,divides,
adds,'or subtracts as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or unlaur
. iliar exposure factors against the

posted liMits of the x-ray tube. On
a tube rating chart to be sure that
technique does not-exceed the heat
caPacities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. Pf appropri-
ate, performer reconverts the tech-
nique to an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lowermAs.

10. Performer sets exposure factors as se-
lected':

#.4 ,

a.Enteis control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shdws that
*-ray generator la ready for use.
.Makes sure tfiat all(cirquita,have.

been stabilized.
b. If appropriate, checks line voltage

meter and, if needed, turns com-
pensator dial until needle is align-
ed properly on line.fi-eter%

c. For conventional exposure control:
i) Petformer-sets milliamperage

choosing )plectots for thecor-
rect foca spot Tize; sets the
mA selected.

ii) Performer selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs_desired.

iii) Performer sets thekVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major kilovoltage and minor
kilovoltage settings to produce
.the desired kVp.

d. For automatic phototimeh exposure
control:
i) Performer selects and sets the

category corresponding to the
type of study and use or non-

'

363

7 of .13 for this task.

1i.

1

1

and, if appropriate, focal
use of screens, bucky, eta.,

List Eliiints fully .

spot size.
ii) Selects and sets a control corr

'responding to the field size
(as.listed-on technique chart
for phototiming);

iii) May select andset a kVp range'
button (.if called for with
eqUipment) corresponding_to
range for examination.

iv) Sets a density selector correa
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the
study:

v),Akes sure backup timer is not
likely to termingie exposure
biUre phototimed exposure is
maap:

e. Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky,'manual tablesi
ment of table and tube h
position, and of c011imat

f. Performer returns to overhead unl
and sets-the focal-fi&distance:
Operates controls or manualay
mores the x-ray tube into place
over the film holder (or at right

-.angles to upright holder'). Checks
the fdcal-film distance by read:-
ing indicator scale:in the tube'

'housing;'adjusts'up or down until
the required FFIDTrFD) is obtaln-
ed.

adjust-

ght,
on.

Performer prepares patient for the
final positionselected for the
first (or next) exposure. Makes sure= -4,4

ihat correct side is being. ppsitoned
whin appropriate.

a. May explain or demonstrate to pp-
tient what is required. May ob-
tain help in positioning qr has
MD position in accident or acute
`cases:

b. Performer centers part and keeps
the lonviis.bf the part par-.

I

,

4-53
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Figure 6. TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (coatinuad)
4

-
* Task Code No. 361'

This is page -8 of U for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

allel to the film holder. When using
A bucky,_centers patient to midline.
With cassette on table top, centers
film to port. With upright holder
adjusts height of holder to part and
Centers part-to film.

c.'Wfien'positioning a patient with a
balloon catheter in place, performer
makes mute that the clamp is not
lying, over A part to be exposed or
that patient is not lying on the_,

clamp.

12..Performer positions as follows'(dnless
nonconveritional positioning is.being
hoed to avoid having.patient.move):

4

a. Fo'r studies of abdominal contents-
! (or KUB),.performer notes the pur-

pose of study and sequence of
tions *selected. For conventional ab-
dominal series makeo supine AP pro-
jectiod of abdomen, followed by
erect-AP or PA projection pf abdo-.
'men, or erect lateral projection of
'abdomen. For demonstration of air.,
or fluid level,_makes supine AP of
abdomeh, followed by'an erect or
lateral decubitus view. For frontal
AP projectidna of abdomen, perform-
er selects the supine AP and the
erect PA position unless otherwise
speciied (such as with kidney ex-
amihatiod or acutely' ill patient).
For acutely ilipatient performer

. substitutes semierect position for
- erect.

i) for supine .AP' proj ection (poster-

ior view) of abdomen (or KUB),
performer aligns patient in su-

. pine position, with the median
sagittal plane of the body cen-
tered to the midline of the
table. Supports knees and Immo-
bil4zes ankles. Adjusts should-
ers so that they lie in a 'single
transverse planiolth arms at
sides. Centers a single cassette

. high enough to include the dia-
phragm -(estimates location from
patient's body type) gt the
evel of the4liac crest, and
includes the pelvip area. Cen-
ters the first of two cassettes
(for tall pafient) high enough
to includeithe diaphragm; cem-
ters second cassette about two
inches above the'uppei border:
of the symphysts'pubis. May ap-
ply -compression band. 'Performer,

directs central ray at right
angles to-midpoint of film.
For erect AP projection perform-
er positions as described above,
with patient stand
in frpnt ofuprigb
holder,centered t

ng or seated
Cassette ,

midline,fac-
ing away,and with weight dis-
tributed equally. Supports the
shorter extremity if of unequal
length.

ii) For ertctPA projection (gaiter-
for view) of abdomen, performer
has.patient stand facing erect
vertical' cassette holder or
.table, cedtered to the midline,
and with weight equally dis-
tributed. Has patient extend
arms along -sides of holder and
grasp edges. Centers cassette
about one inch above'the crest
of the-ilium or as described

.above; includes the diaphragm.
May apply compression band. Per
former makes sure that patient
is maintained in erect ,position`
long enough before exposure for
air or fluid levels to be accu-
rately demonstrated. Directs
central ray at right angles to
center of film.

iii) For lateral decubitus position-
in (for'frontal or lateral, pro-
jections),performer notes which
side of. the patient's body- is

to be next to film holder and%

4 -3'4
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Figure. 6. TAAkDESCRIPTION SHEET (ebntinued)
\

Task co No. 363

This-is page 9 of -13 for t its task.

0

List Elements Full List Ell nes Full

.

-1

.

has patient lie on that side in a
lateral recumbent position.'Has pa
tient flex knees comfortably, and
centereetbdomen to midlie. Places
supports under and between knees
and ankles. Has patient flex el-
bows, place lower hand under head-,
and has_patient grasp side of
*table with opposite hand. For
fluid leVel study, elevates the
torso.

.

For lateral projection, performer
centers cassette.in bucky or on
tabliunder patient. For frontal
projection, performer Centers cast
sette in upright holder in tront
of patient (for PA'projection) or
tehind patient (for AP projection)"
Centers film at the level of tie'
iliac crests or as described above
in (1).. 4

For lateral'projection directs.cen
tral'ray vertically at right an-
gles to midpoint-of film. For fron
tat projection directs central ray

horizontally, at right angles to, ,

the midpoint of film through the
median line of body. For air or
fluid levels allows patient to
maintain position long enough be-
-fore exposure for air or fluid
levels to be accurately'demon-
strated. -- --=

-_,
--,-.

For acutely ill patientsWho'cin-
not assume erect or lateral decu-
bitus position, performer adjusts

,

patient in semierect position by
starting with sUpine position as
in (i), above. Attaches-footreit
to end of table and secures pa-
tient. May use compression bands.

With patient on table,-performer
moves it to almost vertical posi-
tion. For AP semierect projection,
centers as above with cassette' in,
bucky;for lateral projection, cen-
ters cassette in vertical film
holder on right or left side of

,

.

.

-

I

.

patient (depending on the side
of interest). Directs central
ray horizontally to the,mid-
point of the.film,regardless of
thelngulation of the tableiPbA1-
lows time for aLix or,fluid level
to-be properly demon rated ie.
; ..-

described above.
b. For studies of the liver ank

spleen, performer does not use .

compression.
141) For AP prdjection (posterior

view) of liver and spteen,Per-
. former plSaitions patient in

supine position as described
inZa);above. Haspatient flex

4
elbows and abduct ands. Cen-
ters a single cassette so that
about one inch of the iliac-'
bones-are include& on lower

--;-e border of film. If patient is
too. tall for a single_casset-
te; centeis first cassette to

. include the 41aphragm and sec.-;
and to include the iliac
crests. Directs central ray at
right angles throtigh the xiph-

oid process .

ii) For dblique.AP projection of
spleen, performer starts with
patient in supine position

: and elevates right side oT
body 'about 40°to45° 'SD t
spleen is nearest to fiW.

,
Supports elevated shoulder .

and .hip,with-arms comforti y

placq-and-shoulders lying' in
a singletraniVerse'plane.
Centers filvvet or just below

. the level of the xiphoid pro-

4 cess.. Directs central ray at

.

' '' right angles to `midpoint of

film.' ; ,

iii) for PA projection (anterior-
. view) of liver, performef'...;

vir notes whether a preliminary
: film or a.dlagnost exaMina-,

, tion is involved-. 'Hais p ent

assume a'prone position with

4-35
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SHEET

...

0 TASe DESCAIPTION SKEET Icontinued)

- c
. -

- e41," ,. "-A.
..1',f : . Task Code No. 363 ..--/

,

Thicls page 10 lf 13 for this task.
-

_ 'fa ti

L st Elements Full
, .

`-
i List Elements Full

the median sagfttal plane of,body

-: centered to midline,and elbows
flexed comfortably. Adjusts should

e era to lie on a single transverse'
plane. Supports ankles. Performer
centers alcassette to e central 4
ray. Reminds patient(if diagnostic
study)that two exposures will be

made.
For preliMinaiy or general survey
examination, directs central ray,

'at right angles through the xi-
phoid process. For diagnostic ex-
amination directs central ray
thiOugh the xiphoid process at 25°

caudad for. first_ and at

10° cephalad for the second ex00-
.sure.

. If, during positioning. patient shows
signs of severe pain, performer may
notify appropriate physician at once,
and await orders, or may decide on
alternative positioning to avoid move

ment of the affected part.
d. Performer checks final positioning by

, usinelight in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points the

light beam towards the part. Odjusts
the-collimator opening to torrespond

.
to the film size. Uses cross-hair
shadows as reference for center of
field. Uses-the collimator lileht-to
cenier the patient to the x-ray .,

Yield, or centers the part to the
film holder and uses the collimator
light to center the tube to the part..
Checks that primary bead will enter
the center ofathe area of interest at
the selected angle to the film so as

to project the view desired. May re-

adjust tube,position lengthwise or
.tosswiseto'provide hetter centering

) .,

13. Once the patient has been positioned
wid immobilized, performer adjusts

.

the

collimator. Either collimates so that

a small unexposed border will appear

around the edge ofthe film*or colli-
mates further so as to expose only.the

.
area of interest (and thus provide

maximum,protection and detail). For

small fields performer attaches, an

auxiliary extension cone to coin-
,datifir to further reduce thfrimary
beam. AdjUlts primary beam o minimum

size needed to cover the part(s) of

interest. .

..

14. Performer - adds lead 'shielding to

areas that will be in the primary

Pad; of the beam but are not included

in the areas of interest. Makes sure

that proper protective shielding has

been provided to patient and everyone

who will remain in room.

15. Throughout procedure pgrformer oh-

serves es patient for any signs of emer-

gency and/or to prevent or respond to

an accident. Is alert to signs oil nau,

sea, dizziness, or sweat suggesting
faintness. Performer may have patient

lie down, lower head, or raise legs.

Notifies nurse. If patient shows any .1

other emergency signs,. loses con-
sciausness, or has an accident, per-

former calls appropriate physician sr

staff member at once. May decide to
,

provide emergency first aid as well.

If a patient's catheter becomes dis-
connected,'performer clamps it and im

mediadtly notifies nurse. If catheter

)

shouldicome out, notifies nurse at

once.

16: When everything is ready for the expo
sure, performer explains to patient

'what breath control will be used for

exposure. Rehearses breathing out

when told to do so by performer and

holding breath until told to relax.

If appropriate, instructs patient not

to swallow before and during the ex-

-

amination. Reminds patient about

those exposures in which position is

to be retained for a second exposure.

Observes the patient's movement until

the moment that the exposure is made.

Readjusts position if warranted.

133
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Figure 6. TASK pESCRIPTION SHEET (continued),
. ti

Task Code No. 363

This is page 11 of 13 for thin task.
,

List Eleients Fully

. The 'performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controlg are properly.set
And patient is still in Rosition: Tells
patient when to breathe out and hold
still by calling or using intercom.
Performer may wait one or two'seconds
after suspension,ef respiration. Ini-
tiates exposure by prensini hand trig-a
ger or exposure control button.

a. While exposure is underway perform-
er checks that mA meter records ap-
propriateecurrent as, set, .that kVp.
meter dips slightly.

b. Play watch for evidence of malfunc-
.tion such as line surge or exces-
wive drop; May listen for sound of
normal functioning of equipment.
If there is malfunction may decide
to repq;,t; anticipates need to re-
peat exposure.

c. With phototimer notes whether hack-
Op timer has been involved in termi-
nating exposure before phototimed-'
exposure was completed. If so, anti-
cipates possible need to repeat ex-
posure (dde to underexposure if pre-

' mature cut-off, or overexposure due
to, faulty timer).

d. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can relax.

e. If the exposure is terminated by
S circuit breaker, rechecks tech-

- nical factoOfor poiNible overlSad
or,checks for overload elsewhere on
circuit. Anticipates need to repeat
exposure.

18, Performer returns to patient. Remove(s

cassette or film holder from table,
holder, or bucky.

a. Removes any markers for fdtther
use. if so requested, performer sr-

- ranges to have the first exposure(s)
processed at once and brought to
the appropriate radiologist.

b. If the first radiograph(s are pre-
liminary (scout) films, performer

List Elements Fully
lk

brings the processed_ra Ma)
direCtlx to the radio ogist in,
cHaige or places on view.boxes and
infoims radiologist that the scout
(s) epre ready. If the radiologist
indicates that there is any prob-
lem with the technical factors Dp
the patient positioning,, performer
records or notes for later use in
the examination and/or repeats pre-

.

lfminary radiography as ordered.
c. Depending on whether tadiotogin

will evaluate radiographs before
completion of all possible expo-
suren for the series, performer
arranges to process film(s)
evaluate for quality control per-
ponally,-have this done,-or bEing
to darkrOom for processing ad!'
later evaldation, based on time
available,- institutional arrange-
ments, or specific instructfons.
Attaches ID card fol. use with dr

flasher if approglite. Mal sign
requisition.

d. While films are being processed .

and. /or evaluated performer has pa-
tient relax in examination room or
holding area. Explains what will
happen next.
i) Performei'detaminee whether pa-

.* fient should remain on table
and/or in room or requires ob-
servation. May consult reauisi-
on sheet or attendift RN. If

appropriate, ma s sure tfiat-pas
tient will be attended while
waiting.

ii) If appropriate;" moves x-ray tube
and any protruding film holder
away from pitient-before patient
rises.

iii) May decide to assist patient to
chair or, stretcher or from ta-

. ble. Makes sure patient'is re-
minded of any footrest in step-
ping off table.

4.13 4



tore 6. TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET'(Continued)

. Task rode No: 363

Thke le page 12 of 13 for this task.

List Uganda; Fully .
. List Elements FullyElements

iv) If Ontieni is Colsitch to elect
position' r lateral decubitus
position.for fluid or air level
study, has, patient take and main-
tagla that position for the re:.

quired amount of time prior to.
next exposure,

.

-19. When (or if) performer learns tram the
radiologist the extent of the injury
and/or whether further conventional
vlewerand/or positions can be under-
taken, eliminated or altered, perform --
er proc4edsdas appropriate according.to

' instruttions.

.

a. For'further exposures performer re-
peats appropriate steps for next
views) including identification of__
film holder or cassette and use of
R-L marief,selection and setting of
teckpique for next view (if differ-
entY7Positidning patient axd equip-
went for focus-object-film align-

nt, proper collimation and shield-
, breathing instructions; and

making exposure; as described above.'
b. Performer refrains from commenting

on the-files or providing any in-
terpretation. ,,

cf If perfolpner-is-esked to repeat any

4 exposures,- makes surehat the ad-
ditional exposures are warranted
medically, since additional radia-
tion will be incurred. .

i) Notes whether need to repeat is
due to performer's own neg1.41--

. gence or lack of attention'so
that performer can avoid future
"retdkes."

1'
-

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to

, appropriate-staff,member.
. -

iii) If request for retakes reflects
- the preference'for density or
- -k_

,mast of a radiologist, per-
former notes for future work

. -

done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

4
_ .

20. When performer is .acre that the-eCam-
ination has been ccLeted, performer
may have patient transported back to
holding area or nexmlOcation, or de-
tides to.do personally, as appropri-
ate. Makes sure that hone of the
gequipment is projecting over the pa-
tier4,before.allowilig patient :to -rise

from 'stool-or.table4.4nd assists pa-

tlentas described above.

.
21. Performer carriesioult-termination

steps for the examination:

a. If Opropriate,arranges to have
fresh colostomy and/ordressing
applied (if removed for radiog,-
raphy). . .

,

'b. Performer has equipment and exami-
nation table cleaned after use or
'decides to do personally, depending
on institutional arrangements.

c. Performer records the examination
, according to institutional proce-
dunes: May include date,. room,,e4-
amination type, the views taken,

the technical factors used an, film

sizes; may-record the numbs of eX-

posures made of each view ncluding
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patientwas
exposed 6faing posted infoimation
on dosage); goy record any'problem
with equipeent, any special!tare
provided patient. 41 anylviews-cal-

.led for in the initial' request
:, could not be obtained,performer may
record reasons. Signs requisition

,.sheet.
d. If performer will only carry out!

preliminary "scout" filming and
another technologist will continde

with examination,performer records
the approved. technical factors used
for.the scout, andllhe accessories

. .
. a

4-38
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Figure 6. TASK DESCRIPTION. SHEET (con nued)

Task Code No. 363

This is page 13 Of 13 for this task.

List Elements Full
, . . List Elements Ful

....

.

.

.

e

.

.

.

,

.

,

s

employed, or informs technologist
..

who will continue. Performer'gives .

.the requisition sheet, name card,,

and an9 notes to technologist ,who-

- will continue with prsbeedure.

e. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
fated materials and/or have infor-
tuition recorded in,log book per-
sonally or have . this -donne , depend-'

ing 9n institutional prOcpdures-.-,

f. May.indicate,to appropkate staff
_person when the peiformer .is ready

-to proceed with next exaan,atidn.
:.
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Figure 7., EXAMPLE OF, ular/ ASSURANCE TASK DESCRIPTION

t.'

4

-TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

COde 5

This is page 1 of !`forithii

1. What tathe output of this task? (De sure
/

List Elements Fully
','"-a this is,broad enough-to beorepsatable.)
Phottriming device.checkedipr,a omatic expo-
sure, termination at:coftstant d it ; test films
measured.for density; density control accuracy
calculated and Compared. with given. acceptable,-

,limits; decition-made to refuse equipment, re-
air; r'test results'.air;

4 4,

. ...11,, / .. 45,

. _
..,

.
.

. VP ,

:

. . ,

.

Terformer.checki the. automatic-
exposure terminatipq device of
diagnogtic x-ray-equipmengh.
which has
.

beedknewlt instaTled,
or checks'current equipment.`

periodftallyi
.

as a result of
.

.-Regular esignment. - 1"

b. Request.
c. Decision wdb. . 14k

, ,

Abeerformer determines reason.

.14. for check' end type of equip-

ment. May nrciceed as follow's:
, ,

.
.

4.,

a. Performer notes-whether
test 'will be made for
three kVp settings at a .,

' normallIgnsit)i control
setting and,MW range, pi-
at s fixed kVp with three
phantoms of different den-
dities at the nor-Mal den- )

situ control betting; -

pendi on te of equi
.

ng yp
ment' Checks manufactur-

-

er's specifications.
, b.. Obtains appropriate phan-

tom(s) and densitometer,
- . _

. . : i ,'
2. Performer sets .for' test:up

. .
te

a, Obtains cassettes loaded
' with. uniform type ,iteE;t....

'film (f,roM same bat ) Ind

screen combinations
,

Widentifies.casseltqs.
. :As appropriate for,tqkir

using radiopaque mark-7-,

era.
.4i ,ii) .Inserts -first cassette'

in bucky tray' of x-..ray*

unit or Spot' film unitr'
or adirances film as

.
,

OK-RP:Rig. .

2,'Wh s u ed in erformin 'this task?. tl'iote
.

if 'certain items must be used. If there
is c-oice, include everything the kihdi *I

. 0.
, thingschosen among.) .

.

Requirements for diagnostic flaiography photo-
timing equipment; manufacturer's specifications;
cassettes;radiopaque markers; diagnoateara- .

diography unit, controls; test descriptions, ; .

forms; pea; 'pehcilrtest phantoms; flensitometer;.
.out-of-ordeiotign;%Phtme ./., ''":

,

,

.

.
. #

..-,-

3.. Is there recipient, respondent or co-worker
.

ivtollie in thq task? Yes,.,($ No...,( )'

A. If :Yes" to q: 3: Nale the kind of recipient;
raspondent or co=worker involved, with de_

scrippons.to'indicate the radiant condition.-
include the kind -with whim the perfother is.
not alloyed to 'deal if relavant tuknowledge°
-reg4ramentaor legal restriCiions: MU

dillieMsor;' radiolopst: air servipe:per-
sonnel or idtallers-' .

.. - 5,.

.

i ' 0
. Nome t tasi so that 'the answers to ques-

tions -4 are reflected. Underline essen-

. tial words. . .
.

Checkihg automatic exposure termination of diagr'
,,noific'radiogrephy equipment by making test ex-:
pcisures at constant density settings with dif -'
,ferenrkVp(S-b? di.ffereikt,Pliaritom thickh'esses;

using densitdMetAs to measure density -.46f exposed'

Mama calculating'REEltsey;Iptermining whtther
.

,. auto tic timer needs replacement, repair; re--

cor g test results; arrangingrforirepair.
. -, . .

,

- 4
'

,

' --

6. Chick i it this
.44

.

is a matter sheet.. g )
.

.. . --. 10,

I,

0

r.
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. Figure 7. TASK DESCRIPTION SKEET (continued). '

Talk Code No. 533

This is page, 2 of 2 for this task.

lisEZements Fully
.

,propriate (such as for aut matic
.A changer)'.

. I

b. Pie Phantom (or first of-th
antome) on tabletop,and cent

to film using appropriate Optical
sydtem. Sets tube to appropriate
arget-torfl/mdistance. ,

technidal factors as appropri-u
at to type,c4 automatic exposure,
termj.nation dystem.

1

i) ,Sett for auto:ratio e&

and Ormal density sett
If applopriate'sdts ttest
fist .k p setting.'

3. Performer makes.4rst exposure as ap-:
4104gppriate ,01ftd;continues with test:

c.

mod

Or,

a. Removes cassette.
400

13:4nserts.oew cassette intray'rdn'd
either sets kVp tc0a lower,test
positionor places a second phan-

it tOion table. Makes xpos,gr'e.
Rves,cassette.`Inserts a new
-cesseate and either setp kVp to
d'higher-test Position or places

a
>. a third phantom on,tahle:.Makes

exposure.
d,.Performer had exposed tedt films

sprocesed under standaidicondi= '
. .

tions.'
. ,

qapaYlpersoffally chink that'stan-
-, dard proccsging conditions are

met.` .

Us&s densitoeeter tomeadure.
densityon exposed test films.

11. 4 use' contrpl test film, to

subtract .kackground density.'
iv) Records measurements from densi-

tometer.

4. Performer determineakwhether the den-.1
sities of the three. lams are the same
or.within an acceptOble range of each__

.

Other., Refers to test standards% .

List Elements Full),

. For inew.equipienti determines
Whether the unit.ahould be refused
or whether service staff should-be
reqhired to make a4justments or
replace PhOtotiiing unit.

b, For existing equipment; determines
whether Okokem requires shut down
of unit until adjustments or re-
'pairs are made.

c". Pgrformer may discuss results of
test with supervisor.andior,ridio-
logist in charge before determin7
ing what to do. May explain effect
of problemsraz4 deviatio ?s from

( acceptable stailards in terms of
patie1t exposure, diagnostic.re-

.

liability, legal requirementi.
d.,ipf performer decides that thed.test

results- indicate a.major fault,
periorider informs re$air service.

'. by calling in use repair per-
.sonael or manu'faalturer's.regair

,?.service. Indieates,We results of
the testand the' unit invOlved.
May, plane out-ofardei,stgn-on

1-7', unit. = 4P,'.

1..e. If npt alreadyslOne': OerfOymTer-
mdgkstest regards with date; .may
record'e4aluation oferesults and
what yas done. Perforeelplsces-

, ree4rds in appropriatijopailibn
for filing. Peturns test equipment

' to-stOage or hasp Ois.dope,,

1 .

41-42
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Code 566

./

FigUre-S: :EXAMPLE OF.RADIATION,THiRAPY TECHNOLOGIST TASK SUMMARYj.
no

TASK IDENTIFICATION SUMMARY SHEET
Th&&s task of for this performer.
This is yage 1 of 3 for this task.

Performeei Name Analyst(s)
Job TItle Institution -le

Dept.

Date'

1. What is the output of this task? (e pureih'
"this is broad enough to berepeatable.),

Simulation and initiej. set-up for proposed treatment
plan carried out;localization,grid films,wire films;
verification portal films made,approved;treatment
fields,triangulation marks,areas to be blcicked laid
out and marked on pt.;blocking ordered with use pf
wire films;measurements made;compensating filter or-
dered;final verification films of b .cks,ffelds,
shielding,field arrangements made,al.roved;dimen-
sions,geometry recorded;I:st.rdassurei,given explan4-
tion,instrbctions;records enttred or se.

2. What is used in erformin this k?

Pt.'s proposed treatment' plan,iiquisi on sheet, ID
cardtbracelet,medical-technicalchar ,prior radio-
'graphS,scans;view ,boxes;simulator o treatment ma-
chine,tontrols4intercom;distance,b angle indica-

lbt;blocki
tors;table;ligliksystem;collimatOt beam accessory.
hol ray;mantle hoard scales,rulers;
x-ray filrAholders,cassett#s;wax rkers;immobiliza-
tion devices;petal gri4,grid plate etal cross;
diopaque markers,strips;wire,wirc p e;ID markers;
beam blocks;blocking bridge;male gong shielding;
side lights;tape;scissors;dye,ink,sticks;pen,pencil;
pt.instroctioirstretcher,wheelchair;forms;soap,water

. I's there a recipient, respondent or co- worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No....( )

es to q. : Name the ind o recipient

,--- respondent* co-worker involved.

Any.rahothe6py patienc;radiotherapist; co-worker;
physiciaq family member; nurse

5. Name the_tesk et: that the answers to'ques-

tiOns 104 are reflected. enderline essen-
t$al wards.

Carrying out &igulatiOn anti initial set-up for any
receive external beam radjat,ion. therapy of the

lymph nodes -with mentle andfor "inverted-Y' field.
techniques or variations using simulatoi,ortreatment
machine by reviewing proposed treatment plan;prepar-
ing eqUipment;reassuring,preparing,explainingproce-
dui* topt.;positioning,immobilizlng pt. for treat-
ment using ,proposed geometry;laying out direct,ante-
rior mantle; ninverpd7Y", or comPonent fields,paral-
/el opposed. frelda using SSD- or isocenter technique;
taking field localiiation films;having fields,
areas to be shielded marked out;making wire films;
taktOg measurements based oe approved wire films;
marking field outlines,centering,triangulation marks
on pt.;having cordpensating filter,lung block molds
fabricated;and/or preparing beam blocks in plate dia-
gram;making verification portal films of final set-
up; cording field dtmensions,separationr,bloCks,
geom try;dxplaining self Care,after7OffeCts,danger
sign to-pt-;disapseMbling approved set-up;recordinA,

List.Elements

Ferfdrmer carries out simu tion

and initial treatment set-
,

procedures for any patient
scheduled to receive external
beam radiation therapy of the
lymph nodes witk'maatle" and/or
"inverted -Y" tedhnicia" (treat-
ment of all major lymph nodes
above and/or below the diaphrnep;
i.e., total nodal irradiation,
including the lymph node chains
above the diaphragm and/or the,
para-aortic, spleen or 'spleen
pedicle, pelvic, .inguinal femor-
al regions, or a variation).

1, Cameral A.2itial steps in-

clude finding out what is be-
ing requested, who is in-
volved, purpose of, simulation,
equipment for simulation, the
treatment machine, proposed
treatment plan, proposed
fields, arrangements, loce-
tions,,areas to be blocked
and/or shielded, set-up tech-
niques to be used, outputs
required from this particular
simulation, and special con-
siderations.

2. This task is similar to Task,:
Code 564 except as follows:,

-I f
/

a. Notes whether this simula-
tion is to verify the
treers6nt fields and pro-
vide approved films from
which lung blocks; other
blocks and/or compensatory
filters will be fahricat-
ed whether it Is to veri-
fy the adequacy of the
fabricated blocks, field
'designations and set-up,
whether to retailor blocks

OK-RP:31101R
6. Check here if this. ."

is a master sheet..(X
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Figure 8. TASK fDENTIFICATION SUMMARY SHEET (continued)
. This is task-of for this performer.

Code 566 This is Osie 2 of ___3_ for this task..
a-rib.

Performei's Nette Analysts)(s)
Job Tit1 . .

. Institution
_ .

Dept.

- Date

List Elements tst Elements

as the disease regresses, to correct'
r

error found during course of treat-
,

meet, -based on treatment verification_
films.

b. Notes the field arrangements, such as
mantle, inverted-Y field, use of in-
dividual aortic and pelvic fields,
whether parallel opposed or modified
posterior mediastinal field, whether
splenic bed will be included in in-

. verted-Y-field, wheiter a small pos-
terior portal will be used for
spleen: .

c. Notes equipment to be used, such as.
linear accelerates, betatron; cobalt -
60 megavoltage. Noies whether patient'
will be maintaiAed irCsupine pOsitioh
and isocenter technique,wilut Ile used
to treat postefior fields- from under
the table (with treatmeto head ro-

4

tated).,
d. Notes areas to be bloOttedi6hdior

shielded, such as cerebellum; lane,
tracheas heart- lungs; and humeral
heads for mantle fields; sprftal cord
for postedglor fielas;.kidney(s)if
Jiver., normal tiONe,.specally "411A
transposiid ,ovarigst, testicles , for

inverted -'C fleltor,modif /cations ,
of inerted7Y,f :idi.

i) Notes Whet* a :mantle 'board will
.be used .for Positioning.-.

ii) Notesjype of j)locking\and shield-
ing.40(b used, such is, styrofoam
molds'filled witoleadfor long
blocks, use, of ,tread, beoam-shaping

shadow tray bloiks, and/or.ponical
gon cal cups
wUM lead
frabmny

. iii) Notes'w

it blocks
for ante

MN. Notes whet
quired ,so
can .156c ctis

testicles,bridge
riiks for protection mk

eaage.
t cothbination of lUng,

e required to Qrovide
for and posterior ftlds.

lk

er'measurements are re-
that compensating filters
om made to be used in

4-44

treatment to achieve dosehomo-
genelty.

f.'Depending on the purpose of the
simulation and stage of preparatitn
for treatment,performer checks th t
,patient markings to indicate field
'boundaries, isocenter, anatomical

ik landmarks and/or areas to be blocked
have been made by radiotherapist.

#g. May arrange .09r,injection of radio-
paque iodine73based contrast to
make kidneys visible on portal

instruct patient in need

4to breathe shallowlyd hold as
still as'possible during filming
land/or treatment.

h.;May assist while more senior staff
member politions patient tor grid
and/Or wire ,films.
Positiong.plitient for anterior man-

tle portal n supine, position, with

head 6cten4ed and immobilized, arms
above head and immobilized in pre-
cise, duplicable p,re tvtrmined poll

tion. .

j. Dependingron.stage ,eimulatidn.
and- set -up, marlaoVer the'follow-

i steps: "-

14

With tentative field boundaries
and gnatomical\refeience-jines'
marked on :patient and localized
with radiopaque markers and IVP,
makes field localization grid
"-films with simulator 'or treat-
ment machine in treatment posi-
-ttbn using treatment geometry.
Sets SSDor SAD as prescribed
or at height allowing the entire
field to be covered by the-col-
limated central rAy as shown
by light system.
Has radiotherapist change and/or

apprbve field.dimensirlons;Tarks

fidlt borders:isocenter,triangu-
lation darks'on patient and/or
has radiotherapist tattoos

7,



Figure 8. TASK IDENTIFICATYIN SUMMARY SHEET `(continued) e ,

This is task of , for this performer.

This is page 3 of Aiioir this task.

-Performer's Name Analyst.00 Dept.

Abb Title--- Institution . Date .

. 1

List Elements' '

. List Elements

iii) Has radiotherapist draw in on the
grid film the outlines of the
ereas to be blocked (from which

, styrofoam mold and/Or beam blocks
will be fabricated after wire
films are approved), and mark le;
vel at the lateral border of the
lung image Where the lung block'
will not require a taperei, edge

. .

(to ensure complete'shielding of
arwnot being-treated).

- iv) Transfers pattern to grid plated
.- or has thit:done.

b. perfdrmer checks that everything to
be' used is ready. Reviews diagpos-
tic radiographs, scans.

c. Checks that Staff to assist or di-

. rect set-up procedures, inject con-
trast, approlie or modify portal

films or set.. -up arrangements are

ready or available.
d Checks that patient is idencifieci,

available, and properly prepared.
e. Greets patient; explains what will

be.done; makes note of patient'S
condition, behavior, general state.

f. Readies patient for simulation and
initial set-up. Positions. for first

,

field. .

':g, Takes any localization and/or grid
films;has them approved. Receives
furtheitinformation on first field.'
dimensions, beam angulation.

h. Outlines first field. Takes verifi:
cation portal film;,has it approved.
Receives Further information on
blocking, shielding. .

i Either uses standard blocks and/or
makes wire films based on marked-

4 out areas on portal films to pre-
pare blocking or have.the blocks or

v mold, and/or any. needed bolus fab-

ricated. May have contour made.

4 Continues. with all other fields.

k. Marks on patient' approved field di-
mensions, triangulation marks, cen-
ter of field,beam dirting marks.

1.' Measures, records:field dimensions,
-ar SSD or SAD, beam angulation; may
,A make blocking diagram.

*

m.'Makes final verificbtion portal I

films; sets up as for treatment.
Obtains signature approving seri*
Has photographs made.

n. Providea patient.with instructions
- on se'lf -care, careof treatment

markings, danger signs to report.-.
'o. When procedures are complete4, dis-

assembles equipment; sees tha* pa-
tient is escorted or directed to .

next locatilti; places materials and
,--._

and records for use: t

_

-_J _v)k..Makes wire films 'on which the . at
<7 tern has been traced with wires,

- with patient and treatment ma-

.
chine or simulator in tileatment
position using treatment geometry.

1
-Vi) Repeats as appropriate for poste-

. rior (parallel opposed or modi-
-fied)-fields. -.

vii) Once wire films are approved,";
,.

makes appropriate measurements;
records. Has beam blocks, other,
blocks and /.or shielding fabri-

. -4,
cated; may have'compensatiu fil-

$., ter fabricated.
Val.) Once,all thelplocks and/or

shields and/on molds are prepared

1%, positions patient and simulator
or treatment machine in treatment
position with treatment geometry.
Makes verification portal film.
Repeats for each antezior field ,

/ and each posterior field.

. ix) Makes sure to provide appropriate
shielding for testicles, beam
blocks for transposed ovaries.

x) Has radiotherapist approve final
.

set -up. Has photographs taken.
,..

3.-Tasktfollows the general-Outline of the

Models:
if

a. May check that incision is recoi-ded

as completely healed if'prior sur-
gery was done; Necks that consent,
form has been sigaedie C

,

4-4
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Figure 9..

4

INSTRUCTIONS TO RESOURCE RESPONDENTS FOR TASK DESCRIPTION REVIEW

On theattached pages you will find task descriptions.of

work performed at one of the locationS studied by thk*Health Services

Nobility Study (HSMS).'.. tech tiosk has been identified by use of the

HiMS-task definition.
.

[Enclose copy of HSMS definition.]

Our co ncern in collecting the task data is hot only to de-
.

'scribe what is actually being done by performers of tasks', but to be

sure that we have task data which describe generic andiaiceptable pe=

cedures as they 'should be taught. To that end you are being askakto

evaluate whether the task procedures as represented in our descriptions

are appropriate in.normative terms.

Each task is repreSented on a Task IdentifiCation Summary

.Sheet. On the Summary Sheeta which fallow, The Listof Elements is -

and in the right-hand colum4 and describes the steps of the task in

detail. The-steps are presented in the seqmence in which they are

performed. (In a complicated ar high-level task, "the List Of Elements

can.be long and is continued on additional pages.) °The elementsfin-

clude the initiating,evevts bringing the task about, the terminating

actions, and any decisions toperform other tasks, record keeping, or

delegation of. duties which are part of the task. The elements include.

'any alternative,sequences when there are choices.
X

The major characteristics of the'tasks, for identification

purposes, are found on the left-hand side of.the Task Identihcation

Summary Sheet., Items 1, 2, 3 and 4 cover the output, what is used, .

and the recipient, respondent or co-workers involved in the task.
- '-

The "Name of the Task,"*item 5, provides at brief but, full

summary of the task in one or two sentences listing the key steps.

The underlined port'on is the abbreviated name of the task,

!lo performer's name or job title is listed. We wish to

have the tasks evaluated solely fc function, with no influente from

their association'with job titled. We would like you to do the for-

lowing:

1: lisold the name of the,task first (item 5 on the Sum- -
mary Skeet) to get an overview of the,task.

,/'''

2. Cohsider,the output(s) (item 1). talfocus on the '

purpose. . .

a

3. Read the List of ---Elementarfoithe procedures _andc e,

their sequences. .,

4=47

14.4 .
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Figure 9 (continued)

4. Review what is used Li-em 2) to pinpoint the equip-

.went used. ,

5. Decide whether the task includes all the approplitate

'equipment tottchieve the outputs) of the task. If

not, indicate what changes are necessary on phe Sum-

mary Sheets.

6. Decide whether the, task, as-described, presents ax
'accurate description of current procedures and in-
cludes all the appropriate'equipment to achieve the
output(s) of the task, including oitiofial and alter-
nativeequipment and steps., If not, indicate ;filet

Menges are necessary on the Task ID Summary Sheets
or use separate blink Task ID Summary Sheets (which

are provided).
4

*444,41.

7. Correct any'spelling-errore, misuse of terms,'in-
versions of sequences; or omissions right on the TaSk-

ID Summary Sheets. (Use a colored pen if possible.)

8. If you consider the task totally inappropriate, .

please recommend an alternative task.

9. -If the set of tasks represents a complete category
of tasks (such as nursing, or a series of procedure's
for a specialty), please indicate whether any tasks

that should be represented are missing. If you

think that whole taskscbave been omitted, pr if you

have questions, on a sheet of blink

paper so that we can ch ck them out.

. 10. If the task is acceptabe' as described, please sign
your name or initials ae4be top of the Summary .

Shea.

4 11. If you do not feel qualified to evaluate tyre task,

please arrange to have this done by someone who is,
or write "not qualified" at the top of the Summary

-Sheet.

12. If you have any quest4Ons, please feel free to call.

13. Please mail back the entire sec.pgether with your
.comments in the envelope provi td.

Your cooperatiOn will aid-us greatly.

4-48
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CHAPTER 5

USING THE HSMS,SKILL SCALES

.In the HSMS task analysis method task descriptions and task

summaries are evaluated for their skill and knowledge requirements as
, .

AW a basis for grouping tasks and designing jot and educational ladders.

This chapter presents the basic concepts underlying the HSMS skill

.

stales; it includes rules for applying the scales to the task descr

tions, and offers suggestions for obtaining the information needed/to

pcale the tasks for their skill requirements.

1

This _chapter and Chapter 6 do not' contain the,HSMS scales.

11-

They are presented in Chapter 2 of Volume 1 of this report, and must

be stUdiell in conjunction with this chapter._ Chgpter 6 of this volume

deals with the skill - scaling procedures carried ant by job analysts
4

and the review proCedures carried out by senior staff. The end of

Chapter 6 contains examples, of HSMS skill' scaling which can be used

for training purposes. Thus, in order to scale tasks for skills,, the

user must work with Chapter 2 of Volume 1 and Chap5ers 5 and 6 of this

volume.

-71
CONCEPTS

t
Skills

The HSMS task analysis method identifies si teen skills. It

defines a skill as ateach , behavioral 'attribute that is displayed

whep an individual carries out a mental or physical activity in per=

forming a task. We assume that the activity can be evaluated for. the

5-1.
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degree _or amount of skill 11z:quires,

be-learned)incrementally.

We also assume th t skills can

While'skills and knowledge are both teachable, skills re-

quire pfintice if they are to be learned. Knowledge is learned primar-

ily through didactic instructional means. Skills may first bd pre-

_.sented in a didactic instructional setting, such as in a classroom or

lecture roonkibut actual learning does not take place until thgt=e

1
practice. Applying or using knowledge in a job task requires skills.

Scales

A scale is a measuring instrument. Just as a ruler measures

.length," the HSMS skill scales measure skill' levels. -0,The cJiief differ-

, .

ence between the rulbc and the skill scale is that the job analyst is

required to judge skilt_levels,by more imperfect Means-than using the

ruler.

Each of the HSMS skills isrepresented by a scare. Each

scale has a name, an overall statemeit of its content, and an indica-1v

tion of the criteria (scaling principles) which 41.fferentiate each of

its levels. Each level has a numerical scale value (which can range

from 0.0 to 9.0) accompanied by a statement (descriptor)that indicates

the behavior warranting that desviptor's scale value.- Thedescriptors

are arranged in rising combinations of the scaling principles. They

use generic language, and thus can be used to scale any_task.

1
*_

"Aptitude,"_.incontrast, refers to the ease with which an individual
can rearn'a skill,. or'the level of the performance he can achieve in

exercising the skill.
0

4-
40

5-12
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To apply the scales the HSMS method requires that the scaler

-learn the scaling Ptinciples for each scale and the minimum condition

required before a task can be scaled above the zero point descriptor

on a given shill scale. The scaling principles are contained "in the .
paragraph describing the skill and are underlined within each desci-iptor.

Each descriptor's scale value is expressed in terms of the

scaling principle(s) for the skill. In scales'wheze more than one_

_principle is involved, there are three levels described for each prin-

ciple. The descriptors define combinations of the levels of the two

(or more) principles in combinatiopp which can be expecte(Mo be found

applicable to tasks.
P

The job analyst uses the information included in the task

r descrlption and further interviews with the performer to decide which

descriptor ot10a scale.best applies to each task being scaa'ed.

. . to

HSMS developed scalesfor task frequencyand sixteen skills.

Of the skill scales, three are manual, two are interpersonal, three

relate to precision in the use of language, two deal with decision tak-

ng, four cover general intellectual skills, andatwo are responsibility

.

skills which relate to the recognition of the consequences of error in

task performance: These seventeen scales are described in thil chap-
,

ter. The reader should.turn to the appropriate scale in Chapter 2 of

Volume 1 as each is discussed;

5-3
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TASK` FREQUENCY (Scale 1) ori

4 .

The Task Frequency scale is the only one of the seventeen

scales discussed in this chapter which is not a skill. The frequency

with which.a performer carries out a task is one of several aspects

of a task's local identification information. It can vary for the

same task froM performer to performer or from institution to institu-

tion; frequency is of-interest only for the purposes of assessing the

centrality of'a task in a job in a specific institutional setting.-

Each scale value refers to a range describing how often 'a

task Is done over the course of a year, a month, or a day. The, scale

. goes from a value of 1, when a task is done as infrequently as once

per year or less, to a value of 9, when a task is done fifey,times'

per day or more.

The numbers in parentheses in the descriptors apply to: J.

task done sporadically and gi;fe such tasks weight equivalent to

tasks- done on a more regular basis. The numbers are conversions

baled oil a normal work year assuming 228 work days per year (allowing

,137 days for weekendi; Vacations, holidays and sick leave), and as-

mi0 45 work weeks and 11 work months in th&ayear.Cu

Rules

,

1. Tasks which the performer carries out on'a regular
basis are always scaled,with the descriptor wording
which appears outside of the paren'theses.

r
,

11/

5-4
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2. The' umbers in the parentheses in the descriptor
,statements for scale values 3 through 9 are tor use
only when the performer carries out the task many
times in a concentrated period, and does not do the
task on a regular daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly

basis.

ti

3. When task inventories are developed a scale value

of 0 is used if a performer has neter done the
task and will hot beldoing it. A sale value of

-1 can be used if the performer haat never done the
task but is expected to be able to do it, or is

about to be responble for it. The user should

decide on the convention to use for such circum-

stances.

4. Regardless of whether the task is done frequentl?'
or infrequently, it is important to rate a task in

terms of.its actual Terformance frequency, and not
in terms of the official view of the assigned fre-

quency.

The analyst should be careful to aStign frequency
scalevalues which represent the performer's expe-
rience in the shift or department in which he or
she 4.s currently employed and not on past experience.

Questions For The Performer

MM.

7

1.! For tasks regularly assigned,-it should be possible
to use the scale value descriptors ag the basis for

questions such as, "Do you'do that once a day, or
Imore often than that?" "As much as f ,lve timesa day ?"

2.' In situations in which the task is done in a concen-
/

trated period, ask, "When do you do,?(the task)?"

During speciartimes.in the year?" "About how many

tim in a year do you do that?" "Do you do that '.

at an other time of the year? Ahye you sure?"

3. The analyst can use rounded frequerk les for ques-

tioning the performef. :For example, "During a nor=-
mal year,_ would you do that as much as 100 times?"

"As much ae 1,000 times?" The analyst can question

further eb find theApecriptorthat most closely ap-

proximates the performer's view of frequency.

4. The performer could basked, "Is this as often as .

you"re supposed to be doing thin, or is this as of-

ten as you really do this?" or, "Is this usual, or

do you actually'do this more often or less often?"

143
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Special Problems

When a teak covers conditional elements which arise infre-
,

..quently, or elements which arise in varying frequencies the analyst may

be donfused about which frequency to assign to the task. The analyst

shoulddecide what is essential to the task as a whole, and should ash

sign the:frequency'to the number of times the essential elements of the

task occur.

For example, if a task,inv lves "deciding_on the type of ra-

diographic procedure to older" for Ratient, the decision is the ea.-

I

sential aspect of,the task,'and th frequency would cover all the times

the decision,must;be made, includig times the decision is to order no

radiography. In.a task where the perfb?mer evaluates a suture wound

and removes sutures or repOrts the condition, the task's frequency cov-

ers all the times-that a suture wound is presented for removal of'su-

tures,.hether or not they have actually be/en removed.

In some tasks there are alternative methods for doing-a par-

ticular activity. For lbxample, a task cen include two different meth-.

odg for testing a patient's urine sample for chemical content, or more
. .

than one way of preparing an injection dose. In instances of this -

sort the analysts determine from,the,performer how often he or she

does flie task including all the alternative methods. If necessary,
.

.

this can be done by obtaining the frequency for each method and summing

them to arrive.at,the correct total frequency.

1 4

L- 5-6.
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Another problem can occur when the performer's tasks have.

beet+ grouped by function and a break'dowailkas resulted in several tasks:

Even though the performer may think of all of the tasks as instances

of the same task, the analyst must arrive at frequencies for each. The

op

only way to avoid confusion and save valuable interview tittle is to ac-

tually name each of the tasks aid explaih ghat the-objective is to rate

frequency separately for each. The'-anilysts must make sure that the

performer is focustd by a question such as:

4

Now often do you do ? .1 don't want you to count

any oth4t kind'of .

' It sometimes happens that a performer 4s-required, as a part'
..'

. .
f-

of his or her -regularly alsigned duties, to fillip for another per-
# . ..

former. An exdmple would be when a supervisor takes over the work of

a subordinate when iffi latter is Absent. When such tasksate included

Among the performers tasks, the frequeneyesigned should be.the,prob-.
: f

.

able number of times the perfoi;;;764tries'out the-tasle, and not what

4

it, would be if the performer did-itvall the time, the subozdinate_
) ,

46.

were never absent. In such cases the analysts use the'requencies

/ *lei
I. within the parentheses on the stale.

UAL _SKILLS

.

A performer'A task may require ,manual ;activity. The Mg.

Method identifies three manual skills which appe4r to t04earnable
,

.through practice. They each dear with precisionand coordination in

.
.

the use of the body or its parts, and are essentially psycho -Motor .

skills; Locomotion deals with the; ody's movemeAfthrough space; Ob-
, : % a

:iit 5-7
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I

ect Mani ula on deals
. .

oblecti, and Guiding or
t

-*moving in space in rela

,consider the following:

Withithe movement,..control, and placement of

Alp

Stetring deals with the control;of objeciS

tion to external 'The sealer should

ktask.cennot be scaled above zero on any of
these three manual scales unless it requires
that some sort of predetermined standard be
achieved.

2., Speed requirement oe not _relevant as scaling
principlesfor the manual skill scales.

e

3. Two more manual "ikplemay, often belound
together., The analyst should be Careful to
so6j 2

.

aceh7task for each skill separately.
lr

LOCOMOTION (Scale 4 '

If a taSksevek requires the.performer to move his oii her :

body, typo, And/or limbs

Ards df bod, movement
. ,

The skills are

sired sequence

to

,

throUgh space, following predetermined stand-

-

or position, the rask can

I J
be rated for Locomotion.

.
involyed when the performer is required

of motias or-a part icular position.

to achieve a dello,.

f
I

'

.
the scaling. principles involve the complexity of the'Oredet -

liliLl
' i o

fined standards and the degiee.of body coaralnAtionreqUired. The
IP..

, . .

s set far the motions or the position to be'achievedh 1 e-N --,
,

, 4

te004.ne the 'degree of coordination required. gxternal circumstances-
:.-

.
,.

. ...

... !ialeo,influence the degree'.0 coordination required.

4
t

. .
For'example, standards-DI btianDe or ce for the gymnast- .

it..

k

Or the bAllet dancerinvOlve predetermindd marl ns 4hich,when carried

I

5-8 '
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9ut
)

through an extremely high degtee of.co rdination, result in achieve- .
3

411; s

nlent of-the'p9sitions -or movements calle or. In iqontrast, the tight-
,

rope s4alker ar the-waiter, in a crowded Ipstauiant'are forcedby the ex-. '
Sft w' 1

ot .

ternal circumstances of their tasks to use coordination to achieve ,their
.

predetermined movements or poiiitiong. The degree of coordinetion ca)led
.

I, - Illiqk

for in the latter two instances differ according to the,complekity of the P

I' W / 4 . .

,..

.301toredeteimiried standards'and the constraints of the environmentwhfch in-
it

-
fluence the gegree of coordination. required. ...

_..

The predetermined standards, such as:those used,to judge.
, ,

. .

i
gracti,, accuracY, proper seguence,or form in movement, etc.:can be memo-

.
..%

(

rized by the performer or,may be set by the performer.hlmself, depending

on the task situatiqp. Whether ,or 'not they are memorized hat no` effecAI t

a& -
'oh then scale value,, per se. ' The.external circumstances which determine

the cdorAlnation needed can include rrownegs of pathway, restrictions

on movement, or a series of obstacles whic' must be avoided. :

.

Rules

1.

1. Locomotion skills are-needed above zero, when the

4 ptrformer is required tocoordinate the movginent>
through space "of -his body, torso, and/or libbs

'so as tdlachieve apredetermined stsndatd with

respect to a desired sequece of motions or a
particular position.

2. More than casua1/4Falking from one plaMito another

must be involved Vg16task rates above zero

on th4S scale. ,

A
5-9
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--3. In 'order to evaluate a task's scale value for Loco-
motion the analyst muse consider the,scal,ing grin-

- ciples and'decide on (a) the nature of the standards
that must be achieved.(whether simple,somewhat Com-
plex, consicierably cojnplex, or extremely complex),
and (b) the degree of body coordination required.
(whether a small, moderate; high, or extremely high

' degree). The combihatibb deterfilines the scale
value. ,

- .

4. Movement'of the at or legs in-a predetermined way
-is to be treated as locomotion, just as though the
entire b were movini through space.

*
4, 5. 'The sca lup is nor determined by the strength

.require o perform the task, the knowledge which
may be involVedi or guiding and steeVng skill ref
quirements.

Questions For The.Performer
.

. oyr there is any dopbt-about whether-the performer's movement

, .

. of his or her body through space in'a task warrants. 'non-zero scaling on
--._.

s
. . e

the Locomotidn scale, theinswers to a few simple questions will help.

4- .

Pf the answer to tWer or hpth squestions is "no," the cale value isMI
.

-

probaly zero:

1./ Are there any predetermine4gindardssyou have to
achieve?' What are they?

Z. tDoei the body coordifdninvolved requite suffi-
cient learning to be included'in a Curriculum?

"Toes it require prdciice?
411

Special,Problems

In'llealth otdupationi, non-:zero levels of Locomotion skills
.

can be'found in work situations each involve the teaching of exercises.
. . 4. ...

., .

by demonstration,'or the aaministidtiori of exercises which require

performer to achieve predetermined standards, such as in."Age
.

of mo-

5-10
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111P

and ould not scale abode zero.

4
$

. w

" exercises. The type of walking generally.done in task situation's

ily does not require the achievement of standards for locomotion
4

.O BJECT MANIPULATION (Scale 3)

If a.tal1( ever require& the,performereto-divecily*handle

objects in*a coordinaA fashion so as to achieve a predetermined

standard through manipulatigh, it can be scaled for Object Manipulation,

This skill involves thd concept usually referred to.as.dexterity.
( ... ,G

.

The level of the skill rises With J.ncreaseslin the' precision
..

or control which the performer mint exercise through the use of fingira,

; /.

,handsr
limbs, andgwith,:Increases.in the finenesicif the manipulation

,

invol;ed. The scale value is by the dontrol exercised'by
,\ . .

.. .k'

\ the performer, rather than by any control which may be exerc ised by

tookintermediary objects. ,Thus, when the OerforMer ula.tes,,a
t

. ,
instument in_order to manipulate another object, the scale value

'
should reflect the manipulation involving he performer.'s fingers,

. ..
it

hands, or liMbs_directlf.' Included as an "object" would be parts of
. i -

6 an. animate being when /treated as an oUdist (sudh as a part of the body
. ,..,

. being manipulated).

Rules
I

:

)
i

.
_ 4

w

'W-.4--.

laido lect, manipulation is a skill required for the task
w-only if there'are predetermined standards of preci-

--sion'required to ger the task done. Therefore, even

if the performer uses precision, if the task does not
, .

require it, it would not scale abode zero on the r

scali.. The predetermined standards fOr doing the

to and /or the constraints of the situation deters
Mine the level of or need for precision in the task.

,-S, 5-11
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./ 0
2. The absolute size of the.object_does not always de-'

'termini the fineneds'of.thcisition. One Can have a
fairly gross movement using asmall object, such as
in the use of an eyedropper. 'A larger object, subh
as a knob;may involve net motions when precise
settings are to beob nedlnkroUgh tiny movements
of the knob;

4D.

3. The analysts should avoid confusing the Object Mani- .

pulation involved in h---task with the other manual

skills, with.Vigural skills, or with tpe knowledge
.neede4 to manipulate objects. ''. *

Questions For The Performer

4 .
*i. If the anarets are uncertain of the grossness or

fineness pf the motions/fn an el ant of the task,
4

the performer should be asked to demonstrate:

7

2,. The analysts' should ask the performer abont.th'e'
stan constraints,"and precision involved.

Special& Problems

T.. Handwriting does not scale aboile zero on Object
Manipulation unless fine penmanship is required or
if what is written must it into a very limited
space, In this case writing would scale at 1.5.
Activities that require motions which are less

\fine (more gross) than this, or which require
less control and precisiOn,'or for which there is.
no predetermined standard would not scale above
zero.

0 .

2. the motions required in.maling a bed, for example,
are more gross and require leds precision and con-
trot than the,fiandwrtting standard set above;-
,therefore, this activity would not scale above
zero on ehe Object Manipulation scale, even though
the output (ttgp made bed) id subject to standards.

3. 4-In health care teaks recording actions taken on
ra patient's chart, dr paper-shuffling (leafing
through a caseskolder),.or the delivery of materi-
als or forms to another department are aftero on
the scale unless theie as spacial standards to
achieve. HSMS analysts developed bench ark stand-
ards for this- scale indluding the following:

5-12
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1;b

1.5: Most positioning of,pon-i it patients for sa-

diography; collimati

`8.

'4.
,,

. K. .

3.5 Positionfng of infantifox radiography; handling
unexposed x-fay or other ilm.

tt! . .

5..0 Making intravenous injections; spinal tap; prob-

ing with cathetefin largo -vegsels; insertini

, airway .4 . .

_ .

, .

1

7.5 Moving small catheters In small blood vessels.

-... A

i 4 ,

GUIDING'OR STEERING (Scale 4). :-..

i- 4.

If a task ever,requir he performer to control an object

.,

so that it moves byes a predetermined pathway or holds'steady,on a mov-
t a

. .1.,.
.

. .

ing target in three-dimensibnaf spat, it ;can be scaled for (Guidifig or

e
--- , ,

i
Steering. This skill involves the coordination of perceived external

..,e.,-%

i.stimuli (which inform the perlormer of HA position) with control of

. .

an object in relation to a desired positionfror moyement: ,The ski11, is.

called for in drivingyehicles.in-sighting:on moving tArgets: and in

similar activities inJthree dithensiOnal space.

The skill is required when there is a predetermined pathway

or moving target to be folliwkd. "Predetermined"meaRs that the per-
.

_f6rmer must know What path to follow, even if this is decided by the

performer, or the performer must know'the moving target on which he.
4z,

Must hold steady. The pathway or target may be physically delineated

or may be visualized. The skill is'exercised as the perfoimer, while

manipulating the object, attends 'it) external stimuli so as to move on

a dEnced path or hold to a ,desired position. The perfgrmer respo1ds to

the sensory, feedback by adjusting controls and Correcting his position,'
4

-

.16
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41 li* o.------ , o
------
...- -

l

e
.
skill rises rthe'degree bf precision needed rises (or

.
.

,(

4- .

- AIM'the margin of prrqr narrows), and as the complexity of the set of -

stimuli_ to Which'the performer must respond increases.. In the case of
. .

-

Guiding or Steering skills, the precision increases as the performer

has less and'less'relative latitude in which to move. That is, as the *1

. - 111 . (

relative margin of error in movement of the object narrows, the More1

. 4p ecise is the guidingpor steering required.,

.

1111 4111:,

Complexity of stimuli refers to the number of sensory stimu-

li or-he number of spatial directions 'which must betaken into account

1

by the performer in order to judge his of her position relative to the'
.

The .more stimuli, such as traf'fiC, tights, or sounds, or

b

the more directions, such as forward.-back or altitude, the more complex'

the. set of stimuli. The stfmmii may be visual, abditory, or velkal, tfut
e

not tactile. A

Rules

.

tr

1. The skill dbes not refer to the arm-hand steadihess
,required' In drawing 1'r folloWing a line such as
tracing or makiqg incisions, since three-dimensional
guiding is not'involved. The skill is not involved .

in activities such as threading a needle or putting
on shoes, since these instances do not involve co-
ordination with external stimuli or a predetermined
pathway.

2. The skill is not invo if the performer can ad-
just one dimension or !Plrection at a.tiMP with other
dimensions held constant.

3. To rate above zero on the scale there must be the
need to move'bvere predetermined pathway or hold
steady on a moving target.

I

lor
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a

4. The smiler should not confuse -the Object Manipulate

1, elon,required in controlling the object being mo'ed
with the Scale value for Guiding-of Steering. Simi-

larly; knowledge of what to do to guide-"Or steer the
pbject, ar the Figural' Skills involved should not be
confused wjth scaling for Guiding or 'Steering.' ,

'Special4ProblemS

+1. If the performer 1.s ever required to wheel something
through,a crowded area,' such as a patient in a wheel-

chair, or on a stretcher,, or, to wheel a49adedcart;
the task could be ,scaled ahoVe zero, for Chiding or

Steering. If the performer must alekd collistoni-Or
mist not jostle the patient the skill is involved.

2. By comparing the size of'the ogject with the perceived
size of the plthway or target, the analyst can as-
certain the relative margin of error; the performer
can be questioned aboilthow precise hl must be.

INTERP SONAL SKILLS

p .

The HSMS rtifflod inclpides two int personal skills. One is

'

/

....,
Hyman Interaction and the other is Lea

:
.

exerc

.

kesi-whenever a task requires the performer t ome into contact:
/ ...-

* I,

with on interact withoot persons.. LeaderShi exercised when a

eraction is

relatetask requiresthe performeto relate to subordi tes so as to influ-

ence their work behavior. A task may,invbive oth

,Both of these scaIes have scalingAprinciples which describe
...-

0 '!

e canOitions under which the skill mudt/he exercised, rather than the

way the skills are manifested or "the naturt of the skills. This is bAL

cause interpersonal skills can be exercised in-ways which are uniqwe to

the performer and reflect individual' personality. However, the skills

require behavior which can be lea rned by precept and practke re

less of the specifiotanner in which theyare displayed.

, 515-

.15.3"
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MOHAN INTEIOLTIOLOcale 5)
A

: If the performer is requited to have personal contact or

interact with others in order to perform.a-task, the task Can be

scaled for'Human Interaction. Human. Interaction is involved when com-'

munieation or ,cooperation takes place among people in a task situa-

tion or when 'a persqnal service is performed. The activities requir-

ing Human Interaction may include instructing, qu4stioning or
8
obtain-

.

",- ing,information, liere;4ing, influencing behavior, providing therapy,
11,

for in other ways exChanging -ideas or feelings or transmitting or pre-

;

senting ideas, .

The chief characteristic of the Human Interaction.Skill is
1r i)

I ) that the erformar must display sensitivity to and perception of the //4

relevant characteristics, or condition, or state of being, of oth

person(s) . The performer must pay attention to feedback froM th they/

persons) as the Interaction takes place, and must-adjust his
.

. :

behavio trdingly so as to meet the needs 'of the situation and
14

a
4

complish the task.

The

other person's,

and the degree

must attend:

111

scaling principles are the degree of perception o
.----

relevant characteristics that is.required in th

4

of subtlety of the feedback'to which the pe

The requirement's of the task situation determinewhich

acteristics of the other person are relevant. Thp7performet4s e=--

char-

.quired to utilize varying degrees of sensitivit

1 .A.JJ
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3

of the other persohis relevant characteristics or state of being in or-

der.to accomplish the -task. The performer then knows what to expect; '

(

whit the other person's needs are, and what he or she must do to facil-,

state the performance ofihe task.

, ft

Feedhack,refers_to the verbal or nonverbal cues whfchrthe

other person is tiaasmitting duringti interaction. Such cues tell

Al
the performer of the changing state-of the other perspn and whether he

or she iscommuniCatip& well. Ther4fore, they help the performer to

determine whetiler he must adaptiiis behavior in order to accomplish
)

. the task. The scale rises as that must be attended to

becomes more and more subtle.

a

Rules- ti

' A

',l. 'Human Interaction sills are involved in actlyiti,
as varied as selling-a product, providing parho-
theragy, feeding a patient, or persuading a board

of directors. The motivation of the performer in
relation to-he task's output does not determine
the skill level required. Tasks whilh have Com-
mercial output; tay.rate higher on the scale than.

tasks which have therapeutic outputs.

2. The level of Human Interaction needed may vary Troop

one instance of the task to another. The scale

value chosen should be.the highest.one necessary
for any likely instance of the task.

3. Interaction and feedback must 4p possibl1/44pr the

_skill to be required. For example, thehandling of
a corpse, although a highly sensitive situation,

'does not involve Human Interaction unless live per-
sons such as relatives of the:deceased or co-workers

art involved in the task.

4. The analyst should not confuse Human Interaction
with Oral Use of Language. Interaction and'feed-

backcan be nonverbal.

.160



lyst should not.confuse the knowledge re-
ired in categories such as in the behavioral

ciences with theHuman Interaction skills required
in the task. It is possible for a task to be rated
low in one and high in the other. For example,,

the Human Interaction 'skills required, to give re-
assurance or provide pragmatic counseling may be
higher titan those needed to score tests for1)e-,
havioral disorders, depending on the,circumstances.
The first two instances may not require much formal
knowledge of psychopathology, but.imax._ require high

levels of the skill ix dealing with people. The

Vrd instance may require a fairly high degree of
specific training in psychopathology, but may not

4 heed a veryhigh Level of skill in dealing with
eonle. .

I

...

1

al Problem

.1. Normally, if task identification indicates that a 2\

recipient, respondent, or co-worker is involved, the.
task will require Human Interaction at a scale value
of 1.0 or more. The simple.acknowledgement of in-

.
formation or an order would acalrat 1.0, as would
case's where other00eople must simply be taken into

account as the task is performed. For example, the

patients ina ward where an aide is cleaning, or the.
peisons presentin a room undergoing renovation may
require that a'performv exercise Human Interaction
skills.even though they are not directly involved

in the task. 1.

".,

2. Teaching tasks invariably involve Human Interaction'
skills.- Hawever, the nature of the teaching situa-
tion determines, the scale value. Each type of in-
structionasetting should be considered separately

eral teaching tasks,are to be scaled. Lectur-

in o a group of students without'classroom
cusaion or when thexe is'no evaluation made of their
aevel of comprehension would scale lower than a task
in which the lecture evaluates the progress of each
.student's learning. Clinical instruction might in-
volve even higher levels'l the 91411.

5 -18
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LEADERSHIP cale 6)
10

\
If the performer has a hierarchical relationship with other

co-workers in which any are subordinates, some tasks slay. be scaled for

ieadehhip skills. Leadership is required in a task when'the perforper

must relate to oeinteract.with subordinates so as to Influence their,

#
work behavior in order for the performer to. accomplish his or her work

object ves in the task being scaled. 6

.

Three aspects of the
,

performer's relationship with the sub-

. .

ordinates 'volved in.lhe ,tasic.determine the leveierof Leadership te2

.

quirtd, as f

1. A though the performer must have some.power over the'
su ordinates' ,conditions of emplOyment, the degree

of eadership needed declines as the performer's
powe over the subordlilr.conditions of employ-
ment increases. The more power, the less the need

for Leadership. "Conditions_of employlent" include
. . hiring, 'firing, promotions, raises, transfers, over-

time, and Special privileges. In this context, de
facto power\such as the power of senior employees
direr new empf67es should 'not be'overloo ed.

2. The degree of Leadership needed decl neS the chan-

nels of communicatiOn,between,the pe form nd the

subordinates are increasingly define or ormal.

The more formal the communication cha nels, the less`

the need !'pr Leadeiship. "Channels o communication"

_include the ways in which,interactions occur, thi'

mechanisms or'giving orders, and the m thods used

in weluation.and review.

3. The degree of Leadership needed declines as he natu

of the tasks which the subordinates must perf m.to

fulfill'the objectives of the performer's task i -ase

in specificity and clarity. .1be more clear and obvious
the subordinates' assignments, the less the'need for

Leadership. Clearly defineolitork.asSignments mean
that little discretionary judgment is required of the
subordinates and little leadership is required in-the

performer/s.task.

1
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I V 1" V

4 4

. __These` three,aspects of the performer's relationship with

. the relevant subordinates can each bg rated agigh, medium, or lot:.
Ak

with respect to the level of Leadership called for. The three sub-

&
- . . .

.

scales are applied separately by the scaler in Arriving at .0..value on

.. ,- % :-

the Leade rship scale. . Any comb±ned score of hi h, medium, or low on
, ,

the sub-scales is reprekentedin the descriptors. For example,a4

rating of "low" on each sub-scale would provide a valuelof(1.0 oa tie
#7

Leadership scale.' Two'fatings of-"medium" and oneof "low would re-

sult in a scale value_of-3 .0. A rating of -"high" for all thyite sub-1
V

scales wo ld result in a scale valtit of 8.5. Other combinations ate:

listed.

,
De facto leadership exists:in special situations such as_ir

.

when someone is temporarily in echarge of a peer. For example, when a

peYformer is aske to orient a mew worker- de facto lederahip is in-

1

-volved; when, in a c rdiacarrest situation; a physician takes'charge

of ateam, the task is scalable for'Leadership.

Leadership is inv ved in both formal end i

situations when the teacher and stu4ents are par

ton and the information being taught is---it1evapt.t4,

.

teaching

4nst i tu-

instilltution If the performer-teacher has any power aver tht students'
.

lc of the

conditions of employment, Leadership is involved,, ),The eerformer is
...

.. ,\ ,

dependent On the students' behavior, in order to accotlipl

.406` I 1

his own

teaching-task.) The students' (employees') tasks in Such instances

\ .

always require a great deal-'of discretionary judgment, sincthey have
_ .

, .
i

. control over the extent'ofotheir learning, classroombehaviot, acid the

, " #

,.-application of their learnidg irr their job tasks.

4
5-20
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1. If Idle perfoimer is required to deal with co-worker

peer other persons in the.tsk as though,he or
she *re 1.41, a superviskotrelation;hipN, and as though: * ,4.2r"

.
they were-Bit sublkrVinate, the task could be scaled

41-

,-, , w .
-

he
zero on Leadership skills.

2. The Lea eiship scale is applicable only when co-'
worker are involved, and peveri when only patients

Or'Clients.are involved. It id:Got lisually required
-% When co-workers transmit information in a norTal work

/

',flow. ,

.:.

S
The scaler evaluates the task at- the three sub -
scales separately for a score.of high, medium, or
low on each, and then assigns the appropriate scale
value as in9sated by the scale descriptors.

4. In considering the conditions of employment, the
scaler should rat Overlook the questpn of informal
evaluations and recommendations; A doctor may not
have any say in the hiring or act of Wing a nurse
aide, for example, but his opinion -may carry a great
ideal of weight in the final judtment.

5. In a case in Which the performer' asks a co-worker to , "
perform some p.s*t of a task,as_a help to the performer,
;eadership'is involved irly if the pelforder has some -
power over the co-worker; this is usually not the-
Case Unless the performer is acting as a teacher.
Otherwise, only Human Interaction is involved.

LANGUAGE SKILLS

A ,performer'S.task may require communication with other in,

dividuals orally, or require Writingor reading. In such instances the

performer is called.en to exercise language skills. The language skills
. , .4

deal with the`precision with which.the'performer mush use lInguage to%
1

cOnvey or comprehend meaning, aside from any knowledge, of technical vo-

cabulary, spetific languages, grammar, semantics, linguistics, or lit-
.

erary,from that may be involved.

5-21
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prctice,

stand the

4 ,

What is involved-in,the skills, and.what it learned with
.-

-

.

.. ',e_ Ve .it in the uhe of language to tionsmit or under-r,%.

40

,>. 0,
0 .

meaning involve&....There are three HSM$ language skills Oral* %

Use of 'a Relevaritilanguage, Reading Uss, of a Relevant Lang e attd ..

.
- c,.

yritten Use of a Relevant7Language.
0 4

./t

e-scaler -alioultr std the

t 0Av..
1: A given .task fteed not require a14 three 'of the lan-Ar

guage aki44,' and need not scale at the same legal
on the language scales. Eachtask'shourd be scaled .

separately for paCh akin...
.. .-.

.
.

the
k

2. ,Technical language, h particular language involved
the mechanics of wr4ting *nglish; or uAe of-litetary

-form are accounted for by use of the Knowledge Cies-

, Ilitication Sysipri; ah1 shouj.d riot influence the scal-. .,

- ;ing of tasks Mr language skills.
.. 4 X

anguage 1.4;required in the4p-er-

task, the analyst chooses they
skill that is called fqr inathe
language. The 4anguages are .

In knowledge_ide ications alit

3. :Wien more thanlone 1
foripnce of a'given
highest level of ithe

task, regardless 'of

noted foi..later use
scaring.

0 .
a.

d r a

ORAL USE OF A RELEVANT*NGUAGE(Scale7)

'

'eelf a task ever requires the performer p speak' to anyone'or
A

.,

.

.to urierstand *let Is_said by anyone the tast requires Oral Us4Nfoa
. , .

.N4
. . ., ---e 4v0' .

Relavant.Language. The"relevadt4nguage is the ,one .(or ones). re-
,

quired b*Tthe t>sftUation. The skill includes both orally communi...'
L-

1

,

,
e 41, :

_cating meanihrand comprehending the meaning of what ia$eing communi-
-v .. ., . ._

.
.

, 4
cated by someond 'else.

Oral Use of a Relevant, Language. rises With the degree of

precision of meaning the performer isarequired

G
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I 4-, .

.
,

deme of precision needed to ,ohOose Ianguage.in Order to:-/V1,62.
.

I.
.

_.,

"_2_ 4. .' '

_; . . ----: g. Precisionin this context is indepeMent of .the' use of technical ,

.- .. ,- y ., t
, . ..

1 tents br,the choice of.correct'numpers, such as in tormAks.or direc-:
.

.

.*
'-

A
,, -

7 tions. Precision
N

refers to theselec conT
..

a-,worde to communicate men. .

ti
tIL

,s

thedcomprehension of me rag conveyed'in-mords% Precision may

410S be as important in situations -involving common- speeell*Ss it is.in'tech-
. c 6

.
i .

.

- nicai, speech; In fact, choosing-the language, pprOpriate to the-situa-

tion.is exactly what tige skill involves. .

a
7 if °.-I'

4

.

b

I.

Rules *
. ,

.

lf The language(s) required shetrid be noted, by the.ana- .

lyst for later knowledge identification -.
..,

2. The analyit should avoid confusing'the levet oral

language usage- required-by theitask and Op pe OrMer's

personal level, of articulatenesi

. The analyst should avoid.confusing.tWe Skill level re-,
quired in. the given task with that associated with the

job as a whole...,
,

4. The stall should not ba.cOnfused with Human Interaction
. . , . ,

skill? or with 4ral deliver'', such as in oratdry 6r_
t----____S acting.. .

.

N

- --SpeC/Ial ilroblems'

r
0

Alp ,

,_ .

.

-J. The ect-o3comprehension it extremely *Portant
in some patent - related tasks when understanding

. 'what the patient is saying may be important.

, 2: 'Precision in tha eelgs11.212:awarAAL.may arise when
instructing a patient.in self-care, when dealing
with a child, when tact is required to bring-a contra-

indication to theattention Of a suPervisor.
,

.3. HSMS gOneraily assigilS aadale value of 2.0 to-rou-

tine communications among peers, suctas asking for-
supplies, informing staff that something is ready

4 for use,'or report .tng'work-relete&,informat_ion.

II
It
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6

.10

plaihing'to the patient what will happen in a pro-
cedureis usually assigned' a scali value of 4.0.,
Explaining the use ofiadiation safety shielding to
a patilmt,or informing a senion'taff member of pos-
sible contraindications to carrying out 'a procedure

are scaled at .7.5.

READING USE OF A RELEVANT LANGUAGE (Scelzs8)
.

4

If a task ever reqairee the perfotmet to read and-comprehend

the'jmieanineOl,any printed or writtail.materiar, the task requires Read-
.

'
.

:ing Tikof..atelevant Language. The "relevant lane age" is the one
%.4

ones) required by the task` situation.
.

- -
.

Reading Use of a Relevant-Language rises with thc\ degree of

..- ., . , . .

- ,

precision of meaningwhich must Ihs.giasped from the material, andthe
.,

4 y .
:

complexity of the lapguage to be read. '

'. .'

Rules 4
>

The'language(i) requiied should, bye noted-by fhe.ana-
.

lypt for later knowledge identification.

4de
2. The analyst gfiguld avoid confusing the peripmer's

personal,reading,levei with the level requii40 in
the tas 'k, with fit leVel required in.other tasks:,

or with the idel required inother language skills.
. ,

.level
.

.

3.= The dol,:thts skill should not- be confused'with
the kOwledge caltained in the language being read:, , -r-.,

'special Problems

.
. . la . '

, r . . ,h.
1 /ISMS assigns.a scale velem of 2:0;to reading check

lists; identificaeloninformation, and other simple A

records. *

.14

1:6

h

,
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-4

2. Reading case histories requires reading phrases

101 language.
is conveyed,

which could -be 'construed as "s

HoweVer the cOmprehensfon Ofsw

within he written structure ofS casefhistory red-

ords Warranes'a stale value of'5.0.
.

.. .

3...Dep'ending on the Complexity of:what is read, reading

operatorS' equipment manuals'-would scale at 5.0 pr-

-higher,. ,
A.. 1-

4-- ,

4. Intest
list of ngs.uled" for the task includes antop-,

o- .
erators' manual, the task st,g1.0*d be scaled for such

reading, even is& the tangua f,the task has not ,

shown that the performer,refers 'to the manual to-
*

determine what to do'in..base of-a.problem: (The

tack descriition'shouldiaake.this:Clear.)

.
I 4°4 '. p

. 44'

.

or maintenance teaks Ortelements, lf-ttfe,

a'

,

°WRITTEN USE OF A
(

RELENTANTUNGUAGE (Scale 9), 1'

.

. .i. .

, .

. - .

If a teak eVpr requires the performer to write language it

"%.
. ,

der tra convey IneallOg, the task re'cluires.Wr4ten Use .6f, a Relevant
. 1*

,

,

, I

. 4 1
.

.. r. A '
Languag%._ The "relevant, language" is the one (or one0 required by

r

e

the task situaeion..
t,

A.

.4/

Whitten Use of a Relevant Language rises with the degree of .-
....

. ,

.

precision of meaning which must'be conveyed through writing and the

.
. 16

complexity of the language to be used.
.

%* '4 '-,,

.
,

.

.

technical language is accounted for by .the appropriate
4 ,

.
:

- knowledge 'categories, and does not determ ne language complexity.

T

"Sidtple langbage" meAns'writing phrasei3 briefsentepc

..

' language" means writtng tonger, copnected passagesand pgragrap where.

II
o. .

.
S

. .

IF.

.
v 1

'

, .

the meaning is conveyed by the whole: ThUs, complex language re-

, '-:

v
,

quire tide use of sire widrds. The other scii,Ing prin ple tog keep.r.

. . -'.
., , ,*

. ' s 4,r

..V., ,

J '

. %

4 A .

1
.

A
4

40

.
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;-

in a/pd.is that_the more precisio required-in the choice of language

I

to convey'meaning, thehigher the scale value.'

Rules

f

(.

4

.

,

1. The 1Rnguage(s) required should be *vied fer later

-4nowledge idenWication.-

Mechanicsoi writing 'English, a knowledge category,
may:also he *squired. It should not be confused,

. with this skill scale. Precision in the choice r.
language maybe independent of the knowledge f
writing medhapics, grammar, and composition.

3. .The level of this skit hold not be confused- with _
the kliowledgeef the s jectmattex donteinedlin

4

--the material being'wriiten -abodk.

Specie). 'Problems-- 4
. .

,

.
,

1., Thedritical distinction betweeR scale value.5.0
.and' 6.5 is between "moderately complex language"

L and 'complex language." "Somewhat.precisely" it

not meant to convey'much less precision than
: ."-fAirly fecisely."- ,

*

gr----L.-- & - e .

. 0

.. .2. Wherittt 'sk require? the:performer.to *notate ma-

' tefial'such as letters and reports, the perforper

speaks aloud HOwever,)0ince the 'object is to com-

pose the worde end'irdeaefot 5heir appeatince in
writtemfort, WriAttnARe of a Rplevant Language
Js scaled and nota

. tithe

Use of a keleN:ent Language '.
FF.

3. Whe4.-a-task requirti the ferformerab copy:matetial,
( ,

no w ritinf.skiil'is involved.', Reading ikiIls.may
be r epiired if there are instructions to follow: -.

. I I .., t .

...4 42 MSM Ivies aceple 'vane- 2.0 to cover recording what
was' done in a prbcaOure.i or fiilittg'olit a chart.

. gcale value 5.0 is used for iimple*repdrts; 6.5
' ,ie used An peke when:the radiologist writes his

,.. ,orher interpretation of a pattenee'tadiographs._
v r

. >
2.

.. e
.

I.

. r

h

4 .1t
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`4spEQISIQNMAKINO SKILLS

I

1
PeffOrmers'have varying degrees of latitude' in how, they do

.

.theiri
siP

task anc,varying degrees of latitude insthe quality of their

,

'perfOrmance or the outputs they produce. These degree s of latitude are

largebt determined by the nature of the task situation. In this gense,,

tasks require decisions:on how they axe-to be done or onethe level of

quality to be attained. Tasks they ore can involve decision making '
. .

. responsibilities. Exercising such r sponsibili,ties requires skills:

.

The HSMS method inclddes two decision-maki kAll,sc4les

Decision Making on Mettiods and Decision Making on Quality. If the per

former is required to decide hot to do e task, 'and/or has-latitide

within which he or 4 can affect- the quality of-the task's pi.*

HSMS- decision making skills are isvoyved.

DECISION'MAKING ON METHODS (Scale 10)

. 4"t

ut,

.a

4f the any choice about how to do a task-ot

:
'whatSto useil the task, the'task can b scaled for Decis4ort Making On

......

'

Methods. The'scale is not applicable when the 8utput,is achieved, in
.

.

.
.

manner ovIr.whicb)the performer exercises no choice.

,.

.

.

.

Tasks should be described'in g way that it is obvious
. - IL

.

L

that Dedisfon Making on Methods is. involved. In such, cases the deci-
.

/,

sio toloeipade appears as an element. TheNerformer may have to aA.1'7:

C..- '

less each situation
.

when the task is peiformedvand decides whaT'to ao

or' when to do certainpeleNeAs depending on .t

* .

n; .he or ipe

.

may4have to decide whether to, assign ,parts of'the tas to others; the
V'

5 -27
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fra ZsM

Or
, performer may have to decide 'to get wire information; he or she

/ma1P

y
,

.

have to decide WhaIrMethod from a range of
.

alteOnatives is most appro-
.

. : r
) . .

. _Priate, or what things are appropriate to use
.
from a range of alterna-

... SI .

.e..--
.

trIms: The performer may have to assess the nature of the problem or

A/ t ' .

. .: .--

'sits
4 ,

the ation in order to choose. In each case, 'Decision Making an

MethOds isjavolved. %
.

The,levp1 of,;kill in Decision.Making on Methods is deter-

mined by two principles. One is the extent to Which instances of the

- task that affect' the choice of Tethods vary. The other is the extent
-

de -111,

to which the apprOpriate choice of*method is oblhoud orb specified.

440
lk, .

,
.

, At low scale valuei, task instances for which appropriate

. .

methods must be chbsen vary little. At higheF scale values, the tas

s.

IL
instances present the performer with .a wide se of possibilities`Within

which to decide the appropriate method. In'the case of. urethral cath-
.

.
eterizition, for example, instances relate to thevti tient 's sex and

eOndttion; on the other hand, in administering firs aid, the range of

. ft.._ - 0 .

. , A
*

pOssible-instances .include all the patient circumstances thaggcould re-
....,_ ,r,

-'01. ,

, quive'first aid.

4 1
% .

. ..

. The extent to which the performer has obilriousloptOns about
'

L
-I

.

.'' --the methOd to use is the Second scaling principle. At low scale values,

F

oncd,the situapton is assessed, he choice may be obvious or specifiel ,

. ../
, *

.. ,
1/41,

,

, . i .
Ole choice,may be memprized or easmily determined, or it maybe essen-

'Cis ly trivial, such'as choosing a pencil or pen,'or a coriect'size.

. .
Ac middle scale leitls the performer may apply known glidelines: and

k
.

this may narrow the fie of choices. For example, guidelines may"iii-
,

)

4

7 *.

,
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is
It .1_

A

.

r-

the"use the fastest method," ",.use the safest-method,"
t
use.ithe

method indicated* for infants," "use the mgChod indicated for patients

fering from condition." At the highest scale valuesthe per-
.

. . .
.

foriner is required to determine his or he'r own guidiries, and -these
...--. .

.

: ,determine the method-ch
1;,

osen. In tasks where the method chogierils con-

,
.

..

troversial or innovative, the performer's choice may be based nn guide-

lines he Or she determines personally..

'c

It

1

Rules.

1. For this scale to be applicable the performer must
'make a conscious choice '(or choices) about how to

do the task, and the choice most be required in the

task situation. . -

2. The analyst should avoid confusing the complexity of

the task with the-,siate-VITTe-10 this skill. A'_
ta'sk may require high levels'of skills and knowledge
but have a narrow range of instances that affect
c'hoice of methods, and the choices may be obvious.;-.

t

3. The analyst should be alert for task situations in

which '-the decision about how to do the task is deter-

separate,.prior task. In thi4eituition
thlivethodfor the task being scated has een pre-

, detemined,,and there is little latitudOwithin the
thsk. .

\.
- 414''

4._ There may be se eral elements of a task which re-

- quire Decigion Making onrMethods. .The analyst should.

scale, the task for the highest level iequired and -

.should note all the-elements that require'that same

level.

5. The-analyst should be, careful iit;t.to scale the task:

for t level-bf knowledge required to make deci-
,

1Wions o the method to use.
.

*
-

.

L

i
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Special Problems

1. HSMS scaling generally uses scale value 3.O ,for the

.
perfoner's decision on iibether_io carry out elk-

.

,ments personally or delegate to ALsubordinite or

'co-:worker. aowever, .when the choice is a matter of

* institutional arvangAsents,' so that It is actually-

,pfescribed in a given-location, the element is not
sealed for this skill.

2. HSMS uses scale value 74) for deciding what plpce-
dures to carry out ih providing first'hid or emer----

40c gency care when the performer also determines the

nature and seferity'Of the symptoms. 4

DECISION MAKING ON QUALITY (Scale'll)

If the performer canikhOose to affect the-quality of a task's

-output within .the, framework of acceptable performance, the task can be

scaled above zero for Decision Making on:QUAlity. The scaleili not
.

applicable when the performer cannot affect the quality of the task's

.

output
et-
beyond minimum standards for acceptable performance.

.

In most

task instances performers have varying degrees of choice in the quality

.

of their performance'and varying degrees of.responsibilitv for that

choice. To exercise the choice is to use a decision making skill.
'

The level orskill In Decision Hiking on Quality is deter-

mined by.two principles. One is the extent to whichthe pOrformer can

personally affect the quality of the task output above minimum stand-
.

at-di for correctperformance. The second is the extent to'whichthe

*former s -output is subject to review by others before it is used.

rformer's 'latitude beyond'mintmum'acceptable levels

of task mance" means that the scale tit a0plied afcir establishing

_,

0.
173
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the acceptable standards for the task. If the performance or the quai-

tty a fhe output can be further improved; the scale is applicable.

_Such,latitude is greatest when, the output is a service and requires-

human interaction, or when the output requires general intenectual

A
skills. There is often a good deal of latitUde withirespect to safety

and thoroughness in ea h servicea,tasks. At the highest levels of

the skill the performer decides personally whether the output is ac-

ceptable based on personally determined standards fop quality.

"Review on inspection by others" before the task's output

"is used" does not mean periodic evaluation'of the performer's work.

It means that the performer must show the output or it is automatic-
,

ally feviewed,before it is passed on or consumed, Examples of such

-/ review rare showing a prepared medical dotage to a physician before it

-

/NW

is administered to the p*A/4;e4117-6t? having a. machine check the accu-

racy of=an operation before the output moves to the next production

point. "Before it is used" implies that the review is done'during the

Same produetion stage as the task, and not after the output has been

passed along. In many health services-tasks the outputs are consumed

at the point of production and are notliubject to review orAnspection

before they are consumed.

Rules

1. To apply this scale the analyst must first decide

mhat constitutes minimum acceptable standards for

performance And/or the-oUtput of the task. 'The

analyit then determines whether the'performer can

degree.
'decide to improve the

. alpve this; and: if so,Jo wh
put task performanCe

degree.

'

,

5 -3L
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I

2. For the task to'be subject to review or inspection
by/someone else beforR it is used, the review must
take place during the performance of th& task or
before it proceeds to the next stage.. This4eidmi-

indtes review by another performer, after a passage

of time. If the performer can decicle whether to

I ask for reviey or someone-else's opinion'about-the
'task's output, this indicates that the task is not
subject to review, and asking for review is itself
s6alable fordecision making on quality. The per-
former must be able to. assume that the output will
be, or is being reviewed for the task to scale at
1.5, 2.0, or 5.5.

3. When the output of a task is an evaivation'or an in-
speCtion of an output, the scale is applied to deci-

siop making on the quality of the evaluation_or-the
inspection;

Questions For The Performer

_e
Since the scale is applicable only after the assumption that

minimum-acceptable standards are met, it is not appropriate task,

"Can you make errors in this task?" Rather, the analyst asks, "What.

is considered acceptable when someone does this?" "Can' someone doobet-

.tettlian'that?" "Could you improve od that ifs you decided ?" "How much

could you improve on the way you do that?" "Could you do this less

carefUlly-and still do it Correctly?"

t , M

Special Problems

e .

a

#

1. Some %Isms "desiderata" are highlighted by this
scale. HSMS task descriptions Include elements
that deal with safe.piactice or treating the
patient with dignity, etc, To the extent that
some of 'these behaviors are optibbs they..are-
scalable on Decision Making on Quality.

. HSMS stales tafiks in which the performer per-
sonally assists a senior staff member at 1:5,
2.0, or 5.5. Readying a patient for an eXamina-

.
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II/

4.
-

tton, reporting pers.ontly,,or preparing anythiffg /
,

that is personally delivered for immediateuse'are
. . .

treated as "subject to review," as well. . - , i
,

,.,

3." The outputs of "consultation taske'are At subject

.
to review in the sense implied by the scale._ While ,.

N'
most medical procedure tasks start with a review

11
of the requisition,*the "consgipation tasks': which

produce the requisitions for t e procedures are 4
...

scaled at 3.5, 7.0,-or 9.0, because ehel4 is no ---

7 review at the' same roductionstage as that of the

. .4.4
consultation task.

.--

GENERA,. INTELLECTUAL SKILLS

.1

' Ceitainta4activities may be conceived of ps using intel-

4,

lecival or-menial skills. Jusb
,

as tasks, can be, scaled for manual

. .

4-it- : 4,

--
skillkindeOendent1y,erom the specific objects or materials involved

In'tbe tasil :tuatidn they" cats \be scaled for irdellectual skills, in=
t,.

*..Ar
.

..

dependenply_from the is knowledge or subject matter called for

in the t#st sftuatioil ,

,/

46 ,Y The'HSMS method includes four-general /

Figural *tills, SymbN,Lic Skills, Taxonomic Skills, and Implisative

SkitIsvhes4 do not represent the totality of general intellectual

skills or mental activities. Rather, they represent skills which

.4

to be indepentlent one another, which seem

.

.

ermele and

, ,

scalable in the task situationOnd which, seem to be- r eVant tor tilt

purpose orgtouping tasks.

"

Thevec'aler'shou0 cohiider the following':
_

. .

' 1. SinEe generaf,intellectual skills are usually
. ,

learned arid,exercised id-the applicatidn.of:knowl-(

edge; they camliasily'be confused with knowledge. `-

The knowledge actually serves as-a vehicle through
. .

5-33 1
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4

.
whichthe skills are learned and practiced..-Ana-.

lysts'Shouliftbe careful to avoid confusing the
'% level of any general intellett41 skill Galled for,

with the_levelopf knowledge required\for the task.

-
y 2. The *agliskshould be scaled according to the skill,

14vels actually.reqnfred ingthe perfomance of the
t4sk.and not the PersonalfcapabilitieS:of the.per-,
fprmer. '

3.. ask; should be rated £or each ofthe.
f ntellectual skills separately.
l l>

', FIGURAL SKIDS '(Scale=i2)

our general

If..theperformer's task ever requires'worl with matertel

'which must be dealt with in terms of 'size,,shape, or similar di-

mensioni,in relaeion.to splice`;' the kask may be scale
1

for Figural
7

Skills. Figural Skflls are involved when the perfor er is require0

to deal-physically or mentaily-wlth the figural properties -of visual

- / , 4 -

or met-tali-Lanes and inteirelatlot\lhips, when scime termined figu-
,

.

'

ral-'stantard. nr objective_ must ;4iFe64poi,e4th

.t

.-
..,-..-,"

. ...2". -' .

*' ! --

. .
, .

. . ,
4,4 This skifideals'w1044 figural-properties as size, shape,

-...I.L....- ,,
,.

rprrs,..CoLor;,ilensitypikandAltexture in their. physical or composlxional

_.,... 4. 2 ,,F.--r '
. 'r 11. "

0*(1 ,'" 44....
. - .

aeftetts ana-arrangewntK in space.. The forms may be static or day be
i ,... ,,, ..,:,

7 :
.,

:'-in totion.. C6lor'and-texture in their non-spatial aspeCtsiand other
.

,s. l't-.-- -,,' , r r , AWE'.
. 41111111

s4ise ilodalitied suCH as mound, taste,, touch, etc., ire-excluded:'
Ai

The

;peO9Tmerinay deai. with objects which are 06,61cally and/or mentally
.

,

. .

manipuasye&I-er mental images s are' Mentalry.manipblated.
.

,

To scale above zero on this scale a task must require tjel'..
. . p

,

A a
o,

,,
,-

petformer-to achieve-a
.

figural objective or standard; simply dealAng

.%.*
.... - ..

,

.

(

:. . .- ' ., Av...t,_ (-

..*i. h figural pipperties is not enough. A figural' standard or object4ve

.
,..- .

(
Alt

5-34
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would express norms or criteria for size, shape, form, etc., or their .

-arrangements. The skill includes respo ding to, creating, orafratiging

figural relationships, patterns, Dr co ositions. The figUrafaiandar

may be .imposed by external requirements, by the task situation, or may

be personally determined by the performer.
0

The standard or objective

= A

is the reason for the figgral manipulation.

. ,

a,

100- /The level of Figural Skills is determined by two principles.

The first isthat the more complex:the-figural standards.4;_be achieved;''

the higher the skill. Thus, if theserfOrmer must achieve simplestand-

ards of symmetry, parallelism, or linearity of arrangement, a low leZr
-

- . ,
..... -..

- would bevolved. Standards such as balance, hamony,-orelimination

4 of needless shapes might be intermediary standards; staddards which in- AP
-. p

'n.- Vr-
V

.

volve a fret of complicated rules such as thcise involved i building de-

.

101,
4 '.

,
, ,7--

sign or cinematography W 1).ould at aig vh scale Value.
.

. 1P
: .

The second principle,is that the more complex 4figUral
I

relationships whose aspects the performer must deal: with;, the higher
I

the skill level. Thus, if the performer must at`tet to simple, static
.

patterns in tiro dimensionawIthlittle-interrelationship betweeh the

forms being dealt with, a loth value on the scale would be involred.

For examp$6, following or tracing an outline, arranging on a

.1- ..
.

.a
pagg, Or hanging pictures on a wall would all.probably

,

involve
,

1ow lev-
a

-. ., .

Oa of the skill. High level's of.the..skill could 'include the desigr.of,

'
a flOor lay-out which must contain moving machinery, and passagewayte 7

while at the same.time providing for maximum light flow.

414

4.
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4

.

.. -. . I.

. . '
' ,

, ,
-t. ..

.

.1., The. scale ks ikvollred-When there is_viatiall and/or

-.' %metal manipulatip of.ogjects in any Number of:0,-
mensions,and a st d for the arrangement. " %.,./.:

,... .-

..., .

Ili
. ,

,--

likl.g. The scale is invol if there is adComptriSon_pirlbe

made between objelp *Iih reference to their figilral

..:ti

-,adpects.:
, ,

. / 0 ,

. ,. \ s.,

4064,fei41 Pfbblems
.....-........

4 it.

,, ...
Pv 4 e

.

VP-
,' 4' , ' .

HSMS established guidelines for this,-scale as follows:
,

N

of

_41

1 : . '
I

l '
!k.,

1 Standardizing an ECG mathine and adjustinishoscillo-

.
,'.A ! 4

scopqesplays, evaluating and/or comparing densi- -

. , s tics on test radiographs using: test too1e4 .ceAkering
4,radiographic equipment'to tes.e2oblects, etc.;was

. scaled ar1:0 4 . ,
' . 0 : ,

i.--:Placement of equipment.to monitor patient x -ray ex-

'4. pbsUre rates' for a''radiktiOp survey,; positi6ning

patients .and equipment for radio aphy,'or seleOt-
t .:**.ing,alternative positionewas se ed at 3.5.°

. ..s
. lt.

. .. .

, .0e . 3. -Evaluation of-radiographs and positioning.for tomb-

.,..
.. , graOhy was scaled at 5.0._ ,

',.' ..,
'.. - . , 4 .A .,. . .. ,

--

. 4. use.,-of cfne,.'fluoroscopy,,or videotape to evaluate

dynamic fuhctioning or to assist with the passage

. of' catheters through vesselva^s scaled at 7.0 on-..

the scale:
$

. -, STMagliliC SKIMS (Scale 13)' . SI

.

.4 AI4 . . .
.

1

.
. If a perfprmer's task requires the use of. abstract, symbolic,:

: r , 1 .
"..-C 0

,,,

,materialoksuch as numbers; music, codes,. or Other systems Qf notation,
4 1.4. t g .' 4 *

. , .
'the task can be scaled for Symbolic' Skilli. The skill is.needed when.'

.% . "'Al ,. , - :
.,

the Perron* is required to usehor mentally manipullate Abstract sym=

-OM

bolsi-in terms orthefil symbolic roperties-

*a. .5, 15

L:l.

r.

4
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tl

.
- I.

.

. teristics, relationships, 'or operations. The use of single, one-toone

symbolic representations such is traffic signs, stop/go signals, and
1 .4

labels (such as a
f, .

--
,/

.1c

To scale above zero; -thg task must require the use of, or

the m6iptilation of, symbols which are part- dt,4h abstract, nonl-t-epre-
,

.

sentgaonal system of notation in which' the symbols tandifor charac,-.

and-crossbone0,for poison, or a red light used
' . .

"'as an exit sign) are not cov4red by this' scale. Examples of systems o

4
act symbolic notation are-matnemitical pots ns includ ng numbeae

4?
.

and computeAlanguagee, cOldes and Thus,'addingand sub-

,

.,tracting in a-taskinvolves'sYmboliO-Skilds, but responding to' warn-,.

ing sign does mar., .*
...--, ,

.
.

wok *. .
... 4 . .. . . .

.
,

The symbolic properties of A-symbol are not same as t
...

f

.
.

a .

pnepert for Which the (symbol stands,, on ithe figural propertes of
.

,

th.e.symbol. For example the ).utter E,..4,a the formula = mc
2 stands,

: 1. ,.

.

-, AA,
.,

fenenergy. The symbolic pr pertits of,E save not the plerties of

.t-. .
'ent-gy, nor the size,'- shape., prrfor f the letter E. jbes'ymboljNo7

_
, - ,

\
,-L.

properties of E'are its chatacteris ics withili the equation.
...4

0 ,'
,

'

-

N < ...e
In each- system'of notation the performer must learn anti,

.

y ;,.

.

' 4, e . `91,7"S7' '

.

.

It

memotizedkhat each symbol:stands fora la
:-The skill 'eXercise4 i; the

. ,

ik

fit.
N

frInipulatiOn of 'the symbols to meet ,the needs of 0e, sask In,

.
$.

'dealing w11' the.sjmbolic Matesial the periormertfiay 'make act ual not
\

d .

a . i 1 '
tiens, may useo carry but notations, or may:canceiie of, nftetions. -

1

- .9

!W"Th ;111 is the' u e pf, oi'manipdlattbn,of, '61e syMbols in-terms of .1 .. k ..

Oftik1St.tact characteristics, relationships, or operations for whi0
.

. %. .
.

.

t

. 5-37-
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,
I

. ..
SymboUc Skill scale values are determined bytwo principles.

One the eomplexity bf, the symbolic .propetties of the sy,Scp,43 being
,

S s.

used or mAnipulated. The other isthe complexity of the uSebAlide of

the4ayiVfli; t,hatjs, the
r f -

in the task...

complexity of the thatipulation of the uillbots

.

00

Complexity ofjymbelic properties, referli to, the number and

kinds of rel'atiOnships being expresse% by the symbol. ,A.simple numbet

such as 2 ina column of figure's has simple symbolic properties. So,
'

. ,

.,

too, does 'the symbol for a half note in musk' or the ward "WRITE" in a
. .-

FORTRAN statement. A plus sign,(+) woutdalsb:have simple symbolic
om ..---

prropeities, i.e., theloperation,of addition.' In 1equation E-*.sic2,
.

....--
more complex sYmbolfe properties are refuoIvea.::-Twag-51-T-Es aft 4-

1110F

. .
.

A. .
il

ponent and the'relationshfp represented -1)y a *lei sign add t the
.,

would
1

.

The notation fora musical phrase would be mord complex

:11

s.' 4 ,

than a single note; an "IF" statement in Qould also have fa irly '

S

';''
- Ab ;

tomplex-s-ymboltc propePties. The most complex ,properties are Iniqtym-

:-._ It .
, ,.

bols that represent nUmeroUsgosplicated characteristics; relarionships,
. .

1 .' ,

or operations within.a given system of Ilc400tidn. "...,,

, , . .. . , ,.) , ,

''Somplexity of mantpulitiontr use refers[Othe mental opera-
EP

tioh.0 which must be undergone in dea.,g with the symbols. Adding 'or

*

\\suktnecting wnuld,besimPle/aymbolic manipulations4 solving a first de-
/

. agree equation would be a more complex use or manipulation, and express-

-,

.
*.

.

..

ing..a complicate4 set of mathematical relationships using mathematical

1

16'.riptation wquId be 'art extremely complex use of symbolivmaterial.
, g ,

I

.

.
r

\

;
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4

.1. In scAlinV tasks 'for Syfibolic Skills, the analyst.

determinesth4 mpst genplex symbolwith which the

perforMer'would deal in the task situattara. this

migh'b be individuallumbers,apborkAfanequa-
ti.on, An entire formul4,: a li,se'of music`, a FORTRAN

\ statement, or an entire FORTRAN program. -
- t

The analystrtheu determines

manipulations or operations

to' the symbolic materials.

the compleAitg,of the -

called for with respect ' )

3: The analyst should note that what might seem to be A /
highly complex operation could be a fairly routin-

4.
14

-er

ized series of simple-oueratipns performed"in se-
.

quence. .For example, solving a xomglicated equa-
tion_mighi'be done -in pgrede`termined,separate-,steps

l'

without requiring very,compiicated mental manipula=

tion of-symbdts. . -
.

.:., ,
a--

Th lyst should avoidcpnfusisg'Symbolic tr.ills
-., , . - 4,

,

with 4spowledge or Figural skills. Sbbject matter ,.,

content 1s accounted for by knowledge caiegoriesi.; -Y '.. \,

tWeilsual propierliesiof umbols, such as size,
shal4, form, eto., and accounted for by Figural

Skills. ,

pr. , f-s.

-, .

§peCial'Problems .

. \.
.

-4..
.,

. HSMS has assigneci.scale vat 1.5 to cover Uddition, sub-
e

tracoion.4mulriPlickidn: or dilsion. and calculating aveages,'per-
4101

,' 1

.
0 . ,:

centagA, and percedtage.changeevaing arithmetic manipulation anenu- ".!

V' - ', .. . ,

...
....

merieel symbols.' Sojving 'simple Ouatipns using arithmetic rhanip'ula,-
,.. .

- .

,
tidns and 'algebric symbols- are also scaled at. 1A.

. .
. .

. a

.
. -' TAXONOMIC SKILLS, (Scale 11.4)

N '
:# .

to
r'

-7'-

0.0 perfokne'r's task ever requires The creation or appli

', ,. '

. --
. cation of c nceptual organiziu.or classifying Et ciplei in order to.

/ , ,,-
1-

. - .% .

a cComplish 4, task, it can be spied rdi Taxomomfc Skills... TaxonAmic
. .

4 A
. ) I '

4

ft. " 4,1 -: : 5-39'
..
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Skills:si-e_involved:wheih.the performer must cbnsciouslY" use ,existing
..

organizing or C4pssifying principles to al-with unclassified

.

clasdifications or or--
. -

ye

4 r
s

.4 I

organized dkaterial, or must, conscio' Create

"ganilation.to meet the'needs .of tha,task.
\

r

41,

.

,,
To be

is

scaded'above zero'for,thAs skill a task mat' require.

he' pOrforter make conscious Vseof classifications qr organizing
. , 1

pri'ncipsriS The skill, is not- called for if the task requires intut- ,

,, , -

4 ,

'tive judgment or. only the.ene-to7. matching of obvidus charactarid-

.
,

...,

. . . ,
.- 4"i

tics with class designations. The-task austrequire the performef Co

.think about the principles of classification involved. For example

the sklll'is, used in tasks callingior diagnosis only it

sary in the task for tie. performer to cqesclausly beat in mind the

principles used to assign symptomasto categories. The simple, routine.

neceS-'

matching of a set of qbvious syrOtons

'not require the skill above zefecem the scale.
a-

to
4
a diagnostic conclusion does

a

I

The se shoUldnote*that the skill refers

orgAizing or .classifying principleiand net the

e

ral or-symitlic characteristiOks for classifying.
A

to xonceptual

use eirsitple

For- example, the li-

.

*

brarian who" is requiied to read a ti6ok and'ass,/$n 1t to a bibliographft
.

42

x ,

subject area for indexing uses,the,
7

skikl, but, ,personperson sts6ing the
% 0,

.. . .

books Ity size. does not

n, the performer 'm t apply exiiling classificst en's
,

I'

Organizing principles the scalerises as the complexity of th
s

Or

prihci-

pplqs be g applied ride Pon example, assIgning books to a-s bjeqt ins

,t

5-40
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J
,I.

10, -- 'I . .

.elexriay bet Tower ow the scale than determinl'ng task identification
)

. , . -0 .
'using the HSMS methood.. . ...

..

r -4

4

AisssoP

Whera the performer, must create Classifications or organizing

principles to meet the needs-Of the task,,. the 'skill rises with the com-
l.,

plexitjr

. .

of the purpose Which the classification system must serve. For
g

exqmple,'designing the subject matter Altegories or classifying bOoks

In a special research project may be 1pwer onthe scale than designing

a set O7/!task performance. skill scales which are 'independent, idenalii-

0
able,scumulative, and 'learna,ble.

Rules,

.

,
.

Special Problems ..- M
. ,

%
. ./.4 0

H !!S uses this scale SparingW.' Veter;ininc

1. The andlysi should careful to dete'r'mine frbm the

task descrrheion andPorthe performer whe.ther_..pr'in-
Of conceptual organization or classification

must be consciously applied.or created.' Unless the
. task requires The performer to think about the prin-

ciples of:classific'ation involved,. the task would,

be at-zero on this scale.
.

.

,2.. The,analyst should-note ,that taxonomic-'skills are-
-more likely to be'needed when the perferIer is being

1
confronte#with situations that are not anticipSted.
The more routinized the'instances of the tag-lc, the

less the need to decide what,is'involved or what is'
4111Neirded by-reference to or reation of classifications.

A

thd natura,and-.

...)11 t" :- -1.°. .1 .

,
, 1 ,

,,

severity of:Sym ems oP ea
patient who is to receive first aid oi;' eso-r-

,

4
I... 1

, 4... .

gency care and de iding on the c4re is considcred'tobet 2,0;'can tl'e

, .,
a ,

. .
. -, I. . c

scale, Scale,value,5.5 floes not appear untiA- the, activities'isuch I>
, : ,,...1,

. , ,

desigtaisga%gulity9assur4nce prOgr4m qr evaluating n diagnoStic
s

%

equipment arNnvolved.

.

0

4' 441.

b

-

<
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.
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.IMPLICATIVE SKILLS (Scale '
. .

° t 1, . .4

''- I

*,
- ...

4 "
If the gerforMef nyei eiraws impltoations. abplit'it

.4.
.1.. . .

S

set of 4n-,

forbation in a task
.
sitUation!ft task may be scalable e for-Implicstiv

..
.

,.
--, .

% . .
..

,

.

'.

'Skills. Implicative Skills' are involved .wbgn,-the performer. must come
-e .. ,

-.

,
. ,

to non-routine conclusion& or must drat., oOn-routine inferences: For'

the akiil to be idlolvedthe performer must go beyond the routine asso-

"Afiation of simple cause-and-effeCt-or.obvious relationships to cvme'to 0

.

conclusions, tp foresee -- consequences, or to
.

dfaw infeiences while per-

forming the task:,

The requirement for Implicative Skills. may be

4
e'

by examtniAg the task description td-find whether instances of, the task
: --

require thA'conclusions be reached,,or inferences be drawn which take

ascertained

r

r

more than the memKrizstIod of implgoapaocihtions, ,,To .scale above

zero,, the task must require that the.perfotlmer consciousl deduce or
-_--

4
. ,

.. ..

ilraii a conflusibn, cdnsidet alternatives, or visualize-consequences'

49 Ar
- There arp two.scalineprilleples'that determine this scale.

to whiCh the kinds of information. from which conciu-
-#

vary' from one'instance of the t

One
4

is the extent
,

sionor interencealar

other. 'Theloilier is .the

performer Est ,peal
. .

complexity of the information
'

with

in draWing.concruedotls-

n4'4to be 'deal14'&11Ae norT'Varied the type of informatio

the leas routinized'or obvious the conclusions or

\.

reason, a.tAsk.tctantifid in brbad terms, such'.as

inferences.

"analyzing

,
Ilata, would scale hikh r than a tisksidentiEied io narrowe.

. ' . .

.

- a "analyzing r s lts.of a'standardized 'questionnaire.'

I

40
e . -...

For- this

, 6--.4

research 4%

terms Such

5-42 ,
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a
4

the complexity of the Information withowhichthe,perfotmer-
400WWW

mutit deal affects the scale value because the more aspelab of inforMar

tion whiatt must be taWeninto account, the.tless obvious the conckusion
. % 4_1

or inference. *

1. The analyst first determines the eleients in ihich-

the perforn1tr must daulconclUaions ot inferences,
and then determines how muchthe instances of the
t4SR-vary with respect, to' the'inOrmation from which
the conclusi/6ns mustAft-4vawn. After this
done, the analyst then determines the complexity of
the information to be dealt with.

,- ,

2. The anal ilianalyst. should confuse 'the compleXity of a

task and-the vqrioU.instalikes of, the taskwith the
number of instaneg'of the elements within which the

,concl9srakkns must be. drawn. sAetask may be broadly

stateeanLyaries1 iri it:s_ins_tances, and *et the kind ,

of information` from which conclusions are dflawn may
not wiry. .

A

3. Thscannte should not scale a.tdsk above zero'for
this skill isnle§s,tyle oontlusions-trawn require'more
th*ap"the memorization of cause-an-effesct relalIon'
ship4 or simple associations," the les4-,obvious h

A%

.

-conclusions.br-inferences are, tilejqgher the
cative Skills Anvorved.

4. The,--1kcaie value of Implicdtive Skills. IS' not.deter-:".,

mined ty the seriousness, of errors Which could re-
,..

..41t from coming to wrong.conclusions-v deayihg
'incbrrec't inferences.0' These aspects of th'e ta4 a.re

" dealt with in the error consequences ski'lls,or'in
- .

15ecision'MAking on Quality. .

5. The desc'r'iptors for Implieativeillg reflec , a-
.

.-dations in the amount and complexity of .the informa-

. tion vhich the performer must' take account of; ratea
than the.gp0,cific mannet in which the skill fs ei(-.

ercised.- - -

,
t

..

4.*;,

1 5
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4

ERROR _COIIQUENQES, SKILLS
0

,

A task normails carries with i the danger that the perforter .

willmake errors in carrying out the-task. The performer's awarehess%of:..

the seriousness of possible errors, serves to keep him or her ale-it in

the performance of the.task. This'sense of responsibility islearnable

and
'

as duel, is treated. ag a Skill. .

Tate HSMSamethod includes two such skills. One is Financial .

Consequences'afirror; the second is dbnsequenceh of, Error to Huta&

Both.asaAssgiescribe levels, of seriduSness'of the cohsequences of.er-
.

. /..

.ror. They are dealt with separaeely.for each task. A special lipce-

___--L., __.

dure fors4aling a task for each of the two error consequences
. _

.

is presented flow: 4 ta

. %
'

Special, Procedure for Error Cbnsequences
.,

1, Each of'the error, consequences scales is d6alt with-
.

separately for each padk. The analysts.should be

sure' that they and the performer havt.in mind'the

given task and the appropriate error'consequence

scale. 0 ,_-- .

'2. Raving establishq01which,error consequence scale ,is

ing referred to, the analyst asks the performer

o imagineete most serious eiror'.which it is likely

that a,quanfied performer' could make with resipect_
fa

to that scale. 7- $

6P

*
-

3. The an Ys Makes,dlear. that the,most serious likely .

s . evor is newhich can be expected from a performer,

.

qitialified to d the task. It should not be a student ._

.. or trainee err' r. Errors of omission -car{ be as.seri-

ous as ereor# ot commission,iand this diould be'le-

. 2pinted out. .
4.

v.. .,
.

1

. 4. The analysts- should bear in -mind that the most seri-

oUh likely errlor nated for each scale maybe different.

.
7 1 -. s

,

5-44.
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r

b

When xhe most serious likely error is determined, ,..

for a scalef, Ote_eribr shouldvbe written down.-
t

A

4
6. The analyst questions the performer about_itheerror ,

in order to scale it: making sure that the particu-
. ler error is being kept in mind.

Special Problems

'0=144

- *.

..

PINANCIA CONsE 'ENCES OE:ERROR (Scale 1,6)
.

. - .

. .

:. s
.

___ , ..

If a Troperlytrained performer an make an errorip the

... ir ,
. ,

.

40-

task which can:result'in LInaneial damage to the 4nstitcutiont, the task

%, .1

.;
-

.

con be.4Caled filir FinentfalConsAuenees,of Error. *

.

, . .
.

. .

oi ' .'

.

.

1. When the analyst introduces questions toscale'for

terror consequenews, caution should be used so that

the performer does not become defensive. It should
6-e-Ttade clear that the task, not the performer, is

being evaluated. HoweVer,,while the 'analyst mus,t

lweessociate the error with the performer person-
ally, real dangers should not be 'glossed over.'

2. In leading'up to questioning on error consequences.;.

the analyst might ask whether thingS could go wrong

in doing he task being,discussed. The answer will

probably be t'yes." Then, in foCusing in on tIle.must

serious error, the analyst-slb-tild indicate that it

is the',rnost serio*.s likely error, 'rather than one.

'which ,would take a great act of imagination to think

r

of.

4..
3. The analystsmay_have dil iculty4in getting the per-,

former to keep in mind that errors can be Made by

'qualified persons; not trainees. The pertormer may

tend to think'of,errors irt tifts_of trainees or new

iperforMers. analyst Al "emyhabtze e foclis

f theques illthe performer fell- under-

tands. Itma, to explaim eOlth4t the'purPosis.

o determine the of responsibility =that the

t. k' carries With it. Using a' task from the. lob'

..of other perfo"r4r as an example is.often'helpfu.k.'
t'

* 1b

^

The scale rises as the relAiVe amount of financial damage r
. 0

to the institut,on errortchowen far scaling is the one con-
.

5-45
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.-v

sidered to be the-most' serious ilikeAy error '(in terms of fin&liCial

A

' - . ,
,ii,

I
_ s .:4 .

consequences) which can be expected from a
.011;

performer qualified to do y_

A .

, I r

the041Sk

'
0 .

4
Errors-arinClude forgetting as well mistakes. Finen-...:.,

, .
, ..

ci41 conOquences can' be ,expected to ,resultresult Lrom damage, bad Output,
-' ; s

011,' 1
.. repair or replacement costs, lost time, costs of disrulited operat-ions;

kix loss of customererders. Errors may affect material outputs, equip-
, .0'

, .

c., 2
;l6anent, or service outwits. *tie On,* iinahcia3,Aamage4to be excluded '

.
from consideration on -this scale is damage suits resulting from the

error's:he014 to hgtains.

*
The scale's. descripttrs do not refee.to dollar valueW,equal

; ..

? .
*

dollar damages mayhal're different impacts on institutions of different

a Ai
size. -The scale 'deals wi.rh,tAa rlative.,impact of. errors

%
it th- finan-

, , ,- .

ces ofo the Institut-fon involved.'
.-

, .- \(.,
. . a;

Rules

..,,A....
1

N.., ; , , ,

).\\ ThOjerro igaliacteeshotild be written down,by the analyst.

**

!
- ..,le '-.The analyst should c4e0diAx avc1d confusing this errorAglts scale

.:-t. . -

. . - e

value with, those, for'Consequ4nces of .Errol to Humans.
-..,..

k , o

.

CONSEQUEixESOF ERROeTO.HUMAA (Scare, 171

If fia properly trSinedperformer can make an error, in the
4 s'

task that can result in mental or physacal harm.to a hUMan, the,task
.f ,.

,. - . ,

canbe scaled for Consequences of Erfor to Hdharis.

1 :

, -1
. .

! ,

546,
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...
- .

d
,-

, .

The scale rises as theseriousness of' tht harifincreases

.
-

. ,
' and as the rsmediability of the damage ,declin : The error iiren fdr

,
. ,4

e Itlialing s the one considered to be the roost s ious' likely el- (tn ,

,, i

terms of physical or mental effect or; humans).which can be expect6d
...

'

° . '' 6

,
.

A' Argm a performer qualified to do
,
the task. The harm can be to:the re-

-o - ,
.

-
cipient pr co-worker in the tasks to.the performer, or to the public,

. ,

The seriousness of the harm is determined by considerations .

.. such as inconvenience, pain, losS-of ability to function, ana 'theft-..

i. 1.11. c
- ,

,

.

. .,
,.i

,

duratiOng. ire reeediability of the harm ranges.from conditions sR

1 . .

trivial that reMediation is not needed, to cases where treatment can

h

be given, and, finally, to effectswhicA are 1 rgely. nOn7reversible.

Thermost irreversible harm is death.- trrors can include forgetting as .

well a. mistakes. This scale does not deal fifirthe financial costs

of theharM to'humaps.
AftWP

Rules. Ili,

The error selected 'should be'written-down by tkW-analysts.

The analyst should carefully avoid confusing this error anits scale-

value with Financial' Consequences of Error,.

,questions For Whe.Performer

0
An example can bt used to help the performer visualize an.

error that could be made by,,a properly train0 performer. HSMS has

used the following:
PlIr

5-47
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t

When
.

a'docpor or nurse is doing a pelvic examination
and pap smear, a speculuM must be inserteeinto the

, - ' patient's vagina in order to examine her. If tle per-
forierla properly trained hebr ehe Probably wont .., -

-insert an unclean or contaminated speculuth. But the . '

....

perfOrtr might. select the wrong size:speculum, or
fail t relax the patfent.properly, or might push the
speculum-too hard. SuCh srOprs can cause the.patient
some discomfort: This might be the most serious
likely error. A lOee serious one would bei.i.;ktng a
tissue sample from the wrong sited. Subh ePiors.are

:likely because even trained people can be,careleas!

special Problems
/

. 0°
When a task involves radiation expogure to ihepatient or

.
.

performer, posIible errors include: (l) not shielding the'lgoihads or
.

..
. , ..

. ,1.-
radiation-sensitive org#ns , or (2) giving excessive radiation' due toi l

. improper collimation or having to redO the x -ray examination. 'Physi-
)

, . .

cians may use fluoroscopy longer than needed. When an examination .

. .

must expose the'gonads or sensitive organs; the erfor Coublbe exces -.

sive eiposure of therpatient'due to improper Collimation or the need

. --

co redo the examination. When an examination should not expOse the
... _

. -,..,:..

gonads or senlative organs, the error would be failure.to use shieltling.

N
A ;,--

v
s .1

If these errors are posgible
1

inIthe task,"or-if any other
1 .

.

error expodea a person to unnecessary rediation,',thp erro r cOnsequen-
..

.
; .

ces may t be i'mmed'iate; but the ePffects, can'be nradiatio. ckness,

A '
cancer, and/or genetic mutafion due to expo ure of the gonads. Under

l

' ,these circumstances, the,scale must take account 4 possible buun-
.

-
known Outure effects. HSMS'devised,the following guidelines:

a

.1
, .... ., /

1,;. For, equipment giving high doaage,'such as radio-=
. therapy'', fF the .error resuttslin'excesSive xposue

.

, once .or over time,' and thle unnecessary dos is mas-

sive, the scale valuerwOuld be 8.0 .

4 -
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Z. For diagnostic procedure taskSk'or related task's

such as monitring perforhWs!own expourai.When.
the result of the error is Unnecessary,exposuTe,
-to sensitive organs (includibg, gOnads
testes)* lungs, brain, spinal` cord', eyes, kidArys,
children's bones), the scale value,woug be 7.0.

P 3 For'allother diagnostic -t;p0 procedures 'where
cumulation of exposure inc/eases the dailgers. to

the patient, we assume that,Iven if. the prob-
abilities are low, the persons chances for dam-.-
aie are increased due to the unnecessary exposbre,
and the scale varuc woulM be 5,5%

:

4

4.

4

. 1
A

0

4.
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'SKILL SCALING PROCEDURES

The HSMS-method specifies procedures for scaling tasks for

their skill level requirements and procedure for annotating the task

descriptions as a check on the Scaling and as preparation for curricu-

lum design. ./4144..chapter is a procedura4 manual for such skill seal-
,

ing. It is addressed to job analysts and to senior staff who review
4

. the scaling and/or carry.out curriculum design.

Skill Scaling takes place after the job analyst have re-
...-.

ceived copies of the approved, final versions Of the task description./

The analysts work with the HSMS skill scales (which appearin Chapter

2f Volume'l of this report) after having been trained in their use'

(see Chapter 5 and this chapter).

ti

This chapter covers preparation, pre-scaling, preliellary

annotation of task descriptions, scaling rules, establishment of
4

scaling benchmarks; skill scaling interviews with performers, final

scaling and annotation of task descriptions, and review Of the skill
1

scaling and annotations.

pREPARATION,FOR PRE-SCALING

In order to scale the task descriptions, the analysts begin

. t

.

by preparing them for annotation., The preparation provides room on

. i

the-description sheets for information showing the tasks' scale.value
...1

which'for each skill ,and the. part(s) of each task in which each .94(11 is, A

manifested at the scale value selected. Thefanalysts'make copies of

6-1.
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the .talc descriptions in such ,a way.that a blank column, appears next

to each column containing the.4st of Elements. Figures 16 and 17

(at the end of this chapter) indicate how this looks. These copies

are called "annotation-sheetd."

1. Copies of the Task Description or Task Summary
Sheets are-divided in half vertically, bY col-
umns; and are glued on blank sheets or photo-
copiedcopied so that one column appears on one side'

-% of the sheet and a blank margin, appears on the
Other half.1 Each resulting annotation,sheet

should contain the Task Code No., the page num-
ber*of the task., and the number of-pages for -

the task.

2. .A.-seCond set is irepared at this time for later
use in knowledge fdentificationand scaling. '

The Skill Scaling Sheet

Figure 10 is a blank copy of an HSMS Skill Scaling Sheet.

It is used by the:analysts to record their scalq vals. *A separate

/ Iheet is filled out for each task to be scaled.

At the top is space for the abbreviated task name, the Task
I

Code Noe., the name of the institution, and the names of the analysts

on the team. When a sheet is considered to) be in final form.and ready

for review,jt is checked on the last line, making this a "master

sheet" for the given task.

ThelISMS Skill Scaling Sheet includes the number and abbre-

viated name for each skill scale (and the Frequency scale for use by /

,

1
This is why the -task description foims are divided into le columns.

6'-2
a
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4 Figure 10

HSMS SKILL SCALING SHEET

'
Task Name Task Code No. /

Institution. Analysts.
.

Circle Appropriate Scale Value or
A
Each Scale

Scale

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

'

4 4.5 5.5.5 6.6.52 7 7.5 8'8.5 9

.

A, .

1 Frectuencv '1
,

2 4

\
.

6 7

.

8

.

9

.

2 Locomotion 0 1.5 .

.,- .

.

9

Object
3 'Manipulation 0 1:5 OWI 3.5

I
' I

5

-

t7.5

.

Guiding or

4 Steering 0

,

1.5 e-N 3

-

65 5
#

7'

.
.

9

er ctfon 1 1

41 -.a..

5 7

,

6 Leadership 1. . 3. 4.5 -

4

.

:Language:.

7 Oral Use

Insert name(s)

0 - 4 ,_ 2

. ,

.

4 7.5

.*

o 'langusge(s):
-

Language:

8 Reading Use I

Insert name

0 .

.

.

s) of langua e( :

.

Language:

9 Written use

.

Insert name

0
.

6.5 I 19

of 14nau4ge(s):
, .

'

Decision:

10 Methods. 0 1.5 4.5

pecision:

11 Quality 0 1.5 2 3.5
416.

5.5

GIS:

12 Fiaural 0 3.5 5

S. .

olio 1.5 5.5 '

:

14 Taxonomic 5.5 7, 9
....0

GIS: -

15 mPlicatfvf
.

Error:

1g Financial
,Insert error:

I Q J.

.

7:5' 9

.

.

. .

grror: -

17 Human
Insert error:

- ,

I

-5/.5

I I

.0 4

Check here if this s a master sheet . . . -

Circle the pre-entered scale value chosen for Ascb scale.

6-3
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the ihstitution). Next to'each' skillname are the scale values of the

descriptors\ for each scale. The analysts circle the approprille scale
\ ,

value based on their scaling judgments. Only predetermined sCaie.

values can be Circled; the pre-printed Cori avoids numenical.errors

that might occur if scale values were entered rather than circ/ed.

Practice* Training' ....j
#

I 0 /,

The best training for job analysts in skill scaling (after . $ -/

v : , /
k

presentaitidh of this and the prior chapter) is practice with approved ".

. .

task descriptions and scale values. The task langugage to which scale,

.'
values have been applied can serve as benchFnark references for the

later work with which new analysts will deal. Chapter 9 of Research

Report No. 8, which presents HSMS curricurum objectives, is a rich

source for such reference and practice.
/

These objectives presence

excerpts from HSMS task descriptions' in which the skills are mani

flO

'fested at the scale values indicated.

Figures 11 through 15,(presentecl'at the end-of this chap-

s
f -

ter, prdvide examples of skill scaling.' The figures are offered as
A

benchmarks and as training aids. These filled-in Skill Scaling Sheets
, .

show the scale values assigned'to the five task examples presented in

'Chapter 4'of this =lune. They correspond to Figures 4 through 8,

respeetively.

-,.- 2
Eleanor GilpatricOand Chifttina Gullion:Using Tusk Data in Diagnostic
Radiology, Ropearch Report No. 8, yol. 2, Curriculum Objectives for Ra-

' Biologic Technologyi.Neli York: Health Services Mobility Study, 1977,

Chapter 9., % Ar.

6-4,
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Figures 16 and 17, at the end of this chapter are annotatet

task descriptions for Task 182 (Figure 5) and Task 533 (Figure 1), re-

.

spectively. -These are examples of how thetask descriptions are cut

in half, mounteA d,and annotated fet. scale values.c

As a practice exercise the new analygt can read the tasR

-descriptions in' Figures 4 through 8, and use copies of Figure 10 to

attempt to scale and Annotate the tasks. Figures 11 through 17 can

et

p!..iethen be used as a check on accuraCy, i.e.,-agreement with HSMS scaling.

:RULES FORSCALING TASKS FOR SKILLS
A

I.

Each task desiription oesummary is separately evaluated

for each of'the HSMS skill scales.(Scales 2 through 17). Analysts may

. .0, 4. ...... ..

work with one skill at a time and scale. each task for the skill, or

may work with one task at a time and scale the taskf'or each of the

In either case the following must be borne in mind:

1, Each of the elements of the task, includ ing all con-

tingencies and instances of the task,' are considered

as part of the task for scaling. Thus, with norma-
.

.tive tasks that include desiderata?, the task may in-

; elude elements not currently being carried outlay
. 4

'the performer who was originally interviewed.

.

. 2, The analyst must consider the necessary minimum con-

dition which must'be met bgfore:a task:can ble-4ated--

above zero on each scale, each of(he scaling-prin-

ciplps of each sW1, and the increments along each

scale.\-

3. The task is ecaled with the highest scale value re-

quired by any element Or instance of the task for

a given skill, assuming appropriate and acceptable

standards for //.performance of the task (rathar than

Common, curreht, or superior performance).

, 6-5 '
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Scaling $teps6

if

f

J a

, 1. The scaler reads the task description or summary for
the task being considered, paying particular-atten-
tion to the List of Elements.

' 2. The scaler reviews the skill scale, being considered,
especially the nature of the skill, its scaling prini-
ciples, and its mlniTum condition for a-non-zero
scale value.

.
3. The scaler selects the,element(s) or instance(s) of

the task that call fOr the highest level of the- skill'
beigg considered. TheSerelement(s) or instance(s)
determine the task's scale, yalue'for that skill.
The scaler marks off this ection of the task on the
tasks's annotation sheet.

4. Tile scaler decides if the non-zero condition is met.'
If it is not, the task is scaled at'pro for the
skill, on the Skill. Scaling Sheet.

5. If the minimum,condition is met, the scaler finds
the combination of scaling principles among the de-
scriptors that best describes appropriate' levels of
performance of-that skill for the task. The scaler

notes the scale value Of that descriptor. This is

the task'S scale value for the skill. It rit entered

on the annotation sheet atd, yventually, circled on
the Skill Scaling Sheet,. ,

6. The scaler enters the language(s) called for iq the'
three language "ills (Scales 7, 8, and 9X on thE
Skill Scaling Sheet, unless hey scale at.izero.

7. The sealer enters the errors called for tin the two
.error consequences scales (16 and 17 on the Skill

Scaling Sheet as well as circling the scale values.

Scaling Guidelines

1. ThesCal 'descriptors-ate content meanings that were
assignee umerical values with a special' statistical
technique.' Therefore, the scale values may not be
'extrapblafed. Only the ones shown onethe,skill scale,
may be:used.. The scales, are not to be used as purely
numerivalAndetes; the descriptor for a giiren scale
value, must apply to .the task.

64. .
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2. All the-instances of the task and all its elements
must be considered when the scat r decide% on the
highest level ofthe skill requir d fpr the task%

the- othev hand, the scaler she'll be, sure to

avoid confusing or'combining tasks.. f activities

are-not part of the task description they should
not be assumed to be part of the task fOr scaling
-purposes.3-If some procekdres,are always delegated
to'others during the task, they shouldhot be in-

, eluded for scaling consilOratd.on; however, any dele-
gating asd_giving of orders should .4e4included.

3.' Where several elements in a task draw on the same
skill, the one drawing on the highest level 14 the
one to use for the scaling decision.' If more than
one element requires, the skill at the same (highest)
level, all should be indicated on the annotation
sheets.

$

4. The scaler should not. confuse the level of knowledge
needed in task performance with the task'sleveI on

$11B skill.

5. The scaler-should not permit the scale value for one

skill to influence judgment about the scaleyaaue or

another skill for the same task. '

6. The scaler should not permit association of the task
with a specific, ob to influence!ludgment about the
task's scale values.'

7. Scalers are expected to use their own judgment of
the appropriate- scale value to usi,and not their'

idea of what the performeria'judgment would be.

Scalers may compare their sealing of task element's\
with benchmark gdidelines prov.ided in this manual
or established.in-house,so as to ensure consistency
and compargbility of scaling.

9. Scalers' may use their scaling of model. task descrico-
tions as.guidelines for the scaling of the related '

task summaries. Scalers.must bear in rmind those_

elements In the motel that-do not appear in a given
summary task, and those elements that are unique to
the given summary task and then scale accordinglY.

, -

If it appears that a part of the task has actually been omitted, even
though it has been reViewed, there iststill time to bring this to the

attention of the director and have the tapk description revised, Then

the rater version is the one that is scaled.

A 6-7.
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10.. I king annotations the sler must indicate the

'spec task'eleMent(s) or instance(s) of ,the task.

Citing the whole-task is not acceptable. When the

language Of the tasj, does not Mike clear why t.),e

skill i$ seeded os'how it is manifssted, 'the Scaler
shiuld*add brief explanatory,information.4

11. Fr, ehe error consequences scales (16 and 17), the
error entered on the Skill Scaling Sheet is Auffi-
ciene_ for annotation for the skill.

12. A scale value i$ not acceptable unless the' scaler
can indicate how it is manifested'in the task
trough proper annotation.

Rules For Special Cases
Y1

1. If the performer of a task must transmit information
to other employega as an element of a task, such as
a conference task, or if the performer must bring
information obtajmed in other tasks to a conference
task, 'the transmission of the information shoula be
Scaled"for the skillineeded to transmit the inTor-
.mation, not for the skills tnvolved_in.the content

of what is transMi ed.

2. If a clinical teaching task involves demonstrating
task or intervening during an employee's performance,

of ,a task the teaching task must be scaled to re-
flect the'skills and scale values needed for the per-
formance of all the tasks which might be taught in
the clinical situation by .the performer.

.

BENCHMARKS FOR SCALING TASKS FOR SKILLS-
!

4/
I

Consistency in the use of the scales is of major importance

for the subsequent statistical\analysis of the data. For this reason

it iliPappropria4 and helpful to have,staff confefences to establish

benchmarks and a common orientation.

4
See Figure_14, page 1 of 2 as an example.

(,6-8
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Agreement, oh how -to use the scales must. be shared by the

I .

senior staff who will review' the scailihvand the director. It .should

.

also be agreed in advance who on the staff will make, the, final 'scaling

- decisions in cases of unresolved scaling disagreements.

C

r

1

Chapter 5 offhis volume,'the Furriculum objectivet in Re-
t

search Report No. 8,, Volume 2, and Figures 11 through '17 at the end 11111
. .

of this chapter offer some of the scaling decisions useori.VHSMS as .

benchmarks. Thesitaff (ALIO develop their ot%In benchmarks,as follows:
*41.

1. Arrange and deal with the tasks in 'the same grSup-

ings used for the task description work. Identify
the Common language and agree on the scale values
fon'thosksections of the tasks.

2. Ybr any'given Croup of tasks', select d' model i

one has pot already been selected.' Scale the model

`4 task completely, confer oh the scale values, 'and

use the last's scale values as a model for, 'others.,

in the group. Then for each of the others, note
the differences between the model and the tasks
similar to the'model and vary the scaling appro-

priately.

3. Identify tasks that are similar in content but
are at obviously, different levvls; compare their
scale values and evaluate whetiker the scale, value
assignments reflect tbe'task differences dppro-

priately,

4
4. For each'scale and descriptor, attempt to-find task.

language that illustrates 'the scale value. Compare

scaling with these benchmarks. Avoid confusing
the knowledge content of such benchmarks with the
skill content. Skills cttn 'be found at the same

scale value in very different work circumstances.

5. As the work progresses and specific problems arise,
have periodic confAences that arrive at conclusions.
Record the decisions and use these as additional

benchmarks.

6-9
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PRE-SCALING ..ww .
0

Pre-scaling plcaling of tasks before skill scaling fntet-

views with the performer.). Pre-scaling permits the analysts to come to

/'

preliminary judgments Atout.the skill &dale values for each ta sk on

-
,each scale. It allOws the analysts to establish benchmarks and to

prepare questions to use inthe interview wi6 the performer to Clar-,

(
ifi any points which would aid, in the scaling.

2

4

1. The analysts work Independently 04.th their notes,.

the talk descriptions o annotatian,sheets, the
HSMS.skill scales, the- rules for scaling in Chapter

5 and"this chapter ,Land berichmark scale indicators.

2.- It is mos; efficient to have-the analysts scale

those.tasks fot which they have ;fen responsible

during task description and task identification.

'ESMS haio, fdund, however, that if the task descrip-

tions are filly, developed and detailed, others

are capable of skill scaling. #

3. The analysts fill out the information called for o

the Skill Scaling Sheets, ont sheep for each task.

4. The analysts proceed to scale the tasks and anhoiate

the task escriptions fdllowing the nits presented

. here and in Chapter 5. ,

a. An analyst may wish to select the scale values '

and annotate the tasks by concentrating on cihe
-

scale at a time, of may wish to concentrate an

I. one task at a time and evaluate ifs.scale valuei

for each tf the skill scales. It is equs41y.im-,

.---15ditlint to the bouudariea Sof the tasks in

'mind and to k the content: of the scales in g

1

Tasks Which are newly. identified may overlap across pc-formers or oc-

cupations. Such "overlap tasks" can receive only,one ?ask description

one\set of skill4dnd knoliedge scales. If there is enough tithe, Als

however,,it may improve the ftliability of the work too allow teams

which have independently identified overlap tasks to separately de-

scribe and scale such.taska. A single Aescription.and.a single set

of scale values can be arrived at during the review period.

6-10
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tor

mind; the'amalyst shouldtchoose the method which
allows the best concentration on bt.th.the task

% and the skill scale at hand. ,
1

b. The zero value descriptor for each scale can be
turned into a question- which the scaler can use

St-

to determine whether'a giVen scale is required
abovezero for a given task.

4

c. If the analyst finds that more than one element .

. ,calIs for the scale value selected, annotation
is Mode for all the elements which require that
value.

. The analyst may nete that a given element in the
task may require more than one skill, This is

expected, and is not a problem. The asalyst an-4,

notates the needed information for,as many skills
as a're represented in altelement./ .

ill

e. Scales 7, 8, and 9 call for insertion of the names
of the Ian uage(s) called for in the task, in-.,
Cluding En list These may be known'at this,

time and s u10 be entered on the Skill.Scaling"-

Shedts.

f.. The analyst notes any questions he'cor she needs
. to haVe answered by theperformer-to help with
,assured^judgments on the appropriate scale

values.

S. The team of analysts compare their scale values, re-

,
solve differences of opinion: and/or decide on the
questions that must be raised 111th the performer.

1
They initiate staff conferences to resolve issues of

. substance oloto esCabch bendhmarks. .

SCALING INTERVIEWS

.-*

The Sii,14'scale interviews with the performer are to help

dielanalysts each arrive at an informed, clear, and accurate jgdgment

. ,

about which scalt'values apply to each of the iirformat's tasks. Even

if analysts are certain of 'a scale value/selection before an interview,
,

) '

they can,henefit by asking an appropriate question, to confirm each

r

scale value selected.

1-6, 013%
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W116ell there has been, great lapse of time, between ,the task
. .... ,... %, ,;-, , .

4 A .° .L A! ' .
"'MI.,' . s

'identification and-d191410-jo. ,period, encl. the ,skill scaling, the "per--
44

'

AI

I

.

former may have complet

A

I.

y forgotten that the analysts need additional

4
_4

infqrmation. ,It is'importants therefqty, to.arrange to call or'visit

, ,

.
A

the performer and set up a- schedule Or the skill scaling period.
,.

v

Interview Procedures. 1/4

41

4

The .first 'scOling interview with the performer covers:the

ground 'elites for the scalit ervlews and then covers,Task Frequency ,

,

. ...
.

.

if the scale is to'be applied. Si1Pscaleantervieus proceed one' A

moo.. ..

tett( at a time for each skill rather than one skill scale. at a tiMe.,' I

This helps the performer to keep the task boundAriesin mind,
. .

4

The fol owing are'iuidelines for the skill s -scale interviews.

jc. AS' ,

1 '

1. Ground* rules &lir the performdr and fcii the analysts

are4again eat li he0. The ork should not begin

Ajntil All parti s agree-about what js to-occur. The.

spokesmanihoul once again clarify'the purpose of
;the session Nand ive a rough-idea of the kinds 'of

things which, will be asked, the length pf.time
volved, and any special arrangement which'may haiie

been made.
-

% -

2. It is most important to be eke that the performer t

is clear on whattite task is, and all the instances'
it covers. This atiPlies to. e' aspect of the

questioning in the skill scale'interviews.

t

I

6 ,
-

Scale 1, Freglikncy,tis not used tot purpodes of job ladder design or

cutticulum development. Its scale,N.ralue is-determinedduring infer-

views with the performer only if the Anfotplation is requested by the

.performer's institution.

1,

6-12
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44 The analysts must be sure that,'il'a task in-
cludes elements'not carried out by the performerc
the performer is able to consider such elementa,
in the questioning and in his responses. .

-

,

P -

b. The danger of confusAg task tbundarlei is'great
when one task\involvee'carrying out'decisions ,

arrived at in another task, or involves activi-
ties, suchs§ collecting specimens, Whichare
evaluated in a dWeren task and/or considered' .

for diagnosis in stil another taste 'These nee.41

to_be diearly pinpoi ted f

V The analysth follow all e qu
taking_notes and presenting vestions of thelr own.
As the topics arise, each analyst fl:given the op-

.

portunity to poseluestions at- ,appropriate, -points

'in the proceAdinga..

I.

4." As
1
asdal, ..the spokesman is responsible'for terminating

the session. He or she thanks -the performer for the, ,

cooperation given eld reconfirms the afrangements'for
the next Skill scale in'terview, or is told when to ex-:
pect,a request for au appointmentfor knO,Wledge iden-

g.

ormer.
F

answers
1`

tificationiand scal

5. Scale Aditing shoal

.
,

take place betwen interview ses-
.1.40 sions sQ that the analysts cad focus in on "their

final judimenWand on their remaining questions.
This ,s a peria-when benchmarks can by reviewed or

TEAM SCALING
A .

revised, as well.
I

irr - k,
IA

The purpose of team skill scaling -is to 'reach the most re-
,

liabivaccurate, and consistent decisions about the scaae,values. No
*iv

'matter how reli'able the method,.a team determination basVidon consen-
4

susyt11,be° more valid and reliable than one based on any single and- -
a,

A

. .,Syst's judgment.

. 104.

'Wc ^

-1{

The 'procedures in team scaling involve the following;

I*. ,

A



A

r .

.

1. Each analyst independently prPares
Scaling-Sheets and annotation sheet
interview notes, pre - scaling,, and

2. lapecanalysts on a team compare the

solve any differences. Unresolved

carried to the staff member assig
determinations.

a set of Skill
, and refers to

enchmark decisions.

r results and re-
differences are
d to making final

3. A final set of Skill Scaling Sheets and:.annotation
sheets is prepared and marked as master sheets.

4. A fin'al check for completenesS of all the forms should

4 -be made. The Skill.Scaling Shetts Should be checked,

to'see that they are-completely ,filled out, with
zeroes circled whprever they are appropriate. The

. Sheets should be checked ?urther to make sure that

any eca/e values that were transcribed from earlier
notes ate correctly entered. Languages,and errors

should lie entered where called for. The annotation

sheets should be checked to make sure that-every
scale.value 4bovekzero for .each scale has a referent

destgnyted, in the tasty-description.

5. Each final Skill Scaling Sheet is stapled to its an-
notated 'eask description and is then turned over to

the st ff who will do, the review.

VIEW PROCED

The review of the skill scaling can incluUe a stage in which

teams of Analysts review each-other's scaling. The review may also be

arried out.by a senior staff member. .HSMS uses both review procedures:

The steps fn- review are as st

1. ,The'reviewer reads all the task descriptions to bb-

gin-an idea of what is'contained in each task. This

sage also proVes a pre-pUblication,check on typing
errors and inconsistencies in the use of language.

2. Each' task is checked forlompletenese:'of:scaling in-

formation and annotation as discussed earlier in this

-chap tec.

6-14
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.3. The reviewer groups the tasks as described earlier;
similar, tasks are grouped with their models; tasks
to be compared for consistency of scale gra'dations

are identified and grouped.
...

, .

4. It is preferable to check scaling one scale at a time
across:tasks and then to check tasks for consistency

of the annota4ons.

1 5. The reviewer checks forconsiStenv of scaling.

a% When an element has been assigned a scale value
for a skill,.the reviewer checks that it,is al-
ways assigned the same scale value for the skill

whenever it appears in .a task (except when a
task has elements that are assigned a still

higher scale value for the'skill). 4

w

b. The reviewer checks that the same scale value
.has been assigned to comparable activities.

--,..--- .

,

,..

..d

_ AT

''',C 6. The reviewer refers to established benchmarks and d -

velops4new ones as they emerge from the scaling, H

. or she checks that tenchmarks have been followed con-

. sistently. Where scale-gradations are obvious, the
revieweecheCks that lower skill level activities are
scaled appropriately lower, than hioher.skill level

activities.
1

.

* )

7. When a new benchmark decision is made, the reviewer
makes sure that this is coniisterly applied to all

the tasks to which it is relevan , and'that allthe
`analysts are aware of the new decisions.

8. When there are inconAistencies, these are discussed
with the analysts. The'tesource respondents, re-

source persons, or performers can be consulted to

obtain addition'al information. Unresolved problems

are settled by the staff member designated to make

final decisiOns.

9. The reviewer makes sure tWat,any final changes in
scaling or annotation show up on the Skill Scale

'..Sheets and on'the annotatilph sheets.' This is cri-
tical for later coding and curriciatim work.

When the review has beenjaccompliahed, the skill scale data

are ready for coding. Coding and data processingAare discussed

Volume 3 of this report.

or/
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Figure $1: SKILL -SCALING SHEET- FOR TASK NO.' 3
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Figure:12. SKILL SCALING SHEET FOR TAS NO.182

Task Name 111.+tip And 6strii svc_+ion mach, to! Task Code Noidirl:,

el elk- _it.* wa.y a SSi St. thi,i#ii 4 a s-f-1-1 lava er
Institution *, Analysts

7

!
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' Insert name
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9 Written use
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\

Check here if this is a,master sheet-. . . (X) .

Circle the pre-entered scale value chosen for each scale.
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Figure 14. ,SKILL SCALING SHEET FOR TASK K.. 533:
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,Figuri 45. SKILI., SCAL.tNG SHEET. FOR TASK WO. 5.66
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Figure 16.

TASK DESCRIPTION FOR 'TASK 1132

ao,NNOTATEIDFOR SKILL SCALE VALUE&

1. What is theoutput!of this task?" (Be sure
/

this is broad enough to be repeatable.), 't.7"

patient and suction machine readied for suctioning;
tracheal passageway cleared-or Machine turned on and-
off as ordeked; patient cleansed and/or machine .

cleanaed; matter remove shown to MD-.

. C --:

2. What is used in 'performing this task? (Note
. if only certain.items must be, used. -,If there

is choice, intlude,everything or the kinds of
. things chosen among.) (-- ,

. .
MD's orders; patient's chart or check list;
suttion machine; antiseptic soap: water;
tubing and sterile catheter(s) for suction
machihe;.trap and drainage bottles; Cup;
gatize, saline solution; sheet; clock or

. I 4 '

'. watch _

,. . _ . .

.

. ,

. , .

.,
.

' ,
3..Is therega recipieht, respondent or coworker

involved in the task? Yes...CK) No...( )

4: If "Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,

.
rekOondent or,co-worker, involved,with de-

I soriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowtedge

/ .

requirements or legal restrictions.-
,

..,

. ,

. Any patient to be treated with use of
suction machine; physician; co-worker

.

. . . ,

5. Name the. task so. that the'answers to ques-
tions* 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words. ! ' . ,

Setting up 'and using.suctioemachine to clear air-
way or to assist, with gastric lavage, by obtaining .
Materials and machine, preparing patient, checking
machine, turning machine on And off as ordered fot
gastric liavage,or inser.ting catheter intu-trachear
operang.and clearing airwaycleaning up aftgrwards.

.

.

-

'.?

.-

I
.

,

Z.13 6 la l

7

a.
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FIGURE 16.. (continued)

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

-

.1

-
This is page

Task Code No. 182

1.-"of 2 for this task.

Pe 111 f
04e .2.0

List Elements Fully

Performer uses suction machine
foepurposes such as gastric
lavage (when-MD inserts cathe-
ter)-or with patient who has

had a trachebstamy performed for.

breathing. Performer.uses, suc-

tion

.3insertion of 'N:the for

r
tion machine as result of":

physician. 4'

'b. tli,r11-a=ion based on obser-

vation of patient's need.

Performer reads physiciiiis
orders on chart or check list,
listens to verbal orders,or
considers own dedison.4

2. Obtains necessary, materials
44, 'from storage area or checks -

that these are with machine.
If obtained separately, per
_former pfaces on Xabe near
patient or machine.

4k

.
Performer wheels suction ma-_

244. 5-22

chin atientor w
patient chine if station-

ary wall unit. (May check t at

mac rte s clean; may decide'

tp clean OD have cleaned). If

not already done, plugs ma-
chine's Cord.into wall outlet.

Citot,1.1.4 ty-4(
,Performer may explain to
tient what will be done, May

drape patient with sheet.

5. Performer checks machine by

turning on suction and check-.

ing suction outlet with
ger to feel suction. If

-

chine isnot'.functioning, He-

cides to'report;obtains anoth-

er(portable)machine oe.wheels
patient to ,another machine.

RR °IR
6. Check here if this

is a'master sheet..(X)



Figure 16. (continued)

TASK ,DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

41

This is rage

Task Code No. 182

of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

6. Attaches prepackaged tubing and ath-
tter setto-machine by connecting tub- .

ing to machine and catheter to tubing.

. If gastric lavage, performer turns ma- .

thine on and off at physician''s orders
likfter he or she has inserted catheter.

Stands by during 'proces's. ,4

8. If patient has had a tracheostomy and
needs passage cleared .erfo

serts the suctioning catheter with ap-
prOpriate-Three to enter the trac.heal
opening. When inserted to appropriate_
level, performer turns on suction and
at112P1S-I2_clear mucus from the oas71.
sageway. Turns off machine when

Performer may reassure
tient during process* etermines

ilWerkassagebis been clgane

ort, p

List Elements Fuliy

oratiipkdi-Lttaii

an

.7-141r

nvbsevi

ti
a$cl

tel"
fie

If not, performer uses fresh cath-
eter(s) 'and repeats suctioning until
the airway is cam,

9. Performer may clean area surround.k.

ing the tracheal opening with gauze
and saline solution.

"c;i4et 1,,a1041

ttiL" c'

10. After use, performer discards the tub-.
ing and catheter(s). May place some of
the matter removed from the patient in
a cup, pouring it from the drainage
'bottle or glass, and may show to ptiy-
sidiart (if requested to do so).

DiScards cup or matter in bottle;, may
4 decide to wash machine and boulea_ar

have subordinate wash (using antisep-
tic soap and water). Returns machine
or-has it returned (it portable).,

12r: Records what wad done and time on pa-
t- tieftedchart or 'check list, or in-

forms physic ,n, that task is* completed,

4.

"a.

6-230/J-
4i. 0

male/.

c; 9°' el4,15
,44

r7 3. 0

all PI WI 000 r et 4.112.1

rdPr' 14'11°41
NOth

g Su 4 .
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Figure 17:.

TASK DESCRIPTION FOR TASK 533 .

ANNOTATED FOR SKILL SCALE VALUES

"N.

''1.

.
.

A

What ti the output of this task? (Be sure.

this isbroad enough to be repeatable.)
Phototiming device checked for automatic expo-
sure termination at constant density; test films
measured for density; density control accuracy
calculated and compared with given acceptable
limits; decisibn made to 'refuse equipment) re- r
pair; test results recorded.

2; Whit is used in performing this task? (Note-

if only certain items must be,used.. if there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Rlqiirements for diagnostic radiography photo-
`timing equipment; manufacturer's specifications:
.
tasset es; radiopaque markers; diagnostic te-
al unit, controls; test descriptions,
forms,pen, pencil! test phantoms; densitometerf.
out-of-order sign; phone

A.,Is there p recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,( 3 -No...( )

.

-4. If es to q. 1: _Name the kind of recipiamt,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to.indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor; radiologist; repair service per-

sonnel or installers

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-:
tions 1-4 are refldcttd. Underline essen-

tial words.
Checkin&automatic exposure termination of diag-
nostic radiography equipment.by making test ex-

posures at constant density settings with dif-

ferent kVplaflor different phantom thicknesses;
using densitometer to treasure density of exposed

films; calculating accuracy; determining-whether,

automatic timer needs replatement, repair; re-
cording test results; arranging for repair.

' .

.

.

.

21 6 .6-24
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I Figure.17. (continAid)

. TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

-r

4
Task Code No. 533 '

This 'is pa$e 1 of 2 for this task.

Pexj;,1
f.

Oc"
Of° "

am/

6,-25

2.7

AP
List Elements Fully

*Performer checks the automatic
"ixposure termination device Of

diagnostic x-ray equipment
which has been,newly installed,
ot checks qbrrent equipment

/periodically, as a result of:

.4egular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to,do.

*k-

1. Performer deterMines reason
for check and ,type of equip-

ment. May proceed- as followl:

rPerformer notes whether
test will be made for
three kVp settings at a
normal density control
setting and mArang, or
at a fixed kVp with three
ph4ntoms af different .den-
sities at the-normal den,--

city control setting,,der:
pendia on,-type. .-of equip
ment., Checks manufactur-

,r s specifications.
. Obtains'appropMte phan-

tom(s) and densitdmeter.

Performer sets up for test:

a. Obtains cassettes ldaded
with uniform type of ,test
film (frpm samd batch) and
screen combinations.

i) Identifies cassettes
as appropriate for,test
using radiopaque mark...,

ers.

ii) Inserts first cassette.
in bucky tray of x-ray
_unit or spot film unit,

or advances filmas app

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master,sheet..S()
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Task Code No. '533
.

of 2 for this task.

Figuie (codtinue&) . I

TASK LEFCRIPTIOK SHEET (cont/nixed)

This is page

List Elements Fully

propriate
."
Ouch as for automatic

changer). .

b. Plades phantom (or firillpf three
phantoms) on tabletop,ana centers

td film using apOioAriate optical-
system. Sets tube to appropriate
target-to-film distance.

c. Sew technical factors as aPprapri-

Ate to type of automatic exposure

fertinaton system..

i) Sets for automatic exposure mode-
and normal density setting.

ii) If appropriate set test mA or

'first kVp setting

3. Performer makes first exposure as ap-
propriate and continues with test:

r

Ft 1 0'11 I.

a. Removes cassette.
b. Inserts new cassette in tray and

either sets kVp to a lower test
position or places a second phan-
tom on table. Makes exposure.

c. Removes cassette. Insets a new
-cassette and either sets4Vp to
a higher test position or,places
.a third phantom on table. Mikes

exposure. - '

d."Performer lies exposed test films
processed under standard condi--

tions.

i) May tersonally,chehat ston-k
dard processing conditions are
met.

_Ai) Uses densitometer to measure'
density on exposed test films.

iii) May use control teat film t
subtract badkground density.

iv) Records measurements from densi-

'tometer.

4. Performer determines whether the den-
osities 0 the three films are'the same
or within 'an acceptable range of each

other. Refers to test standar

/MIMEO/

14

4

Dec; Sion
Ptef' s lore

4

r,tth.o s, gokhir

3 et 01,i vVy* .
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Figure 17. (continued)

TASK DESCRIPTION11iEET (continued)

This is page

4 ,

h

iVirtrmIsa-101

3.0

``
I.

.011
lzAz.

Task ,Code No. 533 ' °f-

2 .for thl i task;

ti

List elements Fully.

r440 ...A-
L--,-,. ?net *I
i I , - age

fv:,, e

,.... ,
s ,-

-/Aitoti
i.N,;...

co. orcb:isnii
PI ' w vli

r : p. 4 tjes 'W". e a ht

a. For newequipdlent, determines
whether the .unit should be refused
or Whther,serwice staff shduld be
.requiredvto take adjustmenlis or
replace phototiming unit:

b. For existing equipment, determines
whether problem feqUirei*shut down
of unit. until ,'adjustments or re-.

pairs are made.
c. PerfQrmer, Tay discuss results of

test with supervisor and/pr radio-
logist in charge beforvdetermin-
ififiswhat,to do.(May exp e ec

of problems and deviations fr3m
afeF3E17iEEMiTIF1371Wt?' 2.f

p.a.ILE15...!LetiMATJLIJ14102541SXe-
le al re it

. Ifjperformer decided that t e test
results indicate a major fault,,
performer informs repair service
by calling in -house repair per-
sonnel or,maufacturer's repair
service. Indicates the results of
the test and the unit involved:
May place ilut-of order sign on

unit. .-.

e. If not already done, performer

marks test records with date;inay
record evaluation of results hnd
:hat was done. Performer places 4'

recotdS in appropriate locatiOW,
for filing. Returns test equipdrilt
to storage or has thii do".

4:

4

.

:

s r
:
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CHAPTER 7

'USING THE HSMS KNOWLEDGE
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM AND KNOWLEDGE SCALE

In the HSMS method, knowledge identification acid scaling is

theassignment to a task -of :a-ll the categories from the HSMS Knowledge

Classificatidd System that are required for performance of the task at

a_scale value above zero on. the knowledge scale. The data areused

for grouping tasks and designing job.ladders and Curricula.
, ...

' .

.

This chapter covers the basic concepts underlying the HSMS,

Knowledge Classification System and the HSMS "knowledge scale" (Levels

of Knowledge). It presents the rules for identifying, the knowledge
.

:,v

categoriesrequiredAm tasks. and for applying the knowledge scale, and ,.

indicatesAtowthe user 'can expand the Knowledge ,Classification System

to suit special needs.

.This chapter and 'Chapter 8-de not contin the HSMS Knowledge

Classification System, and knowledge scafeSThey ore presented in Chap-'

ters 2 and 3 --of Volume lsof bhis report, and must be studied in conjunc-,
:v

,

tion with this chapter. diapter 8 of this volume deals with the knowl-
1

.
, .

.

.

edge identification -and scaling procedures carried out by job analysts

and th.e review:procedures carried out by senior staff. The end of

Chapter 8 contains examples of HSMS knowledge identification and scal-

ing which paraQ.er the skill 'scaling examples in _Chttpter 6. The exain-
'

ples oan be-used for training- Therefore, in order to rate tasks fbr

required knowledge., the user must Work with Chapters 2 and 3 of Volume

1, and Chliters 7 and 8 of this volume.
.4
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CONCEPTS

410

r.

The woad "knowledge" can ha many meanings. Iii the HSMS

'method it is used to-mean detstled information, facts, concepts, and

theories that are parts of specific disciplines or subject areas and

information on how thingi function and/or how to use thei.

ze

"knowledge scaling"'implies the' AMS treats knowledge,as

information and theory that is"transferable laterally from one job sit-
.

uation to another, and transferable vertically fromone job leVel to-

,0', another, i.:e., that knowledge can be learned ircincremenotal units and

can be identifiedcas requirements for task performance at, varying

els. The prOess of knowledge scaiiRg is similar to the scaling .of

tasks for skills.-
Alk

TnE-HSMS KNOWLEDGE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Outline Layout

In examining the Knowledge Ciassification.Syttem the reader

Mill see that it is presented as an outline,that each category h4s an

eight digit identifflvtion_code, that some category &Iles are accompa-
-

nigbystatements in parentheses, and that some category names are

underlined and /or have number signs (#) on the left.

a,

The subject--categoriesi,which, make up the'HSMS Knowledge

Classification System are arranged on their pages in a system of eight

.
_

.progressive levels of'indentittion (subdivisions) into which the cOmpo-

-nent parts of subjects are divided.. This provides a visual relation-

22i
--
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4.

At.
a

.
(

parts to the whole. The numbers 1 through 8 which appear

.
.

at the top of each page correspond to the eight degrees of indentation

\ -..
a

,

in the outline.

'The first level of indentation in thewoutline represents

subject categories at the brciadest level of abstraction, such as "Natu-

-
4.

ral Sciences," "Engineering and Technology," "Social Sciences," "Mathe-
.

-° .

matics and kelateo,Disciplines," "Humanities and,ple Arts," and "Maio
10":

cellaneous Disciplines."

4e next indentation for each of these categories represents

major subdivisions of the bron\subject category. For example, "Natu-

ral Sciences" Is composed, at the next level of Indentation, of "Bi?-

:logical sciences," "Chemistry," "Physics," 'GeQuiences," And'"AstrOL

nomy and astrophyslcs." The next level of indentation shows a still

finer breakdown of each categorylorthe,prior level of indentation, and

so on. e

The processof-indentatiOn has been carried-out unevenly

'throughout the System:dueto time contraints, but it can be carried 0 t

/4 up to eight different levels of- indentation for any subject area. As-

,

tertsks are d to call attenti0nto categories that clearly warrant
_

further subd sion.
1

Categories are placed and arranged in relevant contexts

wiefiin the outline; however, each category appears in only one loca-
,

1 4

See the' section later in this chapter describing how the User can ex-,

pand the outline for individual requirements.

7-3
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tion in'the System, even if it is appropriate'in more than one -part of

the outline.

The Code System

For the purpose cif computer applications, each subject cate-
,

.6
...".

/ : 4,

gory has a unique 8- 'digit identification 'code which reflects ityplace
.

in the Outline. The code number appears on the left and identifies a .

' f

knowledge category as p statistical variable (in the same way that the '

16 skill scales each has a unique identifiiaton 4g-aistatistial vari-
.

,
.

.

able).- The broadest level of the outline has,only one non-zero digit,.

. . ..
/

which appears i n the far le,ft position., Each progressive tndentatcion
c 1

continues-the prior levels' non-zero digits and adds a non -zero digit
;

,
...

'c

,
,in the-pbsition cohrerkonding to the categoty's respe,ctivelevel,of in-

dentation
1

e digit arrangements are
N.

represented in they example below: .

.

..

,
.

,

Air

- .10000000 Natural ScienCes

11000000 Biological Sciences

117000b0 Zoology

3.1730000 Human Pathology
.

11733000 PathdlOgy , .

11733500 Disorders of the'nervi oi system'and qense organs

11733550 ... Disorder's of the organ f the special-senses

11733555 .'-- : Disorders 'of the-epr
_

Broad and7Fine"categories'
.

r ategori

t '
some Are Underlined;-

s that appearn the System are of four types:

me have a- number sigh (#) to, the left; some are

neither under 'vd'jsor haves number" and sows have both underlining .-
. .

,
.

and the' number sign: We call categories' hat are underlined "broad-

level categories," and,categories with'number 'signs (#) "fine-ldVel

categories."

7-4,
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111

a

Categorift0 that have bath underlining and number signs are
OP

44:

subdivisionsiof stiil.i;roader untierlinea' categories and have themselves
, ,

,been further "broken put." Categories withmeither underlining nor
1

numb sighs are. used in the outline to help the reader through the
pl

System;*they,are,"signpost cAtegOries.' Only those categories which

s
have a numberstgn (#),and/or are underlined are used of or identifica-

.

tion'putiodses.

.

StatementsinPatentheses

"Parentheses statements" appear with category names to clar-

ify meaning or assist the user.- They are as follows:

i'', .
.

,,

'

,1: 'Parentheses statements witik a category name help
. ,

pinpoint the exact content or contain synonyms for

,the name.
- . .

. -

A

/2. Parentheses statements aftet the category name some-

': times explain the meaning of a category in layman's

terms or expregs limitkni conditions. ,

. ,

3. Parentheses statements beginning "Includes" or "also
includes" indicate some of the less obvious content
covered by the category or the implied subditisions
in a category that has not been further "broken'out."

;However, these statements /may not be exhaustive, and,
the items may-not be co-equal in level.

,

4. Parehtheses statements beginnifig "Note that tilio
Categoiy excludes" or "Excludes" indicate spec c

exclusiOns of subjects which-one might assume to
be,covered by the category but which are found
elsewhere in.the System. ,

.

5. Parentheses statements beginning "For see
1,

specific illy exclude subject matter and send the
user to other parts of the System.

. ,

6. Parentheses? statements beginning "See_Also" suggest
additional categories in the System that may apply.
These may not alvigys be relevant and are not always

exhaustive of other possibilities.

.04
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.. ) dop i
, 7.. Parentheses statements whIch.apply to all the sub-

.

divisions of a broad-level category generally appear

.

only at the broad lever and are usually not tepeated9

fof4 e4ph of the subdiviiions.
. --- .

.

Table of Contents, Index and Special Section

.
t. .

.
it

,. .

. ..

The outline and the 8 -digit system of arrangement provide
'.

I ' 0 ,

the reader with a way to find and deal with relevantportions:of the

.' ,;;,,.0 /i

System. _In addition, the Table .of Contents, the-.1,ndet.a2nd therSpecial
. ,:

Sectibn help the user find his orher way through the Knowledge Classi- :

'fIcation System.

,Chapter,3 in Volume 1 of this report contains the System
r

- with its own Table of Contents: .The 'Fable ortontents'pres Tit§ the en-

tire Knowledge Classification System at the 1, 2, and 3-digit levels

Outline form, with a page number listedo the beginning of h
.
such

.category. Thus, the page number of the-broad levels which app

task can easily be found, and the user can then focus in from t

- point.
. .

Following the Knowledge Classification System in'Voldme 1

o a

.
.

,

. " is an alphabetical Index which gives the 8-digit identification.codes.
N ,

.
t

for,category names and terms which appear in parentheses as part of

'Includes", statements Category nan, are shown with a comma between

the name and the code number;, terms found within "Includes" statements

are shown with a slash-(/) and the code number of thecategory cortain-
. .

ing the term. In'eome cases explanatory phrases are also included.

A Special Section-is presented.fter the Index. It provides

explanations to help clarify the meaning and, content of selected cate-

22'-6 4
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gOries os to pinpoint usages which maybe peculiar to the HSMS System.
f

In the SpecialSection, statements about categories arse irranged in nu-
. -4.7

meriCal order of their 8-digit codes. 'Within the System,,categories
1

represented in 'the Special Section appear with the letters "SS'.' to the.

-AV

right of the code number, indicating that the-Specia Section should

be consulted:

The Categories

In de/eloping the HSMS Knowledge Classification System we

attempted breakdowns that would prOvide the most transferability across

work contexts. The selection and arrangement'of.categories,represent

choices of how to look at or "slice " .broad subject areas, and repre-
-,

sent,-the best judgment 6f consultants and/or lSMS staff. The divisions
ak

'-_and subdivisions are not 'correct" or "incorrect," but are alternative

ways of seeing material.

The knowledge categories presented in the Knowledge Clasgi-
,

fication'System.do.not represent all knowledge. The types,of categor-

.

ies found in the Knowledge ClassificatiOn System yinte suxnarized as

follows!

4

1. Each category represents an organized body of knowl-
edge which can be utilized at varying degrees of de-
tail or depth of understanding and can be required
at varying levelsin a variety--of taskM or work

uations.

4

2. Each subject category requires, even at lowest'levelt
.

.

of use, a learning effort beyond every day experience ,

or normal maturatioti. The learning effort may be
formal or informal; but- it must be conscious.

7 -7'
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I.

3. Each category potentially can be identified as.a re=
quirement fur competent task perfOrmance. '

the types Of category. excluded from the Knowledge Classifi-
E

chtion are suMmarized "as follows:,

*o.category is included which cannot be conceived
.-of as ranging from low to-high levels Of content,

(i.e., Which*is not-scalable).

2. No Category is includedwhich is merely procedurali
information. without links to broader bodies of
learning or co:yers.procedures unique to an insti-
tution (orientation knowledge). These types of
-knowledge are either represented st particular_-
scale values in other, categories,or are not'scal-

able.
_

3. No category is included whith merely covers the
individual steps of work tasks.-

4., No category is included which cannot be.conceived
of &A applicable in a work:situation.--Therefore,
some, of the subjects studied in formal academic
curricula may not appear.

The following points must also:beThodiistoOd:

1.. The.Systep is arranged so that each category in the
System can be found in oneazia-dilly one place in
the outline:, As a result, aril tasks requiring a
-given knowledge category will be scaled on.that

common knowledge. category.

2 Aggrelative subjects such as City Planning or Coitmu-
. nit' Health Education do not Opear in the System. --7

They would be,loceted by the .uses by finding the
individual component categories which combine to
make up the discipline. Thus, aggregative discip-
ltneg are treated as the sum of their separate

disciplines. Similarly, the-mathematical compo-
nents of various sciences appear under "Mathemat-
ics and Related Disciplines."

7-8
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S

3. The language which appears as names or descriptions
of subject categories is am attempt to cover terms ,

used by professiorSls and non - professionals; these
can differ, and the user-may not always find lan-
guage that represents hi's or her:preferences.

4. The word "theory" appears as part ofa category name
if it is the way the discipline identifies itself.
The us should be aware that such use of.the word
"theory' does not imply that. -the subject category

only exists at high theoretical levq1g. --Lower
levels compatible with the knowledge scale are alpo

present:

_

RULES AND GUIDELINES FOR KNOWLEDGE IDENTIFICATION

In knowildge identification the job analysts make judgments'

about the knowledge needed for task.performance using the Knowledge

ClassificatiOn'Systfm as a common frame of riference for naming the
t*,

required knowledge.' The Analyst goes through the X.noxiledge System to

. find what may be appropriate. knowledge categories. -In the process;
s ,

ehepan yst also reads the statements in parentheses next to category

names kecause many of them apply to all the categories which are sub-

sumed under the ,category in which they appear.

. .

.

The Table of Contents at.the beginning of the Knowledge Sys-
:

tem helps the analyst find the broad subject areas that should be con-

sidered foria given task; the Index helps the analyst and the broader -

contexts for subject names whin- may be sugge;ted by the performer;

the Special Section statements within the System and the Index enable
. ,

4

the analyst to understand technical termsPor Idiosyncratic language
-

usage.

7-9,
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Rules fo'r Knowledge Identification
4 ,

1

1.' Only categories required for'ccapetent4task perform-.
ance should be identified. Optional knowledge which

'
is desirable but not*necessary for adequate task

°performance should run be identified. (

Only categories which.are underlined or have a num-

. ber sign (#), or both, are identifiable.

3. 'Knowledge which is acquired during the course of task
performappe but is not needed beforehand in order to

perform the task should not be identified.
1

4. Knowledge categories should not be confused with any

of the skill scales.

+.3

5. Languages other than English that are required as an

intrinsic part of the task should-be identified;
such languages are listed under "Linguistics and

- Languages" in the System.

6. Knowledge categories that are not scalable in,the task
above zero on the knowledge scale'should"not be iden-

tified.

Guidelines for Using the Sys tem

S.

1. When any broad-level ( underlined) category, ii.identi-

- tied, 011 its subsumed, fine-level (#) categor=ies

should be Teviewed,for possible inclusion.- those

that are required to carry out the task should,be

identif10. iv
.

2. When any fine-level (#) category is identifiedA, the

brOad-level (underlined) category under which it is

found should be revived for possible inplustore. If

the.broadlOvel category is required in,its own right
(as a broad disciplinp), or if many of its fine-level
categories are already identified, it should be

identified..

3.' Since the fine-levfl subdivisions of a catego?y are

often more than the sum of co-equal parts of the -,
whole and sometimes represent-more than one approach

o.

7 -10
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to or "slice" of the category, each should be con- '

sid&red separately in relation 'to the task being

studied,.2

11 Analysts should make sure of the context in which

inclusions within fine-level categories appear.
Sometimes cords can be misleading.3

5. The user should always check the parentheses state-

ments for,the_broad-level categories whichmepply
to the 'fine-level categories identified. Paren,-

theses appear at telatively broad levels in the
System when the statements they contain-apply to
all the categories they cover. When individual
fine-level categories are being identified, the
user should check back..to the broadlevels in the

Syfqem to see if this is the case.

6. Wherever an "SS" mark appears with S category the
user should read the appropriate entry in the
Special Section.

7.

I

Explanatory parentheses and "InclUdes" statements
help determine whether a category is appropriate,
"Excludes" statements in parentheses are a cue to
consider whether the cateeries excluded are also.
required for the task. "'See also" and "For

see " statements tare. a cue to.consider .whether.

additional categories are alsb required for the
task, and direct the user to examine-other cate-
gorfei. However, the cues are never exhaustive
and are only guides.; the appropriateness,of the
cues should be assessed for each task.

F

2 For example, "Normaletructure and functidn," under "Human zoology,11

toverd,l3 categories. Some categories name the various-systems of the

body and cover both physiology and anatomy, buttwo refs only to aria-,

tomy, and two refer to physiological processes. This represents a com-

bination of three different "slices." The-analyst must select the in -,

dividual categories appropriate for a given task.

3 For example, "Thermal properties" includes "heat transfer, head refrac-

tion, radiation, absorption." The4term "radiation" in this context-

does not refer,to electromagnetic radiation; it 0110ors to thermal ra-

diatign. °Properties of lead," Under "PropertiesAbf elements" has to
do with the chemistry and physics of the element; the properties-of

lead in the sense of its use as a material appear under "Engineering
and technology."

7-11
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8. When an aggregative discipline is not found un-

- der its own name, the analyst must identify each
of'its separate parts as needid.for a given task.
The analyst mafhavd to'cOnsider which categories
together'make up the agiregative discipline and
then consider each.one individually in relation

to the task.

9." the Index can be used to check on' the inclusion

of specific 'topics or to-find possible categories.

However,.the user should always check each date- j
gory in its place in the System to perceive the

-

way in which 1.6 is ueed. A given term may appear ,--
in more -than one discipline with a different' mean-

ing in each. Such differences willp4t be evi-
-

dent unless the user sees the terms in its proper Ligo....,

t

context in the System.

t

Language Categories

A

The analyst examines the Skill Scaling Sheet to see if a

7
,

task is scaled- above zero for- Ltiguage Scales 7, 8, and/or 9. If so,

the name(s) of, the languages used will be. entered.' The following rules

-

then apply r'

1. If English is entered !or Written Use of a Relevant"

Language (Scale'9), the analyst should consider iden,,

tifying "Mechanics of writing-'English (65620660).

Identification of this category depends on whether
the category is needed at a non-zero level on tbe

knowledge scale. It should be not be automatically

identified.

2,. -If any language besides English is entered for any

of the three language scalles, the analyst mustde--
termine the followihg:

a. ,
If the language (on.any of the three scales) is
used as an intrinsic part of the task, sudh As

'-translating or teaching a language, the language

is to be identified under "Languages (other than

English)" in "Linguistics and language." The

scale value will be determined by the nature of

the task. *-

7-12
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b. If the langedgPis used only by virtue of'the

locale of the.ins-sitution, sdcWas speaking
Spanish to Spanish - speaking clients, and not

as part of the intrinsic nature of the task,

the Language,is not identified. In a case ,

where English is not the primary, language, the
user should consider creating a category such

as "Mechanics of writing " for the SysteM.

0

EXPANDING THE KfiTOWLEDGE SYSTEM

The HEMS Knowledge Classification System was 1.Ssigned for

use in'evaluating tasks in any industry; and-it maytbe usable_for other .

purposes besides task analysis. Witirthis'in mili:Cand knowing that

. ,

out"
:'-- -, ,

tilt categories presented are not all "broken out' t& the same digit
i.- a

_..

,
.

level of detail, RSMS suggests that khe user expand, the System to-gUit
...

%
._

.
.

his.or her individual needs.
,

,
,. - .,.

.
.

.,
,

Once the organizi9g principles of the System are understood

i. .

the user Can-take these categories which )11e, rei./ ellit to', an insstitution's "-

.

a

needs and expand them to greater digit-level.detail. The digitAg sys-
,

,

- , 4
tem is selfevident. .,The principles and rules for use were presented

earlier in this chapter. With th existing'categories
w

servines points
qui

.

of departure, any broad -level ca

digit .level' can be subdivided by

- a
gory not already brokenlaut to the 8,--

'the, mr Thd Index can also Se" ex-

panded to,accomodat the w *ntries.

To break current categories inteitiner subdivisions', the fol-

lowing should be bornemin mind:

ic
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=

l.o ,The categories to be "broken out" should nWrepeat
content already found elsewhere an.the System pr
names of categories already'in the'System.

S.

2 Each nevi category must be ab.ie to be.saled for its

use in'tasks across the X11 r of the knowledge

acale.

3. The new categories'broken out under an existing .c!a.-

___tegory must not all be required for task performance
Nat fixed combinations- Scale values.- 'In'puch a' ('

case there would ho:incpoint isthawidg separate sub-i-,

diVisions unless they would each scale differently
and 'independently for a given task and from task. to

-task.

-

I
- .

'*.

4,. ,The Oliminology used shOuld be identifiable in t#14010

v S,tuations in Which -it is plAn110;to apply the .11r

5.

System.

The'aubdivisioni at a given digit level of detail
should properly account for thebroadwilovel cate-
gory and be co-equal and exhAus0:ir'e..

THE KNQWLEbGE SCALE. p,
The HSMS-methoPtuses

.

a scale for measuring theleyel at
,

. . .

whiCh tasks require kno4dedge categories. Onedcale is used

that ories The Stale,is similar in congtIcthe skill'cales.
. __ ' , .41 '

I

gi , ,
.

,

No.318; "levels-of Knowledge," appeard.-in.Chipter 2 of Vogme I,

t,
of th±s rep6rt.

.
.

.

_
,

,

,

vr

.,
' As with e6"e skill scales, ae, knowledge scale has Inn overall

r *,
, 0 ..

statoment of itscontent and an indication ofawhat scaling principles.
.-

are to used td differentfate each of!its various numerical levels...:
.

. ....--

- . .

Each nemerical settle value {width cap -r4ge from 0.0 to 9.0)

°

panied)iy a seat nt (descriptarftch indicates the Criteria war-
-

scale value. The descriptors

language, and can be used for- any knowledge category.

ranting thatrdeaFiptor's

7-14 t
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There are two scaling principles for the knowle dge scale:

1

(1) breadth of knowledge, t0.(2) depth Of understanding. Breadth ,of

.

/knowledge refers to the amount of detailed knowledge the performer must
*

''know about he category: This covers the vd4ies of informatiori which
. ,

, -

:aie organized within the category, such, aefacts, terms, definitions,

special prodedures, and the -use of spec- ialized equipment. pirAh of

lindellandfftg, the second princinle,',referi.to knowledge of Ate concepr,

,-

tuaI strue re of,thecategory named. ,The.nature of the category&-
.

-termlnes the waydepth:Of understanding it manifested.

$

For a task be 'scaled zetb for a category thenknowl-
.,

II
&toe in the 'citegoly must be &nadiously applied,in tie tIsk'andmust

.. . .. ,
. .

.

. require a learning effqrt'sufficient to be. included lop a curriculum. -

AP , N,.. , .

.
.

.

vt-.---)
.1. - ....

Breadth of Knowledge: Amount of Detaildod Knowledge

.

r

% . f' 'Breadth of knoWledge," the fir t titiciile, is expressed-at
,. . .. , ( : '', v 4.

thre&devels,,rtsing fromlna limited amotp of detaileb(JknowleilitW ter"

- jia4 '') 4 . /
.

,"
+ m

"a 'moderate amount Of detailed knowlpdgev
-then tooPa very g'rvat

y

amount of derailed IcnOwledge.' '* -. . 1

) . 4
;

__, . , .
, .. ,

.

I

4

The "Smount of detailedknowledge"Covere the raw materiale

ch are.00ginized into a diatIpline; i.e., the facts,"lerms, defini-
.

ecializedions,
. 4 ).

ns, speCial procedures and v'equipment-qf the subject which
` ,

"Consciously tOplitd" means ;that he.perfo riUst be able- to`explain, /
.

how' the knowledge in,the-categor,Y,i4 used irCthe taskHowever, this,,
_need not mean that the performer must think bout the Jule of the kn wl---/'

editeach time the task.is done. lit OK no ally, apply else. knowledge' ,

Aufolatically because of practice,-but'he must be able to articulate
to the -analyst how he uses the knowledge it the task.- .

/
. , .-

% ., ,
.111v -- .

.

,

#

e , 79.15
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. . ,

cah be known, independently from fhe degree of knowledge about the struc-

ture or theory of.the subject area. Thls first scaling principle Ts

alb
. t

anAlagous to 'the quantity of knowledge knoWn in a category.

The breadth of a category refers to everything covered by A

,category listed in.tHIOKnowledge Classification System. Mhatconsti-

.

.. .. tutes the maximum'amount of detailed knowie e will vary from one cate-

.
., , ,

I

.

gory to another depending on, the natut'e o he category.-

.( '

"A limited amount of detailed; knowledge" at scale values 1.5,..

4
and 2.5 means that the task. requires the pe former to apply the mean-

,* , A
ing, definition, or use of several speciti technical terms, facts, or

. .
t .-

ideas, or apply knowledge 4e some of'the sp alized'equi ment or pro- .

.

, .. . -cedures in a narrow area of the'subject category. The "limited amount
.,.

of detailed 6owledgecan be draWn from any or all parts 4:-.70he cate-
1, -

e.

gory and'its included t picsoso'Iong as the term "limited" is inter-..

CP
.... --.

prezed to me ],as an "moderate amount."

"A moderate amount of.detdiled'knowledge" at-scale values

3.5; 5.5, and 8.0 meaniethat substantially more than a limited amount

, .

must be known and must,--..re appllied.s4Thts can btin a specific subdivi-

, .

sion or across'a number of\ipclude'd topics. "Ayery great amount of
.

detailed knowledge" atf.scale values 7.0 and9.0 means that,an impres-

.416, sfiTe quantity"of facts and information in the category must be applied

.
by the perforier in the task, or in the sum of the specific instances

of the task:

4 f.

.

7-16
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erith of Understanding

, .

of understanding,'! the second principle, -1 analaiOus.

to the knowledge known in_ the category end refers-to the'de-

gree
-

';, -
or knowledge ofwthe stricture or theory of the subject area. This

nciple is also expressed at three levels. rises from "general,

.

awareness" to '1-considerable degree of understanding," and then to 'a

very deep understanding."

1 ,
"General awarellps" at scale Points 2.5 .and 3:5 meanirtHat

. "91
. .

tne task requires tie perfirmer to applya grasp of what is covered by

a

tjle knoWledge,category, its-general uses,, and th binds of things .t 111,b.
.

, :
.

,

. ,

. deals with. This Mea9
.

s knowing Something about'a category's overall

Ole. 11

contents, approaches, and/or history. #

r . ,
. 4

"Considerable dews if understanding," at scaLompoints 5.5

-.. 09. . -0 , .,.-

and 7.0 covers 0comptehension,of tt;erinaliples at work in the subject

'

. .
,

_ -

category or the ways ineWhiCh'the s
Ir
ulOrt is applied. The task re -'-

quires that the perfors*bapplY principl:ne using the material that
-, .

p....

. . ..
, .

.,-.,
Che category coVers, kiew When to use lta-various pdTts, be able t?,_.

, ,,,,,,
- , )1:'*

comprehend concepts,5glafed to how the subject area is strueture0,9and -

. ,
. .

apply any basic;rinciples or theories (if these are present in the

e

. < ' ID

e 9
, 9very deetAdhderstandiag" at scale points 8.0 and '9.0 is

.
t -'

r"
,,c 4, . . .

meant to cerhmy t highest degree of umftehension of the.iritellectuar/
, .

...,

, . .

,

stiucture of th ubject.category and its aPplications-'9This refers to ,

theory in many ac demic categories,-but id spas such as 4irst aid 'Or .1

: 1 0
411.; 41.
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' 4011.0.111*

materials, i ry deep'understanping must be understood within the-Con-
.

text of the particular' category's individual intellectual structure.

The task must reqUire'theperformer to apply an advanced level, of eom-

pehengion of, the category and all that it deals with, to utilize ex-'

part knowledge of how the categOry's ideas are interrelated, and to

apply information about-themajor developmtnts in, the field.

410

-Scale Values

. .

At 1.5 fn the Stale only- the lowest level- of the first prin-

\
.)

cipl ,breadeh of knowledge,'is present. The second principle, depth

nnderstandingi is not yet involved. ainge-"general'awareness" can-

not occur without some "limited amount of detailed knowledge," it

not found separately on the scale and appears at 2.5 on the scale com-

A- ined with "a limited amthipt ofdetailed knowledge." t:

At 3.5 on the scale "keneral awareness" is combined with an

-increase of detailed knoufledgep "a moderate amount." This scale value

. is appkicab When a task requires the performer to kdow many facts or

. - 1
procddures but not to use them in a conceptualframework.

I
----- ,

"A
/

considerable degree' of understanding" does not.toexist

with "a limited amount of detailed knowledge." It takes more details

than "a limited amount" to understand, a subject to:"' considerahl&-de- ,

gred." The difference betWeen 5.5>and7.0 on th sea e is:in the

.

onsiderabl'e de-'

of in a simple'linear

relationship on the scale. Onezey know much abo t the structure or

amount of detailed knowledge involved; Both e

g

I. 4:

of understanding," but these'swo poiRts are

00,1112'48
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a

theory of a subject area without necessarily knowing 4'a very great

. "
. amount of d'etailed'knowledge." To convey_a higher,Ievel of comprehen-

.

slon than 5.5 with "a moderate amount of knowledg " the scalei,myst go

. . v.

. frail 5.5 -to 810. At 7.0 there.is only an increase in the amount of de-

.
-

tails known.: .

. pimilarly,.scale points 8.0 and 9.0 both involve "a very

deep understanding," but 9.0 does not represent deeperunderstandift
1

than-8.0. Scale value,9.0 represents more detailed knowledge than does
. -

'8.0.. Wheq a task requires "a very great amount o4 detailed knowledge,"

4 the scale, level to convey a deeper understanding than_at i 0 is scale
.

value 90, and not 8.0.
r ,

In using the.knowledge scale one should avoid being biased -/

-

by the\nature of the cathory. Some categories are clearly theoretical

in nature. It /la easy to choose 8.0 or -9.Q when depth of theoretical

understanding is,involved. However, 8.0 or 9.0 can also be involved in
%.

--
"Bandages, dressings, tourniquets and splints," which has its own in-

tellectual stactiire and sei-a_uncepts.

Knowledge soling im5ricitly takes account of prior educe-
;

04nnal requirements, Whether formally or inforpally attained. It should
4 '

4. j

15e borne in mind that., in.order to learn and therefore apply theory, the

performer, must have been eAutded to-its'content; praCtical activity by

itself does not transmit theoretical fOrlitilations%. Therefore,'the user
-

should realize that scale values above 35,.imply that prior prepa ration .

4

"for, the task involves exposure to concepts and/dr thtoryl Unless tie )

,

7-19
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task requires the liarformei. to use the Conceptual or--theoretical.for- =

mulations of the categbry, scale values below 5.5 are appropriate.

' 1,
P.

i/To.scale above 3.5,:the task must require'a conscious grasp

1 -

of c/ncepts or theory. For example, planning a lecture may require that

a performer think about some types of content presentation (42306000);

but unless the task requires the application of (knowing) the theory of

*
. .

content pregintationope task would not scale above "general awareness."
,

. .

4
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- CHAPTER if

KNOWLEDGE-IDVTIFICATION ANDSCALING PROCEDURES

-

lb HSMS method specifies procedures for identifying the know17:

edge categociarequired for task performance and scaling them for the

level at Arch they are needed. As with *ill scaling, there are also

Procedures for annotating the task descriptions as a check on the
. 1

knowledge identification and scaling and irpreparation for curriculum

design.

This chapter'is a procedural manual for knowledge identifica-

tion.and scaling siMiiir to Chapter 6 for skill scaling. It is ad-, '

dressed to job analysts and to" senior staff who Preview the knowledge,

identification and scalIne...g and/or carry out curriculum design. The
.

chapter covers preparation flbr knowledge identification and scaling,

annotation of task descriptions, estabLishment of benchmarks, identi-

fication procedures, interviews, final preparation of data, and review

of:knowlaidge identification, scaling,-and annotations.

$,* )

Knowledge identification (ID) andiscaliditakea place after

'skill Scaling. The analyst§ use the second set of "annotation sheets" '

pTepared earlier (see Chapter 6) which dontain the approved final vei-

Pions of the task desCriptions. The analysts work with the HSMS Knowl-
.

./-
edge Classification System (which'appears inChaPter 3 of Volume I of.

this report), theavels of Knowledge Scale (which 4pWara in Chapter

2 of Volume` 1), the Skill Scale Sheets for- tasks (for reference.to .

lang uages)., this chapter and the preceding chapter, and any relevant-
,

notes.

2,4 0



PRAPAKATION

The Knowledge Identification Sheet

Figure 18 is a blank copy of an,HSMS Knowledge Identification

Sheet. The analysts use this fo orecord the knowledge categories

and scale values for each task. A sepsltIjae-E-Ly filled out for

each-task to be scaled, AO additional pages a;e used as needed.

At the top is space for the abbreviated task name, the Task

Code No., the name of the institution, the names of the analysts on

' the team,*and the Sheet's page number, "page of for this task:"

Wheti a, sheet is corisidered to be in final form and ready for review,

' it is checked on the-last line, making it a "master sheet" for the

given task.

""

icJ'
4 .

The HSMS Knowledge Identification Sheet is divided into three

columns. The widest column, on the far, left, provides space for the

abbreviated knowledge category name. This is usually the words listed

just before ally parentheses statement as the category appears in the

Knowledge System.- Next to this is a column for the 8-digit abae for

the category. This need not be filled 41441t_il_the_Sheet is in final

form: .At that time it must be filled in accurately because thescate-
t

gories.enter the-computer solely by their 8-algit designations. The

coludin on the far right is for the scale value'assigned to the category

for the given task'. -

8-2
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Figure 18. ,IISNS KNOWLEDGE IDENTIF

Task

- --

. . '

Name Task Code No.
Analysts

Institution page of for this t -

For every category chosen: remember to examine whether, if you have chosen a

broad-1 el category-, any of the related finer -level break -outs apply; whether.

if you hat chosen a fine-level break-out, the.relited broad leVel category
applies. ,

.--

Abbreviated Knowledge Classification'tystem Name
-,.,

Kriowledge

System
8-digit ID

Scale
Value

.

. r

.

-.-----
, w

. .

\
0

40
..

.

,

,

.

.

. .

.

.

.

....

rre...1

.

r
.

w

mir%

'
. .,

.

i

_
. .%**%.,

1

Check here if thif is a master sheet; . . ( ) .
0
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special Training

.v

Unlik,,the case pf skill scaling, when early training and

1-

TraCtice in the use of die scales is sufficient to prepare the job

.7""
analysts, one-time training in nse ef the Knowledge Classification

System and scale is not sufficient. Correct use of the Knowledge

-Classification-System depends a great deal on the analyst's awareness

''of what is covered by categoriesand on his familiarity with what in

likely to be involved in the tasks to be evaluated. The Knowledge

System and the world of work are so vast, that training must be done

afresh for each new functional area studied.

Analysts who have some familiarity with a functional area and

the context and details of individual task descriptions' are more apt

to- recognize the need for some categories and the obvious inappropri7

ateness of others. For example, an analyst who knows that venereal

disease is conside d to be an epidemic probl'em would be aware that

knowledge, of "Epidemiology" might be involved in some examination

tasks. Analysts yho are familiar with the issuetfln diagnostic radi-2.

ology and _understand ,categories stOrao"'"Radiobiology" and "Interac-

.0c

tion with rad i a" wOuld"be skept ical about identification of a

category each as "Genetics" for radiologic technologist tasks.

Without paerstn,0 of the Knowledge System, analysts Can,mis-

interpret the meaning of categories and can improperly identify or

miss categories. For examp4le, when "Manipulation" is found under

"Surgery" it does not mean moving parts of the body. It refers to the

movement of a joint 'beyond its active limit of motion. IlOrgery' in-
,

8-4
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cludes categories required by'"pa'tient care aides; technicians, and

,
registered nurses, as well as by. urgeons. For example, -Intrqauctory

procedures," found under "Surgery," includes injections and irrigations

as well as more specialized "procedures.

After reviewing, all the categories in the System, as analyst

1

develops a "feel" for which areas might'apply and the sections where

apprOpriate categories may be found.

Before embarking on knowledge identifica0,on for any given

functional-tree, each analyst should:

1. Review the relevant literature for the area, espe-
cially glossary-type information -dealing with the
language, technology, and concepts of the field.

2. Review the task descriptions and notes to consider
the likely knowledge involved.

3. Review the Knowledge Classification System itself:

_a. Look for those categories that may be needed
and make note of them.

b. Took up the meaning of category names that are
unclear. Consult reference books, glossaries:
encyclopedias,1 and/or specialists in the field

(such as the resource respondents).

c. Become familiar with parentheses statements and
Special Section explanations: for possible te-

gories, Consult relevant sources to make su e
of the context-of possible categories.

Practice Training

After becoming familiar with the content of this_and"the'prior,
411k

chapter; analysts-should practice with apprdved task descriptions and

knowledge ID data. The task language assbeiated with knowledge cate-

8=5
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gories and the scale values which hive been applied and approved

serve as benchmarks.- As with skill scaling, the.HSMS curriculum ob-

jectives in Chapter 9 Of Research Report No.' --9 are a rich source of

1

practice maltrials. -The curriculum objectives present excepts from
.

HS1IS task descriptions in which the aliplications of knowledge categories

jare manifested at the scale values indicated.

Figures 19 through 22, presented'at the end of this chapter',

Orovide examples of knowledge ID-and scaling. -The figures are offered

as'benchmarks and as training aids.. These fifle in Knowledge Iden-

tification Sheets show the categor,ies and scale fbalues assigned to

N
four of the task examples presented in Chapter

corresp to Figures 5 through 8; respectively.
. ,

this volume. They

Figures 23 and 24 are examples tlfhow the task descriptions

are cut in-half, mounted, and "annotated foiCA0eir knowledge categor-

ies and scale values. The figures are piesented at the end'of this

chapter.

To user the material as A prictice exercise, he new analyst

would read the task descriptions in Figures 5 through 8 and.would at-

tempt to, identify the categories, scale them, and annotate the tasks: 11

'Jr

The data could be recorded on copies of Figure 18,. Figures 19 through

1,.24 could then be ueed to check accuracy, i.e., to see if there is agree-

, Arif.

-.sent with HSMS,knoWledge identification and sCaling.

,1 '

92. cat.
C
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RULES FOR-._IDENTIFYING AND SCALING TASKS FOR KNOWLEDGE

KnowlpdgeIdentification Rules

\

Each task description or,Summary ts,Separately evaluated for

the categories required in competenttask,performance. The following
1

_should be borne in mind by the analyst and the reviewer:

r-

;

1 Ead -of the elements of the ER.sk, includirig'all-ron-
tingencies and instances of the taskdare part of
the,tesk for purposes of knowledge ID 4nd scaling.
Thus, with normative tasks,that include desiderata,
the task may inctude elementsnot currently being
carried out by the performer who was It.iiAinalry in-

,

-terviewed. The analyst muit.1.4entify_all,the knowl-
edge required'in the tftsk for all its instances,
contingencies, and elements. If ,a category is ever

needed, it must be identified.

2. For a category to ~be identified it must have a
referent in the language of the task description
which indicates ho* the knowledge is used in-the

task. The referent may be a contingency or emer-
gency that appears, rarely, or may relate e-o the spe-

cial things used, or the particular reci'ients,
respondents, or co-wdrkerb. of sk.

.

edtit3. Fora category to be identifi must,be re-

quired for competent performance (rather than be
an option fof superior performance or be knowl-
edge acquired in thecourse pf .arrying out the

task,. or be. knowledge learned in the.clastrpom: 101.

that is-not applied in the task).'

.
or a category to.be identified it must be required

at a level aboVe the zero-cOndIrion on the Levels-
.

of Knowledge''S'cale. ' .

- I

For a category- to be ideritified it ,must pppeartin'
the KnowledgeGlassification System as an under-

,

lindd broad-level category, or as a 9umber-signed

(#) .fine -level category. c'

. Whenever 'a category is Select the uderyiust con-

sider its related broad-level c egory ox all its

fine-ieNiel subdivisions. This.r e does not mkt

f
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. Se f-
:.--; ;IN ; it

.
r

a -
I a . " _:>/ ... s ''* .

s 4 .
thatthe usp must identify the,broadL- oefine-

i 1 lavel.cate ories involved;11t only means that they.14,

''must be considered.
. e

..f.,/ __.

.Knowledge Identification Guidelines
..,

.. .

,
-

11

)

10

-
..?

' :-.,' WhenAeciding on the knowledp
A

categories required

.. ' "fo' for -116.eNas,c, the user shoyla-be sure to avoid 'dbn- 4

411
,Tusing. , combining tasks: . .

.

,
..

....
. , ,,

,'

, I, a.... ties not `included.win the task descrNption
, .

.
.. not be assumed to be,k/the task.*

.146 4 -.... 11',

.

44.-. J: x-'' ...b..- Procedures that ass always delegqed to others
. during the tasOltobld'not be,inclujed.for

, *..

- knowledge ID consideratiOns. "6
t , ,13

Ait
. . *.

po T.,. StecErleadititlipp to the [ask or fallowing the
'

-task that are-actually parts of other tasks-

t", .. should be excluded from consideration-I6r

0 , - knowledge identification. .

,,_

4. w-..
,. .4 . .

. L
; 2. The user should Consider Whethtr additionaL categor-

: 'ies have been suggesterby the ones already'tenta-
, T( ..

4 V tively Identified.
r- >

if,

., ,

. u

3. The user should not autom'atically.assume that cater.; i

,, ffl:stiee mentioned in "excludes," "see aigo, and
,i.

.t: "far' '. 'see" statements are.rclevant.
. 0

. . . f
. 4#

Ili

4. Tile:User should consiger whether tile context cif' a ,

_,
, category is appronriare for -a given task. -

. .,

211

'1 -

. .

ws

-54*
5. The user should not confuse the knowledge.heeded in

"task Performance, with the task's skill requirements-.

6, user should not.beicfluenced,by the job in which.
0 ,the ask is found, ettfer tasks of the:performer, or

the performer's level of education when judging the.
categories'needed for a task.

.

a:' -Tasks in highe.r2-level jobs do nbt necessarily
...

.t all require academic subject matter:
.. r,

.

.
.

Teaks in lower-legei jobs do nat necessaril ex-
,

%
elude the deed for academic SublAtMattex

: *
-

-
.,

- . ,

1

......
-,1% To ensure consistent and colOarability

.'--

of kn lgdge
.,,, ,...

, :idefitificAtion, us s may'refer to lifinchmark, guide-

lines provide this Eanuaige established in-house

a.

416*..- to coMpa*rd t k requirements. Vok 4 *c. .
.

. ,

8 -a
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8. Userp tray utilize knowledge.identifeat n data for
modeletsske-as guidelines ,for u6VW ated task
sunnaries.- The*bust cOnsider'the --aements in t ?e
model that do not appeairin a given summari;task and'
elements untque-to they 'given summaryitask. '

/

9, 'Categories are not properly_identifie0 utiles!' the
user indicates how each is manifested in thlr,task

by proper task annotatinne? 1

. .

. .
.. , , IO. In making annotations, the user must indicate the .,

4,

- .0j,-i'specific
task element,(s)-or instanci(s),of the task. *

-. Citing the whole task is not ac'deptable. When the .

. . f ankuage of the task-does-not make sufficiently
cleat..howlo category is applied the task, Ole

.e

user-should add brief explanatory information.

11. It 'several elements in .a task draw on the ,game knowli:-

edge category, all should be indicated,on'the antota-f-7/. t

JO 0

eloon sheets, especially. if they refer, to different,

areas of the subjeCt matter covered by--,the category..

e
v, 'Knowledge Scaling Rules

-!,-..--t
.

. 4.- -
.

Knowledge scaling is the assignment CV scale,valueto,
. .

A . ^-, .
0

%
r a1

each knowledge category that.has-been identified tpr
.

s_task. 'The same

, V .

`"-----,,-
sctieis used for all knowledge categories. The bcal aide is choen

I

to reflect the highest level dh 'the knowledge scale at which 'the sate-
., .

gay is required for competent performance of the -tasks The following

should be bqrne it{ minde

1./ All the annotated portions of the task description
that relate to a given.knowleage.caeegory are con-

,. sidered for scaling purposes.

The analyat must consi each 811140s;two.

principles fpr knes4edge, inCrementb along
scale, and the necessaryminimum condition before
a Category can be rated above.zgro on the scale.

3. ' Indeterminink the depth or "degree of understand.:-
ing" for-scaling, the anaryst scalei for the high-
est level required by any element or instance of
the.taqk: When.annotated'portions of the task de-

.
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<

scription refer to contingencies or several install-
ces ofthe task; the contingencies or 'instances that
requite the greatest degree of understanding are

'considered for purposes-of scaling.
-

. L

4. -In determining the "amouneof detailed'knowledge"
for scaring, the analyst scales for the sum of the
detailed knowledge neededin all the elements and
instances of the task that require the category.,

..

5. The task is scaled for knowledge Apsuming competent
performance of the task (rather than, common,
rent, or superior perfo nce).

, .0. ...

Knowledge Sing Guidelines
-,.

,
.

. .

411

ti

t 1. The scale descriptors have content meanings that were
assigned numerical values with a special statistical

technique. Therefore, the scale values may'not be
. 1

, extrapolated. Only the onevshownon the' scale may
- be used. The scale values are not eo be used as pure

quantity' symbols; the content,of the descriptor,for
. ,.,

a given.scale value must apply to the category's use

' in the task. . 1- .
,

-- 2. The scale:vatue for a catigory needed for competent'
perfottance in thlitosk s ould be judged independently

.,
tr.= the value of the same category in another -task
done in the same job title, or with the value of other

.. categories inn the same task.
. I ,

.

.

a. Categories which are subdivisions of, brqad

4011111*

,e6te y might not be required for th task-at

equal ale values.' Each category mus
.. .scaled n terms of .its awn use in the task.

* ..
c

.b.,,In given task,a broadlevel (underlined) cafe-
. go can scale higher than any' Of its,fine-level

( #-> ubdivisions if the amount of detailed kaowl-
4 edge called- for ri, the,tategory as a whole- must

- be greater/Oen the depth of underitanding of
.any of its individual. parts. - 4-

c. In a given task, a broad-le:re? (underlined) cate-
gory-can Seale lower fhanany of its fine=lelel

(#) subdivisions if the ammint of detailed'knowl-
edge tailed for in the category as a whole is

; relatively low, while the amount of detailed
knowledge called far in anyof.the.subdivisions ,

14 relatively higher. f
.

8-10' .
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3. i.:The scale'value for a categoryis not' ermined

by how centgal oressential the category s in

the perforpance of the task, or how centre the

- element'fdr whiCh it is needed is_leallkin the .

task as a whole.

4. The scale value for a category is not determined
by_ the level of education re4u0ed for the job, or
et9aned by individual performers.of the task, on
a performer's personal level:of comprehension of

the category, arglis articulatenegsl

. The seal* value far.a category is not detcrmined

by the scale values Todquired for the skills in-,

volved in applying the category in the task,.
t

6. .The scale value'for category-'s not determined

-by the, extent of thelltformer's,awareness of his

use of the knowledge in the task. iThatial, to
performer may have made the,khowledge so much a
part of his functioning that it is automatically
applied. The scale value is determined by the,
use of the knowledge:, not by the'self-conscioile.

use of the knoWledge.

7. Sbaleri are expected to use their own juagment'of
theappropriate scale value to use and not their

"idea.of what the performer's judgment would b

8. " To ensure cansistency and comparability of ing,

scalers may refer to benchmark guidelines p ov,ided
in this manual or,established'in-house to compare
the scaling for categories.

a.

9. Scalers Ay utilieff the lnowledge scaling for model

tasks as guidelines f9.r the knowledge scaling of

task summaries. They must dqa,eilipeil'te among date-
fories identified' for the modeAt are appropriate
for the summary task, those not requ red Or the
summary task, and those categories that are unique

to the given summary task. ,

10. In making annotatiOns the scaler must indicate the
specific task element(s) or indtance(sto which
the s e velueapplies. If-aeversl elements draw

on th tegory at the scale value, all should -be

given thevalde on the annotation sheeti.

f
8 -11
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SPECIAL.PROBLEMS AND BENCHMARKS

. . ,

. %
. .

1 igr''
. .

.

The following are benchmarks aeveloped ana followed by. HSMS

IL' to handle special issues whiCh arose durinir:Ignowl ge identification

4
and scaling.

Diagnosis and Evaluation

tasks which involve evaluation of a patient's conaitton4----

either throuiftexamination or in reading'and intetpre

formation, the analy"Bt*i faced with ite,chotce of id

categoies.tbat relate solely to the area of the body

rectly involved, or seeing the patent holistically,

other syttcms, parts of the body, an tha
=s- 4,

related. Performeti themselves disagres,about Ohafd.

ting diagnostic in-
sT

entifying knowledge

4
and pathology di-.

and identifying'

t might be inter-

s appropriate,

HSMS endorses the holistic approach, and: there'for'e, scares all'possible

relevant subject categor4es. Some are included at relatively low scale

values in comparison with the scale Values assigned to the obvious spe-

cialty category. In all Cues each category must be justified by an in-
-

c.'

dication'of how it is used in'the task.

Transmitting Information and Acquired Knowledge

*
.' , ;...

L.._4. .

. When a given task requires the performer to acquire and -

..

0

transmit informationetrsubordinates or 0-workers, suth as presenting
4.

w
.11, 4 . a report, the information acquired is not a'requirementiot task per-

1

formancei it is a byproduct of that task or a prior task. The task

that involves transmission of such information should be Scaled fpr the

'transmission, and not for the specific content of wiiat.ds transmitted.

8-12
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. °When'the,nat re of the
e

stintiyacquire new knowlediiLor

is not eireqUirement in terms of

edge required in the task." the

the perfdter must have inlordIT.

task requires the performer to son -'

information, s &h acquired knowledge

the kSMS Phiase: f'skflas and knowl-

latter are:sktils and knowledges which

to be given thtasle to do, rather: .

than knowledge gained in the-act of carrying out the task. For example,
s44

4 .

in recommending equipment fop use in s diagnostic radiology departmeht,

the perf rmer must periodically becom familial with the equipment

-44Vai1able or particular kinds of radiograph xaminations. In this

and the earlier example, the nowle ed to carry out the task

ld include the knowledgelteecied idroarry out ,the broad primary ac7

. tivitiMh in the sub4ect area, and,net.the specific knowledge transtnitte44,

.

. ,
.

or loquired. °

.
.

. .

(

Alternative Procedures From Other Specialties

Id tasks such as eadiologists'45ens ration tasks," the

performer considers requested and alternative diagnostic proceduies,

makes recommendations, and issues.a,requisition. Recommendations can

9.
:Include ptocedures outsid

sound and nuclear medcin

should be identified when

are not identified in the task description. These categories, would be

e the perforMei's,specillty, guch.aainUltra-
.

e. Such kno(Wledge.areas outside the sPeoialty

6.
applicablei even iethe specific alternatives

scaled for the degree of knowledge needed to consider the alternative .

1 '

procedures in these 'areas. This role also appiierse re a ding and in-

terpreting diagnostic informaticjfil when the performer must evaluate in-

r
' f6rmation from propedures doh In other specialty departments.

8-13
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Teaching Tasks

4A

.c.,

V

-11Slirgeneralfy separates, teaching tasks according

.abject matter,involv
1

is dons in lecture form.in_a case: study format, or in the form of cli-

4

. Different tanks reflect whether the teaching -

,.'total inagoruction or suilerVision. The following knowledge scaling

oft
guildertresare u4 by HSMS:

A

1Ir
If)a clinical teaching sk .involVes demonstrating

.tasks and/or intervenS during students' clinical

performance of tasks, the teaching task must reflect

_the knowledge categories and scale values-needed
fOi-1E--erlierformance of all the tasks which might be

taught in the clinical situation by the performer.

Therefore", knowledge scaling ror'inch tasks should,,

be carried out after all the'tasks_to be taught have

been Scalefil foD knowledge. There would bi it least

as many )4nOwledge categories as the sum of all those

involved,.and scale values at, least as high. The,

analyst then adds any knowlgdge required for the ,

teaching aspects ,of the task.

. 4

2. Broad-level categories are more,likely tobi.re-
quikedat higher levels for teaching than for carry-

ing out the tasks being taught.

I %,

I .

3. When the content of-a teaching task ig broadly stated,

such as patientare, general radiology, etc., the

following is recommended?
.

a., Identify the teks pf the,subordinates that are
to be covered 8y the performer's teaching task

'unless the teaching is purely theoretical. (In

'the latter case the knowledge categories will.

be fairly easy to identify.)

1

b. Identify the fine-flevel :Igories that the

'performer would have to,teach diasubordinates.

4 The performer's task may not req re all the

categories in the subordinates' tasks, but

each should be considered.

c. Identify the broad -level ca4egories that the

performet would have to know in order to teach

the fine - level, categories identified.

8-14 41
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Meetings

d4 Identify all categories that the performer
wouldgiove to know in orden to meet the teaching
objectives of the.institution, provided there is
a referent in'the task desetiption language.

e. Identify all the c4tegorie3 that' the performer.

would have to know in ordex to plait the'leasons, .
make the presentation, and test; rade, and evalu-
ate students, if thesellatter elements are in
the task. L ,

f. Scale each category identified IO items (b) and

. (c), above, at least as high the level re-
quired in the subordinates' faiis,. The level
should reflect a comprehension of the'sublieff
that is high 'enough fotfeeiching., This prob.1-

ably means greater depth, but may also involve
greater breadth of knowledge. Higher values('

may naf-he needed fOroill categories. 4,Th ana-

lyst should evaluate each separately'.

ft

er.

Tasks.that involve attendance and participation at a staff )

meeting or conference should be scaled for the knowledge required lot-

the performee,wtontribute to the particular kind of;meetinginolved.
,

If the task telafkt,o the perforther's
-

(nowlett iden tified should include categories needed., to cover the

work at the insitution, the

other task of the performei- whose conqipts ar e likely,to-be discussed..

HSMS usuall identifies broad-level categories aqd thdse fine-le401,

categories t at would_be_topics for diaou8aion or would be drawn on
,

in arriving° t conclusions Or policy, Omintling on. the nature of the

tadk'or spe alty.

Answering Patients' Questions

I

When the performer is expected to handle patients' questions.

\--
about home care, the task must be scaled to reflect/ the knowledge and

ae,a,

r

8-15
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.

scafe'values of the performeriejob level. For example, a technician__'

.

answers questions that draw on technician-level training, but is ex-

.

pected to contact someone more qualified to handle; questions and prob-

less thatorequire more.advinced_knowledge. HSMS identifies broad-level.

Po

categories required in the technicianYsother relevant .tasks and those

-A
fine-level 5ategories which ere leeded to'answer qUeSTIZER-ttiamight

be asked frequently and which require detailed-answers._ _

HSMS.Benchpark Knowledge Identifications and Scale Values

1. "PharmaCology" and drug categories are required
Only when something must be understood about drugs.

This is not the &Ale when the performer takes n-
ventories. Preparing injection doses requires .'

1.5 for "Pharmacology" (12300000). Explaining side

effects and/or allergy tests requires 1.5 for
"Drug toxicity",(1233000) and for "Drug idiosyn-
craiveed,44:Egy_pharmacogenetics" (12332000).

2.,..Being-ehle--ta-cbusider dange40, such as the 'safety

of x-ray equipment in the presence of various types
of an.ethetics, requires 1.5 for the category in-

volved, in this case "Anesthesiology" (11736000).
.

3, If the firmer must deal with patients who have

or who .have terminal illnesses, the HSMS'desid-

erata call for "Death and dying=behavioral develop-

ment" (41666700); the scale wilt* can vary.

4. "Algebra" (51200000) is required at 1.5 for making,
extrapolations,,using ratio equations, or simple -;*

formulas.

5. "Descriptive statistics" (52220000) is required at

1.5 for using log. and semi -log paper or calculating

averages. -

6. "Mechanics of writing English" is reqUired at 1.5
if grammar, punctuation gnd spelling must be imed

correctly; at 2.5, sentence construction and syntax

must be used Correct11.-as well; at 3.5, correct

paragraph-construction and/or structuring report's

and letters are added requirements.

8-1f%
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PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES

t

Preliminary knowledge identification, scaling, and task an-

notatior?.are essential parts of the knowledge identification and scal-

ing period. Without an initial attempt by the analysts to consider
o

the content of tasks and to apply the Knowledge System and scale to
,

the-given set of tasks analysts would flounder in the subsequent knowl-

edge identifACation interviews. Priiiminary knowledge ID and scaling-
-

allows the,analyup to establish benchmarks and.to.prepare questions

. to use in interviews with the'perfcrmer.

Establishing Benchmarks

Knowledge identificationmust be applied consistently as

well as Correctly. For this reason it is apprOpriate and helpful to

have staff conferences tot,ebtablish benchiparks and a commqn pOint of

view on knowledge identification and scaling limilar to those for 0
_ .

skill Scaling)._ -There should be a shared approach on the part of each

team bf analysts, the senior' -staff who Will'review the work, an0 the

./ 4irector.' There shbUld also be agreemenvon which staff membei is to
1

make the final decisions in cases of unresolved knowledge-identifica-
.

tioh. and scaling disagreements.

This chapter, the curriculum objectives in Research Rekz;:el
w

8,,Volume 2, and Figures 19 through 24 at the end of this chapter

offer some ofithe benchmark decisions madg-and used by HSMS. The

4
user's staff can also develop their own betichmarks'as follows:

-L_

1. Arrange and deal with t he tasks in the sate group-

ings used forthelask detcription work. 'Identify

25(3



dordmon language and agree'on the knowledge categor-

ies and scale values for these sections of the tasks.

2. For any given group of tasks, seleqt/a model if one

has not yet, been selected. Identify knowledge and

scale the model task completely confer on the se-,

lecttons and use the, task as a model for others in

the group. Then note.the differences between the

model and the tasks similar tOlthe model.

3. Develop. a list of knowledge categories that are the

central "core" categories for sim %lar tasks,

as radiologic technologist' examination tasks or

radiation therapy technologists treatment tasks.

Identify differences among grOupi, such as tasks

in which the performer has re ponsibility to decide

what to do, is in close cont ct with the patient, .

has bo be aware of the patie't's condition, or has

Co,consider the use of contr dt media. Assign

cale'values to categories under the varying con-

ditOns and Use these as benqhmarks.. Treat differ-

ences in the type of recipient, respondent, or co-

worker similarly; for example, differences for "in-

fant" and :'non7infant" patients using "GrowtAhand

development" in procedure:tasks.

4. Identify taskd that require alkiven knowledge cate-

gory at obviously different levels; establish scale

values for these and use the criteria as benchmarks.

, . 4
5. Attempt to find task language that illustrates Sach

category and scale,value descriptor and use these

as benchmarks. I.

6. As the work progresses and specific problems arise,

have periodic conferences that arrive at conclusions.

Record the decisions and use these as additional

benchmarks.

.Preliminary Knowledge.Identification, Scaling and Annotations

1. It'is most efficien;..teihtve the analysts work with

tasks fob which they have been reEiponkble during

task description.and skill;' scaling.

2. The analyste,Work.independently with their notes,

the task descriptions on annotation sheets, the HSMS

Knowledge Classification System, the knowledge-scale,

completed Skill Scaling sheets, the rules in Chapter

7 and in this chapter, and benchmarks.

8-18
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3.- The analysts fill out the information called for at
the top of the Knowledge Identification Sheets for
each task. Ikveralsheets may be needed for some.
high-level tasks. Even if a task requires no knowl-
edge category` it' is .represented by 'a Knowledge Iden-

tification.Sheet marked "No knowledge." lining such
asheet avoids the possibility thatthe loss of a
Sheet with Categories will not be noted and will be
misconstrued to mean that no knowledge is required
for the given task.

4. The analyst's identify knowledge categories, scale the

categories, and annotate the task deetrfPtions_fol-',
lowing the rules presented in Chapter 7 and in this
chapter. In addition:

a. The analystsannotate all the task elements that
call for a knowledge category; all ttkose- dist
require 'the category at the scale value selected 4,

for the.'task show the scale value.

b. A aven element in a task may require more than
one category'. This isexpected, and is not a
problem. The analysts annotate the element for
as many knowledge _categories as are represented.,

5. The team. of analysts compare their knowledge identi-
fiCations and scale values, resolve differeigtes,of
opinion, and/or decide _on the questions that .must be

raised with the performer. They' initiate staff con-

ferences to veSolve issues of substance and to es-
.

tablish benchmarks.

The analysts prepate questions for 'the performer.

which can help them to'assese the appropriateness
of all the categories ,tentatively identified and
scaled and any not already covered.,

a. If the analySts are unclear about the knowledge
requirements for a ,task and cannot come up with
atentative'list of identifications, they plan
initial questions tof9 9us.on,which of the
broadest -level caiegories.are at all relevant;,

they then zero in firom-theTe.

Yr

b. In scaling, at least'
is planned. Each of

can be used to
analysts can work up
one descriptor fits.

88-19
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GENERALIROCEDURES

6

. Xnowledge.Identification Steps, -
asalw

1

4'

This seotionvapplies to preliminary knowledge identifica-
,.

tion,editing, team.tonferences,and final preparation of data. In

''all cages analysts work with 'he task at a time, and identify ail the

categories needed fOr the task., As a check, once allthe tasks have I

1,1/

been dealt with, analysts. caq work with one category at g- time-across. /.

,tgsks to make pure that the category has been included for all tasks

in which it is required.

1. The analyst rea4 the task description or 'summary

for the task tobe tonsidered.

/

2. The analyst makes a list of all thecategories that .

might,be required for the task, applying the rules

for khowledge identification and the guidelines.

3. The analyst considers languages and Mechanics of

writing English," as described in Chapter 7.

. The analyst considers al l the elements or instances

of the task that call for the given knowledge cate-

'gory', since the sum of these determines the "breadth

of knowledge ", involved for. scaiing-purposps. The

!analyst then marks these sectiopToff 'on the task's

annotation sheets.
-,.

5. The analyst,enters theq4pwledge category names'and

code numbers on, the KnoWledge Identificatiop Sheet,

preferably in numerical' order., (Knowledge.category.
Cies are entered prior to knowledge scaling.)

6.
lk

,Even if a task requires no kn owledge categories,

the analyst fils out a Knowledge Identific.ition

Sheet Indicating "NO knowledge''. on the first -line.

..dowss`

8-20'
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Knowledge Scaling Steps-:

This section apPlies to preliminary scaling, editing, team
1

/.

confetenCes, and final, preparation of data. , In all cases analysts may

choose to scale one knowedge.category at atime, 41.111kit is preferable
,.

.f"

to scale knowledge for onedtagk at a date and then, as a check, review.-
_

the scaling by categories. A AMC

1

. -1.. The scaler"refers to the knOWledge category names
4ntered'on the Knowledge Identification Sheet(s)
or the task, one at a time. 4

. The valet- must keep in mind the content of
the given knowledge category, since the.scale
value depends on judgmChts regarding the task's
r.equirements in terms of the depth and breadth

,wf the content covered byythe category.

b. The scaler takes account of the category tame, '

.the content of the fine-level categories sub-
sumed,unde; the given category (or what Asuld
be intended were the Subdivisions to Ir'made),
the category's explanatory parentheses-"In-

a cludes" statements, notes'in the Index and the
Special Section, and statements attached tO
broad-level categorieg under whiakit is listed. .

The scaler Velsdes subject matter specifically
. mentioned in "excludes," "for see " and

','see also" statements, or in similar statements
.

attached to the broader-level categories under
'wbch the rategoryis listed. These suggest'
both the scope and the limits of the category

content.

c. The scaler determines what "depth of understand-
ing" refers to in the particular category and
what would be rated as "very deep understanding,"
"a considerable degree,". and'qleneral awareness"
Within the framework of the category's content.

d. The scaler determines what "detailed knowledge"

- is covered by the 'category'

2. The scaler reads the annotated task description or
summary for the task to be considered and finds till
the elements that require a given knowledge category,

O 8-21
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Preliminary knowltge identificetTpand staling is not a
.

41) - ,
. .

.

. .

, . ..

.
,'substitute for knowledge interviews with the performer. .Prel,dmihary

. ___ - ',. 1

i .;. -. ,

,
. ,.

'

.

..
.

,
. ficdtion can only vroduce.tentative identificationi'anA a set =

»-. 1.3., -

I

-4

40"

411p, . . I
. . .

..and applies the knowledge selling rules andifries- '4.
.1. .

.
, 4

. lines as described.
,

. .

.

.

. .

- "s'

,

.
'S .

a. The scaler compares the amount af,,detailed JAWi-

.
edge tovered by all .tide anubtateh task elements.%

with the catirly's.t*tal coverage.

.
,

. . . .

: _b.The scaler cdmpares the' neatest of u

";

nder-

' .
, standing requited billfliny of the.annopted task's-

* . elementswith .the deepest possible understanding
. - the,eategory.,'s 'content. 0 t r

"
..........._ 4 . .. :.

i . .. ,

°c. t the non-zero cOndition is not:met, tfie cate- :

- gdry is 'iemoved from the KnowledgeIdenttfication.

. ' Sheet.
.0 a ,fr...-- ' .

04 ,

.
-.411"1 d. -Ale scaler decides which combination of levels

. ,

of.the two scaling principles applies, finds the 4

i- highest descriptoron the knowledge scale.-which

.
t- most aptly teOresenta thii combination as it i.S.

.

............

,fl
-required in the taskyand assigns that value.

The scale value ism0--Atered On'thekdowledge Iden-

'tlfiestiqkpheet On thiii0e containing, the cate-
., , .

;gory niqe. .
..:_: ..

...
. . ....

. ----..-::- --3, The scaler selects Vile elment(s)sthat repkesent xhe .

seale,v4rie'issignea to the task and enters. this 4,

-scale value next#to all- tiiese elements on- the anno-

* -. tation sheets. Thus, the'toeal breadth -df detalled-'

-,.
knowledge requfredqur eh'eh category now has a sr- ,

ries of aunotat0 re rents, with'only those_ref

ing the dee-Oest leve of.understandihg ads pined the

-.: scale value,. II - .
-: -,-. -

.
... c.

V

6

_

.
Ai.

. GiINTERV/EWS.i- EDITING ANDY REVIEW
1,11-

'
,14

.ftawlifdae Interviews
.

i, r ',,, f
. ,

,
. -

.

. . . ,

a
4

es*

-4 *-

f.Amestieris for the performer. In the 4witlothe performer: .

.
interviews,

. 4

,
.0.3

. ,
Ca0gOrie% not yet considered may be uncovered, and tentative, cate-

.. . .. .

glries ate
. econfirmeor

o
discarded.

s' 8-(22
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. '.-..,.
The'first.knowledge interview 'reestablishes

,---,

ground.ruleS 41
.,..

,

..
. .

- with the peiformer aqd-clarifies what is required.
..
Analysts.proceed

. ' *. .

withal. group of
.

tasks at a timel, and ,
A

within 4roups, one task at a
-

4001- time. .Initially, the interviews deal withpdge identification,.

but -it is helpful to obtain'scaling information at the same time,
.

. .. _

while 116 performer is focusiltd on the conent of a task and the. mean-

ing of a category. Analysts should use.their min experience and their

sense of the characteristics of given performers to determine effi-
. .

dteni ordering 9f the interviews.

(Alter ground tults fbr the performer and-the ...Analysts-are.

4 reestablished, theEalystt must be-sure that the following points are

understood by the performer:

1. Thilipn/iysts pant to know what subject matter mw- t
be learned and used by the performer in Older to
,carry out tasks. '

J
_ 2. ,The anaints want* to focug on the subje t,matter

neededeor individual task activities ra her than
for the job;as A whole, or for...the purp of taking

- an examination, such as for lftensure: -

3. ,The analysts want to know how the,gerfOrme d be;
,
the subject-matter he or she-mus ow, and wi so

b5,asking_about'techeical terms; e analysts
asking,for'heip in comparing at" latingothe peiform7
er's.tdrmbyith the termslthat the analyst m st work:*

. with in'thq Knowledge Classification ,System.
.

. .

'The aqlysts must be sure that he perfor er ar about

-the activitits and all the instances covered by the task thatis being

discussed: This aspect of, the work is -the same' As that for sk

scaling.

al
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Once
I ,

he task is in focus, the spokesman leads with a ques-

tiph which allows the pemformer to,iaresa himselfitillysdb9.1.14 what he

It°
'or she needs to know to perform the task. The initial question should, ,

notiovits broad as "What dip you need to know?" since this wo'r'ding can

.-evoke-a list of tasksstepe. The iniiiarquestionsmight be framed as

folldWs:..
.

1. If youlieril' asked to name ttietopieswOr subjects
that_xou have to diaw on to do the work we just'
descrfived; what would you name?

.

2. What subjects would'someoke Kaye to learn and use

in order to do this-wok? Could you list thq

subjects?'

3. Forgetting what You.area.4 kn
be more than you need for the wo

4 described, what.vould you put on
person must know- and use in order

work activity?

4. An example can be used, such as:

or kneW'that might
tivi -ty we lust

a list of topics a
do this,partl-

ifINwere a tax accouitant, and I had an activity
'in which I had to decide on a client's 'deductions,'

I might haveto knowsomething about tax law and
- 'something about account [g. Of course,"I.would

also have to getlinformation_frpm the clien'tT, but

I wouldn't need'qb have learned that before I*

could do the task. TeLliwoilLhat you had to learn-

'before you could do.the work we are talking about.
/". 7

It is hoped that-the perfOrmer will recount a list of kind§,

, ...

of knowledge. Some of the list.willbe'usablean6,appropxiate, and ,

N 0

... . .1,./ r

othen pa'its will be steps of the task, procedural detail, overly broad
, ,

.6,

".

.
dategoriV, orientation-type knowledge, or the name of courses of

. ,

study. These should be copied down, however,-because some can be used
- t -__ ....L.*___ .- op'

, 4.
--1- ; -;-,;,-+

'as points of-departureifor leading the'performer-in o providing more

,tepi

TZ



,..
_ 0 ,

I .

..

..

.ler

usatle anddetailed information.,' The list is not Complete unit.,,,the
... .

,... ph 1

aniiwerwarthe question "Anythi24 else ?" draws no- further replits.

7 .

C7'D\ .

*. -.- ' The perfarmOr!L nitial_answei can be-uSed as a point of
'.

f departure:% tr '

,

) i

. . f,

. 1. Some of the perfO 's answers may be the.limes.,
,

.

oU;Knowledge,§Irstem rOad-level,categorsies. When;

this is the case, the performer. 51-011141p asked:
"'You say you had to study` ' .-i.louleYols say_,

.
''- everything' in the field; dr 'special partp, of it?,

If the answer is "Everything inAiktelfield,"..the

Performer should be asked to give' an idea.-of what --

the field covers. iIfihe answer es, 'Tarts of it," ,

.. . N
the 'performer shoutd'oce' asked to.specify which 9ries.

.,

, , e

2
, .

If the performer rations' whole tasks or procedures,
b the 'Analysts should tryto break the task, Up and /

4_

ask which subjecIcs).cover esch step. "

40 16 -*

The,spokesman shoUld lintion,individUal-variations'of the
.-._

'11. ' ,. s
-

, 4, task,ot elements Of the.--task, and ask the performer teidentify, the

. . , 4,

.

icnowlIOge needed for each.' This may uncover kn?wledge thatmightr
- k

"k,--."-7 .1

4 ,..
cothilirise be overfooket.,

,

If the analysts determine prom the performer's responses' ,

that no Know.ledgeASy- stem categories are.needed (i.e.; the task-re-.

. . k

'..quires only Skills ant procedural,informacion), the,linalystsshopld
,, .

.,' _-
move onto the next-task.

.4
41`'

. 4 rf the performer 's responses iddtcate very- different types
.-,--

".. . - .

. of cakeprieg.than,thOse to belfOund%in the Syetsm,, the-analysts etust
. , .

-..

. ,
. - ,

&I
'make urethat they have complete notes -for later use in translai ,. .

, . 11.. i ,

- 1 t e responses into Knowlage 1Tstem aattgdYie9.0 ',
.,.\;!

4 -
......

.,. ., 1

I ,i, .., 1 ** r
..

s.

° 2 tir
,

. ;%--

G4
,

N , .
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4

..

At smite point in the'questioning, the analysts must

S

asc. the

Iperformer a-e5plainCow th
4

dge iaused_in the task. This is,

.
aPprimary check onwhether the knowledge is appropriaip,lx iddntified

in'terms of the conditions set by-the HSMS method; led/or tb required

at 'all
.
ralable leve- l. .,if the performer's langyage is

dffferent,from that

-

I

used in the 6ystem, such quest ioning helpS' eg suggest Knowledge System
.

- .

categories.. In addition. with coMPtex task's, the analyst can ask:

,

.;.
...

I'm not clear 'anti thaVis really needed in this

particelar at-ti
,

it' for. (activity };

an og explain ow yr,, knowledge .n this case,

or what y6,66mse it fort

( N..
7- 4-.

T6-,CheCk. on wliethei knowledge is orienrAion-.. -

.....

. is,need d at too"loto-4'level Ill'be on the. scale 100'-analyst might ask

. .
s. 'whether, having dose the'task, the perforMer"coul,d'apply the knowledge.

.

; . , ..,,,_
.

, ..

. = mentioned .to. solpething else. Pdr,example, when "Asepsis'. fa_mentioned:

_.-....__
4 1 , ,

. ,

. -

-.....-

.

. .. - .

.

,,V .. .. ' .)._
'Would whal:4-YO-crIl;nole_po

4N`geping these things sterile

,' --- 7+ be usable for doing some ing else.
- .

knowledge or

,

A

The analypts, shodld attempt to hal&the.ques;ions focus
,

on

#` . .
# .......,...._

ohe issue at .a tide. 1Ques ing about thipategories which iiere ten- .0"--'

-
l .

0 ' - , 1.61

-tativtly identified'during-p liminary knowledge, identification should
? - .

-
4

be held,"iiff until the

.4

4r-former hatlhad a chance to extiress hips nr her
.

0 _.
,

-
- own ideas oresthe knowledge categotiesqleeded.

/ ib a
4 0

. ,

'

and
4 '1the pqints below cover- the early questioning And questions

4, - .

. ,

...

. J

caterri-8T-terlatiVely, k

4

$-26
.
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41
the performer should be'questioned further if there
is'. any-doubt but whether knowledge mentioned is op-.

tional.rather,than.aCtually required for the task to,

.be -Performed. The analyst might indicate that he
.e-a/izes that the performer has the knowledgeo but

would likipto'know if anyone doing:the task must use

that knowledge."/Alternative questions might be,

"Must anyone doting this ktask). know that (subject)?"

"!Do. you haie.td know that; or is it just that you

happen to knot'/ that?" T

I

[ might be/helpful to ask if the same task Carried4
out th a ],,aver -level job title requires the same

icnowiedge.

2. A perforniesi may actually use knowledge of some de-

tailed inforniation in a subject category without

being aware tf the category cgntext. Remgmbet that
at 1.5 on the scare_ there is no general awareness
of the'intel.lectual ftLcture of the subject. The

analyst must be-aware when terms, equipment, and pro-
cedures are part of the detailed information,in
category area. For example; if the analyst thinks
that "Asepsis" is ipvolved, he or she can ask,."You
have to make sure Rot to let those materials. be.con-
taminated by touching other things. What would it

mean.** that happeped?" If the'antwer is something
like, "They wouldn't be sterile," the analyst, could
'ask, "Do you have to know about conditions of thpigs° .

being, sterile? Is that somethio you had to learn

about?"
k

3. Performers will vary inNiticulateneskand 'in educa- .

tional experience, formaftv- otherwisq,...
pilkate to,isk a performir whaChe means by,a bject

designation and to ask him if something he hai named

refers to what the analyst phinks.it is, such as a
category in the System..

$ .

L
N

4. PerforMerS may take for-goSnted knowledge which'comes
automatically tcfthem or knowledgs, Which they acquired f

in ,informal ways. Asking about rhe way the.
/earngd.tO do the'task may help to evoke overl000ked

knowledge. In cases where the Orformer mentions *he-
syllabus of a course, this hay not be apploopriate for

identifidition. Mee analyst should relurect the' per-

former with questions such as, "es, bAdovou heed
all that for this specific work activity? WhicH parts

',in' particular? How do 0; use, that iq this
0 ".

5. Probe questions Should be...usedto. diktinguish.bet
Okquired,skilll and required knowledge.ofsu
matter.

1". 8-27..
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6, The perfor'mer's language may touch on categories cov-

ered in parerithesgis statements in_ _one of the,Sptem's

category names. For example; must know spelling)"

aleans'that "Mechanics of writing English" is'involVedi

."I must know how SR advise families on money manage-

Meat," may mean that "Consuper economics" is involved.

Sinee the 'analyst, may not always be oble to make- the

aseociation during the interview, he should be sure

that he has adeqUate notes for use in post-interview

editing. ,

r

.
After ,the team hadiqully questioned the perfumer about hit

initi responses,, the spokesman.ind the other analysts should turn to
1,* .

?
.

/

thair' ists of prepared questions related to tentatively identified

, 0
ledge System categbries. *

- 4114!

;The analysts can anshould.focus on and even quote the an-
.

hoiated portions of the, task descriptions which have been tentatively,/

.

p

by

ociated with categories. This helps bring into considerion asi-

pects of the task that might not he carried out by the peiformet but

which must .be `scaled.
Theperformfr should be asked, "If yOU w., re to

do this, what subjects would you have to know and,use?"/,

//

,
When.the,analysts question the performer about tentative

P
,

, ,

-1.1ntified knowledge" categories, they .must make sure thAltthe per= All

former is aware of whatthe categories c over. The follOWing apprpaChes

/.

,

411

may be utdd;--

J., The analyst Mal be utilizinselanguage found in the

System ittelOrhileidnieg the- questioning. He, car

sometimes ask -the performer directly,, "Do you need

"- tp know ,any' ?" naminvan'actual rategory; and,
ould probe.to see, how the category is used. .Thfs

--\serves as a checOnn whether,the performer has the

correct idea of what the category'name,mearis-and

"whether it 4 real17hquired for the task.

. 8-28
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401

2. If the peillormer doe not know what tUe System cate-

gory name means, th analyst should explain as well

asrhe can what is cant by the name, using language

appropriate .to th performer's background..-

3. The analyst ca name a broad category under whibk a

troublesome name is includef he brad ego

has a self-evident name, sucdh

i

as

t

"Physics.cat" The

ry

-41

analyst mighesay, "We haye diVided Physics into
several partg. They are:Ireads the co-equal cate-
gories at-the next_q_iner level]. Do you sense how

we have divided it?' [If yes], "Do .you use or need

any of these'for this task?" [If one of these in-

cludes the troublesome category], "We divide [cate-

gory] into:[reads the,categories subsumed under the 7-

troublesome one]: Do you see the basis for this
breakdown of parts?" [If yes], "Which of these do

you use or need?"

If'the performer cannot understand or agree with the ,

System category subdivisions, the analygt, should
ask him for his breakdown, write this-down,, and ask

him which of his own categories are needed,in the

task. The performer should be encouragecto ex,
plain what he means by his cafegorles.

5. Perforlpers who are articulate, interested 'in this .

Knowledge Classification System, and able to handle. '

it conceptually, tar be shown the Knowledge System,
told how it is arranged, and be asked about parti-
cular areas., Aihe performer then sees the *categor-

ies in contex This approach should not'be used

if the performer is likely to ,be:overwhelmed by the
experience or so egoinvqlved*that. hdf or she turns too.

the focus of the iri)tervi'e tpward& a revision of

the. Knowledge Classification System,.
4

% In scaling the .categories, the,analysts focus on the con-

tent of the,category, the amount of detailed knowledge, and the depth'

o understanding .

,

1! The spokestnan'.begins the questioni4.abouit any given

category by naming it and explaining its meaning
orchecking with the.pprformer on his comprehenifon

f whit the cat ory covers. In some cases itwill

be necessary t pinpoin the particular aspectof , i

' the category eiiig rbferred to. The spo4sman'makes
, i

t

8-29 -
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14.

sure that the meaning of theCategory is cleai to

the performer before-going on.

2. It is imporOnt to question the performer about ,

the depth ,d breadth of the category that is needed

whedthe:nse-of the knowledge has become automatic

for the perforMer. It is appropriate.to ask the

_
performer tq explain how the kdowledge category is.,

put to use in the, task. `

3. Even if the analyst is fairly certain of.a.scale_

point selection beforethe intltrview, he should

attempt to question to verify his or her judgment

and p* open to changing his decision as a result

the quegiioning.

Interviewing continues until all the tasks have been scdled

for all the knowledge categories' identified, as follows:

4111.

1. Interviews,affer the initial knowledge scaling in-\ '-

terview should open with remaining questions about

categories-in tasks already coffered so that data.
sheets can be completed and setaside.

Editing

2. Editing takes place between interview sessions so

that.tile analysts can prepare regaining questions

and make final decisions.

3. Interviews continue until all the catlories have

been examined for each task and the an lysts have

no further questions on the scale values. A

P

The notes taken in any given'interview result in a series of

.Anowledge category identifications, a listing of "performer language"

,categories that pusi be translated into Knowledge System categories, .

and scaling inforation, During the editing period aft r each knowledge

. .,-

Atterview the analysts refine their list of identified altegoiles for
l .. .

1.
"tasks, make-Indgments on. values,,and prepare questions.

--- ,
.

, .

8 -30
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The following shOuld be borne in mind when finding Knowl-

edge System counterparts for performer language:

t

I

1, If a phrase actually describes a skill, no counter-
.

part category, is needed,

2. If a phrase i cpvered by,.the content of a broad -

level catego y; th c tegory is identified only if

other phrase ould p rmit scaling the category above

zero on th knowledge scale. If hot, the4fine-

.. level cate ories should be considered-
/

3. If the a lyst is convinced that a category repre-
sents op ional knowledge, it shohid not be con-

.1Pverted o a K wledge System category.

4. The ,analyst should 'Check to be sure that a Knowl-

edge 'System category properly translates the mean-

ing of the performer's language.
..

t

5. When the knowledge category chosen contains paren-
theses elaborations, these should be folldwed through
to,ffnd additional categories, as described earlier.

6. The analystnotes which knowledge categories are
still tentative and whtrb-performer-langu'age is
still untrfanslated, and framed appropriate questions'.

The analysts then attempt, to scale all categories that have

beasirconfirmed inthe interview and prepare questions to confirm scal-

_14 of clarify ambiguities.

1.11

Team Decisiona On Knowledge

The purpose of.team knowledge identification and scaliing4s

to reach.the most valid, reliable, accurate, and consistent decisions

-alsoyf the knowledge required for tasks. The procedures ere similar to

thpse for skill scaling:

1. Each analyst independently prepares a set of Knowl-

edge IdentificatiOn Sheetaand annotation Meets,

,8-31
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using interview, notes, benchmark decisions, and in-

terim copj.es of the Knowledge ID Shgets.

2. The team deals with one group of relateetttasks at a

time, one task it a time. It is Tost convenient to

deal with category names in the order of theirl-dpit
identification codes. In that way related categories

can .be discussed in relation to one another, and later

checking is simplified.

3. One of the analysts is assigned to fill out the master"

cloy of the Knowledge Identification Sheets for tasks

as they are covered. The Sheets are appropriately

paged and checked as "master sheets." They include

the abbreviated" name of each category,inthe left-

pand column, each.categbry's 8-digit identification
code, the scale values, and task identification
formation at the to

4. The analysts on a team compare their results and re-

solve any differences. Unresolved differences are

carried to the staff member assigned to making final-

determinations. r

5. ,The-master Knowledge Identification Sheets for each

task are reviewed to see that inappropriate categor-

ies have been eliminated, that names and code numbers

are correct and match, that each category.is scaled

with values that appear on the knowledge scale, and

that the annotation sheets reflect each category and

Scale value.

1:e The master Knowledge Identification sheets are stapled

to,the task's annotation sheets. These are then

A turned over to the staff who will do the review.

V'

ReviewltrO e utts v *
,

r; /

'The review of the knowledge identification and scaling can i

I

include altage In which ttartis of analysts review .each, other's work. I

1

The review may also.be carried out by, one or more penior staff mem4
.

bets. HMS uses both review procedures. The steps in knowledge data
,

. ,. .

.
.

review are as follows:

-8-32
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1. Each task is checked for completendk.of,knowledge
/ iniormatlon and annotation as described earlier.

This inclUdes a'check on each of the following:

a. There is a Knowledge Identification Sheet for

each task, even if no knowledge has been iden -

tified for some tasks.

b. All the. Knowledge,Identification,SheetsOr a

task are p;esent and numbered correctly.

c. OnJ permissible underlined or number-signed (I!)

categories hae been identified.
tA0

e 8-digit t

the category
d. The category names are correct; t

code numbers are correct and matt

..names.
q ; -

l e. Eah category has a vale value above zero, and....,

thp scale value appears oh the knowledge scale.
.

.

.
. .

....--

f. The annotations for categories ana scale values

are eomQiete. . -.

Of

2. The reviewer groups the tasks as disdussed earlierC1

similar tasks are grouped.witheir models; tasks

to be compared-for consistency of scale-gradations

are identified and grouped.

3. The reviewer checks fnowledge idenitfication and

.1
ryscale one category at a Lime across tasks, and

then checks tasks, for consisten'd9 of annotations

and scaling. . \.-
-

. ./
/

,

4. The reviewer refers to established behchmarks, de-

velops new ones as they emerge from the review, and-.
4 checks that these have beep followed consistently.

5. The reviewer the ks that the categories and k4
values have been. plied-liohsiStently, and 'tha

same categories an___aaad values hay& been assigned to

comparable activittele:7_ Jere cerugory scallarada-

tions are obvious, the reviewer Checks thailllower-

level activities are scaled apiproprialely lower

than higher-level activities.

6. 'The reviewer checks that, when an element has jpeo

_assigned a.categolgY,arld scale value, it tfE; always

assigned thatcategory and value whenever ap-

pears in.a task.

f

.8-33
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%
'7. Where there Ste-Anconaistencies, these are discussed

idthithe analysts: Thexesource'respondents, re-

,sOurce persons, or permers can be consulted to

obtain additional Information. Unresolved problems

aresettled by the staff Amber designated to make

final detisions:
.

b

.

, .

8. When a new benchmark decisiowis made, the reviewer-
. .

makes Ote that it is consistently applied to all

the laSks'to which it is relevant and that all the

,, 'analysts are informed. ,

. -
.

,
i ..

9. .The; reviewer makes suFe\that any fipal changes in

dategorles'identified, scaling, or .annotations show

upon thiiKnowledia Identification Sheets and_on

the annoSitionsheets. This is critical for later

'coding and.curriculue- Works

1

'When the review has been accdoplished, the knowledge 'data

,

.. .

a

'are ready for coding. Coding and data processieit are discussed'in

.40,- '' , , . , W -
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Figure 19. HSMS KNOWLEDGE IDENTIFICATION SHEET FOR TASK No. 1824..---,
. ,
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Figufe 20.
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KNOWLEDGE IDENTIFICATION SHEET FOR .TASK i10. X6.3
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-- Figure -20. HSMS KNOWLEDGE IDENTTPICATIQN SHEET (continued)

a

Tas blame .e.JA, 1-4 ,, .. IP Task Code 1;.o. 3 - 3
0, it. , I IA a I Analysts

Institution , . ,: page 1 of 2 '04 ties task.

9' ,every,cat-egory, cisea: remem er to exanine wnet set, it you fl.1`.t. ,t_:, 411 :
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Figure 21. HSMS KNOWLtDGE IDENTIFICATION 'SHEET FOR-hkek Ng. .533.
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'Fi tire'22. HSMS KNOWtEDCE IDENTIFICATION SHEET FOR,TASik-NO. 566-
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17.1101ce 22. HSM KAO EDGE IDENTIFICATION SHEET (continued)

4

_ ,. .

Task Nameta 4-,. ..,. 44. JO i ii 4 .. , ,i b' 1, Task
... .

Code No.
4

r

S-44

40e442A. lea, irs011-.461# 7././1.11
natysts

451:51Ptitfdn r- 7 ''rilT page 3 of 2-...tur this Task.
,

A ,,r ,/
Fgr_every"Otegory chosen i i 'remember 'to examirie whet - it y o di na ve . (..)1) s.er1 i A ,

broad -leADcategory, ally of the relaced.finer-levei eik-outs appdx; 'whether:

if you have-cktoken "d- fibe-leyel break-out; -the related broad level categori It

applies.. .
.

-..
, . IP.
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Figure 23., T.ASKDESCII-IPTION FOR TASK 182

4 4 . 4
AiNTiffATID F'0RKNOWLPDGE AND .SCALEI VALUES 4

6,

..
. )

I

Task Code No. 182

.'
,ghis ts_pagetit..of 2' for this t ,14:;0.

1. what is -the output or this ,.task." (Be sure
thts, isbroad enough' to be repeatable.)

Patient and suction machine rea"cliexci for suctioning;
tracheal passagray Cleared or manirte turned on acid
off as ordered; patient cleansed and/or machirtei.'
Cleansed; matter' removed-.6hown to MD:

. - -
a

What is ed In performing this task? '(Note
if onl certain items Lust be us-ed. If thero..is trio cell include everything ow the kinds of
things 17Aen ar.vg.-1 - ,

.l'in's orders:- pati7rts t's chary. of check list;
(I' suction ilfachinet antiseptic, 'water; ,

tubing afrd .sterilile catheter(s) .or suction
fnachine;_trap and drainage. bottles; itap;
gauze, saline solution; sreee; clock or

, -

7 ... .
. - 4 , .

- .. .. .

,. . .

_
4 .'

. ,
. !' 7 ..

1 0 .

.e

3. is tnert .-. recip.Cef-.r_ respondent. or co-worker
involved in the taL,k i'es..(x) No... ( )

4. :r Vie' -.1. s: ..i---.e the 'kind 'of recipient,
r---,pond,:nt, or ,,-.-..oTw[rker involved with de - =

- script;iolas to in4iatc. -the relgvarit, condition
.inc lude the kind w i th whom: thet,pej,formet is

' not, allowtd to deal if releVant tio 'knowledge
. rci-,ii.rementa crzl'egal restrictions,. ,

a f ,,41,*
,

Any patidFit tobe. treated trith use .of
suction, machine ;, philsician; co-worker,

.

. - ,- '
. , ...°-

.. :. .

44k
,. .

. , ,, 7 4
.`,3--.eatne 'ask, so, t:,At trii answers to .ques-i.

vion, 1 -..-Ire re:1-:--_te 1. 4 nderl ihe esseir- ;-r -- .:. tial ---;ord',. '
II,

. .1 it__efting tip' aid tv,ing Stitt run Old c ne t4t- clear &Tr.'
.::ny or t? as.4ist ,:itn gastric..ay ayes, 'by ubt_altti4
mat,erials, at:id,r1hine, pr,nari- patIt,nt*, checking '
m-t.bine turning rilchine oil and off..as ordered for ',
'*isteic fiVge,or inserteing catli'eter into,tracheal. '1,

,\i)oningola nd c1 earin g.
P at'

rwar, cleaning up afterwards.
4 -

1

1 .

. . , ... N`
.. .

i z. .

a 1. 0 bi . 1
. 11 ,

280

I

a
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PigUre 23. TAU DESCRIPTION SHEET. (continued) ..- .

.- '

Task 0:A046. 182-
. .-

'.' This is page 1 bf 2.-"° Ot this. task:
. 'dr

1.

r

, z..

.;

A

1

List cements Fully
;

erformerlkses- msuction achi4e-

f(ar purposes such as gastric.

lavage (when MD inset ;s CaSpe-
ter) or with patientk who has
had b. rachedstomy performed' for
the insertion of a tube for
breathing; Performer uses suc-
tion. machine, as ,result of

a.-Verbal of written request 9f'
.physiciaa.0

). On decision based on obser7
vation of patient's need..

1. Performer reads phrsitian's
- orders On ceat or'check list,

listens to-verbal 4sders,or.
considers own dectlion.

4

2. Obtetns neceenfy-materl 'als
tram storage area or checks
'thai these are with' machine.

-14 Obtained separately; per
'former Alaces'on table near
p
,

atiente 'or.machine. ,
. .

3. Performer whedls suettOn
chine near patient or wheels
patient to machine if station
art ;inn Unit. (May - check tha

machine is clean; may deCide
, to clean or have cleaned); If

itot already dOne, plugs 'ma-
ahine's'cord into%4411 outl

- .

4% Performer may explain to pa-
tient what will be done, May
Hr6e patient? with sheet,' .

5: Perforbter chec machine by
turning on.sugt on'ind check-

°JP. iWg suction .outlet
ger to ftel sucton.
Mine not funceiong4g,.de--
tides to report;obtains'anoth
er(portableacnine orrwheels
pdt.ient toanotfier machite.

016-..RP;RR4,

6.: cheek'hpri

8-42 is a master stipet..(X)
)281,

41%

4
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N 4(Figure23. 'TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (coniinued) I

rl!''' Ah .

- . , - Task .Code 'No. 182'

.., 11 4 /
, .-/

This- is
--

'page.- 2 f o rfor thiq task. . 1.

List Eltmtnts Full

6: Aitichedrepackaged tubanfand
eter set to machine by connecting tug-
ing'to machine and catheter to tubing.

's '

If. gastric layage, pe
-chine on and off at
after'he or she has

_ Stands by during.pro

. If patient has had a

er /'ns ma-
vsician's dfders
nserted catheter,

e'slk

traoheostomy and

:needs passage clear, , er ormer

sertstsuctfonifig catheter.mith
propriat forcetbenter-the tracheal
openihg. When'inserted to appropriate

level, perfor r turns on suction'and

_,attempts tc2 tear'mucus from the, pas-

eway. 'ns o t machine lahen,done:

Performer may reassure.or comfort pa-
nttent during process; determines
whether-PdsSage.h&g'be-e-ECleaned.

s'

If not, per&)rmer uses fresh cnth-
eter(s) trid'ree,its suctioning until

the'airway is clear.

. er prmer may cleat the :ao'ea SUrroun-
ing.thetracheal opeping with gauze '

and saline solution.

10, After ,use, p former discaNds Che-tub-

"___ ing apd cathe (s). May place, some of

the matter repove from the patient in

'a-cup, pouring it from the drainage-

`iciarvi,(if. requsted to do z,o). '.

tele or gloss, 'and may show.tio phy-

6
.

6

11: Discards cup or mItrr in tottle.; nay;
decide to wash macaine rind, hottl'es..or

' havp suborflimate'wasitt(6ain4'antisep-
'tic .soap aad witer).Rnirns machine

. .

o.i'jinss it returned (it,portable}.

s'- , .
.

1:. .tient's chart or checK.Jil,t, or inn
1 .Riecor8s that was done and,ti:le on Iiir

, .

for physic vEliat t,a-,;,. Ls comPItired

14.

7' .*

%

.

List Elements Full

4

t
4

4

-

411)1/ 6-4'5 ipt4
r

8414 3



Pigure 24. ASK DESCRTPTWN SHEET FOR TASK 533
A NOTATED FOR KNOWLEDGE AND SCALE 'VALUES

P.

- Task Code No. -534

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enololl to be repeatable.) .

Plaptotiming device checke'd4orautomatic expo-7-
re-termihationiat constant density; test films

Assured for 'density; density cpittrol accuracy
calculated and, compAreciwith.given accePtible.
limitsi decision made to refuse equipment, Fe

' pair; test results recorded.
.

. .

.
.

. .

. - '-

2. What'is.used in performing this task. (Note

if.oDly certain 'items mast a used. If- there:

is Abicei include everythin* or the kinds Of
things chosen among;) :

Requirements or diagnostic radiOgraphy phot;-
timing'ecalipment;manufacturer's:specificationsii
cassettes; 'radiopaque-Matters; diasinostic ra--
diography unit, controlsj_test descriptions,
forms; pen, tyncil; test 'phantoms; densitometert

__nut. ,of-atd.a.r_slAphope e 'I, .

, 1* :.

3. Is'there'a. irecipient, respondent otcoo-worker
involved in the task?. Yes..:(g. No...( ) ,

,.. If. "lies" to q. Name the, kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with- de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
, include. the kind with whom the'peeformer Is

not-allowed to deal if relevant tof knowledge

requirementsor legal restrictions.

Supervisor; radiologist; repair servtce. per-

sonnel or installers. OP

.

4

5.1111;11g. sie-task o that the'answers to ques

ti3Ons art eflected.finderline essen .4
tial wp (13.* ,

.

(;he(Ain aoyTatic expo,oire termination of dic g

ti,.stic rddt(:,raphy.equii!ment ing test c)Z-

_ .Pu,,ures.at co*nstant." dens"tv ettinAs4 with dif-

ferent kVp',si or different p aril m thicknesses;
using dengi Jileter to ,measnre d nsity of exposed,

tift7,s; calcu attng accutacy; 0 ermining hetheri
- %

:tutc)::iti ti, ,.r'needs r.placoment, repair re-
,-4co-ftiri te:-,t, rsiti&e; arranging TA( repai .

.1.,-,

,

.
. 7.

-

8-45.

4,

,of
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Figure 24. TASK DESCRIPTIOWSHEFf (continued)
a.

.

1

-Task'Code No. 533

This is,page, 1 of. 2" for this task,

"40

I

t.

;l
es,

List Elements Fully

Performet checks the automatic

exposure termination device of .

diagnostic'x-rgy equipment 4"1

which- has beta-newly'installed,

- or' checkS,cprreUt equipment_k
periodicallys. as a result of:

a. ,Riular assignment.

b. Reques.
g. Decisiom=to

1- Performer determines. reasOr

for check and tyPeof equip -
ment. May proceed as follows:

a, Performer notes whether

test 411 be made for'
!Ai

three kVp settings at a'

normal denstity coctrol

. _
§ettirikand mkrange; or-

,- at a fixed kVp with three

phantoms of different den-

pities the normal den-
coWol.,setting, de-

/pending on type of equip-

went. Checks manufactar4

Obtains' 'WOPTia te phax
mv(a) and deasitome

S.

kir

-

2. Per r sees uvfor tests

41.

a. obtains cassettes
with uniform type of test

film (from same batch), and

screen ,cdm6inations-

1) Identifies cassettes
as appropriate'for test

v.
,.using radibmaqua._

'ets. '

i4),I'userts first cassette
`in:bucky tray r4 x-ray

unit or spot film unit,

or.;advahces film as ap-

OK-RP1111;KR

,

6. ,Ch ck hare if

is a master sheet

8-46.

4'

28 4



Figure 24. TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

emeims, ,FulkyLk-t.

Taik Gode'No. 533
,

. This, is page 2 af. 2 for thlg task.
*01

..,,,,,:,*proptqat'ejsuch as, or automatic

Ns!
"*

Ef.aksi phatit'ora '(or first of three

Thahtoms) ontabletop,and centefi
au ,

.to film usiM appropriate Optical
-system., Setatthe to appropriite
target-tim distance.

cv-Sei's't'ethafCal factors as approp:ri-
ate,to type of automatjt exposure
termination,,system. s'AL

Ir

i) Sets for:automatic exposur4 mode
and normal - density setting.t

ii) If appropriate sets. test mA or
first iclip setting.

3. Performer -makes first e4osure as ap-
1,ropriate and continues Iiith2test;

,

a. Removes oassette. ;

b:"Ingerts 'new cas.--ien_r_:,in trlymn4

e4her secs to a lower fet
posiion of placeS a secon phan-

,

:tom on table. Makes expoSu
c. Removes assette.Inserts a new,

cassette and eieher sets kV') to
n hi:rher test position or laces.

Ita,third phantom on tabe.1. k 'EIS

.'"exposure.\ ,

d. Performa tiffs Wosed r:I i 1 rffs y
)processedcesSed and stand A10Wfidi-

. tions. ..i.;-., .

i) May p*.rsonailv t'heek Kat stan-
dart pros essi;rig, condit Ions are

met.
f

ii) Ubs dersitornetor.to measure
depsityon explosed test films.'

ifi) May Iasi. LAptrpj test
subtract rakground density.

iv) Records meisuremenfs fr'bm densi-

' tomeCoi.

40 'Performer' derrintflec whefher the'dert-

s;t,ies of the three film-, the same

or within ziin acceptable rane of each

othe;.jefcrs t1,%t !-..tanards.

283 .4

x.At'c3s 1;10
pavitli, tit n ta

.t

ac.
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iigurg 24. TASK DESCRIPTION continu'ed)

w..

fib

Task Code Na. '53S.' 4,

This is page .2 of 2 'lot, thts

List ElemEnt Fully

a.-For new equipmefit, determ,i.nes:
whether.tqe unit should be refUsed.

or whether service staff should be

required `to make adjustments ok
replace phototiming unit.,,

b. 'FOr existing equipment, determilpes

whether prdblem xequires shntdown
of unit until, adjustments or re-

pairs ate made.
Performer may discuss resultq of

). test with,supervisor..and/or radio-

logist in charge before d etermin-

'ing what to'do. May explain effect

of'problems and deviations from
acceptable standards in terms of
patient.exposure, diagnostiC re-
liabilityl legal requirements.

d. If performelr decides-that the test

results indicate a major fault,

perfofter informs'reriir seryic.e
by caliing'in-house repair per-
sgpnel or manufacturer's repair
service. Indicates the results of

the test and the unit involved.
May place out-of-ordeesign on

f-

e. If already done, performer
-marks test records witIL date .

record evaluation of results and

what was done. Performer places
records in appropriate location'
for filing. Returns test equipment
to.storage or has this done.

;a6 (° ii
2-C
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'CHAPTER

JOB ANALYSIS FIELY.TEChNIOCIES * : Ali
4\ . -

-

.

\ %. ... ..

..

The purpose of the ipterviews' anc obserliations with the "per-.\
. -

..

/
.

.former" is to collect a*Curate and reievant ,informatioa about the work-
,

10 _

-activities he or she carries-out.. Therefort he ability.torelate.to.
*

performers and other analysts is at the heaft of an analyst'. function-.

ing. Since the'.inalyst depends1on the performer,ftT much information,

the quality of the work is'partly determined by the extent, fo which an

open, frank, 'and.,honest interchange can take place, fret-9f defensive-

ness, evasivehess,
!

or reticence. To achieve this,-the analyst needs
,

clearly understand ty nprocedures involved and also needs skills ilren-
__,

-'
_z_ -.__ ...!...1 . e:-.'

courage cooperation and .o hell) the performer provide,tbe, inforipatiOa
..

required. This chapter deals with ,such human interaction skills. I)

is addressed directlyrto-. the analyst, and includes a.code of behavior,'
, A 0

,. _
%'interriew techniques, and comments on role-playing and field practice.

, -
A ' .

,

A CODE QF liEUAVIOR FOR JOB ANALYSTS.

Before b nning work as a. jots analyst is VISe:o tonr'.
. 4 ".

sider that you will be .carrying out data callelition'work in.asetting

. . ''
1

which demands certain Triodes oibehavior from you ,nd whish.sets limAts
. 14 i

,
.

. /
on the wa.; in.which you may .carry out'yodr work.

.a
. 4 .

P /

In gathering task analysis data, you.a rive as a-poteptial

. ,

'intruder into A normal, work.siteation Regardless of how Weacome the

. i . . .

,:*. data collection results wi11be, person's ill the institution are being

.
,

. . ... *
.

* .. , .

is chapter was 'ce=aUthoted,:byglirene Selier.
i. . , ..,

, 9l 2
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.. A i ,

4
. . \

.1

asked to adapt theirwork schedules-in-order 6b pfovide fot your work
t.-- A, *

n(ay

. .. ,

' Awaeeds. As a job analyst, you y find .yourself in a situation in which ..

-
-

. ,

ing
. . -

on the lastitution's-emphasis on communicattons among' taft, status,

4%

.1i/Proff authority,''an& the useof ppwer. Therefore, the burden Iles,

qualified workers are in-short supply and/or.staffing is under tight .,

financial restrictions.400Supervisoislay be harried; woriZere.may be .

.
p

frustrated by ypars-.of service with.little,recognition, or by'llheer .

Overwork. :There maybe other: emotional overtones or underiopes depend-

. ''914 tp-ber9rooptrattve and undisruptiNe as possible.

,

4

'A4

rtant to r4tliie that you are a guest in the work

4.

situation. Whether you ate a-ls an employee of the. institution is

- ,

relevrt; the fact that.glou are iooking at the work which
.

.

makes you a guest in'tAir environment. You ,

.

have to decide in advance

1
.

-:0Ail .

to be 'a considerate one Who will be invited back,. becausebecause you
,.

ir- ,

Are going to have ta,come back in order-to

t
t

,.

carry out your work.

Consider the inst italkion. in be following ways:

. .
,

.

40.-

lA Never violate the rifles olA lit'lle i titution.
r

Super-

' vpory relationships and chains f command must

'. never be overlooked. *
. ,*

..

*
4-

''2. Avoid bqing conspicpous, if,certain types of. dress

.
are called-fort such as lab. coats, or if-cetraid.

standards of grooming are required, you mutt adhere .

"Ili

.

*
to them. If voices areto be muted in afe,placeh.

.

you.Conduct your work,.youmust be as' 4111et.at.pos-.
,

( e

sible..',In crowded situatiCns-you,should avoid obi
.

l _ , .0 % .6

_structing traffic.: 0,%
4 ,

*. . 1 - ,

Iliterviews a

,

observations are possiele only.. if the
-= - . ot, 1*.

forfier and his superviso llow them; without coopefriOn there can

6 .

1

..' L''' ow
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be no information and no Task
0
analysis. Without the goodwill of the

'performer.and his supervisor, you cannot hope to gather valid data.

4

Consider the performer in. the following ways:

1. Refrain from making judgments or comments.on the be-

havior of staff at the institution and respect other 4.

people's views car behavior, no matter how-different

from your own.

2: Address all persons with the appropriaA title of Dr.,

Mrs., Mr.,or Miss and the surname unless they re-
quest otherwise. . -

3: Ne r call on persons in authority to force a person

trcooperate. If someone refuses to participa e and

he cannot be convinced otherwise, report to r di-

rector so that the problem can be solved.. The person
involved must never suffer for his refusal to codger-
ay., and must never be in fear that he or she will '

suffer if he does not cooperate.

4. ,Do not. loiter after an interview or spend time talk-

ing with-the supervisor of someone you have,inter-

viewed. This may engender fear that you are r'eport--

ing on the interview, and.can harm yourteffectiveness.

5. Do not allow yourself to becoMe involved in discus-

sions about*the internal problemsior grievances at

the institution.

Treat the task analysis data:the interviews in which

they are collefted, and the confidences of the'persons
interviewed as confidential.' Every person interviewed
has a right to know who will see the data, in what
form, and whether he or she will be identified-by name.

How confident you, are abbut youi role as ,an analyst' can af

fect the Performer's participation. The mpre you feeti teat you know

, 1 .
,

N

what you are doing and why,-the .less likely 90u will,Ie to concentrate
-. .

on yourself. You then will it able to function.with,poise and flexi-

bility and will be ablp to giVe the perforier warm, accepting attention.

The performer is then free fFom the uncomfortable feeling one gets in

9-3
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1

t

the presence of someone who is stumbling at his job and is able to re-
` . ,

.

spond more openly. Your own' attitude and respect for the quality of
.

the work you are.doing is the mOst important factor in your,functioning.

Consider the ,quality of the work in the following ays:

4 /.
(

I I
1. Place as your first responsibility the qualiv of

the data you collect. :If, at any time, yo have

reason to believe'you have made a mistak the

work, bring'this to the attention of the pe eon in .

charge of your work. It may avoid serious conse.- 1

quences and you will not be penalized.

2. Follow the step-by-seep procedures faith ully.

-3. Never al-low time pressures to keep you from doing
the kind of work you can be proud of..

4. Never assume that proper explarkat hAs Of -your work

will be carried 'down through ch of command. If

you're to explain aspects of task' analyst's work,

never ask or rely on anyone else to do this. Unless

you convey the information, it con be distorted.

5. Never challenge the performakg of another anai6st

in the presence of someane from the institution.

6. 'Keep all your notes, data forms, mantels, and re-
, lated materials confidential and in,a Secure place,

away fra the view of unauthorized personnel.

CIE RELATIONSHIP* WITH THE PERFORKR

In the interview process an interaction takes place between

the person being interviewed (the performer) and. the interviewers (the

analysts). The objective of the interviews is to obtain information'

about the work. In such a situation the quality pf the interaction is

crucial to the outcome. It must be based in trus, mutual respect, and,

cooperation:' it need not be intimate or intense. 'WhatWhat is needed to
1

rt
I

. .

V

, r



. .

establisrfactual, objective information in a two-way interchange in a

positive; warm and honest workrelitionshio.

The Analyst m

ti

I;
When you first meet tfle performer, he or she may oelatet

very little of the task analysis work, may misunderstand wiat it in-

ormay lial_to!!e any benefits from such work. Youi success.

- in eliciting maximum participation from the.performer does not depend

on the'performer's enthusiasm about your work. It begins with your in-
-

terest in the performer's work And your willingness to treat it with

(

respect.

During task analysis you Wild be working with performers at .

all job levels, from the entry level to the highest professional levels.

You will bemeeting and dealing with persons of varying ages, races, and

national origins. Unless you have an intrinsic Tespect for the dignity

of each performer, unless yoli are prepared to'deal with each performer
.

as an individual, you will not succ ed, because--Ou.wila be unable to-414,,
develop the mutuality needed for ccurate data collection:

Probleths in dealing w(th the performer sometimes stem from

the analyst's own set of biases and miscOnceptione. The analyst may

predetermine and prejudge the content of a performer's, asks based

on his or'her concept of who the performer is or what hp does.
I

.

Some analysts prefer to function with performers in'occupa-
_

tions they rdmire or whom they perceive to have, high status. -They not

only tend to transmit this feeling, they are liatsle to abandon criti-

1
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. ,
.

.

caf evaluation if the performer's responses and may fail to adequately
.0'

probe for information.

, 7

4

Such analysts may also display lack,of'courtesy or indiffer-

ence to performers whom they regardas low-status persons. This,atti-

tude can never be hidden, andinvariably results in a closed performer

and biased data. The analyst( is atile to miss a. performer's intangible

A

task elements, sdch as decisiOn m4king, when these are not packaged in
$

4a container- -the one of his own prejudices.

The most liberal of individuals is capable of snobbishness

of one form or another. Age, education, or "generation" can be as much
/

A basis for subjective bias as ethnicity, sex, or race. Being:able to

relate.only to entry-level employees and treating Managerial employees
4W

and middle class performers as in an "enefiy class" rather than'as indi-

raviduals can also result in lack of true cooperation an'd inadequate cte

collection.

. ,
_..

Instead of 6latingihrough brfases, yoUvat choose ta par5-

ticibte with eaLh performer'as,an as each functions ip
,

. k ,

the "real 'world." ,
vs

...

A

Initial Contact

ContAt with the performer is first achieved with the help

- . .

of the supeivisor and/or: the employee representative during schedul ing.
r

The perfhrmer may have been selected dgring a prior discoOsion in the

lia# . .

.departmenT,mfy be a volunteer, or may have been selected by the super-
. I.

,

'

'visor. Regardless of how the performJe was chow, your initill'face-,

P.
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1 I /1 h

to-face contact is critical. .t this point you establish the time and

bset the aourse for the tank slysis work with- this performer.
$

t'ThePerformer

An understanding of what,encourages the par ticipation'of the

performer and how to develop these positive influences will help you to
,

enlist-maximum participation from the performer
4.

Each participant cOmes-,

to, the interacti on wi th-a history of prior experiences, expectations,

pereepttons, and ideas of what the interview will be and should be.

N

These attitudes and experienceq can,aaect participation: 7

t.

1 A performer may be positively inclined to partici-
pate by virtue of being a social being who ca take

pleasure and satisfaction from helping himsel .and

others.

You should-be prepared to4nestly answer questions
such as, "What will be done with-the res6Olts?" "What

goo,4 can come of 'this?" However,' you m St be care-
! ful not fo promise-to deliver more benefits tan
the management of the institution is prepared to

offer.

2 A performer can be motivated to participate by the,
sheer intellectual pleasure of being asked to ar-
ticulate his or her work in conceptual or classifi-
able terms, and nay also find the rigor or scien-
tific nature of the approach attrfctiVe. The in
tellectual stimulatibn, the opportunity to be ques-
tioned, to think about and to respond to new or
different topict related to-workican be hiihly,re7
warding.. ff the work is approached As an intellec-
tual 41allenge to you both, such a performer will
respond to the "questioning as to a challenge. ,How-'
ever, you must be careful not to waste time in

theorAtical discussions.

..
:

3 The interview situation can offer emotional rewards
'to(a perfo mer who has had rittli persona recog7 . . /

nit ion in is or her work-, or has the need to ex- A

press the attire of his work and how he carries it

out. A go d listener occtirs only rarely. An effec-

time,snalys asks go f

c(

yestions and also listens, well.

293
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fhetask!analysis situation offers this aart of sat-
isfaction, particularly since there is the possibil-

ity that ,the information will be put to serious and

productive uses. Hbwever, you must be careful nOt

to allow the interviews to becofne "gripe sessions."

4. A wfotmer may welcome a break from routine or may
enjoy the opportunity. to be given the prolonged at-

tention which the method provides. Such .a person

will reflect carefully, and will respond to ques-

tions with precision and a willingneas to provide

as much information as you require.

5, A'performer eanwresent being callad'away from an
.already heavy work load. Such a person will tend

to provide hurried, sometimes superficial ans*ers,

may, prove to beresi,atant, if not actually mislead-

. ing, and will if you are not able to change his

Attitude, meet only the minimum needs of an inter-

' view.

The performer's work patterns and routines can be

the basis of same reluctance to participate fully.

Every performe'r has certain routines, activities;

and preoccupations that could conflict with his

participation. Yod-should be aware of these in

advanc in tirder to keep such conflict to a minimum.

6. A per rmer's prior experience, with surveys, inter-

vie , or job analysis may underlie an initial hos,

tility towards.y4ou,'ii you sense reticence, it is

advisable'to find out, what the performer thinks the

method is about. The, performer may have Jleen,tudied

by ef*cieftcy experts,.time-and perponnel,

industrialndustrial engineers. ,Such a proaches, unlike

his one, are.concerned with the speed-and efficiency,

of the performer. He 4ay have been evaluated

such terms and may be defensiVe about another such

encounter. You should.makb sure that the perfilpr

understands that the HSMS method involves none

this.

Other forms of task analysis or.similar research tray

have antagoniisd the..performee: U. he gave much
V time and atteAl4ion to a.prior interviewer and re-

ieceived no thanks or follow -upon the'tesults, he may

be resentful. You should Make.it ,aipoint to explain

those aspects of the method which you think will

'best allay such resentment:
,

294
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7- The performer may, because of other past experiences,
resent you as a "stranger," a "management person," or

_ an "ivory -tower type;" he may also be extremely de-.

fensive and fearful .of being-criticized or of having
:

, been singled out. The performer should be reassured .

that he was not selecfed on the basis of any personal

characteristics, but' ecause his work is representa-

tive of' his job titl ./ Help him understand that it

A is the work and not,the individual that is being

studied., I

-
-

You can determine which positive or negative inflyences on

the performer's loaritiOation are -cost likely to be tnvOlvet by being

sensitive to signs of-these attitudes in the performer's first responses.

,

s
Spsitivity.to the-parformer'S needs comes out of respect for his integ-

rity as-an individual. It cannot come from a desire to manipulate him.

IF
If your gain this awareness, you can give more.attehrion'to-the relevant

.1 "
aspects of your- interaction and thereby increase participation.

People vary greatly in.the nature and the extent of the ex-
*

planatIon they-require before deciding about their participation. You

,
should think about the way you willpresent your explanation of the

. i

./task analysis work,so that it can.he meaningful and relevant to the
. ,

r.,

performers in ,terms of their past experiences`and interests:

1. You will need to explain-what organization or
Staff is doing the data collection, what the insti-

.
tutional relationship to the performer is, and what
,the. results are expected to provide: Itou could give

some idea of how the data collected in each phase

i. are put tegether and the type of results that can

be achieved...You can show examples. In explaining

anticipated uses, never promise anything to which,
the-institution'has not committed itself.

2., If the performer has never had an interview experi-

ence you should be prepared t,,cfr spend time explain-

, ing what will happen. Use language that will be

easily understood. The performer may wonder about

9-9
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you as an analyst, about.whether you will be'threat-

eningior congenial;. He should be reassured that the
situation.will be made as relaxed as possible.

.

400
. The performees'participation will be obtained more

4
, easily if he has a voice in setting-the interview '

periods and their duration. He-should be mode aware

,of'what tims.is needed, and-whit arrangements, if
any, have been made to Pree him for the interview.

4.* Some performers may wish to know something of how

the method was developed and what the method actually
is, in terms of its definitions and theory: You can

talk about what you.know, based on your own training,
obtain-answers from the person in charge ofjhe task
analysis work, or provide HSMS literature. 'However,

iris advisable to-- refrain from discussing the method

in great detail, because,some professionals will, with
only a limited understanding-of.the method, proceed
to assess it or recommend changes. This may lead to

conflict between you and/or result in wasted time.

Dealing With Resistance and Refusals V

In the initj. 1 period the flow of communication -slay seem

blocked or disjointed. The performs-r st(Ould be encouraged to ask

questi9ns or descritce in his or her own words something which you have .

explained. You may then discover that the performer misunderstands

some'of the procedu/reg and/or what you doing as aft analyst. Heor
.

' she may have a distorted view of what type of information the analyst
4

is seeking, the uses to which the data win beput, or the reason he.

was chosen. You may also find that shyness or anxiety bas been operat-
,

idg to block communications. .An early ekchange of perc4tions,can help

to_reAckre the block.

Occasionally, despite your most careful efforts to obtain.

particip tion,
-7

may encounter -strong resistance on the part of the

I
performer. At some point he may refuse to participate. In such cases jr

-°-

o
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4'
Reappraiseit is a good idea to.reviewttne situation: seappraise the various

reasons which could bellfhdblved and the, past encounters with the per-

I
:

form r; 'check theway he was first told about "the task analysis work.

Ask the performers direct 'questions about' his perceptions.: Misunden.
, .

. .

standings may. haVe developed which are tow making him feelthAatened.
. ,

/

You may not see the data collect' on and the method as threamaing, but

/
14111t

% .

you cannot assume that the performer shares Youf view.

. "ell.

Sometimes the -perforMer,will hame beeh pressured not to jalk

l

about out-of-title work, Since specific task'identification informa-

i. tion will be used internally, you can encourage frankness. You may

not be used to

A.

'have to reassure the supervisor that therfesultg

s-
datage him or his staff and have him reassure the performer.

The supervisor may be the one to have misunde rstood the na-
",

,

ture ofthe work. Ale may feel that he is being evaluated indirectly,

and hevmay have pregaire'd the 'performer as a result. You may,have to

carefully probe tolee whether'tfiis has occured, and then correct the

problemat its source.

You may find that you, as an individual, or your team part-

ner(s) have clashed_with the performer and "rubbed him the wrong way.
"

.

t'

Assess your 4)eha-71.or and the way you'have presented the work. Have_

you antagonized the performer by forcing your own attitudes on him?

44

You will need to appraise this situation without feeling personally

threatened yourself. The Only way to do that is to recognize that you

gre dealing with an individual with his own set of perceptions. The

9-11
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point is to asseis the situation objectively and Leo overcome the ob-
,tpe. . ,

stacles. You may discover that you can change the situation. It onbir
.

takes (1) your wici.ngnass'to openly and honestly find out what is

%
wrong, (2)ryour willingness,to place no,hlame but to patiently ,explain

. .

a misunderstanding; and (3). your willingness not to be defensive.

If; after all atteMpts to save the situation have been made,
t,

the performer atill refuses togo'on, the following should be noted:

.
0

1, Never use the authority of a person in a supervisory
relationship to the performer toforce tge performer
to participate. :this will turn the performer into
Ian unreliable'respondpnt and will make th4 task analy-.
sis appear to'be a pa tisan management function.

,4

2. Arrange for the alternate o someo4e else.to be in-

volved with-out drawing 1)1E14' ornegativecatterkion
.

tdthe performer. Thank the performer.for any coop-
eration already, obtained..

3. 'Repeat all prior scheduling ,an! ihterview

seeps with the new performer. Take nothing f%pr,

granted.

INTERVIEW PROCEEDINGS

. In interviewing, your objective is to obtain all the'infor-

-maifon,you need to identify and describe all the performer's,asks,

and/or to identify andcale the skills and knqwledges/heeded to carry
. 16 -

*

out the tasks. If you arrive at quality-information each is

)4
accurate, cleat, and complete, you must continde to' maintain the per-

6rmer's level of partic4pation.

1
Information given fradly'is likely to be of a higher qual'

I

ity than information given with indifferdnce dt reluctance., Therefore,
&.1

9-12
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01

the performer must'b at ease andlf well-motivated in the interview situ-
.

r

tation. He must no feel threatened or, press,ured. Hd must feel. that

.$
you are treating im with respect and ate riot jtidiing him.

7
ider to Dbtain the kind of information you heed4n a use-

/
,ful and ex ditious manner, follow the procedures outlifted,in this re-

.

port car fully and faithfully: The proCedures are .designed to void

confus on and duplication of effort and to provide for a smoothly run

inte view.

eliminaries-

When the performer arrives for the first interview he or she

should be introduce to te other team members by. the 'analystwito'did
.

the scheduling. This per;on should probably be thirspokesman for that

'sesSion. Within the constraints set by the institution, the performer'

can be invited to have some coffee oti tea.

, At the start, the spoke§man should go Over the purpo§e of
Y.

/ #. -

,tie interview and refer to the arrangement's with respect to'time. The

. I .

P>Mer. shoulAe given information on how to contact-the analysts

ar

1

enever nTssary. Specific questions, about the procedures can be

dealt with now, but further disdussions aboutfthe method and its uses ,

should 14-dealt with at a later time.
.

Initial interviews should geamod to provideyou with a

full list of the performer's work activiites and assignments.. You will

(

be asking Cairly broad, Oen-ended questions at first. If the performer

9-13
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,

...,_. ,
- ., 7 o .7 .

,
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. .
,

, t

'ccintinues< tp prpvlde'reievano Clear information, he need only en-.
' ., .1 6 ...0' . :Or . . . : .

410' N' . i' ,!
.1

AlipFaged a,contiduv.'c :
-,.

4

4
A

,;
. ,

.

''A'tqureation such as, '"Wourd'*pu tell me the, things you Co on
. ,

your job? I need a list of everything do," can be used after thery you
0 . ..4 0 , s4

%.

performer is introddced.:to.tte i-gteview situation. Ai the pe former

C1
4

'A
.

speaks, yob should'make.noee or points t hat /AO expansion,--liat fica-
,

tiOn, or greatir detail! Note apparent contradictions.' These can be

followed A by questilans of narrower,scope to fil out detailexnand

4)n areas onlyltouched on, or to'explain contradictions: 4,Thenateas

are fairly li
_

complet,e, rmma ries can be presented to the'performetfor.

So ;
conirMation.

. % s.. «
Do not spend ,too much time pn defails.at"iirst. Your pri- ,.',

mart'` focus shoUld be to note the possible groupings of actiNAties.which

io

1

4P

may all be instances of the sametask, the various Methods that-are
-440

used or wh h are chosen among,or:the types of individuals who are in-

.

volved in the worls_alc p. Vities. 4

General Procedures
3 b, _... ..1

. a
4 s

Duringethe interViews, openness,'..courtbsy, and respect for

the performer determine'tbe proceedings. These should also be extended
.4, .

."'", by the analysts to each other. When,questions are being, dirlecteeto
..,.. ,_,,

the .performer by one analyst, you 'and any others
-,
Ofestnt should"ilateb

.- \ . /
. ,

politely and attentively without interrupting The.performer cbuld -.

easTrY become confused or lose patience if ifferent peciple throw-ques-
,

Lions. at him simultaneoudly'or asic. him a; new question before he finishes

asWering the old question.

.. 9 714 .
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,

Precibus time can be saved if you to the other anal-

4\
lysti''4uestions and note the performer's 4tetponsei-._ Some of,your own

questions may be answered. Dining a response to:a question you may

hear something which will serve .as a clue to- information that you had'
,

notj3r6.71ouslyconsidered Retord your own questions as they come 'to

mind. Doll't rely on memory; th information accumulateswidly.

Raise yOer questions in the at is 4gingldiscussed.

Givp the /ierforniet your full Artemoion., istgn carefully wit)lout
.1

staring at him iri a manner which will make him nertrous.

-

,

- if you'aie the questioning 'analyst, speak naturally, in p

. .

normal manner, and not in memorized speeches( KnoW what ybu intend to

, .

.. , . .

. .

.

, ask and what stos you must cover. This ufili hell', you to be self- '

assered and will inspir onfidence that you are a serious researcher.

yolf you are self-confident you are morp'likely,to-be 'relaxed, and.this
4

Its
will' help to relax the performer:

-
You'may'sometimes feelieure enough about some inforMatfon

td draw your :own conclusions ablAatk boundaries or later scaling..41P

you.woidd beyise to-corroborate-such assumptions with one or

Ie

SA.

twoquestions. It is better to ask extra queSibne than to have wrong

4110
ai.

, information or inadequate notes:'

4

.
Be-careful not to make the performer feel totally responsi-

ble for educating you about the work being discussed. This-can happen
4

$ pleading a modest unfamiliarity with tilt. work,you also plead

. . total ignorance. If you give the performer the impressio that you

-

do,not understand
.

anything that-he has said', you rigk losing
,A4*

,
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. ticipation, since he may feel that he is too inarticulate to help you,

or that ydu are too inexperienced far him to take the time.ta provide

you with details. It,ia always wise to tell the performer at the out-

set ehat,you are not an expert in his particular field, that you have
1,_.

prepared yairself to understand, but that you need hi's assistance.

Note Taking

'4' I I

In both.interviews and'observatIons the analysts take notes.

This should not ordinarily cause alarm on the.part of the performer.

However, to ensure against this, avoid taking notes in a secretive
4

manner, and be sure that the performer knows beforehand that you are
ilk

not judging-iis or her perfid?hance, that speed Is not of interest to

You, and that you need factual information on the nature of the workc.

4' . However, ot attempt to formulate rules for note taking that are so

-
rigid ey defeat your-own needs. If you are to do a good job at task

entification and scaling, you need clear, informative notes.

Notes must be legible. No Matter how complete the contents

might be, if they cannot be read, they are Worthless. If you have a

tendency to scribble, or write in very abbreviated manner, take extra

care, to make.your notes more legible and more ctiple a daring the edit-

ing period. Do ,not wait too long after leaving the E Orformer,to do

this. Tot analysts have been known tobe Fable to read their own

.

notes only,a day after-the inte rview. They should be ieadable by

another analyst if necessary.. It is a good idea to date your notes,

Since the information you collect may be revised over time.

9 -16
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If the performer uses technical language with which you area

not faMiliar and/or whose spelling you are Unsure of,'write the words

vthe way tgey sound and late* enlist the pe "rformer's help with the spell -.

ing. Use a'technical dictionary to check.-

Terminating the Interview

Q 4

,
,

The'performer will be involved in a large number of inter-

view sessions spread out over a long period of time. In each phase of

task analysis there is the initial session which sets the form,fr the

others, the related, interviews, and the final interview for a phase,

such as task identification.or skill scaling. 'At theAt,(?!/Yesiii, there

is the rmination interview.

A/1 interviews should be terminated as follows:

C

When,you have det ermi;ed that you have all the informa-

tion required fpr a session, or that the time allotted

for the interview had' expired, you should'terminate the

session in as friendly a ganner as possible and thank

the performer. - f

:In ending you should never use any statement which would

imply that yo 67, rather than the performer, have time con-

straints, and he is therefore dismissed. Never' say things

such as, "I'm sorry, we have to stop now. Someone else

is due in fiveminutes." -This will make the performer

feel that he is being pushed out the door and that his

participation is'not appreciated or respected.

If the performer seems extremely reluctant to leaver and

it is imperative that he.or,she do so, you cal`easily

'terminate the interview by rising to shake hands. You

then thank the performer for giving his or her time.

Wit--
Before the perforr w leaves, check the date and tithe of-

the next appoliltAnt. If there'are any conflicts these

Can be J.mmediattly ascertained appl rescheduling cad be
. ,

done.

.
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In terminating the ie4(ial interview:

**-

Allow some time so'Chat the perfor'mer's questions can be
soliciteand answered. Further participation may depend
on his 6eing'able any ankietiessor doubts that he
may have after Undergoing the first interview experience.'
However, he should not be allowed to famble,on indefinitely'
since he usually will be expected back at his work site.
Questions ahould be answered truthfully and as briefly as
possihle. If more detailed information is requested than
can be.provided in this period of time,you can offer to
bring information to the next-tnterview or to send liter-
ature., Once promised, you mat keep your word.

Before ;he performer leaves, review the sequence of inter-
views and check the next appointment. .Be sure that the
performer 'knows how to reach you.

In terminating the finalinterview for,a'phase:

Cover the fact that a period.of time may elapse before
theil4former and/Or his supervisor are contacted again
for schiduling purposes. Indicate when you expect this
to flappen. 'Obtain intoqmatibn about the performer's.plans'
for vacation, leave of absence', or any other reason why
he may not be reachable when the next phase begins..

By the -'Rime of the termination intervieW you and the pier-

Aormer havc,gotten to know eachlbther and you should not suppress your

..

warm feelings. Yoli have reason to'express your appreciation to the
, ,-

.ifformer fow haNiang
.

..even so much of himself over so long a period of
,

,

.444

rime. Remember the following:

The performer.shold'be left With good feelings about
the:_taak analysis_and his participation in it.'

T4illow some time-lor the performer to ask any-qdeetions
''which he may have 'thought of durinithe course o the

. task analysis, or 'which may occur to htM now after
' ing involved in the entire process:

8

a
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Use this situation as an opportunity to get some feedback
'on your'own performance hand effectiveness as a job anal-

lyst. -Be sure you both can 'handle Ehis''and will not be-

come tense or'defensive.-

If. requested to do so by the performer, you can arrange
to send hi'm any literature. you have related to-the method.
Do not promipe to'sehd him any data 9,r research results.
This is the'province of the management.

. /

.Soon after the termination interview, letters of thanks

- should_be sent to the performer and/or is supetvisor

,expressing appreciation for the time, effort., and help-
fulness of the performer for participating, and to the
-supervisbr for making this possible.}

INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
.

This section deals, with,some of the techniques of interviewt-

ing. It attempts to make explicit' behaviors which you do dot consciously

think about or which you nearly always take for granted. The techniques

are presented to help you be a successful and relaxed data collector who

is able to relate to the 'variety of people who will be involved with you

as performers. The techniques can only "work,,." however,. if'you and the

.

perfOrmer are already somewhat trustful of one another and have estgb-
.

'fished mutual respect.

Asking Questions

The interviews with thiperfprier call foi oral questions.

1'0Pen-ended" questions whi:0 require more than a few'w41-da7an-redponse
' 4

and permit non-directed answers are useful when the questioner, is un-

t \
familiar with the material to.be discusse e analyst:can thenjOcus

,r %

f
in on specific subject,'.matter. Questions which require.only:A. few words

in response are generally mote useful for pinpointing specifir info7a7,..

tion and to fill out incomplete'deta4ils.

9-19
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The performer Aay be uncomfortable with ogen-ended ques-

tions
4
tions because place the urden of the response on him or ter%

This can, be difficult for an narticulate performer.- If the performer,

seemsnervous, anxious, conf .ee,, or reticent in response to slIch ques-
.

Lions, try to'prOceed with mo e-narrowly framfd)questions which require

only a few Ards Of response. If this .helps, you will then have to ar-.

*--""
J

rive at yout information thro gh a more directed line of approach.

Icontrast, an a ticulate performer may. become annqyed by

questions which do not allow him to express himself fully; r may. wiiW
, .

.

to' go beyond the few words your guestion,calls fqr, and may wish to ink

'traduce new'infOrmation or his sown reasoning.
. A

I
:-

The use of such op-ded'questios as, "Would you tell me ,, I. . 1,

enen n

.

. what you'd() then?" implies that you respgct the
I
judgment of the per-

- ...

..
former and are telyfng on him to

lik
select the information that is rele-

v- tr
vont to your-needs. You can.then use directed questions which pick up

. r. . -

from what the performef has.said: Using narrowly focused-questions al-

. -f
. most, exclusively May'kut of tu 1 recounting of information and you

i
. are. in danger of 1.oing-daes and the performer's interest.

rt .1.

,.-."
, i --
Once you hive some idea of the subject being discussed, you

-.: -
0 .

.0,,may firm,Up specific details which you need using quest that re-
.

qui-peAeaft and"do" answers.' Be careful in sing such a question when

you think that, the performer maynot understand the full content of the

. . .

question.. Some performers win automatically agree with, something they
i .. . .

Cannot comprehend in order.to,a,voicf embarrassment or to speed the inter-

t 9-20 r
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.

terview.- !'Yes" or /no" questions are useful for focusing a performer'i
, Nii

attention on a line of reasoning or,to corrobdrate clearly stated
)

l ,,, .
points. The mail pint- is to be aware ,of the perfofmer's.responte and

to .be- ready to change the-interview style to meet the performer's needs.

' . .,' .

General Guidds' 'For Questioks
_,.. . e ,

.

.

: . .

1. Ask-questions that require elaboration rather than
. o II answers

r .

.. 1 , yea.. or ."01::;,, unless .you already have all
c-cr- . .

. .v

4.4 fle.deta'Als yot#heed.
%

'. .

.- . ''e.:, 1., .. ' .

, .. r ..
. .2. qt1/6.id stathw.ftle 'an:sWet tO a question for-the per-J , r

. 4 . 11
1".

;47

tamer and asking him to agree,- except as' a means
-0

to Iscus 'onthe partitular,informationyouare
I

4geekihg..

W

-6..,Queition's with the.woras t," "haw," "wily,"

"wlAti,", Or,"whte. evakd f r responses than

"° .'"do you?"'ndesttions. , ' ' -
,

.

4, ....

.

Behr Ins and that pitformers4maysake fot panted
- 'asset-kit/ steps,, su,ch',gs deciding wha.v, is 'wrong,

-, :..mal&ii%.gliOfeis,: or cargying,out routine proCedures.

- Questions'ehpu/a etoke information about
. , /

. tivities.,' Mis.,may reqWra a sequente of,questions
A:inked With '.'and)ilen what do you do ?" Outages.

..

.: Ask the:perfotmerWe4lain'Words, terms, or con-
, .

0

cepts yod,AO noi uuderstana, but do not turn, the
- ,

, 6-1 sesaiofl. into- a, personal, lesson. .

. .' ., .., .

. . _

. .. 6. Questions yhigh are phraged without any reference
l'

# :' ..

.ta prior questions and'answers tend to game a new
foco'vo ggestioning. -ibis is useful pl-oviaea

#.

.. ,
.that Your purpon)is:to lead fn a new- direction.f .. . ,

r .. .
:

4

-The' coptinu4d uSe of quesrions wlich do npt refer
.

4
.

1 'to prior- questions or answer's may make thejinter-

view'seem highly fragMented and discontinuous. ,

'The perforMer may feel.frultrated by. the disjointed,.
sense he gets: .Avoid 'this feeling of discontinuity

. or overcome it by teferrring from time tp time to
I:
. rile performer' responses: This will assure him

that yod are following him. # 0

Es.

(
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,.

7. -Be wary vi.being-so preoccupied, with formufatirig '

yOur next question that you lose eh% opporAunity of ,.

buildisg your next .question the' performer's re- sk

sponse. By linking-Your qUestion td what the per-'

. former, has Said you bUilda common frame of refer-

. ,ence l'etweenr you anAYopen the way. to fuller answerg.

4 t
-8: Ypor attention to'the PerfOrmer's responses can help.

'you note'incOnsisten.'ciete which you can haveelari-

fled, or can suggest new.directips for yoursques-
tioning. By' writing 'down the performer's esference

to information you wish, toipursueaater, yon'Have

rdeiai-iure point to reach thatinformation at a
.later time in the interview: A phraiaesreminding

the,performer th'at he has said 44mething of value
Which you remembered all this time and pow wish.

to pursue can be helpfdl.

If; during'an'interview,..the-performer shoifs'resistance to

a line Cquestioning and youdo nitpknow Whether the resistance Is due
AP '.

. %
c

to lack of information, pr to a feeling of anxiety, move on to another --

. N .

,

.k

question. Later, When the performer 'feels more confid4t and at ease.,: .
,

. .... . .

you can return to the earlier topic, and,,,throUgil a question'making ref-

r

erenceipto the eailier answer, attempt, to obtainthe information. -You

can also. directly ask what the problem,is.

One method' of clarifying a response is to present the per7

fOrmer with your own summary, of what he said and obtain his conf4rma-:,

.

tin or correction. ,,,Your summary accomplishes several objectives. It

can assemble, consolidate, and Synthesize a number of pieces of informs-

tion which the performer has provided in separate responses. 'Therefore,

-

it can give fuller meaning to. the responsporaterial: It can clarify ,

.
ambiguities. _It can also cut short a performer who tends to be rambl-

.

.ing and repetitive without hurting his-feelings.

9-22
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formersto agreewithyour summary plan to disagree, since he will then
J

- ,

have to explain why le d'isagreest The performer may feel reluctant to
..'/ .-",,,'

4-: /41
.

-4.,--

disagree or may not want to get involved in_e_ lanationg: 'The danger
_ -4..

,

Remember, however, that t is alwayseasier for a per-

is Rarticularly serious, if you have the tendency to re rd your own.

ummary statements regardless of whar.;_the perform #r has said. Preface
,

your formulation -of what you feel is,an ac }rate summary by saying
.

,

thlit you are- not sure whether You have fully understood what has been

,said. Breakup a long summary by asking for feedback for indiviraual

sections ,of the summary.

When yog note inconsistencies within a response, or be-
.

twden two discrete responses, or betweetra responift and another source

of information, bring this to the performer's attention tactfully and

attempt to resolve

li.

If your question is worded carefully and you

.`are relaxed, the performer willnot become defensive-;---Ayadd directly

quoting sources other than the performer, especially the supervisor's
4

list 9f assigned duties or a job description. It is better to repeat
4- . ,

-

/ an earlier question and-rompers thenew
.

answer with an earlier response.

Intentional repetition of questions can be helpful. If you

feel that some early ,questions were answered evasively, superficially;

or Were not understood, and if_you think that the performer is likely

to respond better now, you can repeat earlier questions. ;It, is al-
.

ways, wise to assume that the perf6rmer remembers the earlier question.

Indicate that you are aware that you gre.repeating yourself, but-that

you wish to iake sure that you understand something prdpely,

9 -23
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The use of words sdch as "good," '.'aha," "xesi I understand,"

.
and nodding the head, convey to the performer without interrupting hit.

that you approve of what he is saying, that you ar#-int,erested, that he,

is on the right crack, and that you wish him to'continue in this direc-

-tion." These can be used purposefully. If you are not aware

111(that you are using such feedback mec nisms, you may find that you are

encouraging the performer in'a direction whi, you do not intend. If

the performer really has nothing more to say
.

_

you may get a, rambling or .unrelated response.

Continuity and Flow

in,a particular direction,

A common fear for an. inexperienced interviewer_is _thAt_be,

.

w not be able to maintain a continuous flow of questions and an-

swers-. In his anxiety to keep the process moving, he may perceive any
.

pause or silence as a danger signal to be dealt with immediately by

asking another quesiton. Be reassured that silence can serve a useful

purpose.

The silence of the performer is often his time for gathering

his thogghts together and may precede a relatively,engthy response. If

you break the silence by another question you may inhibit the further

response that would otherwise by coming. Some performers may in-

terpret your silence as your desire to have them continue to speak on

the same topic. Other performeis may be as uncomfortable with yo r si-

lence aq you are with theirs. The point is to be aware of what role

silence is playing between you and the performer and deal with it.

400'-
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When the performer is rambling, is talking allmit topics un-

related to your needs, or is r eatidg material you already have in

"your grasp, you face the ne d to in errupt.' The danger, of course, is

that the performer may be offended. I pogsible, avoid questions that

induce the sort of responses' that ne interruptions. Do not be afraid-

,

to interrupt when it is called for, ut do not attempt to,interrupt un-

til yourrelationlip with the performer is sufficiently establighed

that you do not close of the performer's participation. 'Interruptions

can appear to'be criticisms.

Interruptions should be done courteously, starting durinU.

U
the flow of the performer's words with a nod of your ahead and a phrase

sndh 4s, 'Excuse me, but ," or "Please let me interrupt you foi- a

minute." At thispoint you would do bell to refer to..What the wrformer

has been saying, to reinforce the fact tat yam' have been listening".

-.

Then say that, while this is interesting, what you are asking about is

sometAelse. If the performer has been repeating himself, refer td

the fact that-fie answered your question well before, and now you have

something related,to this to ask.

Naturally, in any set of interviews geared to cover all of a

performer's work activities, you will need to !tyke many transitions from,

one topic to another. You will also need transitions to move from a

difficUlt area which is uncomfortable to the performer to a more reas-

suring topic. Transitions are easier if you explain to the performer

that you are satisfied' about one topic ik are now ready to take on

v

: another. This gives him a sense of accomplishtent and closure, and en-

.

4 ........

.-...-

coUragesalit to continue with yOu to the next topic.

9725
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Be sure that you do not shift from a topic prematurely.. You
,

r . .

can lose valuable information and irritate the performet. He can lose
e

"-interest and reduce his par'ticipation'if hethinya that you are cutting

him off.

When the performer is the one to shift.tO another topic yoli

will need to ascertain whether it is because he has exhausted the'prior

topic, finds,4_skeatening, or is merely unfocused. You cal then.

either go along with the Q.AF topic, or steer the conversation back.

Pace or Tempo

When.job analysts are abiFe average in their Verbal skills,

they tend to develop a rapid tempo in discussions. However, your nor-

mal pace may be very*different from that which is familiar ox congenial

to the. performer. The performer is the person to whom,ru must adapt

the tempo of the interview. 'A slow egMpo is not necessarily a sign

of limited verbal ability; those who deliberate carefully before they

speak can provide full, rich answers to your questions. However, per-

sons WhO have difficulty in speaking quickly may be sensitive about

their pace. You riay have to resort to narrowlypframed questions and

use open-ended'questions sparingly:

The difficUlt adjustment is to unfamiliar pacing, language

and tempo, rather'ehan,to fast or slow per se. If the performer's

speech patterns, language, and pacing are unfamiliar to you, yoiis may

be unTlimtttarTO-lhe performer. Work adjustment out with the per-

former.

9-26
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4 The problem with the perforier whose pace is too fast for

r ,

you is that you will have difficulty taking notes.' You can ask the per-
AP'

. ,

"-former to slow down. Another solution is to divide the interview with

your analyst partner. One of you questions, while the other takes- -

notes. Do not be afraid to stop the. performer from time to time to get

something down in exact wording. Tfolnot done too often, the performer

will be more flattered than annoyed, and may give you more precise

wording.

Problems With Performers

Do not confuse a performer's Verbal ability with precision.
4

You will have to'assess,uthether you are being "snowed" or,not about

work practices and knoWledge yequirem4nts. You will have to find out

what a performer actua l ly does, not what he thinksha &ail do. A ques-

:him such as, "You don't 'really , do you?" may nt,be helpfUl, be-

cause it abks the performer to downgrade himself. Inste.44;you might'
,

y

say, "Sometimes people are able to do more than the job asks of them..

Do you have to , , Nor do you do that because you know how?"

Conversely, a performer mafbefOverly modest about his work

and ignore mental acts which he takes for grantld. -Cou should find out

whether a performei must come to conclusions or make decisions in his,
.

mind and is overlooking these processes because he'does not have to re=

port them.

Overly talkative performers can present a problem', especially

if the performer uses the interview as a means,,of socializing, showin g
1
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/
off,-7complaiping, or exercising controj.., The analysts Silence may

encourage nan-diretted talk rather tlin redirceit, You may have to

,-
, ,..

make-your questions more nairow,'or may,bave to interrupt dild redirect r
.

.-the performer. Your chief Acern here is to actwithout show ing an-

noyance, or you,

overly-talkative,

quedtion and move

your question is essential: Although frequent abrupt changes of °topic
1.4 11.%

-and brdgks with prior content are not generally' recommended, they are

11 JOse the performer's participation:,Wben"the

periformer pauses for breath )ou can.ask a Faticary

to a new to ic. Being "quick_ on the draw" with '

probably useful in this ease.

Ifll else fails, enlist the performer's help in getting

through all the material you have to cover. He may then find.a con, -'

gtructive outlet --for his energy. Before you consider changing pe rform---

ers because of over-talkativeness, disyss this with the person sUper-
f

vising the task analyais-work:

The reticent, untalkative performer may-be shy, threatene

.fearful, or may feel inadequate to the interview situation. en you

firstnotice reticence, try to final the reasons; you y be able to

'help by giving additional or clarifying info

of, your own ne4:11A's,s to the experience be reassuring to A dhy-per-
,

A

former.

ion. 4bur,adsission

Narrowly focused questions that can be easily answered by

the performer will help give him self-confidence. Y-Ou can attempt to.
.

build a sequence of such questions to gain the same information your

might,have gotten through an open-ended question. As you progress,

9-,28
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giving approval cues to thiverformer And wafd attention may help

make the performer more free in his answers, and you Can then shift

'to more open-ended questions.'- Questions referring to the performer's

Drior briefe"r answers can carry you from one mode to the other.

Communication

.

The content of the interview is expressed in oral use of

4111
language. However,te communication between you and the performer

. ,

about the content also includes non-verbal cues: You will be able to

communicate better with the perfortr if,you pay attenticin'to both

verbal and non-verbal'communication:

. 1. The same apparently)familiat terms can mean differ-

ent `things depending on.social background, field

of expertise; and level of education. Be alert for

misunderstandings abOut the meanings of words.

2. The perforMer may be reluctant to tell you that he
doesn't understand something you said. Be alert-

for visual signs that the performer has not under -...

Stoopsyou. .
.

ok s
All \

.

3. The performer may react emotionally to words you -
consider neutral, and you may have similar reacr-

tions. Be alert to signs that you or the per-
formermay have taken words "the wrong way" in' Alt
terms of tkle ,connotations involved., This is es-f,Ttpecially important if you talk aboUt right)nd
wrong ways - of doing tasks, or the errors W ch

.Aan be made whPle perforMing tasks. Keep such

.
discussions impersonal and in the third person,

possible.
. ,

.

4.* en the performeeusis ipecialized
.

terms yr abbre-
a .viAtions whioh you do not understand, you may con-

svey the impression that you know nothing about his

field. This can reduce hip Villingness to Parti-

.
cipate a detailed level. If you have read-the

litera e collected.fprhis Area of wnik you can

convey at you know something about"the field:
A--

- lut,--needdielp with special 'terms, jargon, or abbre-

9=29 ., 41/
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Viations. Never avoid a question about terms, which

you do not understand. It will inhibit your ability

to continue with writing task descriptions, and scaling.

5. In communicating.with the performer about his field,
use,the prOfessional's terms only if your are truly

familiar with them. You will block participation if,
you are obviously showing off, especially if you are

tieing terms incorrectly. . t

., .
.

. fIh sammunicating with the performer about the` task
+'' "-analysis work, avoid terminology specific to the HOS)

, ' ., mithoch, such as, "output," "recipient," "task boundar4

w ies," etc. It is needless to train tbe performer in

.-.
the method, and aliefl terms., can create bars to commu- -

nication.

,TRAINING

7.. Complex concepts and ideas in qdestions may be 3TrObult
to-respond to, especially if the performer has a liMited
educational.or verbal background. Try to relate the
abstract concept to concrete examples in his own work

area. Do not become impatient.AfPay attention.to the
answers to get clues about where the difficulty lies
in the performer's grasp of the concept.

8. Be aware of Your use and the performer's use of non-
verbal communication of understanding, agreement, ap
proval, or the reverse of these. Notice nods of the

head, gestures, and facial expressions. Determtne

,whether your on use of non- ve 'rbal cues projects what

,you intend.

When you have-gone through the nine chapters of this,manual,

your training-is-only half done. You'must now practice the method in

.

two ways: the first is role-playing wit others; the second is practice

in the

a

Role-playing provides an opportunity to find out how the ac-
.

teal procedures feel to the pdrticipants in the_ interviews. In this

way, inalysts can gain insight about how to conduct the work. Since

role-slaying is done with co-workers, there is an opportuni

9-30
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back-and change. Analysts can discuss their work with each other,-and

exchange O
.

mments and reactions.

In role- ying you.should take turns playing the performer

and the analyst. When your turn comes to bathe performer, remember

that you cannot imagine the circumstances of'a job You tow little

about. Play the role of, yourself in a job you once held. You can elf.°

pretend to be your own supiprlfisor. When it is your turn to play the .

14.

role of analyst, the other person should play himself in his prior job.
,

.

Actuarifield work' with practice experiences in a, reePinsti-.

!

tution is an essential part of job analyst preparation. (ThFre_should

be sufficient tj.me,for yoil to go through all the 'stems of task identi-

fication, tescriptidn, skill scaling, knowlddge identification, and

knowledge scaling in a team, under the supervisipn of'someone experi,

enced and trained in the use of the'method;'- so that the field work can
1

-be,evaIuated, corrected, and improved. If you practice in a team-you

.can 'discuss the problems andfind solutions as a team. You will learn

to work effectively. -.
.-

We wish you well.
4

is,
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